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PREFiACE
" THE Altar of the Dead "

forms part of a volume

bearing the title of
"
Terminations," which appeared

in 1895. Figuring last in that collection of short

pieces, it here stands at the head of my list, not as

prevailing over its companions by length, but as being

ample enough and of an earlier date than several. I

have to add that with this fact of its temporal order,

and the fact that, as I remember, it had vainly been
" hawked about," knocking, in the world of magazines,
at half-a-dozen editorial doors impenetrably closed to

it, I shall have exhausted my fund of allusion to the

influences attending its birth. I consult memory
further to no effect

;
so that if I should seem to have

lost every trace of
" how I came to think

"
of such a

motive, didn't I, by a longer reach of reflexion, help

myself back to the state of not having had to think

of it ? The idea embodied in this composition must
in other words never have been so absent from my
view as to call for an organised search. It was
"
there

"
it had always, or from ever so far back,

been there, not interfering with other conceits, yet
at the same time not interfered with ; and it naturally
found expression at the first hour something more

urgently undertaken happened not to stop the way.
The way here, I recognise, would ever have been easy
to stop, for the general patience, the inherent waiting
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from the rank at a great age and, as I was to note after

a sufficient interval, to my surprise, with a singularly
uncommeniorated and unchronicled effect : given, I

mean, her social and historical value. One blushed,
as the days passed, for the want of manners in it

there being twenty reasons in the case why manners
should have been remembered. A friend of the in

teresting woman, thereupon, seeing his opportunity,
asked leave of an acquaintance of his own, the con

ductor of a
"
high class

"
periodical, to intervene on

behalf of her memory in the pages under the latter's

control. The amiable editor so far yielded to a first

good impulse as to welcome the proposal ; but the

proposer was disconcerted to receive on the morrow
a colder retractation.

"
I really don't see why I

should publish an article about Mrs. X because and
because only, so far as I can make out she's dead."

Again I felt the inhibition, as the psychologists say,
that I had felt in the other case ; the vanity, in the

conditions, of any yearning plea that this was the

most beautiful of reasons. Clearly the conditions

were against its being for an effective moment felt

as such ; and the article in question never appeared
nor, to the best of my knowledge, anything else of

the sort : which fact was to take its place among
other grim values. These pointed, as they all too

largely accumulated, to the general black truth that

London was a terrible place to die in
;
doubtless not

so much moreover by conscious cruelty or perversity
as under the awful doom of general dishumanisation.

It takes space to feel, it takes time to know, and great

organisms as well as small have to pause, more or less,

to possess themselves and to be aware. Monstrous

masses are, by this truth, so impervious to vibration

that the sharpest forces of feeling, locally applied, no
more penetrate than a pin or a paper-cutter penetrates
an elephant's hide. Thus the very tradition of sensi-
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bility would perish if left -only to their care. It has

here and there to be rescued, to be saved by independ
ent, intelligent zeal

;
which type of effort however,

to avail, has to fly in the face of the conditions.

These are easily, one is obliged to add, too many
for it ; nothing being more visible for instance than

that the life of inordinately numerous companies is

hostile to friendship and intimacy unless indeed it

be the impropriety of such names applied to the actual

terms of intercourse. The sense of the state of the

dead is but part of the sense of the state of the living ;

and, congruously with that, life is cheated to almost

the same degree of the finest homage (precisely this

our possible friendships and intimacies) that we fain

would render it. We clutch indeed at some shadow
of these things, we stay our yearning with snatches

and stop-gaps ;
but our struggle yields to the other

arrayed things that defeat the cultivation, in such an

air, of the finer flowers creatures of cultivation as

the finer flowers essentially are. We perforce fall

back, for the application of that process, on the

coarser which form together the rank and showy
bloom of

"
success," of multiplied contact and multi

plied motion
;
the bloom of a myriad many-coloured

"
relations

"
amid which the precious plant that is

rare at the best becomes rare indeed.
" The Altar

of the Dead "
then commemorates a case of what I

have called the individual independent effort to keep
it none the less tended and watered, to cultivate it,

as I say, with an exasperated piety. I am not how
ever here reconstituting my more or less vivid fable,

but simply glancing at the natural growth of its prime
idea, that of an invoked, a restorative reaction against
certain general brutalities. Brutal, more and more,
to wondering eyes, the great fact that the poor dead,
all about one, were nowhere so dead as there ;

where
to be caught in any rueful glance at them was to be

ix
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branded at once as
"
morbid."

"
Mourir, a Londres,

c'est etre bien mart!" I have not forgotten the

ironic emphasis of a distinguished foreign friend,

for some years officially resident in England, as we

happened once to watch together a funeral-train, on
its way to Kensal Green or wherever, bound merrily

by. That truth, to any man of memories, was too

repeatedly and intolerably driven home, and the

situation of my depicted George Stransom is that

of the poor gentleman who simply at last couldn't
"
stand "it.

To desire, amid these collocations, to place, so far

as possible, like with like, was to invite
" The Beast

in the Jungle
"

to stand here next in order. As to

the accidental determinant of which composition, once

more of comparatively recent date and destined,

like its predecessor, first to see the light in a volume
of miscellanies (" The Better Sort," 1903) I remount
the stream of time, all inquiringly, but to come back

empty-handed. The subject of this elaborated fan

tasy which, I must add, I hold a successful thing

only as its motive may seem to the reader to stand

out sharp can't quite have belonged to the im
memorial company of such solicitations ; though in

spite of this I meet it, in ten lines of an old note-book,

but as a recorded conceit and an accomplished fact.

Another poor sensitive gentleman, fit indeed to mate
with Stransom of

" The Altar
"

my attested pre
dilection for poor sensitive gentlemen almost em
barrasses me as I march ! was to have been, after a

strange fashion and from the threshold of his career,

condemned to keep counting with the unreasoned

prevision of some extraordinary fate ; the conviction,

lodged in his brain, part and parcel of his imagination
from far back, that experience would be marked for

him, and whether for good or for ill, by some rare

distinction, some incalculable violence or unprece-
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dented stroke. So I seemed to see him start in life

under the so mixed star of the extreme of apprehension
and the extreme of confidence

;
all to the logical, the

quite inevitable effect of the complication aforesaid :

his having to wait and wait for the right recognition ;

none of the mere usual and normal human adventures,
whether delights or disconcertments, appearing to

conform to the great type of his fortune. So it is that

he's depicted. No gathering appearance, no descried

or interpreted promise or portent, affects his super
stitious soul either as a damnation deep enough (if

damnation be in question) for his appointed quality
of consciousness, or as a translation into bliss sublime

enough (on that hypothesis) to fill, in vulgar parlance,
the bill. Therefore as each item of experience comes,
with its possibilities, into view, he can but dismiss it

under this sterilising habit of the failure to find it good
enough and thence to appropriate it.

His one desire remains of course to meet his fate,

or at least to divine it, to see it as intelligible, to learn

it, in a word
; but none of its harbingers, pretended

or supposed, speak his ear in the true voice
; they wait

their moment at his door only to pass on unheeded,
and the years ebb while he holds his breath and stays
his hand and from the dread not less of imputed
pride than of imputed pusillanimity stifles his dis

tinguished secret. He perforce lets everything go

leaving all the while his general presumption disguised
and his general abstention unexplained ; since he's

ridden by the idea of what things may lead to, since

they mostly always lead to human communities,
wider or intenser, of experience, and since, above all,

in his uncertainty, he mustn't compromise others.

Like the blinded seeker in the old-fashioned game he
"
burns," on occasion, as with the sense of the hidden

thing near only to deviate again however into the

chill
; the chill that indeed settles on him as the
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striking of his hour is deferred. His career thus

resolves itself into a great negative adventure, my
report of which presents, for its centre, the fine case

that has caused him most tormentedly to
"
burn,"

and then most unprofitably to stray. He is afraid

to recognise what he incidentally misses, since what
his high belief amounts to is not that he shall have
felt and vibrated less than any one else, but that he
shall have felt and vibrated more

; which no acknow

ledgement of the minor loss must conflict with. Such
a course of existence naturally involves a climax

the final flash of the light under which he reads his

lifelong riddle and sees his conviction proved. He has

indeed been marked and indeed suffered his fortune

which is precisely to have been the man in the world

to whom nothing whatever was to happen. My
picture leaves him overwhelmed at last he has

understood
; though in thus disengaging my treated

theme for the reader's benefit I seem to acknowledge
that this more detached witness may not successfully
have done so. I certainly grant that any felt merit

in the thing must all depend on the clearness and
charm with which the subject just noted expresses
itself.

If
" The Birthplace

"
deals with another poor

gentleman of interest as being yet again too fine

for his rough fate here at least I can claim to have

gone by book, here once more I lay my hand, for my
warrant, on the clue of actuality. It was one of the

cases in which I was to say at the first brush of the

hint :

" How can there possibly not be innumerable

things in it ?
" "

It
"
was the mentioned adventure

of a good intelligent man rather recently appointed
to the care of a great place of pilgrimage, a shrine

sacred to the piety and curiosity of the whole English-

speaking race, and haunted by other persons as well ;

who, coming to his office with infinite zest, had after
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a while desperately thrown it up as a climax to his

struggle, some time prolonged, with "
the awful non

sense he found himself expected and paid, and thence

quite obliged, to talk." It was in these simple terms
his predicament was named to me not that I would
have had a word more, not indeed that I hadn't at

once to turn my back for very joy of the suppressed
details : so unmistakably, on the spot, was a splendid
case all there, so complete, in fine, as it stood, was
the appeal to fond fancy ; an appeal the more direct,

I may add, by reason, as happened, of an acquaintance,

lately much confirmed, on my own part, with the

particular temple of our poor gentleman's priesthood.
It struck me, at any rate, that here, if ever, was the

perfect theme of a nouvelle and to some such

composition I addressed myself with a confidence

unchilled by the certainty that it would nowhere, at

the best (a prevision not falsified) find
"
acceptance."

For the rest I must but leave
" The Birthplace

"
to

plead its own cause ; only adding that here afresh and
in the highest degree were the conditions reproduced
for that mystic, that

"
chemical

"
change wrought

in the impression of life by its dedication to an esthetic

use, that I lately spoke of in connexion with
" The

Coxon Fund." Beautiful on all this ground exactly,
to the projector's mind, the process by which the

small cluster of actualities latent in the fact reported
to him was to be reconstituted and, so far as they
might need, altered ; the felt fermentation, ever

interesting, but flagrantly so in the example before

us, that enables the sense originally communicated
to make fresh and possibly quite different terms for

the new employment there awaiting it. It has been
liberated (to repeat, I believe, my figure) after the

fashion of some sound young draught-horse who may,
in the great meadow, have to be re-captured and
re-broken for the saddle.
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I proceed almost eagerly, in any case, to
"
The

Private Life" -and at the cost of reaching for a

moment over
" The Jolly Corner

"
: I find myself

so fondly return to ground on which the history even
of small experiments may be more or less written.

This mild documentation fairly thickens for me, I

confess, the air of the first-mentioned of these tales
;

the scraps of records flit through that medium, to

memory, as with the incalculable brush of wings of

the imprisoned bat at eventide. This piece of in

genuity rests for me on such a handful of acute

impressions as I may not here tell over at once ; so

that, to be brief, I select two of the sharpest. Neither

of these was, in old London days, I make out, to be
resisted even under its single pressure ; so that the

hour struck with a vengeance for
"
Dramatise it,

dramatise it !

"
(dramatise, that is, the combination)

from the first glimpse of a good way to work together
two cases that happened to have been given me.

They were those as distinct as possible save for

belonging alike to the
"
world," the London world

of a time when Discrimination still a little lifted its

head of a highly distinguished man, constantly to

be encountered, whose fortune and whose peculiarity
it was to bear out personally as little as possible (at

least to my wondering sense) the high denotements,
the rich implications and rare associations, of the

genius to which he owed his position and his renown.

One may go, naturally, in such a connexion, but by
one's own applied measure ; and I have never ceased

to ask myself, in this particular loud, sound, normal,

hearty presence, all so assertive and so whole, all

bristling with prompt responses and expected opinions
and usual views, radiating all a broad daylight equality
of emphasis and impartiality of address (for most

relations) I never ceased, I say, to ask myself what

lodgement, on such premises, the rich proud genius
xiv
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one adored could ever have contrived, what domestic

commerce the subtlety that was its prime ornament
and the world's wonder have enjoyed, under what
shelter the obscurity that was its luckless drawback
and the world's despair have flourished. The whole

aspect and allure of the fresh sane man, illustrious

and undistinguished no
"
sensitive poor gentleman

"

he ! was mystifying ; they made the question of who
then had written the immortal things such a puzzle.

So at least one could but take the case though
one's need for relief depended, no doubt, on what one

(so to speak) suffered. The writer of these lines, at

any rate, suffered so much I mean of course but by
the unanswered question that light had at last to

break under pressure of the whimsical theory of two
distinct and alternate presences, the assertion of

either of which on any occasion directly involved the

entire extinction of the other. This explained to the

imagination the mystery : our delightful inconceivable

celebrity was double, constructed in two quite distinct

and "water-tight" compartments one of these

figured by the gentleman who sat at a table all alone,

silent and unseen, and wrote admirably deep and
brave and intricate things ; while the gentleman who
regularly came forth to sit at a quite different table

and substantially and promiscuously and multitudin-

ously dine stood for its companion. They had nothing
to do, the so dissimilar twins, with each other ; the

diner could exist but by the cessation of the writer,
whose emergence, on his side, depended on his and
our ! ignoring the diner. Thus it was amusing to

think of the real great man as a presence known, in

the late London days, all and only to himself unseen
of other human eye and converted into his perfectly

positive, but quite secondary, alter ego by any ap
proach to a social contact. To the same tune was
the social personage known all and only to society,

xv
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was he conceivable but as
"
cut dead," on the return

home and the threshold of the closed study, by the

waiting spirit who would flash at that signal into

form and possession. Once I had so seen the case I

couldn't see it otherwise ; and so to see it moreover
was inevitably to feel in it a situation and a motive.

The ever -importunate murmur,
"
Dramatise it, dra

matise it !

"
haunted, as I say, one's perception ;

yet without giving the idea much support till, by the

happiest turn, the whole possibility was made to glow.
For didn't there immensely flourish in those very

days and exactly in that society the apparition the

most qualified to balance with the odd character I

have referred to and to supply to
"
drama," if

" drama "

there was to be, the precious element of contrast and
antithesis ? that most accomplished of artists and
most dazzling of men of the world whose effect on the

mind repeatedly invited to appraise him was to beget
in it an image of representation and figuration so

exclusive of any possible inner self that, so far from
there being here a question of an alter ego, a double

personality, there seemed scarce a question of a real

and single one, scarce foothold or margin for any
private and domestic ego at all. Immense in this

case too, for any analytic witness, the solicitation

of wonder which struggled all the while, not less

amusingly than in the other example, toward the

explanatory secret ; a clear view of the perpetual,
essential performer, consummate, infallible, impec
cable, and with his high shining elegance, his intensity
of presence, on these lines, involving to the imagination
an absolutely blank reverse or starved residuum, no
other power of presence whatever. One said it under

one's breath, one really yearned to know : was he,

such an embodiment of skill and taste and tone and

composition, of every public gloss and grace, thinkable

even as occasionally single ? since to be truly single

xvi
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is to be able, under stress, to be separate, to be solus,

to know at need the interlunar swoon of some in

dependent consciousness. Yes, had our dazzling
friend any such alternative, could he so unattestedly
exist, and was the withdrawn, the sequestered, the

unobserved and unhonoured condition so much as

imputable to him ? Wasn't his potentiality of

existence public, in fine, to the last squeeze of the

golden orange, and when he passed from our admiring

sight into the chamber of mystery what, the next

minute, was on the other side of the door ? It was
irresistible to believe at last that there was at such

junctures inveterately nothing ; and the more so,

once I had begun to dramatise, as this supplied the

most natural opposition in the world to my fond

companion - view the other side of the door only

cognisant of the true Robert Browning. One's harm
less formula for the poetic employment of this pair
of conceits couldn't go much further than

"
Play

them against each other
"

the ingenuity of which
small game

" The Private Life
"

reflects as it can.

I fear I can defend such doings but under the plea
of my amusement in them an amusement I of course

hoped others might succeed in sharing. But so comes
in exactly the principle under the wide strong wing
of which several such matters are here harvested ;

things of a type that might move me, had I space, to

a pleading eloquence. Such compositions as
" The

Jolly Corner," printed here not for the first time, but

printed elsewhere only as I write and after my quite
ceasing to expect it

;

"
The Friends of the Friends,"

to which I here change the colourless title of
" The

Way It Came "
(1896),

" Owen Wingrave
"

(1893) ,"
Sir Edmund Orme "

(1891),
" The Real Right

Thing
"

(1900), would obviously never have existed

but for that love of
"
a story as a story

"
which had

from far back beset and beguiled their author. To
xvii b
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this passion, the vital flame at the heart of any sincere

attempt to lay a scene and launch a drama, he flatters

himself he has never been false ; and he will indeed

have done his duty but little by it if he has failed to

let it, whether robustly or quite insidiously, fire his

fancy and rule his scheme. He has consistently felt

it (the appeal to wonder and terror and curiosity and

pity and to the delight of fine recognitions, as well as

to the joy, perhaps sharper still, of the mystified state)
the very source of wise counsel and the very law of

charming effect. He has revelled in the creation of

alarm and suspense and surprise and relief, in all the

arts that practise, with a scruple for nothing but any
lapse of application, on the credulous soul of the

candid or, immeasurably better, on the seasoned spirit

of the cunning, reader. He has built, rejoicingly, on
that blest faculty of wonder just named, in the latent

eagerness of which the novelist so finds, throughout,
his best warrant that he can but pin his faith and
attach his car to it, rest in fine his monstrous weight
and his queer case on it, as on a strange passion planted
in the heart of man for his benefit, a mysterious pro
vision made for him in the scheme of nature. He has

seen this particular sensibility, the need and the love

of wondering and the quick response to any pretext
for it, as the beginning and the end of his affair

thanks to the innumerable ways in which that chord

may vibrate. His prime care has been to master

those most congruous with his own faculty, to make
it vibrate as finely as possible or in other words to

the production of the interest appealing most (by its

kind) to himself. This last is of course the particular
clear light by which the genius of representation ever

best proceeds with its beauty of adjustment to any
strain of attention whatever. Essentially, mean
while, excited wonder must have a subject, must face

in a direction, must be, increasingly, about something,
xviii
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Here comes in then the artist's bias and his range
determined, these things, by his own fond inclination.

About what, good man, does he himself most wonder ?

for upon that, whatever it may be, he will naturally
most abound. Under that star will he gather in what
he shall most seek to represent ; so that if you follow

thus his range of representation you will know how,

you will see where, again, good man, he for himself

most aptly vibrates.

All of which makes a desired point for the little

group of compositions here placed together ; the point

that, since the question has ever been for me but of

wondering and, with all achievable adroitness, of

causing to wonder, so the whole fairy-tale side of life

has used, for its tug at my sensibility, a cord all its own.

When we want to wonder there's no such good ground
for it as the wonderful premising indeed always, by
an induction as prompt, that this element can but be

at best, to fit its different cases, a thing of apprecia
tion. What is wonderful in one set of conditions

may quite fail of its spell in another set ; and, for

that matter, the peril of the unmeasured strange, in

fiction, being the silly, just as its strength, when it

saves itself, is the charming, the wind of interest

blows where it lists, the surrender of attention persists
where it can. The ideal, obviously, on these lines,

is the straight fairy-tale, the case that has purged in

the crucible all its betises while keeping all its grace.
It may seem odd, in a search for the amusing, to

try to steer wide of the silly by hugging close the
"
supernatural

"
; but one man's amusement is at

the best (we have surely long had to recognise)
another's desolation ; and I am prepared with the

confession that the
"
ghost-story," as we for con

venience call it, has ever been for me the most possible
form of the fairy-tale. It enjoys, to my eyes, this

honour by being so much the neatest neat with

xix b 2
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that neatness without which representation, and there

with beauty, drops. One's working of the spell is

of course decently and effectively but by the

represented thing, and the grace of the more or less

closely represented state is the measure of any suc

cess ;
a truth by the general smug neglect of which

it's difficult not to be struck. To begin to wonder,
over a case, I must begin to believe to begin to give
out (that is to attend) I must begin to take in, and
to enjoy that profit I must begin to see and hear and
feel. This wouldn't seem, I allow, the general re

quirement as appears from the fact that so many
persons profess delight in the picture of marvels and

prodigies which by any, even the easiest, critical

measure is no picture ;
in the recital of wonderful

horrific or beatific things that are neither represented
nor, so far as one makes out, seen as representable :

a weakness not invalidating, round about us, the most

resounding appeals to curiosity. The main condition

of interest that of some appreciable rendering of

sought effects is absent from them ; so that when,
as often happens, one is asked how one

"
likes

"
such

and such a
"
story

"
one can but point responsively

to the lack of material for a judgement.
The apprehension at work, we thus see, would be

of certain projected conditions, and its first need there

fore is that these appearances be constituted in some
other and more colourable fashion than by the author's

answering for them on his more or less gentlemanly
honour. This isn't enough ; give me your elements,
treat me your subject, one has to say I must wait

till then to tell you how I like them. I might
"
rave

"

about them all were they given and treated ; but

there is no basis of opinion in such matters without a

basis of vision, and no ground for that, in turn, with

out some communicated closeness of truth. There
are portentous situations, there are prodigies and

xx
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marvels and miracles as to which this communication,
whether by necessity or by chance, works com

paratively straight works, by our measure, to some

convincing consequence ; there are others as to which
the report, the picture, the plea, answers no tithe of

the questions we would put. Those questions may
perhaps then, by the very nature of the case, be un
answerable though often again, no doubt, the felt

vice is but in the quality of the provision made for

them : on any showing, my own instinct, even in the

service of great adventures, is all for the best terms

of things ; all for ground on which touches and tricks

may be multiplied, the greatest number of questions

answered, the greatest appearance of truth conveyed.
With the preference I have noted for the

"
neat

"

evocation the image, of. any sort, with fewest

attendant vaguenesses and cheapnesses, fewest loose

ends dangling and fewest features missing, the image

kept in fine the most susceptible of intensity with

this predilection, I say, the safest arena for the play
of moving accidents and mighty mutations and

strange encounters, or whatever odd matters, is the

field, as I may call it, rather of their second than of

their first exhibition. By which, to avoid obscurity,
I mean nothing more cryptic than I feel myself show
them best by showing almost exclusively the way they
are felt, by recognising as their main interest some

impression strongly made by them and intensely
received. We but too probably break down, I have
ever reasoned, when we attempt the prodigy, the

appeal to mystification, in itself; with its "objective"
side too emphasised the report (it is ten to one) will

practically run thin. We want it clear, goodness
knows, but we also want it thick, and we get the

thickness in the human consciousness that entertains

and records, that amplifies and interprets it. That

indeed, when the question is (to repeat) of the
"
super-

xxi
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natural," constitutes the only thickness we do get ;

here prodigies, when they come straight, come with

an effect imperilled ; they keep all their character,
on the other hand, by looming through some other

history the indispensable history of somebody's
normal relation to something. It's in such connexions

as these that they most interest, for what we are then

mainly concerned with is their imputed and borrowed

dignity. Intrinsic values they have none as we
feel for instance in such a matter as the would-be

portentous climax of Edgar Poe's
"
Arthur Gordon

Pym," where the indispensable history is absent,
where the phenomena evoked, the moving accidents,

coming straight, as I say, are immediate and flat,

and the attempt is all at the horrific in itself. The
result is that, to my sense, the climax fails fails

because it stops short, and stops short for want of

connexions. There are no connexions ; not only, I

mean, in the sense of further statement, but of our

own further relation to the elements, which hang in

the void : whereby we see the effect lost, the im

aginative effort wasted.

I daresay, to conclude, that whenever, in quest,
as I have noted, of the amusing, I have invoked the

horrific, I have invoked it, in such air as that of
" The Turn of the Screw," that of

" The Jolly Corner,"
that of

" The Friends of the Friends," that of
"

Sir

Edmund Orme," that of
" The Real Right Thing,"

in earnest aversion to waste and from the sense that

in art economy is always beauty. The apparitions of

Peter Quint and Miss Jessel, in the first of the tales

just named, the elusive presence nightly
"
stalked

"

through the New York house by the poor gentleman
in the second, are matters as to which in themselves,

really, the critical challenge (essentially nothing ever

but the spirit of fine attention) may take a hundred
forms and a hundred felt or possibly proved in-
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firmities is too great a number. Our friends' respective
minds about them, on the other hand, are a different

matter challengeable, and repeatedly, if you like,

but never challengeable without some consequent
further stiffening of the whole texture. Which pro

position involves, I think, a moral. The moving
accident, the rare conjunction, whatever it be, doesn't

make the story in the sense that the story is our

excitement, our amusement, our thrill and our sus

pense ; the human emotion and the human attestation,

the clustering human conditions we expect presented,

only make it. The extraordinary is most extraordinary
in that it happens to you and me, and it's of value

(of value for others) but so far as visibly brought
home to us. At any rate, odd though it may sound
to pretend that one feels on safer ground in tracing
such an adventure as that of the hero of

" The Jolly
Corner

"
than in pursuing a bright career among

pirates or detectives, I allow that composition to

pass as the measure or limit, on my own part, of any
achievable comfort in the

"
adventure-story

"
; and

this not because I may
"
render

"
well, what my

poor gentleman attempted and suffered in the New
York house better than I may render detectives

or pirates or other splendid desperadoes, though even
here too there would be something to say ;

but
because the spirit engaged with the forces of violence

interests me most when I can think of it as engaged
most deeply, most finely and most

"
subtly

"
(precious

term
!)

For then it is that, as with the longest and
firmest prongs of consciousness, I grasp and hold the

throbbing subject ; there it is above all that I find

the steady light of the picture.
After which attempted demonstration I drop with

scant grace perhaps to the admission here of a general

vagueness on the article of my different little origins.
I have spoken of these in three or four connexions,
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but ask myself to no purpose, I fear, what put such

a matter as
" Owen Wingrave

"
or as

" The Friends

of the Friends," such a fantasy as.
"

Sir Edmund
Orme," into my head. The habitual teller of tales

finds these things in old note-books which however
but shifts the burden a step ; since how, and under
what inspiration, did they first wake up in these rude

cradles ? One's notes, as all writers remember, some
times explicitly mention, sometimes indirectly reveal,

and sometimes wholly dissimulate, such clues and
such obligations. The search for these last indeed,

through faded or pencilled pages, is perhaps one of

the sweetest of our more pensive pleasures. Then
we chance on some idea we have afterwards treated ;

then, greeting it with tenderness, we wonder at the

first form of a motive that was to lead us so far and
to show, no doubt, to eyes not our own, for so other ;

then we heave the deep sigh of relief over all that is

never, thank goodness, to be done again. Would
we have embarked on that stream had we known ?

and what mightn't we have made of this one hadn't

we known ! How, in a proportion of cases, could

we have dreamed
"
there might be something

"
?

and why, in another proportion, didn't we try what
there might be, since there are sorts of trials (ah
indeed more than one sort

!)
for which the day will

soon have passed ? Most of all, of a certainty, is

brought back, before these promiscuities, the old

burden of the much life and the little art, and of

the portentous dose of the one it takes to make any
show of the other. It isn't however that one

"
minds

"

not recovering lost hints ; the special pride of any
tinted flower of fable, however small, is to be able

to opine with the celebrated Topsy that it can only
have

"
growed." Doesn't the fabulist himself indeed

recall even as one of his best joys the particular

pang (both quickening and, in a manner, profaning
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possession) of parting with some conceit of which he

can give no account but that his sense of beauty or

truth or whatever has been for ever so long saturated

with it ? Not, I hasten to add, that measurements
of time mayn't here be agreeably fallacious, and
that the

"
ever so long

"
of saturation shan't often

have consisted but of ten minutes of perception. It

comes back to me of
" Owen Wingrave/' for example,

simply that one summer afternoon many years ago,
on a penny chair and under a great tree in Kensington
Gardens, I must at the end of a few such visionary
moments have been able to equip him even with

details not involved or not mentioned in the story.
Would that adequate intensity all have sprung from

the fact that while I sat there in the immense mild

summer rustle and the ever so softened London hum
a young man should have taken his place on another

chair within my limit of contemplation, a tall quiet
slim studious young man, of admirable type, and
have settled to a book with immediate gravity ?

Did the young man then, on the spot, just become

Owen Wingrave, establishing by the mere magic of

type the situation, creating at a stroke all the implica
tions and filling out all the picture ? That he would
have been capable of it is all I can say unless it

be, otherwise put, that I should have been capable of

letting him ; though there hovers the happy alternative

that Owen Wingrave, nebulous and fluid, may only,
at the touch, have found himself in this gentleman ;

found, that is, a figure and a habit, a form, a face,

a fate, the interesting aspect presented and the dread
ful doom recorded ; together with the required and

multiplied connexions, not least that presence of

some self-conscious dangerous girl of lockets and
amulets offered by the full-blown idea to my very
first glance. These questions are as answerless as

they are, luckily, the reverse of pressing since my
xxv
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poor point is only that at the beginning of my session

in the penny chair the seedless fable hadn't a claim

to make or an excuse to give, and that, the very
next thing, the pennyworth still partly unconsumed,
it was fairly bristling with pretexts.

"
Dramatise it,

dramatise it !

"
would seem to have rung with sudden

intensity in my ears. But dramatise what ? The

young man in the chair ? Him perhaps indeed

however disproportionately to his mere inoffensive

stillness ; though no imaginative response can be

disproportionate, after all, I think, to any right, any
really penetrating, appeal. Only, where and whence
and why and how sneaked in, during so few seconds,
so much penetration, so very much Tightness ? How
ever, these mysteries are really irrecoverable

;
besides

being doubtless of interest, in general, at the best,

but to the infatuated author.

Moved to say that of
"

Sir Edmund Orme "
I

remember absolutely nothing, I yet pull myself up
ruefully to retrace the presumption that this morsel

must first have appeared, with a large picture, in a

weekly newspaper and, as then struck me, in the

very smallest of all possible print at sight of which

I felt sure that, in spite of the picture (a thing, in

its way, to be thankful for) no one would ever read

it. I was never to hear in fact that any one had
done so and I therefore surround it here with every

advantage and give it without compunction a new
chance. For as I meditate I do a little live it over,

do a little remember in connexion with it the felt

challenge of some experiment or two in one of the

finer shades, the finest (that was the point) of the

gruesome. The gruesome gross and obvious might
be charmless enough ; but why shouldn't one, with

ingenuity, almost infinitely refine upon it ? as one

was prone at any time to refine almost on anything ?

The study of certain of the situations that keep, as
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we say, the heart in the mouth might renew itself

under this star ; and in the recital in question, as

in
" The Friends of the Friends,"

" The Jolly Corner
"

and
" The Real Right Thing," the pursuit of such

verily leads us into rarefied air. Two sources of

effect must have seemed to me happy for
"

Sir

Edmund Orme "
; one of these the bright thought

of a state of unconscious obsession or, in romantic

parlance, hauntedness, on the part of a given person ;

the consciousness of it on the part of some other, in

anguish lest a wrong turn or forced betrayal shall

determine a break in the blest ignorance, becoming
thus the subject of portrayal, with plenty of suspense
for the occurrence or non-occurrence of the feared

mischance. Not to be liable herself to a dark visita

tion, but to see such a danger play about her child

as incessantly as forked lightning may play unheeded
about the blind, this is the penalty suffered by the

mother, in
"

Sir Edmund Orme," for some hardness

or baseness of her own youth. There I must doubt
less have found my escape from the obvious ; there

I avoided a low directness and achieved one of those

redoubled twists or sportive by which I don't at

all mean wanton gambols dear to the fastidious,

the creative fancy and that make for the higher
interest. The higher interest and this is the second

of the two flowers of evidence that I pluck from the

faded cluster must further have dwelt, to my
appraisement, in my placing my scene at Brighton,
the old, the mid-Victorian, the Thackerayan Brighton ;

where the twinkling sea and the breezy air, the great

friendly, fluttered, animated, many-coloured
"
front,"

would emphasise the note I wanted ;
that of the

strange and sinister embroidered on the very type
of the normal and easy.

This was to be again, after years, the idea enter

tained for
" The Jolly Corner," about the composition
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of which there would be more to say than my space
allows ; almost more in fact than categorical clearness

might see its way to. A very limited thing being on
this occasion in question, I was moved to adopt as

my motive an analysis of some one of the conceivably
rarest and intensest grounds for an

"
unnatural

"

anxiety, a malaise so incongruous and discordant,
in the given prosaic prosperous conditions, as almost

to be compromising. Spencer Brydon's adventure

however is one of those finished fantasies that, achiev

ing success or not, speak best even to the critical

sense for themselves which I leave it to do, while

I apply the remark as well to
" The Friends of the

Friends
"
(and all the more that this last piece allows

probably for no other comment).
I have placed

"
Julia Bride," for material reasons,

at the end of this Volume, quite out of her congruous

company, though not very much out of her temporal
order

; and mainly with this drawback alone that

any play of criticism she may seem formed to provoke
rather misses its link with the reflexions I have here

been making. That link is with others to come, and
I must leave it to suggest itself on the occasion of

these others ; when I shall be inevitably saying, for

instance, that if there are voluminous, gross and
obvious ways of seeking that effect of the distinctively
rich presentation for which it has been my possibly
rather thankless fate to strive, so doubtless the

application of patches and the multiplication of parts
make up a system with a train of votaries ;

but that

the achieved iridescence from within works, I feel

sure, more kinds of magic ;
and our interest, our

decency and our dignity can of course only be to

work as many kinds as possible. Such value as may
dwell in

"
Julia Bride," for example, seems to me,

on re-perusal, to consist to a high degree in the

strength of the flushing through on the part of the
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subject-matter, and in the mantle of iridescence

naturally and logically so produced. Julia is
"
fore

shortened," I admit, to within an inch of her life
;

but I judge her life still saved and yet at the same
time the equal desideratum, its depicted full fusion

with other lives that remain undepicted, not lost.

The other lives, the rest of the quantity of life, press

in, squeeze forward, to the best of their ability ;

but, restricted as the whole thing is to implications
and involutions only, they prevail at best by indirect

ness ;
and the bid for amusement, the effect pre

sumably sought, is by making us conceive and respond
to them, making us feel, taste, smell and enjoy
them, without our really knowing why or how.

Full-fed statement here, to repeat my expression
the imaged resume of as many of the vivifying
elements as may be coherently packed into an image
at once is the predominant artifice ; thanks to

which we catch by the very small reflector, which
is of absolutely minimum size for its task, a quite
"
unlikely

"
amount, I surmise, of the movement of

life. But, again and again, it would take me long
to retail the refinements of ingenuity I felt poor
re-invoked Julia all anxiously, all intelligently invite

me to place, for this belated, for this positively final

appearance, at her disposal.
"
Here we are again !

"

she seemed, with a chalked grimace, to call out to

me, even as the clown at the circus launches the

familiar greeting ; and it was quite as if, while she

understood all I asked of her, I confessed to her the

oddity of my predicament. This was but a way,
no doubt, of confessing it to myself except indeed

that she might be able to bear it. Her plea was

well, anything she would
; but mine, in return, was

that I really didn't take her for particularly important
in herself, and would in fact have had no heart for her

without the note, attaching to her as not in the least
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to poor little dim and archaic Daisy Miller, say ; the

note, so to call it, of multitudinous reference. I had

had, for any confidence, to make it out to myself
that my little frisking haunter, under private stress,

of the New York public scene, was related with a

certain intensity to the world about her
;

so that

her case might lose itself promptly enough in a

complexus of larger and stranger cases even in the

very air, by what seemed to promise, of the largest

possibilities of comedy. What if she were the silver

key, tiny in itself, that would unlock a treasure ?

the treasure of a whole view of manners and morals,
a whole range of American social aspects ?

To put that question was to see one's subject
swell at its mere touch ; but to do this, by the same

stroke, was to ask one's self, alas, how such a majestic
mass could be made to turn round in a nouvelle.

For, all tainted with the up-town debility though
it still might be and this too, after all, comparative

didn't it yet strain the minor key, to re-employ

my expression, almost to breaking ? How had the

prime idea come to me, in the first place, but as

possibly and perhaps even minutely illustrating, in

respect of consequences and remoter bearings, that

freedom repeatedly to contract for the fond pre
liminaries of marriage which has been immemorially
cherished by the American female young ? The
freedoms of American life are, together with some
of its queer restrictions and timidities, the suggestive
matter for painter, poet or satirist ; and who should

say that one of the greatest of all such birthrights,
the large juvenile license as to getting

"
engaged,"

disengaged and re-engaged, had received half the

attention the charmed dramatist or moralist would

appear consistently to owe it ? Presumably of the

greatest its bearing on the social tone at large, on

the manners, habits and ideals of communities cling-
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ing to it of generations wedded, that is, to the

young speculative exchange of intimate vows as to

the palladium of their liberties. What had struck

me nevertheless was that, in common with a hundred
other native traditions and practices, it had suffered

from the attitude of poets and statisticians banded
alike to display it as quite devoid of attendant signs
or appreciable effects. From far back a more per
verse student, doubtless, of the human scene in general
had ventured to suspect in it some at least of the

properties of presentable truth : so hard it appeared
to believe that the number of a young lady's accepted
lovers wouldn't in some degree determine the mixture

of the elements in the young lady's consciousness

and have much to
"
say," in one way and another,

to the young lady's general case. What it might
have to say (of most interest to poet and moralist)
was certainly meanwhile no matter for a priori

judgement it might have to say but the most

charming, the most thrilling things in the world ;

this, however, was exactly the field for dramatic

analysis, no such fine quantities being ever determin-

able till they have with due intelligence been
"
gone

into."
"
Dramatise, dramatise !

"
one had, in fine,

before the so signal appearance, said to one's self :

then, and not sooner, would one see.

By the same token and the same process would
one arrive at a similar profit on the score of that

other almost equally prized social provision which
has indeed received more critical attention the un
restricted freedom of re-marriage in the lifetime of

the parties, the unhampered ease of rupture and

repudiation for each. On this ground, as I say, the

fond interpreter of life has had, wherever we observe

him, the acute appeal apparently enough in his ears ;

and it was to reach me in the present connexion but
as a source of sound re-enforcement to my possibly
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too exiguous other example.
"
Superadd some view

of the so enjoyed and so typical freedoms of the

mother to the element, however presented, of the

daughter's inimitable career of license ; work in, as

who should say, a tablespoonful of the due display
of responsible consciousness, of roused and reflective

taste, of delicacy spreading a tentative wing ; season

and stir according to judgement and then set the

whole to simmer, to stew, or whatever, serving hot

and with extreme neatness
"

; such, briefly stated,

had been my careful formula or recipe by which
I of course had to abide in spite of suspecting the

process to promise, from an early stage, a much

stronger broth, smoking in a much bigger bowl,
than I had engaged to prepare. The fumes exhaled

by the mixture were the gage, somehow, of twenty
more ingredients than I had consciously put in ;

and this means in short that, even with the actual

liquid drained off, I make out a residuum of admirable

rich
"
stock," which in common deference to pro

fessional and technical thrift must again certainly
serve. Such are both the penalties and the profits

of that obsession by the sense of an ampler comedy
in human things latent and a little lost, but all

responsive to the interested squeeze, to the roused

passion of pursuit than even quite expert and
anxious preliminaries of artistic relation to any theme

may always be trusted to give the measure of. So
what does this truth amount to, after all, but a

sort of consecration of what I have called, for
"
Julia

Bride," my predicament ? the consciousness, in that

connexion, but of finding myself, after so many years
astride the silver-shod, sober-paced, short-stepping,
but oh so hugely nosing, so tenderly and yearningly
and ruefully sniffing, grey mule of the

"
few thousand

words," ridiculously back where I had started. I

clutch at the claim in question indeed, since I feel
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that without it the shadow I may have cast mightn't
bear comparison even with that of limping Don

Quixote assisted through his castle-gate and showing
but thankless bruises for laurels- might in fact resign
itself rather to recalling Moses Primrose welcomed
home from the Fair.

HENRY JAMES.
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THE ALTAR OF THE DEAD





HE had a mortal dislike, poor Stransom, to lean

anniversaries, and loved them still less when they
made a pretence of a figure. Celebrations and

suppressions were equally painful to him, and but
one of the former found a place in his life. He had

kept each year in his own fashion the date of Mary
Antrim's death. It would be more to the point perhaps
to say that this occasion kept him : it kept him at least

effectually from doing anything else. It took hold of

him again and again with a hand of which time had
softened but never loosened the touch. He waked to

his feast of memory as consciously as he would have
waked to his marriage-morn. Marriage had had of

old but too little to say to the matter : for the girl who
was to have been his bride there had been no bridal

embrace. She had died of a malignant fever after the

wedding-day had been fixed, and he had lost before

fairly tasting it an affection that promised to fill his

life to the brim.

Of that benediction, however, it would have been
false to say this life could really be emptied : it was
still ruled by a pale ghost, still ordered by a sovereign

presence. He had not been a man of numerous

passions, and even in all these years no sense had

grown stronger with him than the sense of being bereft.

He had needed no priest and no altar to make him
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for ever widowed. He had done many things in the

world he had done almost all but one : he had never,
never forgotten. He had tried to put into his exist

ence whatever else might take up room in it, but had
failed to make it more than a house of which the

mistress was eternally absent. She was most absent

of all on the recurrent December day that his tenacity
set apart. He had no arranged observance of it, but
his nerves made it all their own. They drove him
forth without mercy, and the goal of his pilgrimage
was far. She had been buried in a London suburb,
a part then of Nature's breast, but which he had seen

lose one after another every feature of freshness.

It was in truth during the moments he stood there

that his eyes beheld the place least. They looked at

another image, they opened to another light. Was
it a credible future ? Was it an incredible past ?

Whatever the answer it was an immense escape from
the actual.

It's true that if there weren't other dates than
this there were other memories ; and by the time

George Stransom was fifty-five such memories had

greatly multiplied. There were other ghosts in his

life than the ghost of Mary Antrim. He had perhaps
not had more losses than most men, but he had
counted his losses more ;

he hadn't seen death more

closely, but had in a manner felt it more deeply. He
had formed little by little the habit of numbering
his Dead : it had come to him early in life that there

was something one had to do for them. They were

there in their simplified intensified essence, their con

scious absence and expressive patience, as personally
there as if they had only been stricken dumb. When
all sense of them failed, all sound of them ceased, it

was as if their purgatory were really still on earth :

they asked so little that they got, poor things, even

less, and died again, died every day, of the hard usage
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of life. They had no organised service, no reserved

place, no honour, no shelter, no safety. Even un

generous people provided for the living, but even
those who were called most generous did nothing
for the others. So on George Stransom's part had

grown up with the years a resolve that he at least

would do something, do it, that is, for his own
would perform the great charity without reproach.

Every man had his own, and every man had, to meet
this charity, the ample resources of the soul.

It was doubtless the voice of Mary Antrim that

spoke for them best ; as the years at any rate went

by he found himself in regular communion with these

postponed pensioners, those whom indeed he always
called in his thoughts the Others. He spared them
the moments, he organised the charity. Quite how
it had risen he probably never could have told you,
but what came to pass was that an altar, such as

was after all within everybody's compass, lighted
with perpetual candles and dedicated to these secret

rites, reared itself in his spiritual spaces. He had
wondered of old, in some embarrassment, whether
he had a religion ; being very sure, and not a little

content, that he hadn't at all events the religion
some of the people he had known wanted him to

have. Gradually this question was straightened out

for him : it became clear to him that the religion
instilled by his earliest consciousness had been simply
the religion of the Dead. It suited his inclination,

it satisfied his spirit, it gave employment to his piety.
It answered his love of great offices, of a solemn and

splendid ritual ;
for no shrine could be more bedecked

and no ceremonial more stately than those to which
his worship was attached. He had no imagination
about these things but that they were accessible to

any who should feel the need of them. The poorest
could build such temples of the spirit could make
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them blaze with candles and smoke with incense,

make them flush with pictures and flowers. The cost,

in the common phrase, of keeping them up fell wholly
on the generous heart.



II

HE had this year, on the eve of his anniversary, as

happened, an emotion not unconnected with that

range of feeling. Walking home at the close of a

busy day he was arrested in the London street by the

particular effect of a shop-front that lighted the dull

brown air with its mercenary grin and before which
several persons were gathered. It was the window
of a jeweller whose diamonds and sapphires seemed
to laugh, in flashes like high notes of sound, with

the mere joy of knowing how much more they were
"
worth

"
than most of the dingy pedestrians staring

at them from the other side of the pane. Stransom

lingered long enough to suspend, in a vision, a string
of pearls about the white neck of Mary Antrim, and
then was kept an instant longer by the sound of

a voice he knew. Next him was a mumbling old

woman, and beyond the old woman a gentleman with

a lady on his arm. It was from him, from Paul

Creston, the voice had proceeded : he was talking
with the lady of some precious object in the window.
Stransom had no sooner recognised him than the old

woman turned away ;
but just with this growth of

opportunity came a felt strangeness that stayed him
in the very act of laying his hand on his friend's arm.

It lasted but the instant, only that space sufficed

for the flash of a wild question. Was not Mrs. Creston

dead ? the ambiguity met him there in the short
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drop of her husband's voice, the drop conjugal,
if it ever was, and in the way the two figures leaned

to each other. Creston, making a step to look at

something else, came nearer, glanced at him, started

and exclaimed behaviour the effect of which was
at first only to leave Stransom staring, staring back
across the months at the different face, the wholly
other face, the poor man had shown him last, the

blurred ravaged mask bent over the open grave by
which they had stood together. That son of affliction

wasn't in mourning now ; he detached his arm from
his companion's to grasp the hand of the older friend.

He coloured as well as smiled in the strong light of

the shop when Stransom raised a tentative hat to the

lady. Stransom had just time to see she was pretty
before he found himself gaping at a fact more por
tentous.

"
My dear fellow, let me make you ac

quainted with my wife."

Creston had blushed and stammered over it, but in

half a minute, at the rate we live in polite society, it

had practically become, for our friend, the mere

memory of a shock. They stood there and laughed
and talked

;
Stransom had instantly whisked the

shock out of the way, to keep it for private consump
tion. He felt himself grimace, he heard himself

exaggerate the proper, but was conscious of turning
not a little faint. That new woman, that hired per
former Mrs. Creston ? Mrs. Creston had been more

living for him than any woman but one. This lady
had a face that shone as publicly as the jeweller's

window, and in the happy candour with which she

wore her monstrous character was an effect of gross

immodesty. The character of Paul Creston's wife

thus attributed to her was monstrous for reasons

Stransom could judge his friend to know perfectly
that he knew. The happy pair had just arrived from

America, and Stransom hadn't needed to be told
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this to guess the nationality of the lady. Somehow
it deepened the foolish air that her husband's con
fused cordiality was unable to conceal. Stransom
recalled that he had heard of poor Creston's having,
while his bereavement was still fresh, crossed the sea

for what people in such predicaments call a little

change. He had found the little change indeed,
he had brought the little change back

;
it was the

little change that stood there and that, do what he

would, he couldn't, while he showed those high
front teeth of his, look other than a conscious ass

about. They were going into the shop, Mrs. Creston

said, and she begged Mr. Stransom to come with

them and help to decide. He thanked her, opening
his watch and pleading an engagement for which he

was already late, and they parted while she shrieked

into the fog,
" Mind now you come to see me right

away !

"
Creston had had the delicacy not to suggest

that, and Stransom hoped it hurt him somewhere
to hear her scream it to all the echoes.

He felt quite determined, as he walked away,
never in his life to go near her. She was perhaps a

human being, but Creston oughtn't to have shown
her without precautions, oughtn't indeed to have
shown her at all. His precautions should have been
those of a forger or a murderer, and the people at

home would never have mentioned extradition. This

was a wife for foreign service or purely external use
;

a decent consideration would have spared her the

injury of comparisons. Such was the first flush of

George Stransom 's reaction ; but as he sat alone that

night there were particular hours he always passed
alone the harshness dropped from it and left only
the pity. He could spend an evening with Kate

Creston, if the man to whom she had given everything
couldn't. He had known her twenty years, and she

was the only woman for whom he might perhaps have

9
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been unfaithful. She was all cleverness and sympathy
and charm ;

her house had been the very easiest

in all the world and her friendship the very firmest.

Without accidents he had loved her, without ac

cidents every one had loved her : she had made the

passions about her as regular as the moon makes
the tides. She had been also of course far too good
for her husband, but he never suspected it, and in

nothing had she been more admirable than in the

exquisite art with which she tried to keep every one

else (keeping Creston was no trouble) from finding
it out. Here was a man to whom she had devoted

her life and for whom she had given it up dying to

bring into the world a child of his bed ; and she had
had only to submit to her fate to have, ere the grass
was green on her grave, no more existence for him
than a domestic servant he had replaced. The frivol

ity, the indecency of it made Stransom's eyes fill ;

and he had that evening a sturdy sense that he alone,

in a world without delicacy, had a right to hold up his

head. While he smoked, after dinner, he had a book
in his lap, but he had no eyes for his page : his eyes,
in the swarming void of things, seemed to have caught
Kate Creston's, and it was into their sad silences he

looked. It was to him her sentient spirit had turned,

knowing it to be of her he would think. He thought
for a long time of how the closed eyes of dead women
could still live how they could open again, in a

quiet lamplit room, long after they had looked their

last. They had looks that survived had them as

great poets had quoted lines.

The newspaper lay by his chair the thing that

came in the afternoon and the servants thought one

wanted ; without sense for what was in it he had

mechanically unfolded and then dropped it. Before

he went to bed he took it up, and this time, at the

top of a paragraph, he was caught by five words that

10
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made him start. He stood staring, before the fire,

at the "Death of Sir Acton Hague, K.C.B.," the

man who ten years earlier had been the nearest of his

friends and whose deposition from this eminence

had practically left it without an occupant. He had
seen him after their rupture, but hadn't now seen

him for years. Standing .there before the fire he

turned cold as he read what had befallen him. Pro

moted a short time previous to the governorship of

the Westward Islands, Acton Hague had died, in the

bleak honour of this exile, of an illness consequent
on the bite of a poisonous snake. His career was

compressed by the newspaper into a dozen lines,

the perusal of which excited on George Stransom's

part no warmer feeling than one of relief at the

absence of any mention of their quarrel, an incident

accidentally tainted at the time, thanks to their

joint immersion in large affairs, with a horrible

publicity. Public indeed was the wrong Stransom

had, to his own sense, suffered, the insult he had

blankly taken from the only man with whom he had
ever been intimate ;

the friend, almost adored, of his

University years, the subject, later, of his passionate

loyalty : so public that he had never spoken of it to

a human creature, so public that he had completely
overlooked it. It had made the difference for him that

friendship too was all over, but it had only made just
that one. The shock of interests had been private,

intensely so
; but the action taken by Hague had been

in the face of men. To-day it all seemed to have
occurred merely to the end that George Stransom
should think of him as

"
Hague

"
and measure exactly

how much he himself could resemble a stone. He
went cold, suddenly and horribly cold, to bed.

ii



Ill

THE next day, in the afternoon, in the great grey
suburb, he knew his long walk had tired him. In the

dreadful cemetery alone he had been on his feet an
hour. Instinctively, coming back, they had taken

him a devious course, and it was a desert in which
no circling cabman hovered over possible prey. He
paused on a corner and measured the dreariness ;

then he made out through the gathered dusk that he

was in one of those tracts of London which are less

gloomy by night than by day, because, in the former

case, of the civil gift of light. By day there was

nothing, but by night there were lamps, and George
Stransom was in a mood that made lamps good in

themselves. It wasn't that they could show him any
thing, it was only that they could burn clear. To his

surprise, however, after a while, they did show him

something : the arch of a high doorway approached

by a low terrace of steps, in the depth of which it

formed a dim vestibule the raising of a curtain

at the moment he passed gave him a glimpse of an

avenue of gloom with a glow of tapers at the end.

He stopped and looked up, recognising the place as

a church. The thought quickly came to him that

since he was tired he might rest there ;
so that after

a moment he had in turn pushed up the leathern

curtain and gone in. It was a temple of the old

persuasion, and there had evidently been a function

12
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perhaps a service for the dead ; the high altar was
still a blaze of candles. This was an exhibition he

always liked, and he dropped into a seat with relief.

More than it had ever yet come home to him it

struck him as good there should be churches.

This one was almost empty and the other altars

were dim
;

a verger shuffled about, an old woman
coughed, but it seemed to Stransom there was hospi

tality in the thick sweet air. Was it only the savour
of the incense or was it something of larger intention ?

He had at any rate quitted the great grey suburb and
come nearer to the warm centre. He presently ceased

to feel intrusive, gaining at last even a sense of com

munity with the only worshipper in his neighbour
hood, the sombre presence of a woman, in mourning
unrelieved, whose back was all he could see of her and
who had sunk deep into prayer at no great distance

from him. He wished he could sink, like her, to the

very bottom, be as motionless, as rapt in prostration.
After a few moments he shifted his seat ; it was almost
indelicate to be so aware of her. But Stransom sub

sequently quite lost himself, floating away on the sea

of light. If occasions like this had been more frequent
in his life he would have had more present the great

original type, set up in a myriad temples, of the

unapproachable shrine he had erected in his mind.
That shrine had begun in vague likeness to church

pomps, but the echo had ended by growing more
distinct than the sound. The sound now rang out,
the type blazed at him with all its fires and with a

mystery of radiance in which endless meanings could

glow. The thing became as he sat there his appro
priate altar and each starry candle an appropriate
vow. He numbered them, named them, grouped
them it was the silent roll-call of his Dead. They
made together a brightness vast and intense, a bright
ness in which the mere chapel of his thoughts grew

13
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so dim that as it faded away he asked himself if he
shouldn't find his real comfort in some material act,

some outward worship.
This idea took possession of him while, at a dis

tance, the black-robed lady continued prostrate ; he
was quietly thrilled with his conception, which at

last brought him to his feet in the sudden excitement
of a plan. He wandered softly through the aisles,

pausing in the different chapels, all save one applied
to a special devotion. It was in this clear recess,

lampless and unapplied, that he stood longest the

length of time it took him fully to grasp the concep
tion of gilding it with his bounty. He should snatch

it from no other rites and associate it with nothing

profane ; he would simply take it as it should be given

up to him and make it a masterpiece of splendour
and a mountain of fire. Tended sacredly all the year,
with the sanctifying church round it, it would always
be ready for his offices. There would be difficulties,

but from the first they presented themselves only as

difficulties surmounted. Even for a person so little

affiliated the thing would be a matter of arrangement.
He saw it all in advance, and how bright in especial
the place would become to him in the intermissions

of toil and the dusk of afternoons ; how rich in assur

ance at all times, but especially in the indifferent

world. Before withdrawing he drew nearer again to

the spot where he had first sat down, and in the move
ment he met the lady whom he had seen praying and
who was now on her way to the door. She passed him

quickly, and he had only a glimpse of her pale face

and her unconscious, almost sightless eyes. For that

instant she looked faded and handsome.

This was the origin of the rites more public, yet

certainly esoteric, that he at last found himself able

to establish. It took a long time, it took a year, and

both the process and the result would have been

14
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for any who knew a vivid picture of his good faith.

No one did know, in fact no one but the bland

ecclesiastics whose acquaintance he had promptly
sought, whose objections he had softly overridden,
whose curiosity and sympathy he had artfully

charmed, whose assent to his eccentric munificence

he had eventually won, and who had asked for con
cessions in exchange for indulgences. Stransom had
of course at an early stage of his inquiry been referred

to the Bishop, and the Bishop had been delightfully

human, the Bishop had been almost amused. Success

was within sight, at any rate, from the moment the

attitude of those whom it concerned became liberal

in response to liberality. The altar and the sacred

shell that half-encircled it, consecrated to an ostensible

and customary worship, were to be splendidly main
tained ;

all that Stransom reserved to himself was
the number of his lights and the free enjoyment of

his intention. When the intention had taken com

plete effect the enjoyment became even greater than

he had ventured to hope. He liked to think of this

effect when far from it, liked to convince himself of

it yet again when near. He was not often indeed so

near as that a visit to it hadn't perforce something of

the patience of a pilgrimage ; but the time he gave to

his devotion came to seem to him more a contribution

to his other interests than a betrayal of them. Even
a loaded life might be easier when one had added a
new necessity to it.

How much easier was probably never guessed by
those who simply knew there were hours when he

disappeared and for many of whom there was a

vulgar reading of what they used to call his plunges.
These plunges were into depths quieter than the deep
sea-caves, and the habit had at the end of a year or

two become the one it would have cost him most to

relinquish. Now they had really, his Dead, something
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that was indefeasibly theirs
;
and he liked to think

that they might in cases be the Dead of others, as

well as that the Dead of others might be invoked
there under the protection of what he had done.

Whoever bent a knee on the carpet he had laid down

appeared to him to act in the spirit of his intention.

Each of his lights had a name for him, and from time

to time a new light was kindled. This was what he

had fundamentally agreed for, that there should

always be room for them all. What those who passed
or lingered saw was simply the most resplendent of

the altars called suddenly into vivid usefulness, with

a quiet elderly man, for whom it evidently had a

fascination, often seated there in a maze or a doze ;

but half the satisfaction of the spot for this mysterious
and fitful worshipper was that he found the years of

his life there, and the ties, the affections, the struggles,
the submissions, the conquests, if there had been

such, a record of that adventurous journey in which
the beginnings and the endings of human relations are

the lettered milestones. He had in general little

taste for the past as a part of his own history ; at other

times and in other places it mostly seemed to him

pitiful to consider and impossible to repair ; but on
these occasions he accepted it with something of that

positive gladness with which one adjusts one's self

to an ache that begins to succumb to treatment. To
the treatment of time the malady of life begins at a

given moment to succumb ; and these were doubtless

the hours at which that truth most came home to him.

The day was written for him there on which he had
first become acquainted with death, and the successive

phases of the acquaintance were marked each with

a flame.

The flames were gathering thick at present, for

Stransom had entered that dark defile of our earthly
descent in which some one dies every day. It was
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only yesterday that Kate Creston had flashed out

her white fire
; yet already there were younger stars

ablaze on the tips of the tapers. Various persons in

whom his interest had not been intense drew closer

to him by entering this company. He went over it,

head by head, till he felt like the shepherd of a

huddled flock, with all a shepherd's vision of differ

ences imperceptible. He knew his candles apart, up
to the colour of the flame, and would still have known
them had their positions all been changed. To other

imaginations they might stand for other things that

they should stand for something to be hushed before

was all he desired
;
but he was intensely conscious of

the personal note of each and of the distinguishable

way it contributed to the concert. There were hours

at which he almost caught himself wishing that certain

of his friends would now die, that he might establish

with them in this manner a connexion more charming
than, as it happened, it was possible to enjoy with

them in life. In regard to those from whom one was

separated by the long curves of the globe such a con
nexion could only be an improvement : it brought
them instantly within reach. Of course there were

gaps in the constellation, for Stransom knew he could

only pretend to act for his own, and it wasn't every
figure passing before his eyes into the great obscure

that was entitled to a memorial. There was a strange
sanctification in death, but some characters were
more sanctified by being forgotten than by being
remembered. The greatest blank in the shining page
was the memory of Acton Hague, of which he in-

veterately tried to rid himself. For Acton Hague no
flame could ever rise on any altar of his.



IV

EVERY year, the day he walked back from the great

graveyard, he went to church as he had done the day
his idea was born. It was on this occasion, as it

happened, after a year had passed, that he began to

observe his altar to be haunted by a worshipper at

least as frequent as himself. Others of the faithful,

and in the rest of the church, came and went, appealing
sometimes, when they disappeared, to a vague or to

a particular recognition ; but this unfailing presence
was always to be observed when he arrived and still

in possession when he departed. He was surprised,
the first time, at the promptitude with which it

assumed an identity for him the identity of the

lady whom two years before, on his anniversary, he
had seen so intensely bowed, and of whose tragic face

he had had so flitting a vision. Given the time that

had passed, his recollection of her was fresh enough
to make him wonder. Of himself she had of course

no impression, or rather had had none at first : the

time came when her manner of transacting her busi

ness suggested her having gradually guessed his call

to be of the same order. She used his altar for her

own purpose he could only hope that, sad and

solitary as she always struck him, she used it for her

own Dead. There were interruptions, infidelities, all

on his part, calls to other associations and duties ; but

as the months went on he found her whenever he
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returned, and he ended by taking pleasure in the

thought that he had given her almost the contentment

he had given himself. They worshipped side by side

so often that there were moments when he wished

he might be sure, so straight did their prospect
stretch away of growing old together in their rites.

She was younger than he, but she looked as if her

Dead were at least as numerous as his candles. She

had no colour, no sound, no fault, and another of the

things about which he had made up his mind was
that she had no fortune. Always black-robed, she

must have had a succession of sorrows. People
weren't poor, after all, whom so many losses could

overtake ; they were positively rich when they had
had so much, to give up. But the air of this devoted

and .indifferent woman, who always made, in any
attitude, a beautiful accidental line, conveyed some
how to Stransom that she had known more kinds of

trouble than one.

He had a great love of music and little time for the

joy of it
;
but occasionally, when workaday noises

were muffled by Saturday afternoons, it used to come
back to him that there were glories. There were

moreover friends who reminded him of this and side

by side with whom he found himself sitting out con

certs. On one of these winter evenings, in Saint

James's Hall, he became aware after he had seated

himself that the lady he had so often seen at church

was in the place next him and was evidently alone,

as he also this time happened to be. She was at first

too absorbed in the consideration of the programme
to heed him, but when she at last glanced at him he

took advantage of the movement to speak to her,

greeting her with the remark that he felt as if he

already knew her. She smiled as she said,
" Oh yes,

I recognise you
"

; yet in spite of this admission of

long acquaintance it was the first he had seen of her
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smile. The effect of it was suddenly to contribute

more to that acquaintance than all the previous meet

ings had done. He hadn't
"
taken in," he said to

himself, that she was so pretty. Later, that evening
it was while he rolled along in a hansom on his

way to dine out he added that he hadn't taken in

that she was so interesting. The next morning in the

midst of his work he quite suddenly and irrelevantly
reflected that his impression of her, beginning so far

back, was like a winding river that had at last reached

the sea.

His work in fact was blurred a little all that day
by the sense of what had now passed between them.

It wasn't much, but it had just made the difference.

They had listened together to Beethoven and Schu
mann ; they had talked in the pauses, and at the end,
when at the door, to which they moved together, he

had asked her if he could help her in the matter of

getting away. She had thanked him and put up her

umbrella, slipping into the crowd without an allusion

to their meeting yet again and leaving him to remem
ber at leisure that not a word had been exchanged
about the usual scene of that coincidence. This

omission struck him now as natural and then again
as perverse. She mightn't in the least have allowed

his warrant for speaking to her, and yet if she hadn't

he would have judged her an underbred woman.
It was odd that when nothing had really ever brought
them together he should have been able successfully
to assume they were in a manner old friends that

this negative quantity was somehow more than they
could express. His success, it was true, had been

qualified by her quick escape, so that there grew up
in him an absurd desire to put it to some better test.

Save in so far as some other poor chance might help

him, such a test could be only to meet her afresh at

church. Left to himself he would have gone to church
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the very next afternoon, just for the curiosity of seeing
if he should find her there. But he wasn't left to

himself, a fact he discovered quite at the last, after

he had virtually made up his mind to go. The in

fluence that kept him away really revealed to him
how little to himself his Dead ever left him. He went

only for them for nothing else in the world.

The force of this revulsion kept him away ten days :

he hated to connect the place with anything but his

offices or to give a glimpse of the curiosity that had
been on the point of moving him. It was absurd to

weave a tangle about a matter so simple as a custom
of devotion that might with ease have been daily or

hourly ; yet the tangle got itself woven. He was sorry,
he was disappointed : it was as if a long happy spell
had been broken and he had lost a familiar security.
At the last, however, he asked himself if he was to

stay away for ever from the fear of this muddle about
motives. After an interval neither longer nor shorter

than usual he re-entered the church with a clear con
viction that he should scarcely heed the presence or

the absence of the lady of the concert. This indiffer

ence didn't prevent his at once noting that for the

only time since he had first seen her she wasn't on
the spot. He had now no scruple about giving her

time to arrive, but she didn't arrive, and when he
went away still missing her he was profanely and con-

sentingly sorry. If her absence made the tangle more

intricate, that was all her own doing. By the end of

another year it was very intricate indeed ; but by that

time he didn't in the least care, and it was only his

cultivated consciousness that had given him scruples.
Three times in three months he had gone to church
without finding her, and he felt he hadn't needed
these occasions to show him his suspense had dropped.
Yet it was, incongruously, not indifference, but a

refinement of delicacy that had kept him from asking
21



the sacristan, who would of course immediately have

recognised his description of her, whether she had
been seen at other hours. His delicacy had kept him
from asking any question about her at any time, and
it was exactly the same virtue that had left him so

free to be decently civil to her at the concert.

This happy advantage now served him anew,

enabling him when she finally met his eyes it was
after a fourth trial to predetermine quite fixedly
his awaiting her retreat. He joined her in the street

as soon as she had moved, asking her if he might
accompany her a certain distance. With her placid

permission he went as far as a house in the neighbour
hood at which she had business : she let him know it

was not where she lived. She lived, as she said, in a

mere slum, with an old aunt, a person in connexion
with whom she spoke of the engrossment of hum
drum duties and regular occupations. She wasn't,
the mourning niece, in her first youth, and her van
ished freshness had left something behind that, for

Stransom, represented the proof it had been tragically
sacrificed. Whatever she gave him the assurance of

she gave without references. She might have been

a divorced duchess she might have been an old

maid who taught the harp.
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THEY fell at last into the way of walking together
almost every time they met, though for a long time

still they never met but at church. He couldn't ask

her to come and see him, and as if she hadn't a

proper place to receive him she never invited her

friend. As much as himself she knew the world of

London, but from an undiscussed instinct of privacy

they haunted the region not mapped on the social

chart. On the return she always made him leave her

at the same corner. She looked with him, as a pretext
for a pause, at the depressed things in suburban shop-
fronts

;
and there was never a word he had said to

her that she hadn't beautifully understood. For long

ages he never knew her name, any more than she had
ever pronounced his own

;
but it was not their names

that mattered, it was only their perfect practice and
their common need.

These things made their whole relation so im

personal that they hadn't the rules or reasons people
found in ordinary friendships. They didn't care for

the things it was supposed necessary to care for in

the intercourse of the world. They ended one day
they never knew which of them expressed it first

by throwing out the idea that they didn't care for

each other. Over this idea they grew quite intimate ;

they rallied to it in a way that marked a fresh start
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in their confidence. If to feel deeply together about
certain things wholly distinct from themselves didn't

constitute a safety, where was safety to be looked

for ? Not lightly nor often, not without occasion nor

without emotion, any more than in any other refer

ence by serious people to a mystery of their faith ;

but when something had happened to warm, as it

were, the air for it, they came as near as they could

come to calling their Dead by name. They felt it was

coming very near to utter their thought at all. The
word "

they
"
expressed enough ; it limited the men

tion, it had a dignity of its own, and if, in their talk,

you had heard our friends use it, you might have taken
them for a pair of pagans of old alluding decently
to the domesticated gods. They never knew at

least Stransom never knew how they had learned

to be sure about each other. If it had been with each

a question of what the other was there for, the certi

tude had come in some fine way of its own. Any faith,

after all, has the instinct of propagation, and it was as

natural as it was beautiful that they should have
taken pleasure on the spot in the imagination of a

following. If the following was for each but a follow

ing of one it had proved in the event sufficient. Her

debt, however, of course, was much greater than his,

because while she had only given him a worshipper
he had given her a splendid temple. Once she said

she pitied him for the length of his list she had
counted his candles almost as often as himself and
this made him wonder what could have been the

length of hers. He had wondered before at the co

incidence of their losses, especially as from time to

time a new candle was set up. On some occasion

some accident led him to express this curiosity,

and she answered as if in surprise that he hadn't

already understood.
" Oh for me, you know, the

more there are the better there could never be
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too many. I should like hundreds and hundreds
I should like thousands ;

I should like a great
mountain of light."

Then of course in a flash he understood.
' Your

Dead are only One ?
"

She hung back at this as never yet.
"
Only One,"

she answered, colouring as if now he knew her

guarded secret. It really made him feel he knew less'

than before, so difficult was it for him to reconstitute

a life in which a single experience had so belittled all

others. His own life, round its central hollow, had
been packed close enough. After this she appeared
to have regretted her confession, though at the mo
ment she spoke there had been pride in her very
embarrassment. She declared to him that his own
was ,the larger, the dearer possession the portion
one would have chosen if one had been able to choose ;

she assured him she could perfectly imagine some of

the echoes with which his silences were peopled. He
knew she couldn't : one's relation to what one had
loved and hated had been a relation too distinct from
the relations of others. But this didn't affect the fact

that they were growing old together in their piety.
She was a feature of that piety, but even at the ripe

stage of acquaintance in which they occasionally

arranged to meet at a 'concert or to go together to

an exhibition she was not a feature of anything else.

The most that happened was that his worship became

paramount. Friend by friend dropped away till at

last there were more emblems on his altar than houses

left him to enter. She was more than any other the

friend who remained, but she was unknown to all the

rest. Once when she had discovered, as they called

it, a new star, she used the expression that the chapel
at last was full.

" Oh no," Stransom replied,
"
there's a great thing

wanting for that ! The chapel will never be full till
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a candle is set up before which all the others will pale.

It will be the tallest candle of all."

Her mild wonder rested on him.
" What candle

do you mean ?
"

"
I mean, dear lady, my own."

He had learned after a long time that she earned

money by her pen, writing under a pseudonym she

never disclosed in magazines he never saw. She
knew too well what he couldn't read and what she

couldn't write, and she taught him to cultivate in

difference with a success that did much for their good
relations. Her invisible industry was a convenience

to him ; it helped his contented thought of her, the

thought that rested in the dignity of her proud
obscure life, her little remunerated art and her little

impenetrable home. Lost, with her decayed relative,

in her dim suburban world, she came to the surface

for him in distant places. She was really the priestess
of his altar, and whenever he quitted England he com
mitted it to her keeping. She proved to him afresh that

women have more of the spirit of religion than men ;

he felt his fidelity pale and faint in comparison with

hers. He often said to her that since he had so little

time to live he rejoiced in her having so much ;
so

glad was he to think she would guard the temple
when he should have been called. He had a great

plan for that, which of course he told her too, a be

quest of money to keep it up in undiminished state.

Of the administration of this fund he would appoint
her superintendent, and if the spirit should move her

she might kindle a taper even for him.
" And who will kindle one even for me ?

"
she then

seriously asked.
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SHE was always in mourning, yet the day he came
back from the longest absence he had yet made her

appearance immediately told him she had lately had
a bereavement. They met on this occasion as she

was leaving the church, so that postponing his own
entrance he instantly offered to turn round and walk

away with her. She considered, then she said :

" Go
in now, but come and see me in an hour." He knew
the small vista of her street, closed at the end and as

dreary as an empty pocket, where the pairs of shabby
little houses, semi-detached but indissolubly united,

were like married couples on bad terms. Often, how
ever, as he had gone to the beginning he had never

gone beyond. Her aunt was dead that he im

mediately guessed, as well as that it made a difference ;

but when she had for the first time mentioned her

number he found himself, on her leaving him, not a

little agitated by this sudden liberality. She wasn't

a person with whom, after all, one got on so very fast :

it had taken him months and months to learn her

name, years and years to learn her address. If she

had looked, on this reunion, so much older to him,
how in the world did he look to her ? She had reached

the period of life he had long since reached, when,
after separations, the marked clock-face of the friend

we meet announces the hour we have tried to forget.
He couldn't have said what he expected as, at the
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end of his waiting, he turned the corner where for

years he had always paused ; simply not to pause
was a sufficient cause for emotion. It was an event,
somehow

; and in all their long acquaintance there

had never been an event. This one grew larger when,
five minutes later, in the faint elegance of her little

drawing-room, she quavered out a greeting that

showed the measure she took of it. He had a strange
sense of having come for something in particular ;

strange because literally there was nothing particular
between them, nothing save that they were at one
on their great point, which had long ago become a

magnificent matter of course. It was true that after

she had said, "You can always come now, you know,"
the thing he was there for seemed already to have

happened. He asked her if it was the death of her

aunt that made the difference
;

to which she replied :

"
She never knew I knew you. I wished her not to."

The beautiful clearness of her candour her faded

beauty was like a summer twilight disconnected

the words from any image of deceit. They might have
struck him as the record of a deep dissimulation, but

she had always given him a sense of noble reasons.

The vanished aunt was present, as he looked about

him, in the small complacencies of the room, the

beaded velvet and the fluted moreen
;
and though,

as we know, he had the worship of the Dead, he

found himself not definitely regretting this lady. If

she wasn't in his long list, however, she was in her

niece's short one, and Stransom presently observed

to the latter that now at least, in the place they
haunted together, she would have another object of

devotion.
"
Yes, I shall have another. She was very kind to

me. It's that that's the difference."

He judged, wondering a good deal before he made

any motion to leave her, that the difference would
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somehow be very great and would consist of still

other things than her having let him come in. It

rather chilled him, for they had been happy together
as they were. He extracted from her at any rate an

intimation that she should now have means less

limited, that her aunt's tiny fortune had come to her,

so that there was henceforth only one to consume
what had formerly been made to suffice for two. This

was a joy to Stransom, because it had hitherto been

equally impossible for him either to offer her presents
or contentedly to stay his hand. It was too ugly to

be at her side that way, abounding himself and yet
not able to overflow a demonstration that would

have been signally a false note. Even her better situa

tion too seemed only to draw out in a sense the lone

liness of her future. It would merely help her to live

more and more for their small ceremonial, and this

at a time when he himself had begun wearily to feel

that, having set it in motion, he might depart. When
they had sat a while in the pale parlour she got up
"
This isn't my room : let us go into mine." They had

only to cross the narrow hall, as he found, to pass

quite into another air. When she had closed the door

of the second room, as she called it, he felt at last in

real possession of her. The place had the flush of life

it was expressive ;
its dark red walls were articu

late with memories and relics. These were simple

things photographs and water-colours, scraps of

writing framed and ghosts of flowers embalmed ; but
a moment sufficed to show him they had' a common

meaning. It was here she had lived and worked, and
she had already told him she would make no change
of scene. He read the reference in the objects about

her- the general one to places and times ; but after

a minute he distinguished among them a small

portrait of a gentleman. At a distance and without

their glasses his eyes were only so caught by it as to
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feel a vague curiosity. Presently this impulse carried

him nearer, and in another moment he was staring
at the picture in stupefaction and with the sense that

some sound had broken from him. He was further

conscious that he showed his companion a white face

when he turned round on her gasping :

"
Acton

Hague !

"

She matched his great wonder.
"
Did you know

him ?
"

" He was the friend of all my youth of my early
manhood. And you knew him ?

"

She coloured at this and for a moment her answer
failed ;

her eyes embraced everything in the place,
and a strange irony reached her lips as she echoed :

" Knew him ?
"

Then Stransom understood, while the room heaved
like the cabin of a ship, that its whole contents cried

out with him, that it was a museum in his honour, that

all her later years had been addressed to him and that

the shrine he himself had reared had been passion

ately converted to this use. It was all for Acton Hague
that she had kneeled every day at his altar. What
need had there been for a consecrated candle when
he was present in the whole array ? The revelation

so smote our friend in the face that he dropped into

a seat and sat silent. He had quickly felt her shaken

by the force of his shock, but as she sank on the sofa

beside him and laid her hand on his arm he knew
almost as soon that she mightn't resent it as much as

she'd have liked.



VII

HE learned in that instant two things : one being that

even in so long a time she had gathered no knowledge
of his great intimacy and his great quarrel ; the other

that in spite of this ignorance, strangely enough, she

supplied on the spot a reason for his stupor.
" How

extraordinary," he presently exclaimed,
"
that we

should never have known !

"

She gave a wan smile which seemed to Stransom

stranger even than the fact itself.
"

I never, never

spoke of him."
He looked again about the room.

"
Why then, if

your life had been so full of him ?
"

"
Mayn't I put you that question as well ? Hadn't

your life also been full of him ?
"

"
Any one's, every one's life who had the wonderful

experience of knowing him. / never spoke of him,"
Stransom added in a moment,

"
because he did me

years ago an unforgettable wrong." She was

silent, and with the full effect of his presence all about
them it almost startled her guest to hear no protest

escape her. She accepted his words
;
he turned his

eyes to her again to see in what manner she accepted
them. It was with rising tears and a rare sweetness in

the movement of putting out her hand to take his

own. Nothing more wonderful had ever appeared to

him than, in that little chamber of remembrance and
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homage, to see her convey with such exquisite mild

ness that as from Acton Hague any injury was cred

ible. The clock ticked in the stillness Hague had

probably given it to her and while he let her hold

his hand with a tenderness that was almost an as

sumption of responsibility for his old pain as well as

his new, Stransom after a minute broke out :

" Good
God, how he must have used you !

"

She dropped his hand at this, got up and, moving
across the room, made straight a small picture to

which, on examining it, he had given a slight push.
Then turning round on him with her pale gaiety

recovered,
"

I've forgiven him !

"
she declared.

"
I know what you've done," said Stransom ;

"
I

know what you've done for years." For a moment

they looked at each other through it all with their

long community of service in their eyes. This short

passage made, to his sense, for the woman before him,
an immense, an absolutely naked confession ;

which

was presently, suddenly blushing red and changing
her place again, what she appeared to learn he per
ceived in it. He got up, and

" How you must have
loved him !

"
he cried.

" Women aren't like men. They can love even

where they've suffered."
" Women are wonderful," said Stransom.

" But I

assure you I've forgiven him too."
"

If I had known of anything so strange I wouldn't

have brought you here."
"
So that we might have gone on in our ignorance

to the last ?
"

" What -do you call the last ?
"
she asked, smiling

still.

At this he could smile back at her.
"
You'll see

when it comes."

She thought of that.
"
This is better perhaps ; but

as we were it was good."
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He put her the question.
" Did it never happen

that he spoke of me ?
"

Considering more intently she made no answer,
and he then knew he should have been adequately
answered by her asking how often he himself had

spoken of their terrible friend. Suddenly a brighter

light broke in her face and an excited idea sprang
to her lips in the appeal :

" You have forgiven
him ?

"

"
How, if I hadn't, could I linger here ?

"

She visibly winced at the deep but unintended

irony of this ; but even while she did so she panted
quickly :

" Then in the lights on your altar ?
"

"
There's never a light for Acton Hague !"

She stared with a dreadful fall.
" But if he's one

of your Dead ?
"

"
He's one of the world's, if you like he's one of

yours. But he's not one of mine. Mine are only the

Dead who died possessed of me. They're mine in

death because they were mine in life."
" He was yours in life then, even if for a while he

ceased to be. If you forgave him you went back to

him. Those whom we've once loved- -
"

"
Are those who can hurt us most," Stransom

broke in.
" Ah it's not true you've not forgiven him !

"
she

wailed with a passion that startled him.
He looked at her as never yet.

" What was it he
did to you ?

"

"
Everything !

" Then abruptly she put out her
hand in farewell.

"
Good-bye."

He turned as cold as he had turned that night he
read the man's death.

" You mean that we meet no
more ?

"

" Not as we've met not there !

"

He stood aghast at this snap of their great bond,
at the renouncement that rang out in the word she
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so expressively sounded.
"
But what's changed for

you ?
"

She waited in all the sharpness of a trouble that

for the first time since he had known her made her

splendidly stern.
" How can you understand now

when you didn't understand before ?
"

"
I didn't understand before only because I didn't

know. Now that I know, I see what I've been living
with for years," Stransom went on very gently.

She looked at him with a larger allowance, doing
this gentleness justice.

" How can I then, on this new

knowledge of my own, ask you to continue to live

with it ?
"

"
I set up my altar, with its multiplied meanings,"

Stransom began ; but she quickly interrupted him.
" You set up your altar, and when I wanted one

most I found it magnificently ready. I used it with

the gratitude I've always shown you, for I knew it

from of old to be dedicated to Death. I told you long

ago that my Dead weren't many. Yours were, but all

you had done for them was none too much for my
worship ! You had placed a great light for Each I

gathered them together for One !

"

" We had simply different intentions," he returned.
"
That, as you say, I perfectly knew, and I don't see

why your intention shouldn't still sustain you."
"
That's because you're generous you can imagine

and think. But the spell's broken."

It seemed to poor Stransom, in spite of his resist

ance, that it really was, and the prospect stretched

grey and void before him. All he could say, however,
was : "I hope you'll try before you give up."

"
If I had known you had ever known him I should

have taken for granted he had his candle," she pre

sently answered.
"
What's changed, as you say, is

that on making the discovery I find he never has

had it. That makes my attitude
"

she paused as
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thinking how to express it, then said simply
"

all

wrong."
" Come once again," he pleaded.
"
Will you give him his candle ?

"
she asked.

He waited, but only because it would sound un

gracious ; not because of a doubt of his feeling.
"

I

can't do that !

"
he declared at last.

"
Then good-bye." And she gave him her hand

again.
He had got his dismissal ; besides which, in the

agitation. of everything that had opened out to him,
he felt the need to recover himself as he could only
do in solitude. Yet he lingered lingered to see if

she had no compromise to express, no attenuation to

propose. But he only met her great lamenting eyes,
in which indeed he read that she was as sorry for him
as for any one else. This made him say : "At least,

in any case, I may see you here."
" Oh yes, come if you like. But I don't think it

will do."

He looked round the room once more, knowing
how little he was sure it would do. He felt also

stricken and more and more cold, and his chill was
like an ague in which he had to make an effort not to

shake. Then he made doleful reply :

"
I must try on

my side if you can't try on yours." She came out

with him to the hall and into the doorway, and here he

put her the question he held he could least answer
from his own wit.

"
Why have you never let me come

before ?
"

"
Because my aunt would have seen you, and I

should have had to teU her how I came to know

you."" And what would have been the objection to

that ?
"

"
It would have entailed other explanations ; there

would at any rate have been that danger."
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"
Surely she knew you went every day to church,"

Stransom objected.
"
She didn't know what I went for."

"
Of me then she never even heard ?

"

"
You'll think I was deceitful. But I didn't need

to be !

"

He was now on the lower door-step, and his hostess

held the door half-closed behind him. Through what
remained of the opening he saw her framed face. He
made a supreme appeal.

" What did he do to you ?
"

"
It would have come out she would have told

you. That fear at my heart that was my reason !

"

And she closed the door, shutting him out.



VIII

HE had ruthlessly abandoned her that of course

was what he had done. Stransom made it all out in

solitude, at leisure, fitting the unmatched pieces grad
ually together and dealing one by one with a hundred
obscure points. She had known Hague only after her

present friend's relations with him had wholly termi

nated
; obviously indeed a good while after ; and it

was natural enough that of his previous life she should

have ascertained only what he had judged good to

communicate. There were passages it was quite con
ceivable that even in moments of the tenderest expan
sion he should have withheld. Of many facts in the

career of a man so in the eye of the world there was of

course a common knowledge ; but this lady lived apart
from public affairs, and the only time perfectly clear

to her would have been the time following the dawn
of her own drama. A man in her place would have
"
looked up

"
the past would even have consulted

old newspapers. It remained remarkable indeed that

in her long contact with the partner of her retrospect
no accident had lighted a train

; but there was no

arguing about that
; the accident had in fact come : it

had simply been that security had prevailed. She had
taken what Hague had given her, and her blankness

in respect of his other connexions was only a touch in

the picture of that plasticity Stransom had supreme
reason to know so great a master could have been
trusted to produce.
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This picture was for a while all our friend saw : he

caught his breath again and again as it came over him
that the woman with whom he had had for years so

fine a point of contact was a woman whom Acton

Hague, of all men in the world, had more or less

fashioned. Such as she sat there to-day she was in-

effaceably stamped with him. Beneficent, blameless

as Stransom held her, he couldn't rid himselt of the

sense that he had been, as who should say, swindled.

She had imposed upon him hugely, though she had
known it as little as he. All this later past came
back to him as a time grotesquely misspent. Such at

least were his first reflexions ; after a while he found

himself more divided and only, as the end of it,

more troubled. He imagined, recalled, reconstituted,

figured out for himself the truth she had refused to

give him
;

the effect of which was to make her seem
to him only more saturated with her fate. He felt

her spirit, through the whole strangeness, finer than

his own to the very degree in which she might have

been, in which she certainly had been, more wronged.
A woman, when wronged, was always more wronged
than a man, and there were conditions when the least

she could have got off with was more than the most
he could have to bear. He was sure this rare creature

wouldn't have got off with the least. He was awe
struck at the thought of such a surrender such a

prostration. Moulded indeed she had been by power
ful hands, to have converted her injury into an exalta

tion so sublime. The fellow had only had to die for

everything that was ugly in him to be washed out in a

torrent. It was vain to try to guess what had taken

place, but nothing could be clearer than that she had
ended by accusing herself. She absolved him at every

point, she adored her very wounds. The passion by
which he had profited had rushed back after its ebb,

and now the tide of tenderness, arrested for ever at
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flood, was too deep even to fathom. Stransom sin

cerely considered that he had forgiven him ;
but how

little he had achieved the miracle that she had
achieved ! His forgiveness was silence, but hers was
mere unuttered sound. The light she had demanded
for his altar would have broken his silence with a

blare ; whereas all the lights in the church were for her

too great a hush.

She had been right about the difference she had

spoken the truth about the change : Stransom was
soon to know himself as perversely but sharply

jealous. His tide had ebbed, not flowed
;

if he had
"
forgiven

"
Acton Hague, that forgiveness was a

motive with a broken spring. The very fact of her

appeal for a material sign, a sign that should make
her dead lover equal there with the others, presented
the concession to her friend as too handsome for the

case. He had never thought of himself as hard, but
an exorbitant article might easily render him so. He
moved round and round this one, but only in widen

ing circles the more he looked at it the less accept
able it seemed. At the same time he had no illusion

about the effect of his refusal ;
he perfectly saw how it

would make for a rupture. He left her alone a week,
but when at last he again called this conviction was

cruelly confirmed. In the interval he had kept away
from the church, and he needed no fresh assurance

from her to know she hadn't entered it. The change
was complete enough : it had broken up her life.

Indeed it had broken up his, for all the fires of his

shrine seemed to him suddenly to have been quenched.
A great indifference fell upon him, the weight of which
was in itself a pain ;

and he never knew what his

devotion had been for him till in that shock it ceased

like a dropped watch. Neither did he know with
how large a confidence he had counted on the final

service that had now failed : the mortal deception
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was that in this abandonment the whole future

gave way.
These days of her absence proved to him of what

she was capable ; all the more that he never dreamed
she was vindictive or even resentful. It was not in

anger she had forsaken him ; it was in simple sub
mission to hard reality, to the stern logic of life. This

came home to him when he sat with her again in the

room in which her late aunt's conversation lingered
like the tone of a cracked piano. She tried to make
him forget how much they were estranged, but in

the very presence of what they had given up it was

impossible not to be sorry for her. He had taken from
her so much more than she had taken fiom him. He
argued with her again, told her she could now have
the altar to herself

;
but she only shook her head with

pleading sadness, begging him not to waste his breath

on the impossible, the extinct. Couldn't he see that

in relation to her private need the rites he had estab

lished were practically an elaborate exclusion ? She

regretted nothing that had happened ; it had all been

right so long as she didn't know, and it was only that

now she knew too much and that from the moment
their eyes were open they would simply have to con

form. It had doubtless been happiness enough for

them to go on together so long. She was gentle, grate

ful, resigned ; but this was only the form of a deep

immoveability. He saw he should never more cross

the threshold of the second room, and he felt how
much this alone would make a stranger of him and

give a conscious stiffness to his visits. He would have
hated to plunge again into that well of reminders, but

he enjoyed quite as little the vacant alternative.

After he had been with her three or four times it

struck him that to have come at last into her house

had had the horrid effect of diminishing their intimacy.
He had known her better, had liked her in greater
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freedom, when they merely walked together or kneeled

together. Now they only pretended ;
before they

had been nobly sincere. They began to try their

walks again, but it proved a lame imitation, for these

things, from the first, beginning or ending, had been

connected with their visits to the church. They had
either strolled away as they came out or gone in to

rest on the return. Stransom, besides, now faltered ;

he couldn't walk as of old. The omission made every

thing false ; it was a dire mutilation of their lives. Our
friend was frank and monotonous, making no mystery
of his remonstrance and no secret of his predicament.
Her response, whatever it was, always came to the

same thing an implied invitation to him to judge,
if he spoke of predicaments, of how much comfort

she had in hers. For him indeed was no comfort even
in complaint, since every allusion to what had be

fallen them but made the author of their trouble more

present. Acton Hague was between them that was
the essence of the matter, and never so much between
them as when they were face to face. Then Stransom,
while still wanting to banish him, had the strangest
sense of striving for an ease that would involve having

accepted him. Deeply disconcerted by what he knew,
he was still worse tormented by really not knowing.

Perfectly aware that it would have been horribly

vulgar to abuse his old friend or to tell his companion
the story of their quarrel, it yet vexed him that her

depth of reserve should give him no opening and
should have the effect of a magnanimity greater even
than his own.

He challenged himself, denounced himself, asked

himself if he were in love with her that he should care

so much what adventures she had had. He had never

for a moment allowed he was in love with her
; there

fore nothing could have surprised him more than to

discover he was jealous. What but jealousy could
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give a man that sore contentious wish for the detail

of what would make him suffer ? Well enough he
knew indeed that he should never have it from the only

person who to-day could give it to him. She let him

press her with his sombre eyes, only smiling at him
with an exquisite mercy and breathing equally little

the word that would expose her secret and the word
that would appear to deny his literal right to bitter

ness. She told nothing, she judged nothing ; she

accepted everything but the possibility of her return

to the old symbols. Stransom divined that for her

too they had been vividly individual, had stood for

particular hours or particular attributes particular
links in her chain. He made it clear to himself, as

he believed, that his difficulty lay in the fact that the

very nature of the plea for his faithless friend con

stituted a prohibition ; that it happened to have come
from her was precisely the vice that attached to it.

To the voice of impersonal generosity he felt sure he

would have listened
;
he would have deferred to an

advocate who, speaking from abstract justice, know

ing of his denial without having known Hague, should

have had the imagination to say :

"
Ah, remember only

the best of him
; pity him ; provide for him." To pro

vide for him on the very ground of having discovered

another of his turpitudes was not to pity but to glorify

him. The more Stransom thought the more he made
out that whatever this relation of Hague's it could

only have been a deception more or less finely prac
tised. Where had it come into the life that all men
saw ? Why had one never heard of it if it had had
the frankness of honourable things ? Stransom knew

enough of his other ties, of his obligations and appear
ances, not to say enough of his general character, to

be sure there had been some infamy. In one way or

another this creature had been coldly sacrificed. That
was why at the last as well as the first he must still

leave him out and out.
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AND yet this was no solution, especially after he had
talked again to his friend of all it had been his plan
she should finally do for him. He had talked in the

other days, and she had responded with a frankness

qualified only by a courteous reluctance, a reluctance

that touched him, to linger on the question of his

death. She had then practically accepted the charge,
suffered him to feel he could depend upon her to be

the eventual guardian of his shrine
;
and it was in the

name of what had so passed between them that he

appealed to her not to forsake him in his age. She
listened at present with shining coldness and all her

habitual forbearance to insist on her terms
;

her

deprecation was even still tenderer, for it expressed the

compassion of her own sense that he was abandoned.
Her terms, however, remained the same, and scarcely
the less audible for not being uttered

; though he was
sure that secretly even more than he she felt bereft

of the satisfaction his solemn trust was to have pro
vided her. They both missed the rich future, but she

missed it most, because after all it was to have been

entirely hers ;
and it was her acceptance of the loss

that gave him the full measure of her preference for

the thought of Acton Hague over any other thought
whatever. He had humour enough to laugh rather

grimly when he said to himself :

"
Why the deuce does

she like him so much more than she likes me ?
"

the reasons being really so conceivable. But even his
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faculty of analysis left the irritation standing, and
this irritation proved perhaps the greatest misfortune

that had ever overtaken him. There had been nothing

yet that made him so much want to give up. He had
of course by this time well reached the age of renounce

ment ; but it had not hitherto been vivid to him that

it was time to give up everything.

Practically, at the end of six months, he had re

nounced the friendship once so charming and com

forting. His privation had two faces, and the face it

had turned to him on the occasion of his last attempt
to cultivate that friendship was the one he could look

at least. This was the privation he inflicted
;
the other

was the privation he bore. The conditions she never

phrased he used to murmur to himself in solitude :

" One more, one more only just one." Certainly
he was going down

; he often felt it when he caught
himself, over his work, staring at vacancy and giving
voice to that inanity. There was proof enough besides

in his being so weak and so ill. His irritation took the

form of melancholy, and his melancholy that of 'the

conviction that his health had quite failed. His altar

moreover had ceased to exist
;

his chapel, in his

dreams, was a great dark cavern. All the lights had

gone out all his Dead had died again. He couldn't

exactly see at first how it had been in the power of

his late companion to extinguish them, since it was

neither for her nor by her that they had been called

into being. Then he understood that it was essentially

in his own soul the revival had taken place, and that in

the air of this soul they were now unable to breathe.

The candles might mechanically burn, but each of

them had lost its lustre. The church had become a

void ; it was his presence, her presence, their common

presence, that had made the indispensable medium.
If anything was wrong everything was her silence

spoiled the tune.
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Then when three months were gone he felt so lonely
that he went back ; reflecting that as they had been

his best society for years his Dead perhaps wouldn't

let him forsake them without doing something more
for him. They stood there, as he had left them, in

their tall radiance, the bright cluster that had already
made him, on occasions when he was willing to com

pare small things with great, liken them to a group
of sea-lights on the edge of the ocean of life. It was
a relief to him, after a while, as he sat there, to feel

they had still a virtue. He was more and more easily

tired, and he always drove now
; the action of his

heart, was weak and gave him none of the reassurance

conferred by the action of his fancy. None the less

he returned yet again, returned several times, and

finally, during six months, haunted the place with a

renewal of frequency and a strain of impatience. In

winter the church was unwarmed and exposure to

cold forbidden him, but the glow of his shrine was
an influence in which he could almost bask. He sat

and wondered to what he had reduced his absent

associate and what she now did with the hours of

her absence. There were other churches, there were
other altars, there were other candles

;
in one way or

another her piety would still operate ;
he couldn't

absolutely have deprived her of her rites. So he

argued, but without contentment
;

for he well enough
knew there was no other such rare semblance of the

mountain of light she had once mentioned to him as

the satisfaction of her need. As this semblance again

gradually grew great to him and his pious practice
more regular, he found a sharper and sharper pang
in the imagination of her darkness

; for never so much
as in these weeks had his rites been real, never had
his gathered company seemed so to respond and even
to invite. He lost himself in the large lustre, which
was more and more what he had from the first wished
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it to be as dazzling as the vision of heaven in the

mind of a child. He wandered in the fields of light ;

he passed, among the tall tapers, from tier to tier,

from fire to fire, from name to name, from the white

intensity of one clear emblem, of one saved soul, to

another. It was in the quiet sense of having saved
his souls that his deep strange instinct rejoiced. This

was no dim theological rescue, no boon of a contingent
world

; they were saved better than faith or works
could save them, saved for the warm world they had
shrunk from dying to, for actuality, for continuity,
for the certainty of human remembrance.

By this time he had survived all his friends ; the

last straight flame was three years old, there was no
one to add to the list. Over and over he called his

roll, and it appeared to him compact and complete.
Where should he put in another, where, if there were
no other objection, would it stand in its place in the

'

rank ? He reflected, with a want of sincerity of which
he was quite conscious, that it would be difficult to

determine that place. More and more, besides, face

to face with his little legion, reading over endless

histories, handling the empty shells and playing with

the silence more and more he could see that he had
never introduced an alien. He had had his great

compassions, his indulgences there were cases in

which they had been immense ; but what had his

devotion after all been if it hadn't been at bottom
a respect ? He was, however, himself surprised at his

stiffness ; by the end of the winter the responsibility
of it was what was uppermost in his thoughts. The
refrain had grown old to them, that plea for just one

more. There came a day when, for simple exhaustion,
if symmetry should demand just one he was ready
so far to meet symmetry. Symmetry was harmony,
and the idea of harmony began to haunt him ; he

said to himself that harmony was of course every-
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thing. He took, in fancy, his composition to pieces,

redistributing it into other lines, making other juxta

positions and contrasts. He shifted this and that

candle, he made the spaces different, he effaced the

disfigurement of a possible gap. There were subtle

and complex relations, a scheme of cross-reference,

and moments in which he seemed to catch a glimpse
of the void so sensible to the woman who wandered
in exile or sat where he had seen her with the portrait
of Acton Hague. Finally, in this way, he arrived at a

conception of the total, the ideal, which left a clear

opportunity for just another figure.
'

Just one more
to round it off ; just one more, just one," continued

to hum in his head. There was a strange confusion

in the thought, for he felt the day to be near when
he too should be one of the Others. What in this

event would the Others matter to him, since they

only mattered to the living ? Even as one of the

Dead what would his altar matter to him, since his

particular dream of keeping it up had melted away ?

What had harmony to do with the case if his lights
were all to be quenched ? What he had hoped for

was an instituted thing. He might perpetuate it

on some other pretext, but his special meaning would
have dropped. This meaning was to have lasted

with the life of the one other person who under
stood it.

In March he had an illness during which he spent
a fortnight in bed, and when he revived a little he was
told of two things that had happened. One was that

a lady whose name was not known to the servants

(she left none) had been three times to ask about him
;

the other was that in his sleep and on an occasion

when his mind evidently wandered he was heard to

murmur again and again :

"
Just one more just

one." As soon as he found himself able to go out, and
before the doctor in attendance had pronounced him
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so, he drove to see the lady who had come to ask about
him. She was not at home ; but this gave him the

opportunity, before his strength should fail again, to

take his way to the church. He entered it alone ; he
had declined, in a happy manner he possessed of being
able to decline effectively, the company of his servant

or of a nurse. He knew now perfectly what these good
people thought ; they had discovered his clandestine

connexion, the magnet that had drawn him for so

many years, and doubtless attached a significance of

their own to the odd words they had repeated to him.

The nameless lady was the clandestine connexion

a fact nothing could have made clearer than his

indecent haste to rejoin her. He sank on his knees

before his altar while his head fell over his hands.

His weakness, his life's weariness overtook him. It

seemed to him he had come for the great surrender.

At first he asked himself how he should get away ;

then, with the failing belief in the power, the very
desire to move gradually left him. He had come, as

he always came, to lose himself ; the fields of light

were still there to stray in ; only this time, in stray

ing, he would never come back. He had given himself

to his Dead, and it was good : this time his Dead
would keep him. He couldn't rise from his knees ;

he believed he should never rise again ;
all he could

do was to lift his face and fix his eyes on his lights.

They looked unusually, strangely splendid, but the

one that always drew him most had an unprecedented
lustre. It was the central voice of the choir, the

glowing heart of the brightness, and on this occasion

it seemed to expand, to spread great wings of flame.

The whole altar flared dazzling and blinding ;
but

the source of the vast radiance burned clearer than

the rest, gathering itself into form, and the form was

human beauty and human charity, was the far-off

face of Mary Antrim. She smiled at him from the
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glory of heaven she brought the glory down with

her to take him. He bowed his head in submission

and at the same moment another wave rolled over

him. Was it the quickening of joy to pain ? In the

midst of his joy at any rate he felt his buried face

grow hot as with some communicated knowledge that

had the force of a reproach. It suddenly made him
contrast that very rapture with the bliss he had refused

to another. This breath of the passion immortal was
all that other had asked

;
the descent of Mary Antrim

opened his spirit with a great compunctious throb for

the descent of Acton Hague. It was as if Stransom
had read what her eyes said to him.

After a moment he looked round in a despair that

made him feel as if the source of life were ebbing. The
church had been empty he was alone ; but he wanted
to have something done, to make a last appeal. This

idea gave him strength for an effort
;
he rose to his

feet with a movement that made him turn, supporting
himself by the back of a bench. Behind him was
a prostrate figure, a figure he had seen before

; a
woman in deep mourning, bowed in grief or in prayer.
He had seen her in other days the first time of his

entrance there, and he now slightly wavered, looking
at her again till she seemed aware he had noticed her.

She raised her head and met his eyes : the partner
of his long worship had come back. She looked across

at him an instant with a face wondering and scared
;

he saw he had made her afraid. Then quickly

rising she came straight to him with both hands
out.

"
Then you could come ? God sent you !

"
he mur

mured with a happy smile.
'

You're very ill you shouldn't be here," she

urged in anxious reply." God sent me too, I think. I was ill when I came,
but the sight of you does wonders." He held her
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hands, which steadied and quickened him.
"

I've

something to tell you."
"
Don't tell me !

"
she tenderly pleaded ; "let me

tell you. This afternoon, by a miracle, the sweetest of

miracles, the sense of our difference left me. I was out
I was near, thinking, wandering alone, when, on

the spot, something changed in my heart. It's my
confession there it is. To come back, to come back
on the instant the idea gave me wings. It was as

if I suddenly saw something as if it all became

possible. I could come for what you yourself came
for : that was enough. So here I am. It's not for my
own that's over. But I'm here for them." And
breathless, infinitely relieved by her low precipitate

explanation, she looked with eyes that reflected all its

splendour at the magnificence of their altar.
"
They're here for you," Stransom said,

"
they're

present to-night as they've never been. They speak
for you don't you see ? in a passion of light ;

they sing out like a choir of angels. Don't you hear

what they say ? they offer the very thing you asked

of me."
"
Don't talk of it don't think of it ; forget it !

"

She spoke in hushed supplication, and while the

alarm deepened in her eyes she disengaged one of her

hands and passed an arm round him to support him

better, to help him to sink into a seat.

He let himself go, resting on her
;
he dropped upon

the bench and she fell on her knees beside him, his

own arm round her shoulder. So he remained an

instant, staring up at his shrine.
"
They say there's

a gap in the array they say it's not full, complete.

Just one more," he went on, softly
"

isn't that

what you wanted ? Yes, one more, one more."

"Ah no more no more !

"
she wailed, as with a

quick new horror of it, under her breath.
"
Yes, one more," he repeated, simply ;

"
just one !

"
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And with this his head dropped on her shoulder ; she

felt that in his weakness he had fainted. But alone

with him in the dusky church a great dread was on
her of what might still happen, for his face had the

whiteness of death.
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WHAT determined the speech that startled him in the

course of their encounter scarcely matters, being

probably but some words spoken by himself quite
without intention spoken as they lingered and

slowly moved together after their renewal of acquaint
ance. He had been conveyed by friends an hour or

two before to the house at which she was staying ;
the

party of visitors at the other house, of whom he was

one, and thanks to whom it was his theory, as always,
that he was lost in the crowd, had been invited over to

luncheon. There had been after luncheon much dis

persal, all in the interest of the original motive, a view

of Weatherend itself and the fine things, intrinsic

features, pictures, heirlooms, treasures of all the arts,

that made the place almost famous
;
and the great

rooms were so numerous that guests could wander at

their will, hang back from the principal group and in

cases where they took such matters with the last seri

ousness give themselves up to mysterious apprecia
tions and measurements. There were persons to be

observed, singly or in couples, bending toward objects
in out-of-the-way corners with their hands on their

knees and their heads nodding quite as with the em
phasis of an excited sense of smell. When they were
two they either mingled their sounds of ecstasy or

melted into silences of even deeper import, so that

there were aspects of the occasion that gave it for
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Marcher much the air of the
"
look round," previous

to a sale highly advertised, that excites or quenches,
as may be, the dream of acquisition. The dream of

acquisition at Weatherend would have had to be wild

indeed, and John Marcher found himself, among such

suggestions, disconcerted almost equally by the pre
sence of those who knew too much and by that of

those who knew nothing. The great rooms caused so

much poetry and history to press upon him that he
needed some straying apart to feel in a proper relation

with them, though this impulse was not, as happened,
like the gloating of some of his companions, to be com

pared to the movements of a dog sniffing a cupboard.
It had an issue promptly enough in a direction that

was not to have been calculated.

It led, briefly, in the course of the October after

noon, to his closer meeting with May Bartram, whose

face, a reminder, yet not quite a remembrance, as

they sat much separated at a very long table, had

begun merely by troubling him rather pleasantly. It

affected him as the sequel of something of which he

had lost the beginning. He knew it, and for the time

quite welcomed it, as a continuation, but didn't know
what it continued, which was an interest or an amuse
ment the greater as he was also somehow aware

jret without a direct sign from her that the young
\woman herself hadn't lost the thread. She hadn't

'. lost it, but she wouldn't give it back to him, he saw,

without some putting forth of his hand for it ;
and he

not only saw that, but saw several things more, things
odd enough in the light of the fact that at the moment
some accident of grouping brought them face to face

he was still merely fumbling with the idea that any
contact between them in the past would have had no

importance. If it had had no importance he scarcely
knew why his actual impression of her should so seem

to have so much ;
the answer to which, however, was
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that in such a life as they all appeared to be
leading

'

for the moment one could but take things as theyj
came. He was satisfied, without in the least being able

to say why, that this young lady might roughly have

ranked in the house as a poor relation ;
satisfied also

that she was not there on a brief visit, but was more or

less a part of the establishment almost a working,
a remunerated part. Didn't she enjoy at periods a

protection that she paid for by helping, among other

services, to show the place and explain it, deal with

the tiresome people, answer questions about the dates

of the building, the styles of the furniture, the author

ship of the pictures, the favourite haunts of the ghost ?

It wasn't that she looked as if you could have given
her shillings it was impossible to look less so. Yet
when she finally drifted toward him, distinctly hand

some, though ever so much older older than when
he had seen her before it might have been as an
effect of her guessing that he had, within the couple of

hours, devoted more imagination to her than to all the

others put together, and had thereby penetrated to a

kind of truth that the others were too stupid for. She
was there on harder terms than any one

;
she was there

as a consequence of things suffered, one way and
;

another, in the interval of years ;
and she remembered

him very much as she was remembered only a good
deal better.

By the time they at last thus came to speech they
were alone in one of the rooms remarkable for a
fine portrait over the chimney-place out of which
their friends had passed, and the charm of it was that

even before they had spoken they had practically

arranged with each other to stay behind for talk. The
charm, happily, was in other things too partly in

there being scarce a spot at Weatherend without some

thing to stay behind for. It was in the way the autumn

day looked into the high windows as it waned ; the
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way the red light, breaking at the close from under a

low sombre sky, reached out in a long shaft and

played over old wainscots, old tapestry, old gold, old

colour. It was most of all perhaps in the way she came
to him as if, since she had been turned on to deal with

the simpler sort, he might, should he choose to keep
the whole thing down, just take her mild attention for

a part of her general business. As soon as he heard her

voice, however, the gap was filled up and the missing
link supplied ; the slight irony he divined in her

attitude lost its advantage. He almost jumped at it to

get there before her.
"

I met you years and years ago
in Rome. I remember all about it." She confessed

to disappointment she had been so sure he didn't ;

and to prove how well he did he began to pour forth

the particular recollections that popped up as he called

for them. Her face and her voice, all at his service

now, worked the miracle the impression operating
like the torch of a lamplighter who touches into flame,

one by one, a long row of gas-jets. Marcher flattered

himself the illumination was brilliant, yet he was really
still more pleased on her showing him, with amuse

ment, that in his haste to make everything right he had

got most things rather wrong. It hadn't been at

Rome it had been at Naples ; and it hadn't been

eight years before it had been more nearly ten. She

hadn't been, either, with her uncle and aunt, but with

her mother and her brother ; in addition to which it

was not with the Pembles he had been, but with the

Boyers, coming down in their company from Rome
a point on which she insisted, a little to his confusion,

and as to which she had her evidence in hand. The

Boyers she had known, but didn't know the Pembles,
. though she had heard of them, and it was the people he

was with who had made them acquainted. The in

cident of the thunderstorm that had raged round them
with such violence as to drive them for refuge into an
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excavation this incident had not occured at the

Palace of the Caesars, but at Pompeii, on an occasion

when they had been present there at an important
find.

He accepted her amendments, he enjoyed her cor

rections, though the moral of them was, she pointed
out, that he really didn't remember the least thing
about her ; and he only felt it as a drawback that when
all was made strictly historic there didn't appear
much of anything left. They lingered together still,

she neglecting her office for from the moment he

was so clever she had no proper right to him and
both neglecting the house, just waiting as to see if a

memory or two more wouldn't again breathe on them.

It hadn't taken them many minutes, after all, to put
down on the table, like the cards of a pack, those that

constituted their respective hands
; only what came

out was that the pack was unfortunately not perfect
that the past, invoked, invited, encouraged, could give

them, naturally, no more than it had. It had made
them anciently meet her at twenty, him at twenty-
five ; but nothing was so strange, they seemed to say to

each other, as that, while so occupied, it hadn't done
a little more for them. They looked at each other as

with the feeling of an occasion missed
;

the present
would have been so much better if the other, in the far

distance, in the foreign land, hadn't been so stupidly

meagre. There weren't apparently, all counted, more
than a dozen little old things that had succeeded in

coming to pass between them ; trivialities of youth,
simplicities of freshness, stupidities of ignorance, small

possible germs, but too deeply buried too deeply
(didn't it seem ?) to sprout after so many years.
Marcher could only feel he ought to have rendered her
some service saved her from a capsized boat in the

Bay or at least recovered her dressing-bag, filched

from her cab in the streets of Naples by a lazzarone
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with a stiletto. Or it would have been nice if he could

have been taken with fever all alone at his hotel, and
she could have come to look after him, to write to his

people, to drive him out in convalescence. Then they
would be in possession of the something or other that

their actual show seemed to lack. It yet somehow

presented itself, this show, as too good to be spoiled ;

so that they were reduced for a few minutes more to

wondering a little helplessly why since they seemed
to know a certain number of the same people their

reunion had been so long averted. They didn't use

that name for it, but their delay from minute to minute
to join the others was a kind of confession that they
didn't quite want it to be a failure. Their attempted
supposition of reasons for their not having met but

showed how little they knew of each other. There
came in fact a moment when Marcher felt a positive

pang. It was vain to pretend she was an old friend,

for all the communities were wanting, in spite of

which it was as an old friend that he saw she would
have suited him. He had new ones enough was
surrounded with them for instance on the stage of the

other house ; as a new one he probably wouldn't have

so much as noticed her. He would have liked to invent

something, get her to make-believe with him that some

passage of a romantic or critical kind had originally
occurred. He was really almost reaching out in imag
ination as against time for something that would

do, and saying to himself that if it didn't come this

sketch of a fresh start would show for quite awkwardly
bungled. They would separate, and now for no

second or no third chance. They would have tried and

not succeeded. Then it was, just at the turn, as he

afterwards made it out to himself, that, everything
else failing, she herself decided to take up the case and,

as it were, save the situation. He felt as soon as she

spoke that she had been consciously keeping back
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what she said and hoping to get on without it
;

a

scruple in her that immensely touched him when, by
the end of three or four minutes more, he was able to

measure it. What she brought out, at any rate, quite
cleared the air and supplied the link the link it

was so odd he should frivolously have managed to

lose.
" You know you told me something I've never for

gotten and that again and again has made me think of

you since ; it was that tremendously hot day when we
went to Sorrento, across the bay, for the breeze. What
I allude to was what you said to me, on the way back,
as we sat under the awning of the boat enjoying the

cool. Have you forgotten ?
"

He had forgotten and was even more surprised than

ashamed. But the great thing was that he saw in this

no vulgar reminder of any
"
sweet

"
speech. The van

ity of women had long memories, but she was making
no claim on him of a compliment or a mistake. With
another woman, a totally different one, he might have
feared the recall possibly even of some imbecile

"
offer."

So, in having to say that he had indeed forgotten, he
was conscious rather of a loss than of a gain ; he

already saw an interest in the matter of her mention.
"

I try to think but I give it up. Yet I remember the

Sorrento day."
"
I'm not very sure you do," May Bartram after a

moment said
;

"
and I'm not very sure I ought to want

you to. It's dreadful to bring a person back at any
time to what he was ten years before. If you've lived

away from it," she smiled,
"
so much the better."

" Ah ii you haven't why should I ?
"

he asked.
"
Lived away, you mean, from what I myself was?"" From what / was. I was of course an ass,"

Marcher went on
;

"
but I would rather know from you

just the sort of ass I was than from the moment you
have something in your mind not know anything."
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Still, however, she hesitated.
"
But if you've com

pletely ceased to be that sort ?
"

"
Why I can then all the more bear to know.

Besides, perhaps I haven't."
"
Perhaps. Yet if you haven't," she added,

"
I

should suppose you'd remember. Not indeed that /

in the least connect with my impression the invidious

name you use. If I had only thought you foolish," she

explained,
"
the thing I speak of wouldn't so have

remained with me. It was about yourself." She
waited as if it might come to him; but as, only meeting
her eyes in wonder, he gave no sign, she burnt her

ships.
" Has it ever happened ?

"

Then it was that, while he continued to stare, a light
broke for him and the blood slowly came to his face,

which began to burn with recognition.
" Do you mean

I told you But he faltered, lest what came to

him shouldn't be right, lest he should only give him
self away.

"
It was something about yourself that it was

natural one shouldn't forget that is if one re

membered you at all. That's why I ask you," she

smiled,
"

if the thing you then spoke of has ever

come to pass ?

Oh then he saw, but he was lost in wonder and
found himself embarrassed. This, he also saw, made
her sorry for him, as if her allusion had been a mistake.

It took him but a moment, however, to feel it hadn't

been, much as it had been a surprise. After the

first little shock of it her knowledge on the contrary

began, even if rather strangely, to taste sweet to him.

She was the only other person in the world then who
would have it, and she had had it all these years,
while the fact of his having so breathed his secret had

unaccountably faded from him. No wonder they
couldn't have met as if nothing had happened.

"
I

judge," he finally said,
"
that I know what you mean.
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Only I had strangely enough lost any sense of having
taken you so far into my confidence."

"Is it because you've taken so many others as

well ?
"

"
I've taken nobody. Not a creature since then."

" So that I'm the only person who knows ?
"

" The only person in the world."
"
Well," she quickly replied,

"
I myself have never

spoken. I've never, never repeated of you what you
told me." She looked at him so that he perfectly be

lieved her. Their eyes met over it in such a way that

he was without a doubt.
" And I never will."

She spoke with an earnestness that, as if almost

excessive, put him at ease about her possible derision.

Somehow the whole question was a new luxury to him
that is from the moment she was in possession. If

she didn't take the sarcastic view she clearly took the

sympathetic, and that was what he had had, in all

the long time, from no one whomsoever. What he felt

was that he couldn't at present have begun to tell

her, and yet could profit perhaps exquisitely by the

accident of having done so of old.
"
Please don't

then. We're just right as it is."
" Oh I am," she laughed,

"
if you are !

" To which
she added :

" Then you do still feel in the same

way?"
It was impossible he shouldn't take to himself that

she was really interested, though it all kept coming as

perfect surprise. He had thought of himself so long as

abominably alone, and lo he wasn't alone a bit. He
hadn't been, it appeared, for an hour since those

moments on the Sorrento boat. It was she who had

been, he seemed to see as he looked at her she who
had been made so by the graceless fact of his lapse of

fidelity. To tell her what he had told her what had
it been but to ask something of her ? something that

she had given, in her charity, without his having,
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by a remembrance, by a return of the spirit, failing
another encounter, so much as thanked her. What he

had asked of her had been simply at first not to laugh
at him. She had beautifully not done so for ten years,
and she was not doing so now. So he had endless

gratitude to make up. Only for that he must see just
how he had figured to her.

"
What, exactly, was the

account I gave ?
"

"
Of the way you did feel ? Well, it was very simple.

You said you had had from your earliest time, as

/ the deepest thing within you, the sense of being kept
'".for something rare and strange, possibly prodigious

'

and terrible, that was sooner or later to happen to

, you, that you had in your bones the foreboding and
- :,the conviction of, and that would perhaps overwhelm

/'you."" Do you call that very simple ?
"

John Marcher
asked.

She thought a moment. "
It was perhaps because

I seemed, as you spoke, to understand it."
" You do understand it ?

"
he eagerly asked.

Again she kept her kind eyes on him.
" You still

have the belief ?
"

" Oh !

"
he exclaimed helplessly. There was too

much to say." Whatever it's to be," she clearly made out,
"

it

hasn't yet come."

He shook his head in complete surrender now.
"

It

hasn't yet come. Only, you know, it isn't anything
I'm to do, to achieve in the world, to be distinguished
or admired for. I'm not such an ass as that. It would
be much better, no doubt, if I were."

"
It's to be something you're merely to suffer ?

"

"
Well, say to wait for to have to meet, to face, to

-^see suddenly break out in my life ; possibly destroying
all further consciousness, possibly annihilating me

;

possibly, on the other hand, only altering everything,
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striking at the root of all my world and leaving me to

the consequences, however they shape themselves."

She took this in, but the light in her eyes continued

for him not to be that of mockery.
"

Isn't what you
describe perhaps but the expectation or at any rate

the sense of danger, familiar to so many people of

falling in love ?
"

John Marcher wondered.
"
Did you ask me that

before ?
"

" No I wasn't so free-and-easy then. But it's

what strikes me now."
"
Of course," he said after a moment,

"
it strikes

you. Of course it strikes me. Of course what's in

store for me may be no more than that. The only

thing is," he went on,
"
that I think if it had been that

I should by this time know."
" Do you mean because you've been in love ?

"

And then as he but looked at her in silence :

"
You've

been in love, and it hasn't meant such a cataclysm,
hasn't proved the great affair ?

"

" Here I am, you see. It hasn't been over

whelming."
" Then it hasn't been love," said May Bartram.
"
Well, I at least thought it was. I took it for that

I've taken it tih
1

now. It was agreeable, it was

delightful, it was miserable," he explained.
" But it

wasn't strange. It wasn't what my affair's to be."
" You want something all to yourself something

that nobody else knows or has known ?
"

"
It isn't a question of what I

'

want ' God knows
I don't want anything. It's only a question of the

apprehension that haunts me that I live with day
by day."

He said this so lucidly and consistently that he
could see it further impose itself. If she hadn't been
interested before she'd have been interested now.
"

Is it a sense of coming violence ?
"
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Evidently now too again he liked to talk of it. "I
don't think of it as when it does come neces

sarily violent. I only think of it as natural and
as of course above all unmistakable. I think of it

simply as the thing. The thing will of itself appear
natural."

" Then how will it appear strange ?
"

Marcher bethought himself.
"

It won't to me."
" To whom then ?

"

"
Well," he replied, smiling at last,

"
say to

you."" Oh then I'm to be present ?
"

"
Why you are present since you know."

"
I see." She turned it over.

"
But I mean at the

catastrophe."
At this, for a minute, their lightness gave way to

their gravity ; it was as if the long look they exchanged
held them together.

"
It will only depend on yourself

if you'll watch with me."
"
Are you afraid ?

"
she asked.

"
Don't leave me now," he went on.

"
Are you afraid ?

"
she repeated.

" Do you think me simply out of my mind ?
"

he

pursued, instead of answering.
" Do I merely strike

you as a harmless lunatic ?
"

"
No," said May Bartram.

"
I understand you. I

believe you."" You mean you feel how my obsession poor
old thing ! may correspond to some possible

reality ?
"

" To some possible reality."
" Then you will watch with me ?

"

- She hesitated, then for the third time put her

question.
"
Are you afraid ?

"

" Did I tell you I was at Naples ?
"

"
No, you said nothing about it."

" Then I don't know. And I should like to know,"
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said John Marcher.
'

You'll tell me yourself whether

you think so. If you'll watch with me you'll see."
"
Very good then." They had been moving by this

time across the room, and at the door, before passing

out, they paused as for the full wind-up of their under

standing.
"

I'll watch with you," said May Bartram.
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II

THE fact that she
" knew " knew and yet neither

chaffed him nor betrayed him had in a short time

begun to constitute between them a goodly bond,
which became more marked when, within the year
that followed their afternoon at Weatherend, the

opportunities for meeting multiplied. The event that

thus promoted these occasions was the death of the

ancient lady her great-aunt, under whose wing, since

losing her mother, she had to such an extent found

shelter, and who, though but the widowed mother of

the new successor to the property, had succeeded

thanks to a high tone and a high temper in not

forfeiting the supreme position at the great house.

The deposition of this personage arrived but with her

death, which, followed by many changes, made in

particular a difference for the young woman in whom
Marcher's expert attention had recognised from the

first a dependent with a pride that might ache though
it didn't bristle. Nothing for a long time had made
him easier than the thought that the aching must have
been much soothed by Miss Bartram's now finding
herself able to set up a small home in London. She

had acquired property, to an amount that made that

luxury just possible, under her aunt's extremely com

plicated will, and when the whole matter began to be

straightened out, which indeed took time, she let him
know that the happy issue was at last in view. He had
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seen her again before that day, both because she had
more than once accompanied the ancient lady to town
and because he had paid another visit to the friends

who so conveniently made of Weatherend one of the

charms of their own hospitality. These friends h?.d

taken him back there ; he had achieved there again
with Miss Bartram some quiet detachment ;

and he

had in London succeeded in persuading her to more
than one brief absence from her aunt. They went

together, on these latter occasions, to the National

Gallery and the South Kensington Museum, where,

among vivid reminders, they talked of Italy at large
not now attempting to recover, as at first, the taste

of their youth and their ignorance. That recovery, the

first day at Weathertnd, had served its purpose well,

had given them quite enough ;
so that they were, to

Marcher's sense, no longer hovering about the head
waters of their stream, but had felt their boat pushed
sharply off and down the current.

They were literally afloat together ;
for our gentle

man this was marked, quite as marked as that the

fortunate cause of it was just the buried treasure of

her knowledge. He had with his own hands dug up
this little hoard, brought to light that is to within

reach of the dim day constituted by their discretions

and privacies the object of value, the hiding-place
of which he had, after putting it into the ground
himself, so strangely, so long forgotten. The rare

luck of his having again just stumbled on the spot
made him indifferent to any other question ;

he would
doubtless have devoted more time to the odd accident

of his lapse of memory if he hadn't been moved to

devote so much to the sweetness, the comfort, as he

felt, for the future, that this accident itself had helped
to keep fresh. It had never entered into his plan that

any one should
"
know," and mainly for the reason

that it wasn't in him to tell any one. That would
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have been impossible, for nothing but the amusement
of a cold world would have waited on it. Since, howr

ever, a mysterious fate had opened his mouth betimes,
in spite of him, he would count that a compensation
and profit by it to the utmost. That the right person
should know tempered the asperity of his secret more
even than his shyness had permitted him to imagine ;

and May Bartram was clearly right, because well,

because there she was. Her knowledge simply
settled it ;

he would have been sure enough by this

time had she been wrong. There was that in his

situation, no doubt, that disposed him too much to see

her as a mere confidant, taking all her light for him
from the fact the fact only- of her interest in his

predicament ; from her mercy, sympathy, seriousness,

her consent not to regard him as the funniest of the

funny. Aware, in fine, that her price for him was just
in her giving him this constant sense of his being ad

mirably spared, he was careful to remember that she

had also a life of her own, with things that might
happen to her, things that in friendship one should

likewise take account of. Something fairly remarkable

came to pass with him, for that matter, in this con

nexion something represented by a certain passage
of his consciousness, in the suddenest way, from one

extreme to the other.

He had thought himself, so long as nobody knew,
the most disinterested person in the world, carrying
his concentrated burden, his perpetual suspense, ever

so quietly, holding his tongue about it, giving others no

glimpse of it nor of its effect upon his life, asking of

them no allowance and only making on his side all

those that were asked. He hadn't disturbed people
with the queerness of their having to know a haunted

man, though he had had moments of rather special

temptation on hearing them say they were forsooth
''
unsettled." If they were as unsettled as he was
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he who had never been settled for an hour in his life

they would know what it meant. Yet it wasn't, all

the same, for him to make them, and he listened to

them civilly enough. This was why he had such good
though possibly such rather colourless manners ;

this was why, above all, he could regard himself, in a

greedy world, as decently as in fact perhaps even

a little sublimely unselfish. Our point is accord

ingly that he valued" this character quite sufficiently

to measure his present danger of letting it lapse,

against which he promised himself to be much on his

guard. He was quite ready, none the less, to be selfish

just a little, since surely no more charming occasion for

it had come to him.
"
Just a little," in a word, was

just as much as Miss Bartram, taking one day with

another, would let him. He never would be in the

least coercive, and would keep well before him the

lines on which consideration for her the very

highest ought to proceed. He would thoroughly
establish the heads under which her affairs, her re

quirements, her peculiarities he went so far as to

give them the latitude of that name would come into

their intercourse. All this naturally was a sign of how
much he took the intercourse itself for granted. There
was nothing more to be done about that. It simply
existed ; had sprung into being with her first pene
trating question to him in the autumn light there at

Weatherend. The real form it should have taken on
the basis that stood out large was the form of their

marrying. But the devil in this was that the very
basis itself put marrying out of the 'question. His

conviction, his apprehension, his obsession, in short,

wasn't a privilege he could invite a woman to share ;

and that consequence of it was precisely what was the

matter with him. Something or other lay in wait for

him, amid the twists and the turns of the months and jfr
the years, like a crouching beast in the jungle. It
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signified little whether the crouching beast were des

tined to slay him or to be slain. The definite point was
the inevitable spring of the creature

;
and the definite

lesson from that was that a man of feeling didn't cause

himself to be accompanied by a lady on a tiger-hunt.
Such was the image under which he had ended by
figuring his life.

They had at first, none the less, in the scattered

hours spent together, made no allusion to that view of

it ; which was a sign he was handsomely alert to give
that he didn't expect, that he in fact didn't care,

always to be talking about it. Such a feature in one's

outlook was really like a hump on one's back. The
difference it made every minute of the day existed

quite independently of discussion. One discussed of

course like a hunchback, for there was always, if

nothing else, the hunchback face. That remained, and
she was watching him ;

but people watched best, as a

general thing, in silence, so that such would be pre

dominantly the manner of their vigil. Yet he didn't

want, at the same time, to be tense and solemn ;
tense

and solemn was what he imagined he too much
showed for with other people. The thing to be, with

the one person who knew, was easy and natural to

make the reference rather than be seeming to avoid

it, to avoid it rather than be seeming to make it, and
to keep it, in any case, familiar, facetious even, rather

than pedantic and portentous. Some such considera

tion as the latter was doubtless in his mind, for in

stance, when he wrote pleasantly to Miss Bartram that

perhaps the great thing he had so long felt as in the lap
of the gods was no more than this circumstance, which

touched him so nearly, of her acquiring a house in

London. It was the first allusion they had yet again

made, needing any other hitherto so little ;
but when

she replied, after having given him the news, that she

was by no means satisfied with such a trifle as the
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climax to so special a suspense, she almost set him

wondering if she hadn't even a larger conception of

singularity for him than he had for himself. He was
at all events destined to become aware little by little,

as time went by, that she was all the while looking at

his life, judging it, measuring it, in the light of the

thing she knew, which grew to be at last, with the

consecration of the years, never mentioned between
them save as

"
the real truth

"
about him. That had

always been his own form of reference to it, but she

adopted the form so quietly that, looking back at the

end of a period, he knew there was no moment at

which it was traceable that she had, as he might say,

got inside his idea, or exchanged the attitude of

beautifully indulging for that of still more beautifully

believing him.

It was always open to him to accuse her of seeing
him but as the most harmless of maniacs, and this, in

the long run since it covered so much ground
was his easiest description of their friendship. He
had a screw loose for her, but she liked him in spite
of it and was practically, against the rest of the world,
his kind wise keeper, unremunerated but fairly
amused and, in the absence of other near ties, not

disreputably occupied. The rest of the world of course

thought him queer, but she, she only, knew how, and
above all why, queer ;

which was precisely what en

abled her to dispose the concealing veil in the right
folds. She took his gaiety from him since it had to

pass with them for gaiety as she took everything
else ; but she certainly so far justified by her unerring
touch his finer sense of the degree to which he had
ended by convincing her. She at least never spoke
of the secret of his life except as

"
the real truth about

you," and she had in fact a wonderful way of making
it seem, as such, the secret of her own life too. That
was in fine how he so constantly felt her as allowing
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for him
;

he couldn't on the whole call it anything
else. He allowed for himself, but she, exactly, allowed

still more ; partly because, better placed for a sight of

the matter, she traced his unhappy perversion through
reaches of its course into which he could scarce follow

it. He knew how he felt, but, besides knowing that,

she knew how he looked as well ; he knew each of the

things of importance he was insidiously kept from

doing, but she could add up the amount they made,
understand how much, with a lighter weight on his

spirit, he might have done, and thereby establish how,
clever as he was, he fell short. Above all she was in the

secret of the difference between the forms he went

through those of his little office under Government,
those of caring for his modest patrimony, for his

library, for his garden in the country, for the people in

London whose invitations he accepted and repaid
and the detachment that reigned beneath them and
that made of all behaviour, all that could in the least

be called behaviour, a long act of dissimulation. What
it had come to was that he wore a mask painted with

the social simper, out of the eye-holes of which there

looked eyes of an expression not in the least matching
the other features. This the stupid world, even after

years, had never more than half discovered. It was

only May Bartram who had, and she achieved, by an

art indescribable, the feat of at once or perhaps it

was only alternately meeting the eyes from in front

and mingling her own vision, as from over his shoulder,

with their peep through the apertures.
So while they grew older together she did watch

with him, and so she let this association give shape
and colour to her own existence. Beneath her forms

as well detachment had learned to sit, and behaviour

had become for her, in the social sense, a false account

of herself. There was but one account of her that

would have been true all the while and that she could
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give straight to nobody, least of all to John Marcher.

Her whole attitude was a virtual statement, but the

perception of that only seemed called to take its

place for him as one of the many things necessarily
crowded out of his consciousness. If she had, more

over, like himself, to make sacrifices to their real

truth, it was to be granted that her compensation
might have affected her as more prompt and more
natural. They had long periods, in this London time,

during which, when they were together, a stranger

might have listened to them without in the least prick

ing up his ears
; on the other hand the real truth was

equally liable at any moment to rise to the surface,

and the auditor would then have wondered indeed

what they were talking about. They had from an

early hour made up their mind that society was,

luckily, unintelligent, and the margin allowed them by
this had fairly become one of their commonplaces.
Yet there were still moments when the situation

turned almost fresh usually under the effect of some

expression drawn from herself. Her expressions
doubtless repeated themselves, but her intervals were

generous.
" What saves us, you know, is that we

answer so completely to so usual an appearance : that

of the man and woman whose friendship has become
such a daily habit or almost as to be at last

indispensable." That, for instance, was a remark she

had frequently enough had occasion to make, though
she had given it at different times different develop
ments. What we are especially concerned with is the

turn it happened to take from her one afternoon

when he had come to see her in honour of her birth

day. This anniversary had fallen on a Sunday, at a
season of thick fog and general outward gloom ;

but
he had brought her his customary offering, having
known her now long enough to have established a
hundred smaD traditions. It was one of his proofs to
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himself, the present he made her on her birthday,
that he hadn't sunk into real selfishness. It was

mostly nothing more than a small trinket, but it was

always fine of its kind, and he was regularly careful

to pay for it more than he thought he could afford.
" Our habit saves you at least, don't you see ? because

it makes you, after all, for the vulgar, indistinguishable
from other men. What's the most inveterate mark of

men in general ? Why the capacity to spend endless

time with dull women to spend it I won't say
without being bored, but without minding that they
are, without being driven off at a tangent by it ; which
comes to the same thing. I'm your dull woman, a

part of the daily bread for which you pray at church.

That covers your tracks more than anything."" And what covers yours ?
"
asked Marcher, whom

his dull woman could mostly to this extent amuse.
"

I see of course what you mean by your saving me,
in this way and that, so far as other people are con
cerned I've seen it all along. Only what is it that

saves you ? I often think, you know, of that."

She looked as if she sometimes thought of that too,

but rather in a different way.
" Where other people,

you mean, are concerned ?
"

"
Well, you're really so in with me, you know as

a sort of result of my being so in with yourself. I

mean of my having such an immense regard for you,

being so tremendously mindful of all you've done

for me. I sometimes ask myself if it's quite fair. Fair,

I mean, to have so involved and since one may say
it interested you. I almost feel as if you hadn't

really had time to do anything else."
"
Anything else but be interested ?

"
she asked.

"
Ah, what else does one ever want to be ? If I've

been
'

watching
'

with you, as we long ago agreed I

was to do, watching's always in itself an absorption."
"
Oh, certainly," John Marcher said,

"
if you hadn't
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had your curiosity ! Only doesn't it sometimes
come to you as time goes on that your curiosity isn't

being particularly repaid ?
"

May Bartram had a pause.
" Do you ask that, by

any chance, because you feel at all that yours isn't ?

I mean because you have to wait so long."
Oh he understood what she meant !

"
For the thing

to happen that never does happen ? For the beast to /

jump out ? No, I'm just where I was about it. It

isn't a matter as to which I can choose, I can decide
/

for a change. It isn't one as to which there can be a \

change. It's in the lap of the gods. One's in the

hands of one's law there one is. As to the form the

law will take, the way it will operate, that's its own
affair."

"
Yes," Miss Bartram replied ;

"
of course one's

iate's coming, of course it has come in its own form
and its own way, all the while. Only, you know, the.

form and the way in your case were to have been

well, something so exceptional and, as one may say,
so particularly your own."

Something in this made him look at her with

suspicion.
" You say

'

were to have been/ as if in

your heart you had begun to doubt."
" Oh !

"
she vaguely protested.

" As if you believed," he went on,
"
that nothing

will now take place."
She shook her head slowly but rather inscrutably."
You're far from my thought."
He continued to look at her.

" What then is the

matter with you ?
"

"
Well," she said after another wait,

"
the matter

with me is simply that I'm more sure than ever my
curiosity, as you call it, will be but too well repaid."

They were frankly grave now ; he had got up from
his seat, had turned once more about the little draw

ing-room to which, year after year, he brought his
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inevitable topic ; in which he had, as he might have

said, tasted their intimate community with every
sauce, where every object was as familiar to him as the

things of his own house and the very carpets were
worn with-Jiis_Jitful walk very much as the desks in

olcfcounting-houses are worn by the elbows of genera
tions of clerks. The generations of his nervous

moods had been at work there, and the place was the

written history of his whole middle life. Under the

impression of what his friend had just said he knew
himself, for some reason, more aware of these things ;

which made him, after a moment, stop again before

her.
"

Is it possible that you've grown afraid ?
"

"
Afraid ?

" He thought, as she repeated the word,
that his question had made her, a little, change colour ;

so that, lest he should have touched on a truth, he

explained very kindly :

"' You remember that that

was what you asked me long ago that first day at

Weatherend."
" Oh yes, and you told me you didn't know

that I was to see for myself. We've said little about

it since, even in so long a time."
"
Precisely," Marcher interposed

"
quite as if it

were too delicate a matter for us to make free with.

Quite as if we might find, on pressure, that I am
afraid. For then," he said,

" we shouldn't, should

we ? quite know what to do."

She had for the time no answer to this question.
"
There have been days when I thought you were.

Only, of course," she added,
"
there have been days

when we have thought almost anything."
"
Everything. Oh !

"
Marcher softly groaned as

with a gasp, half-spent, at the face, more uncovered

just then than it had been for a long while, of the

imagination always with them. It had always had its

incalculable moments of glaring out, quite as with the

very eyes of the very Beast, and, used as he was to
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them, they could still draw from him the tribute of a

sigh that rose from the depths of his being. All they
had thought, first and last, rolled over him

;
the past

seemed to have been reduced to mere barren specula
tion. This in fact was what the place had just struck

him as so full of the simplification of everything
but the state of suspense. That remained only by
seeming to hang in the void surrounding it. Even his

original fear, if fear it had been, had lost itself in the

desert.
"

I judge, however," he continued,
"
that you

see I'm not afraid now."
" What I see, as I make it out, is that you've

achieved something almost unprecedented in the way
of getting used to danger. Living with it so long and

so closely you've lost your sense of it ; you know it's

there, but you're indifferent, and you cease even, as

of old, to have to whistle in the dark. Considering
what the danger is," May Bartram wound up,

"
I'm

bound to say I don't think your attitude could well be

surpassed."

John Marcher faintly smiled.
"

It's heroic ?
"

"
Certainly call it that."

It was what he would have liked indeed to call it.

"
I am then a man of courage ?

"

"
That's what you were to show me."

He still, however, wondered.
" But doesn't the

man of courage know what he's afraid of or not

afraid of ? I don't know that, you see. I don't focus

it. I can't name it. I only know I'm exposed."
"
Yes, but exposed how shall I say ? so directly.

So intimately. That's surely enough."
"
Enough to make you feel then as what we may

call the end and the upshot of our watch that I'm

not afraid ?
"

"
You're not afraid. But it isn't," she said,

"
the

end of our watch. That is it isn't the end of yours.
You've everything still to see."
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" Then why haven't you ?

"
he asked. He had had,

all along, to-day, the sense of her keeping something
back, and he still had it. As this was his first impres
sion of that it quite made a date. The case was the

more marked as she didn't at first answer
; which in

turn made him go on.
" You know something I

don't." Then his voice, for that of a man of courage,
trembled a little.

" You know what's to happen."
Her silence, with the face she showed, was almost a
confession it made him sure.

" You know, and

you're afraid to tell me. It's so bad that you're afraid

I'll find out."

All this might be true, for she did look as if, un-

^expectedly to her, he had crossed some mystic line

that she had secretly drawn round her. Yet she might,
after all, not have worried

;
and the real climax was

^E^&iS^Sif^ all events^need^t. """You'll never
find out."
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IT was all to have made, none the less, as I have said, a

date ; which came out in the fact that again and again,
even after long intervals, other things that passed be

tween them wore in relation to this hour but the char

acter of recalls and results. Its immediate effect had
been indeed rather to lighten insistence almost to

provoke a reaction ; as if their topic had dropped by
its own weight and as if, moreover, for that matter,
Marcher had been visited by one of his occasional

warnings against egotism. He had kept up, he felt,and

very decently on the whole, his consciousness of the

importance of not being selfish, and it was true that he
had never sinned in that direction without promptly
enough trying to press the scales the other way. _He,
often repaired his fault,_Jhe season pejTnjitirjg^by

inviting his friend to accompany him to the opera ; and
it not infrequently thus happened that, to show he

didn't wish her to have but one sort of food for her

mind, he was the cause of her appearing there with
him a dozen nights in the month. It even happened
that, seeing her home at such times, he occasionally
went in with her to finish, as he called it, the evening,
and, the better to make his point, sat down to the

frugal but always careful little supper that awaited
his pleasure. His point was made, he thought, by his

not eternally insisting with her on himself
; made for

instance, at such hours, when it befell that, her piano
at hand and each of them familiar with it, they went
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over passages of the opera together. It chanced to be

on one of these occasions, however, that he reminded
her of her not having answered a certain question he
had put to her during the talk that had taken place
between them on her last birthday.

" What is it that

saves you ?
"

saved her, he meant, from that appear
ance of variation from the usual human type. If he
had practically escaped remark, as she pretended, by
doing, in the most important particular, what most
men do find the answer to life in patching up an
alliance of a sort with a woman no better than him
self how had she escaped it, and how could the

alliance, such as it was, since they must suppose it

had been more or less noticed, have failed to make
her rather positively talked about ?

"
I never said," May Bartram replied,

"
that it

hadn't made me a good deal talked about."
" Ah well, then you're not

'

saved.'
'

"
It hasn't been a question for me. If you've had

your woman I've had," she said,
"
my man."

" And you mean that makes you all right ?
"

Oh it was always as if there were so much to say !

on't know why it shouldn't make me humanly,
which is what we're speaking of as right as it makes

I see," Marcher returned.
'

Humanly,' no

doubt, as showing that you're living for something.
Not, that is, just for me and my ^ecretl"

May Bartram smiled.
"

I don't pretend it exactly
shows that I'm not living for you. It's my intimacy
with you that's in question."

He laughed as he saw what she meant.
'

Yes, but

since, as you say, I'm only, so far as people make
out, ordinary, you're aren't you ? no more than

ordinary either. You help me to pass for a man like

another. So if I am, as I understand you, you're not

compromised. Is that it ?
"
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She had another of her waits, but she spoke clearly

enough.
"
That's it. It's all that concerns me to

Jielp^oujto pass for a man like another."

He was careful to acknowledge the remark hand

somely.
" How kind, how beautiful, you are to me !

How shall I ever repay you ?
"

She had her last grave pause, as if there might be
a choice of ways. But she chose.

"
By going on as

you are."

It was into this going on as he was that they
relapsed, and really for so long a time that the day
inevitably came for a further sounding of their depths.
These depths, constantly bridged over by a structure

firm enough in spite of its lightness and of its occa
sional oscillation in the somewhat vertiginous air,

invited on occasion, in the interest of their nerves, a

dropping of the plummet and a measurement of the

abyss. A difference had been made, moreover, once
for all, by the fact that she had all the while not

appeared to feel the need of rebutting his charge of

an idea within her that she didn't dare to express a

charge uttered just before one of the fullest of their

later discussions ended. It had come up for him then
that she

" knew "
something and that what she knew

was bad too bad to tell him. When he had spoken
of it as visibly so bad that she was afraid he might find

it out, her reply had left the matter too equivocal to

be let alone and yet, for Marcher's special sensibility,
almost too formidable again to touch. He circled

about it at a distance that alternately narrowed and
widened and that still wasn't much affected by the

consciousness in him that there was nothing she could
' '

know," after all, any better than he did. She had no
source of knowledge he hadn't equally except of

course that she might have finer nerves. That was
what women had where they were interested

; they
made out things, where people were concerned, that
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the people often couldn't have made out for them
selves. Their nerves, their sensibility, their imagina
tion, were conductors and revealers, and the beauty
of May Bartram was in particular that she had given
herself so to his case. He felt in these days what,

oddly enough, he had never felt before, the growth of

a dread of losing her by some catastrophe some

catastrophe that yet wouldn't at all be the catastrophe :

partly because she had almost of a sudden begun
-jC to strike him as more useful to him than ever yet, and

partly by reason of an appearance of uncertainty in

her health, coincident and equally new. It was char

acteristic of the inner detachment he had hitherto so

successfully cultivated and to which our whole account
of him is a reference, it was characteristic that his

complications, such as they were, had never yet
seemed so as at this crisis to thicken about him, even
to the point of making him ask himself if he were, by
any chance, of a truth, within sight or sound, within

touch or reach, within the immediate jurisdiction, of

the thing that waited.

When the day came, as come it had to, that his

friend confessed to him her fear of a deep disorder in

her blood, he felt somehow the shadow of a change
and the chill of a shock. He immediately began to

imagine aggravations and disasters, and abdve all to

$ think of her peril as the direct menace for himself

of personal privation. This indeed gave him one of

those partial recoveries of equanimity that were agree
able to him it showed him that what was still first

in his mind was the loss she herself might suffer.
" What if she should have to die before knowing,
before seeing ?" It would have been brutal, in

the early stages of her trouble, to put that question to

her ; but it had immediately sounded for him to his

own concern, and the possibility was what most made
him sorry for her. If she did

"
know," moreover, in
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the sense of her having had some what should he

think ? mystical irresistible light, this would make
the matter not better, but worse, inasmuch as her

original adoption of his own curiosity had quite be

come the basis of her life. She had been living to see

what would be to be seen, and it would quite lacerate

her to have to give up before the accomplishment of

the vision. These reflexions, as I say, quickened his

generosity ; yet, make them as he might, he saw him

self, with the lapse of the period, more and more dis

concerted. It lapsed for him with a strange steady

sweep, and the oddest oddity was that it gave him,

independently of the threat of much inconvenience,
almost the only positive surprise his career, if career

it could be called, had yet offered him. She kept the

house as she had never done ; he had to go to her to

see her she could meet him nowhere now, though
there was scarce a corner of their loved old London
in which she hadn't in the past, at one time or another,
done so

; and he found her always seated by her

fire in the deep old-fashioned chair she was less and
less able to leave. He had been struck one day, after

an absence exceeding his usual measure, with her sud

denly looking much older to him than he had ever

thought of her being ;
then he recognised that the

suddenness was all on his side he had just simply
and suddenly noticed. She looked older because in

evitably, after so many years, she was old, or almost ;

which was of course true in still greater measure of

her companion. If she was old, or almost, John
Marcher assuredly was, and yet it was her showing
of the lesson, not his own, that brought the truth

home to him. His surprises began here ; when once

they had begun they multiplied ; they came rather

with a rush : it was as if, in the oddest way in the

world, they had all been kept back, sown in a thick

cluster, for the late afternoon of life, the time at
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which for people in general the unexpected has died

out.

"One of them was that he should have caught him
self for he had so done really wondering if the

great accident would take form now as nothing more
than his being condemned to see this charming woman,
this admirable friend, pass away from him. He
had never so unreservedly qualified her as while con
fronted in thought with such a possibility ;

in spite of

which there was small doubt for him that as an
answer to his long riddle the mere effacement of even
so fine a feature of his situation would be an abject
anti-climax. It would represent, as connected with

his past attitude, a drop of dignity under the shadow
of which his existence could only become the most

grotesque of failures. He had been far from holding
it a failure long as he had waited for the appearance
that was to make it a success. He had waited for

quite another thing, not for such a thing as that. The
breath of his good faith came short, however, as he

recognised how long he had waited, or how long at

least his companion had. That she, at all events,

might be recorded as having waited in vain this

affected him sharply, and all the more because of his

at first having done little more than, amuse himself

with the idea. It grew more grave as the gravity of

her condition grew, and the state of mind it produced
in him, which he himself ended by watching as if it

had been some definite disfigurement of his outer

person, may pass for another of his surprises. This

conjoined itself still with another, the really stupefy

ing consciousness of a question that he would have
allowed to shape itself had he dared. What did

everything mean what, that is, did she mean, she

and her vain waiting and her probable death and
the soundless admonition of it all unless that, at

this time of day, it was simply, it was overwhelmingly
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too late ? He had never at any stage of his queer
consciousness admitted the whisper of such a correc

tion ; he had never till within these last few months
been so false to his conviction as not to hold that

what was to come to him had time, whether he

struck himself as having it or not. That at last, at

last, he certainly hadn't it, to speak of, or had it but
in the scantiest measure such, soon enough, as

things went with him, became the inference with

which his old obsession had to reckon : and this it

was not helped to do by the more and more confirmed

appearance that the great vagueness casting the long
shadow in which he had lived had, to attest itself,

almost no margin left. Since it was in Time that he

was to have met his fate, so it was in Time that his

fate .was to have acted ; and as he waked up to the

sense of no longer being young, which was exactly the

sense of being stale, just as that, in turn, was the sense

of being weak, he waked up to another matter beside.

It all hung together ; they were subject, he and the

great vagueness, to an equal and indivisible law.

When the possibilities themselves had accordingly
turned stale, when the secret of the gods had grown
faint, had perhaps even quite evaporated, that, and
that only, was failure. It wouldn't have been failure

to be bankrupt, dishonoured, pilloried, hanged ;
it was

failure not to be anything. And so, in the dark valley
Tnto which his path had taken its unlooked-for twist,

he wondered not a little as he groped. He didn't care

what awful crash might overtake him, with what

ignominy or what monstrosity he might yet be asso

ciated since he wasn't after all too utterly old to

suffer if it would only be decently proportionate to

the posture he had kept, all his life, in the threatened

presence of it. He had but one desire left that he
shouldn't have been "

sold,"



IV

THEN it was that, one afternoon, while the spring of

the year was young and new she met all in her own
way his frankest betrayal of these alarms. He had

gone in late to see her, but evening hadn't settled, and
she was presented to him in that long fresh light of

waning April days which affects us often with a sad
ness sharper than the greyest hours of autumn. The
week had been warm^thespring^was supposed to have

begun early, and May Bartram sat, for the first time

in the year, without a fire
;
a fact that, to Marcher's

sense, gave the scene of which she formed part a
smooth and ultimate look, an air of knowing, in its

immaculate order and cold meaningless cheer, that it

would never see a fire again. Her own aspect he
could scarce have said why intensified this note.

Almost as white as wax, with the marks and signs in

her face as numerous and as fine as if they had been

etched by a needle, with soft white draperies relieved

by a faded green scarf on the delicate tone of which

the years had further refined, she was the picture of a

serene and exquisite but impenetrable sphinx, whose

head, or indeed all whose person, might have been

powdered with silver. She was a sphinx, yet with her

white petals and green fronds she might have been a

lily too only an artificial lily, wonderfully imitated

and constantly kept, without dust or stain, though not

exempt from a slight droop and a complexity of faint
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creases, under some clear glass bell. The perfection
of household care, of high polish and finish, always
reigned in her rooms, but they now looked most as if

everything had been wound up, tucked in, put away,
so that she might sit with folded hands and with

nothing more to do. She was
"
out of it," to Marcher's

vision
;
her work was over ; she communicated with

him as across some gulf or from some island of rest

that she had already reached, and it made him feel

strangely abandoned. Was it or rather wasn't it

that if for so long she had been watching with him the

answer to their question must have swum into her ken
and taken on its name, so that her occupation was

verily gone ? He had as much as charged her with this

in saying to her, many months before, that she even
then knew something she was keeping from him. It

was a point he had never since ventured to press,

vaguely fearing as he did that it might become a

difference, perhaps a disagreement, between them.

He had in this later time turned nervous, which was
what he in all the other years had never been

;
and the

oddity was that his nervousness should have waited till

he had begun to doubt, should have held off so long as

he was sure. There was something, it seemed to him,
that the wrong word would bring down on his head,

something that would so at least ease off his tension.

But he wanted not to speak the wrong word ;
that

would make everything ugly. He wanted the know

ledge he lacked to drop on him, if drop it could, by its

own august weight. If she was to forsake him it was

surely for her to take leave. This was why he didn't

directly ask her again what she knew ; but it was also

why, approaching the matter from another side, he
said to her in the course of his visit :

" What do you
regard as the very worst that at this time of day can

happen to me ?
"

He had asked her that in the past often enough ;
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they had, with the odd irregular rhythm of their in

tensities and avoidances, exchanged ideas about it and
then had seen the ideas washed away by cool intervals,

washed like-figures traced in sea-sand. It had ever

been the mark of their talk that the oldest allusions in

it required but a little dismissal and reaction to come
out again, sounding for the hour as new. She could

thus at present meet his inquiry quite freshly and

patiently.
" Oh yes, I've repeatedly thought, only it

always seemed to me of old that I couldn't quite
make up my mind. I thought of dreadful things,
between which it was difficult to choose

; and so must

you have done."
"
Rather ! I feel now as if I had scarce done any

thing else. I appear to myself to have spent my life in

thinking of nothing but dreadful things. A great many
of them I've at different times named to you, but there

were others I couldn't name."
"
They were too, too dreadful ?

"

"
Too, too dreadful some of them."

She looked at him a minute, and there came to him
as he met it an inconsequent sense that her eyes, when
one got their full clearness, were still as beautiful as

they had been in youth, only beautiful with a strange
cold light a light that somehow was a part of the

effect, if it wasn't rather a part of the cause, of the

pale hard sweetness of the season and the hour.
" And

yet," she said at last,
"
there are horrors we've

mentioned."

It deepened the strangeness to see her, as such a

figure in such a picture, talk of
"
horrors," but she

was to do in a few minutes something stranger yet

though even of this he was to take the full measure but

afterwards and the note of it already trembled. It

was, for the matter of that, one of the signs that her

eyes were having again the high flicker of their prime.
He had to admit, however, what she said.

"
Oh, yes,
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there were times when we did go far." He caught
himself in the act of speaking as if it all were over.

Well, he wished it were ;
and the consummation

depended for him clearly more and more on his

friend.

But she had now a soft smile.
" Oh far !

"

It was oddly ironic.
" Do you mean you're pre

pared to go further ?
"

She was frail and ancient and charming as she con

tinued to look at him, yet it was rather as if she

had lost the thread.
" Do you consider that we went

far ?
"

"
Why I thought it the point you were just making

that we had looked most things in the face."
"
Including each other ?

"
She still smiled.

" But

you're quite right. We've had together great imagina
tions, often great fears

;
but some of them have been

unspoken."" Then the worst we haven't faced that. I could

face it, I believe, if I knew what you think it. I feel,"

he explained,
"
as if I had lost my power to conceive

such things." And he wondered if he looked as blank

as he sounded.
"

It's spent."" Then why do you assume," she asked,
"
that mine

isn't ?
"

"
Because you've given me signs to the contrary.

It isn't a question for you of conceiving, imagining,

comparing. It isn't a question now of choosing."
At last he came out with it.

" You know something
I don't. You've shown me that before."

These last words had affected her, he made out in

a moment, exceedingly, and she spoke with firmness.
"

I've shown you, my dear, nothing."
He shook his head.

" You can't hide it."
"
Oh, oh !

"
May Bartram sounded over what she

couldn't hide. It was almost a smothered groan.
" You admitted it months ago, when I spoke of
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it to you as of something you were afraid I should

find out. Your answer was that I couldn't, that I

wouldn't, and I don't pretend I have. But you
had something therefore in mind, and I now see

how it must have been, how it still is, the possibility

that, of all possibilities, has settled itself for you
as the worst. This," he went on,

"
is why I appeal

to you. I'm only afraid of ignorance to-day I'm
not afraid of knowledge." And then as for a while

she said nothing :

" What makes me sure is that I

see in your face and feel here, in this air and amid
these appearances, that you're out of it. You've
done. You've had your experience. You leave me
to my fate."

Well, she listened, motionless and white in her

chair, as on a decision to be made, so that her manner
was fairly an avowal, though still, with a small fine

inner stiffness, an imperfect surrender.
"

It would be

the worst," she finally let herself say.
"

I mean the

thing I've never said."

It hushed him a moment. "
More monstrous than

all the monstrosities we've named ?
"

"
More monstrous. Isn't that what you sufficiently

express," she asked,
"

in calling it the worst ?
"

Marcher thought.
"
Assuredly if you mean, as I

do, something that includes all the loss and all the

shame that are thinkable."
"

It would if it should happen," said May Bartram.
" What we're speaking of, remember, is only my
idea."

"
It's your belief," Marcher returned.

"
That's

enough for me. I feel your beliefs are right. There

fore if, having this one, you give me no more light

on it, you abandon me."
"
No, no !

"
she repeated.

"
I'm with you don't

you see ? still." And as to make it more vivid to

him she rose from her chair a movement she seldom
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risked in these days and showed herself, all draped
and all soft, in her fairness and slimness.

"
I haven't

forsaken you."
It was really, in its effort against weakness, a

generous assurance, and had the success of the impulse
not, happily, been great, it would have touched him to

pain more than to pleasure. But the cold charm in her

eyes had spread, as she hovered before him, to all the

rest of her person, so that it was for the minute almost

a recovery of youth. He couldn't pity her for that ;

could only take her as she showed as capable even

yet of helping him. It was as if, at the same time, her

light might at any instant go out ; wherefore he must
make the most of it. There passed before him with

intensity the three or four things he wanted most to

know ; but the question that came of itself to his lips

really covered the others.
" Then tell me if I shall

consciously suffer."

She promptly shook her head.
"
Never !

"

It confirmed the authority he imputed to her, and
it produced on him an extraordinary effect.

"
Well

what's better than that ? Do you call that the

worst ?
'

" You think nothing is better ?
"
she asked.

She seemed to mean something so special that he

again sharply wondered, though still with the dawn
of a prospect of relief.

"
Why not, if one doesn't

know ?
"

After which, as their eyes, over his question,
met in a silence, the dawn deepened and something
to his purpose came prodigiously out of her very face.

His own, as he took it in, suddenly flushed to the fore

head, and he gasped with the force of a perception to

which, on the instant, everything fitted. The sound
of his gasp filled the air ; then he became articulate.
"

I see if I don't suffer !

"

In her own look, however, was doubt.
" You see

what ?
"
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"
Why what you mean what you've always

meant."
She again shook her head.

" What I mean isn't

what I've always meant. It's different."
"

It's something new ?
"

She hung back from it a little.
"
Something

new. It's not what you think. I see what you
think."

His divination drew breath then
; only her correc

tion might be wrong.
"

It isn't that I am a. block

head ?
"

he asked between faintness and grimness."
It isn't that it's all a mistake ?

"

" A mistake ?
"
she pityingly echoed. That possi

bility, for her, he saw, would be monstrous
; and if

she guaranteed him the immunity from pain it would

accordingly not be what she had in mind.
"
Oh, no,"

she declared ;

"
it's nothing of that sort. You've been

right."
Yet he couldn't help asking himself if she weren't,

thus pressed, speaking but to save him. It seemed to

him he should be most in a hole if his history should

prove all a platitude.
"
Are you telling me the truth,

so that I shan't have been a bigger idiot than I can
bear to know ? I haven't lived with a vain imagina
tion, in the most besotted illusion ? I haven't waited

but to see the door shut in my face ?
"

She shook her head again.
" However the case

stands that isn't the truth. Whatever the reality, it is

a reality. The door isn't shut. The door's open,"
said May Bartram.

" Then something's to come ?
"

She waited once again, always with her cold sweet

eyes on him.
"

It's never too late." She had, with her

gliding step, diminished the distance between them,
and she stood nearer to him, close to him, a minute,
as if still charged with the unspoken. Her movement

might have been for some finer emphasis of what she
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was at once hesitating and deciding to say. He had
been standing by the chimney-piece, fireless and

sparely adorned, a small perfect old French clock and
two morsels of rosy Dresden constituting all its

furniture ;
and her hand grasped the shelf while she

kept him waiting, grasped it a little as for support and

encouragement. She only kept him waiting, however ;

that is he only waited. It had become suddenly, from

her movement and attitude, beautiful and vivid to

him that she had something more to give him
;
her

wasted face delicately shone with it it glittered
almost as with the white lustre of silver in her ex

pression. She was right, incontestably, for what he

saw in her face was the truth, and strangely, without

consequence, while their talk of it as dreadful was
still in the air, she appeared to present it as inor

dinately soft. This, prompting bewilderment, made
him but gape the more gratefully for her revelation,

so that they continued for some minutes silent, her

face shining at him, her contact imponderably press

ing, and his stare all kind but all expectant. The
end, none the less, was that what he had expected
failed to come to him. Something else took place in

stead, which seemed to consist at first in the mere

closing of her eyes. She gave way at the same in

stant to a slow fine shudder, and though he remained

staring- though he stared in fact but the harder

turned off and regained her chair. It was the end of

what she had been intending, but it left him thinking

only of that.
"
Well, you don't say ?

"

She had touched in her passage a bell near the

chimney and had sunk back strangely pale.
"
I'm

afraid I'm too ill."
" Too ill to tell me ?

"
It_sprang up sharp to him,

and almost to his lips, the fear she might die without

giving him light:"Tle checked himself in time from
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so expressing his question, but she answered as if she

had heard the words.
"
Don't you know now ?

"

"Now' ?
"

She had spoken as if some differ

ence had been made within the moment. But her

maid, quickly obedient to her bell, was already with

them.
"

I know nothing." And he was afterwards to

say to himself that he must have spoken with odious

impatience, such an impatience as to show that,

supremely disconcerted, he washed his hands of the

whole question." Oh !

"
said May Bartram.

"
Are you in pain ?

"
he asked as the woman went

to her.
"
No," said May Bartram.

Her maid, who had put an arm round her as if to

take her to her room, fixed on him eyes that appeal-

ingly contradicted her ; in spite of which, however,
he showed once more his mystification.

" What then

has happened ?
"

She was once more, with her companion's help, on
her feet, and, feeling withdrawal imposed on him,
he had blankly found his hat and gloves and had
reached the door. Yet he waited for her answer.
" What was to," she said.
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HE came back the next day, but she was then unable

to see him, and as it was literally the first time this had
occurred in the long stretch of their acquaintance he

turned away, defeated and sore, almost angry or

feeling at least that such a break in their custom was

really the beginning of the end and wandered alone

with his thoughts, especially with the one he_was least

able to keep down. She was dying and he would lose

her ;
she was dying and his life would end. He stopped

in the Park, into which he had passed, and stared

before him at his recurrent doubt. Away from her

the doubt pressed again ; in her presence he had
believed her, but as he felt his forlornness he threw
himself into the explanation that, nearest at hand, had
most of a miserable warmth for him and least of a cold

torment. She had deceived him to save him to put
him off with something in which he should be able to

rest. What could the thing that was to happen to him
be, after all, but just this thing that had begun to

happen ? Her dying, her death, his consequent soli

tude that was what he had figured as the Beast in

the Jungle, that was what had been in the lap of the

gods. He had had her word for it as he left her
what else on earth could she have meant ? It wasn't
a thing of a monstrous order ; not a fate rare and dis

tinguished ; not a stroke of fortune that overwhelmedvj
and immortalised ;

it had only the stamp of the'
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common doom. But poor Marcher at this hour judged
the common doom sufficient. It would serve his turn,
and even as the consummation of infinite waiting he
would bend his pride to accept it. He sat down on a
bench in the twilight. He hadn't been a fool. Some

thing had been, as she had said, to come. Before he
rose indeed it had quite struck him that the final fact

really matched with the long avenue through which he
had had to reach it. As sharing his suspense and as

giving herself all, giving her life, to bring it to an end,
she had come with him every step of the way. He had
lived by her aid, and to leave her behind would be

I - cruelly, damnably_jto miss her. What could be more

overwhelming than that ?

Well, he was to know within the week, for though
^X^J^she kept him a^wjrile at

bay,
left him restless and

wretched during a series of~3ays on each of which he

asked about her only again to have to turn away, she

ended his trial by receiving him where she had always
received him. Yet she had been brought out at some
hazard into the presence of so many of the things that

were, consciously, vainly, half their past, and there

was scant service left in the gentleness of her mere

desire, all too visible, to check his obsession and wind

up his long trouble. That was clearly what she wanted,
the one thing more for her own peace while she could

still put out her hand. He was so affected by her state

that, once seated by her chair, he was moved to lei

\ everything go ; it was she herself therefore who brought
_xhim back, took up again, before she dismissed him,

|
her last word of the other time. She showed how she

/ wished to leave their business in order.
"
I'm not sure

you understood. You've nothing to wait for more.

V JiJifls -come:
' '

Oh how he looked at her !

"
Really ?

"

"
Really."

" The thing that, as you said, was to ?
"
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"
The thing that we began in our youth to watch

for."

Face to face with her once more he believed her
; it

was a claim to which he had so abjectly little to

oppose.
" You mean that it has come as a positive

definite occurrence, with a name and a date ?
"

"
Positive. Definite. I don't know about the

'

name,' but oh with a date !

"

He found himself again too helplessly at sea.
"
BijtAlr^

come in the night come and passed" me by ?
"

May Bartram had her strange faint smile.
" Oh

no, it hasn't passed you by !

"

"
But if I haven't been aware of it and it hasn't

touched'me ?
"

" Ah your not being aware of it
"

and she seemed
to hesitate an instant to deal with this

"
your not

being aware of it is the strangeness in the strangeness.
It's the wonder of the wonder." She spoke as with
the softness almost of a sick child, yet now at last, at

the end of all, with the perfect straightness of a sibyl.
She visibly knew that she knew, and the effect on him
was of something co-ordinate, in its high character,
with the law that had ruled him. It was the true voice

of the law
;

so on her lips would the law itself

have sounded.
"

It has touched you," she went 'on.
"

It has done its office. It has made you all its

own."
"
So utterly without my knowing it ?

"

"
So utterly without your knowing it." His hand,

as he leaned to her, was on the arm of her chair, and,

dimly smiling always now, she placed her own on it.
"

It's enough if / know it."
" Oh !

"
he confusedly breathed, as she herself of

late so often had done.
" What I long ago said is true. You'll never know

now, and I think you ought to be content. You've
had it," said May Bartram.
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" But had what ?

"

"
Why what was to have marked you out. The

proof of your law. It has acted. I'm too glad," she

then bravely added,
"
to have been able to see what

it's not."

He continued to attach his eyes to her, and with the

sense that it was all beyond him, and that she was too,

he would still have sharply challenged her hadn't he
so felt it an abuse of her weakness to do more than

take devoutly what she gave him, take it hushed as to

a revelation. If he did speak, it was out of the fore

knowledge of his loneliness to come.
"

If you're glad
of what it's

'

not
'

it might then have been worse ?
"

She turned her eyes away, she looked 'straight

before her ; with which after a moment :

"
Well, you

know our fears."

He wondered.
"

It's something then we never

feared ?
"

On this slowly she turned to him.
"
Did we ever

dream, with all our dreams, that we should sit and
talk of it thus ?

"

He tried for a little to make out that they had ; but

it was as if their dreams, numberless enough, were

in solution in some thick cold mist through which

thought lost itself.
"

It might have been that we
couldn't talk ?

"

"
Well

"
she did her best for him "

not from

this side. This, you see," she said,
"

is the other side."
"

I think," poor Marcher returned,
"
that all sides

are the same to me." Then, however, as she gently
shook her head in correction :

" We mightn't, as it

were, have got across ?
"

" To where we are no. We're here
"

she made
her weak emphasis.

" And much good does it do us !

"
was her friend's

frank comment.
"

It does us the good it can. It does us the good
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that it isn't here. It's past. It's behind," said May
Bartram.

"
Before

"
but her voice dropped.

He had got up, not to tire her, but it was hard
to combat his yearning. She after all told him

nothing but that his light had failed which he knew
well enough without her.

"
Before ?

"
he blankly

echoed.
"
Before, you see, it was always to come. That kept

it present."" Oh I don't care what comes now ! Besides,"
Marcher added,

"
it seems to me I liked it better

present, as you say, than I can like it absent with

your absence."
" Oh mine !

"
and her pale hands made light of it.

" With the absence of everything." He had a
dreadful sense of standing there before her for so far

as anything but this proved, this bottomless drop was
concerned the last time of their life. It rested on
him with a weight he felt he could scarce bear, and
this weight it apparently was that still pressed out
what remained in him of speakable protest.

"
I be

lieve you ; but I can't begin to pretend I understand.

Nothing, for me, is past ; nothing will pass till I pass

myself, which I pray my stars may be as soon as

possible. Say, however," he added,
"
that I've eaten

my cake, as you contend, to the last crumb how
can the thing I've never felt at all be the thing I was
marked out to feel ?

"

She met him perhaps less directly, but she met him

unperturbed.
" You take your

'

feelings
'

for granted.
You were to suffer your fate. That was not necessarily
to know it."

" How in the world when what is such knowledge
but suffering ?

"

She looked up at him a while in silence.
" No

you don't understand."
"

I suffer," said John Marcher.
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"
Don't, don't !

"

" How can I help at least that ?
"

"
Don't !

"
May Bartram repeated.

She spoke it in a tone so special, in spite of her

weakness, that he stared an instant stared as if

some light, hitherto hidden, had shimmered across

his vision. Darkness again closed over it, but the

gleam had already become for him an idea.
"
Because

I haven't the right ?
"

"
Don't know when you needn't," she mercifully

urged.
" You needn't for we shouldn't."

"
Shouldn't ?

"
If he could but know what she

meant !

" No it's too much."
" Too much ?

"
he still asked, but with a mystifica

tion that was the next moment of a sudden to give

way. Her words, if they meant something, affected

him in this light the light also of her wasted face

as meaning all, and the sense of what knowledge had
been for herself came over him with a rush which broke

through into a question.
"

Is it of that then you're

dying ?
"

She but watched him, gravely at first, as to see, with

this, where he was, and she might have seen something
or feared something that moved her sympathy.

"
I

would live for you still if I could." Her eyes closed

for a little, as if, withdrawn into herself, she were for a

last time trying.
" But I can't !

"
she said as she

raised them again to take leave of him.

She couldn't indeed, as but too promptly and

sharply appeared, and he had no vision of her after

this that was anything but darkness and doom. They
had parted for ever in that strange talk ; access to her

chamber of pain, rigidly guarded, was almost wholly
forbidden him

;
he was feeling now, moreover, in the

face of doctors, nurses, the two or three relatives

attracted doubtless by the presumption of what she
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had to
"
leave," how few were the rights, as they were

called in such cases, that he had to put forward, and
how odd it might even seem that their intimacy
shouldn't have given him more of them. The stupidest
fourth cousin had more, even though she had been c^, 5

nothing in such a person's life. She had been a feature
'

y^T^
of features in his, for what else was it to have been stf/

indispensable ? Strange beyond saying were the ways
ofexistence, baffling for him the anomaly of his lack, ^O
as he felt it to be, of producible claim. A woman might , jfffl

have been, as it were, everything to him, and it might
l

yet present him in no connexion that any one seemed
held to recognise. If this was the case in these closing
weeks it was the case more sharply on the occasion of

the last offices rendered, in the great grey London

cemetery, to what had been mortal, to what had been

precious, in his friend. The concourse at her grave was
not numerous, but he saw himself treated as scarce

more nearly concerned with it than if there had been a

thousand others. He was in short from this moment
face to face with the fact that he was to profit extra

ordinarily little by the interest May Bartram had
taken in him. He couldn't quite have said what he

expected, but he hadn't surely expected this approach
to a double privation. Not only had her interest failed

him, but he seemed to feel himself unattended and
for a reason he couldn't seize by the distinction,

the dignity, the propriety, if nothing else, of the man
markedly bereaved. It was as if in the view of society
he had not been markedly bereaved, as if there still

failed some sign or proof of it, and as if none the less

his character could never be affirmed nor the deficiency
ever made up. There were moments as the weeks
went by when he would have liked, by some almost

aggressive act, to take his stand on the intimacy of

his loss, in order that it might be questioned and his

retort, to the relief of his spirit, so recorded ; but
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the moments of an irritation more helpless followed

fast on these, the moments during which, turning

things over with a good conscience but with a bare

horizon, he found himself wondering if he oughtn't to

have begun, so to speak, further back.

He found himself wondering indeed at many
things, and this last speculation had others to keep it

company. What could he have done, after all, in her

lifetime, without giving them both, as it were, away ?

He couldn't have made known she was watching him,
for that would have published the superstition of the

Beast. This was what closed his mouth now now
that the Jungle had been threshed to vacancy and that

the J3east had stolenjiway. It sounded too foolish and
too flat ; the difference for him in this particular, the

extinction in his life of the element of suspense, was
such as in fact to surprise him. He could scarce have
said what the effect resembled

;
the abrupt cessation,

the positive prohibition, of music perhaps, more than

anything else, in some place all adjusted and all accus

tomed to sonority and to attention. If he could at any
rate have conceived lifting the veil from his image at

some moment of the past (what had he done, after all,

if not lift it to her ?) so to do this to-day, to talk to

people at large of the Jungle cleared and confide to

them that he now felt it as safe, would have been not

only to see them listen as to a goodwife's tale, but

really to hear himself tell one. What it presently came
to in truth was that poor Marcher waded through his

beaten grass, where no life stirred, where no breath

sounded, where no evil eye seemed to gleam from a

possible lair, very much as if vaguely looking for the

Beast, and still more as if acutely missing it. He
walked about in an existence that had grown strangely
more spacious, and, stopping fitfully in places where
the undergrowth of life struck him as closer, asked

himself yearningly, wondered secretly and sorely, if it
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would have lurked here or there. It would have at all

events sprung ; what was at least complete was his

belief in the truth itself of the assurance given him.

The change from his old sense to his new was absolute

and final : what was to happen had so absolutely and

finally happened that he was as little able to know a

fear for his future as to know a hope ;
so absent in

short was any question of anything still to come. He
was to live entirely with the other question, that of his

unidentified past, that of his having to see his fortune

impenetrably muffied and masked.
The torment of this vision became then his occupa

tion
;
he couldn't perhaps have consented to live but

for the possibility of guessing. She had told him, his

friend, not to guess ; she had forbidden him, so far as

he might-, t know, and she had even in a sort denied

the power in him to learn : which were so many things,

precisely, to deprive him of rest. It wasn't that he

wanted, he argued for fairness, that anything past and
done should repeat itself

;
it was only that he shouldn't,

as an anticlimax, have been taken sleeping so sound
as not to be able to win back by an effort of thought
the lost stuff of consciousness. He declared to himself

at moments that he would either win it back or have
done with consciousness for ever ; he made this idea

his one motive in fine, made it so much his passion
that none other, to compare with it, seemed ever to

have touched him. The lost stuff of consciousness x,

became thus for him as a strayed or stolen child to an m
unappeasable father

;
he hunted it up and down very |

much as if he were knocking at doors and inquiring of //

the police. This was the spirit in which, inevitably,
he set himself to travel

;
he started on a journey that

was to be as long as he could make it ;
it danced before

him that, as the other side of the globe couldn't pos

sibly have less to say to him, it might, by a possibility
of suggestion, have more. Before he quitted London,
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however, he made a pilgrimage to May Bartram's

grave, took his way to it through the endless avenues
of the grim suburban metropolis, sought it out in the

wilderness of tombs, and, though he had come but for

the renewal of the act of farewell, found himself,
when he had at last stood by it, beguiled into long
intensities. He stood for an hour, powerless to turn

away and yet powerless to penetrate the darkness of

death ; fixing with his eyes her inscribed name and

date, beating his forehead against the fact of the secret

they kept, drawing his breath, while he waited, as if

some sense would in pity of him rise from the stones.

He kneeled on the stones, however, in vain ; they kept
what they concealed

;
and if the face of the tomb did

become a face for him it was because her two names
became a pair of eyes that didn't know him. He gave
them a last long look, but no palest light broke.
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VI

HE stayed away, after this, for a year ; he visited the

depths of Asia, spending himself on scenes of romantic '

interest, of superlative sanctity ; but what was present
to him everywhere was that for a man who had known
what he had known the world was vulgar and vain.

The state of mind in which he had lived for so many
years shone out to him, in reflexion, as a light that

coloured and refined, a light beside which the glow of

the East was garish cheap and thin. The terrible truth

was that he had lost with everything else a dis

tinction as well ; the things he saw couldn't help being
common when he had become common to look at them. >v

He was simply now one of them himself he was in

the dust, without a peg for the sense of difference ;

and there were hours when, before the temples of

gods and the sepulchres of kings, his spirit turned for

nobleness of association to the barely discriminated

slab in the London suburb. That had become for

him, and more intensely with time and distance, his

one witness of a past glory. It was all that was left to

him for proof or pride, yet the past glories of Pharaohs
were nothing to him as he thought of it. Small wonder
then that he came back to it on the morrow of his

return. He was drawn there this time as irresistibly

as the other, yet with a confidence, almost, that was
doubtless the effect of the many months that had

elapsed. He had lived, in spite of himself, into his
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change of feeling, and in wandering over the earth had

wandered, as might be said, from the circumference to

the centre of his desert. He had settled to his safety

and~accepted perforce his extinction ; figuring to him

self, with some colour, in the likeness of certain little

old men he remembered to have seen, of whom, all

meagre and wizened as they might look, it was related

that they had in their time fought twenty duels or

been loved by ten princesses. They indeed had been
wondrous for others while he was but wondrous for

himself ; which, however, was exactly the cause of

his haste to renew the wonder by getting back, as he

might put it, into his own presence. That had quick
ened his steps and checked his delay. If his visit was

prompt it was because he had been separated so long
from the part of himself that alone he now valued.

It's accordingly not false to say that he reached his

goal with a certain elation and stood there again with a

certain assurance. The creature beneath the sod knew
of his rare experience, so that, strangely now, the place
had lost for him its mere blankness of expression. It

met him in mildness not, as before, in mockery ;
it

wore for him the air of conscious greeting that we find,

after absence, in things that have closely belonged to

us and which seem to confess of themselves to the con

nexion. The plot of ground, the graven tablet, the

tended flowers affected him so as belonging to him
that he resembled for the hour a contented landlord

reviewing a piece of property. Whatever had hap
pened well, had happened. He had not come back

this time with the vanity of that question, his former

worrying
"
What, what ?

" now practically so spent.
Yet he would none the less never again so cut himself

off from the spot ;
he would come back to it every

month, for if he did nothing else by its aid he at least

held up his head. It thus grew for him, in the oddest

way, a positive resource ;
he carried out his idea of
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periodical returns, which took their place af last

among the most inveterate of his habits. What it all

amounted to, oddly enough, was that in his finally so

simplified world this garden of death gave him the few

square feet of earth"on"Which he could still most live.

It was as if, being nothing anywhere else for any one,

nothing even for himself, he were just everything here,
and if not for a crowd of witnesses or indeed for any
witness but John Marcher, then by clear right of the

register that he could scan like an open page. The

open page was the tomb of his friend, and there were
the facts of the past, there the truth of his life, there

the backward reaches in which he could lose himself.

He did this from time to time with such effect that he
seemed to wander through the old years with his hand
in the arm of a companion who was, in the most extra

ordinary manner, his other, his younger self ; and to

wander, which was more extraordinary yet, round
and round a third presence not wandering she, but

stationary, still, whose eyes, turning with his revolu- .

tion, never ceased to follow him, and whose seat was
his point, so to speak, of orientation. Thus in short he
settled to live feeding alt on the sense that he once
had lived, and dependent on it not alone for a support >
but for an identity.

It sufficed him in its way for months and the year
elapsed ;

it would doubtless even have carried him
further but for an accident, superficially slight, which
moved him, quite in another direction, with a force

beyond any of his impressions of Egypt or of India.

It was a thing of the merest chance the turn, as he
afterwards felt, of a hair, though he was indeed to live

to believe that if light hadn't come to him in this

particular fashion it would still have come in another.

He was to live to believe this, I say, though he was
not to live, I may not less definitely mention, to do
much else. We allow him at any rate the benefit of
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the conviction, struggling up for him at the end, that,

whatever might have happened or not happened, he

would have come round of himself to the light. The
incident of an autumn day had put the match to the

train laid from of old by his misery. With the light
before him he knew that even of late his ache had

only been smothered. It was strangely drugged, but

<-, it throbbed ; at the touch it began to bleed. And the

touch, in the event, was the face of a fellow-mortal.

This face, one grey afternoon when the leaves were
thick in the alleys, looked into Marcher's own, at the

cemetery, with an expression like the cut of a blade.

He felt it, that is, so deep down that he winced at the

steady thrust. The person who so mutely assaulted

him was a figure he had noticed, on reaching his own

goal, absorbed by a grave a short distance away, a

grave apparently fresh, so that the emotion of the

visitor would probably match it for frankness. This

fact alone forbade further attention, though during the

time he stayed he remained vaguely conscious of his

neighbour, a middle-aged man apparently, in mourn

ing, whose bowed back, among the clustered monu
ments and mortuary yews, was constantly presented.
Marcher's theory that these were elements in contact

with which he himself revived, had suffered, on this

occasion, it may be granted, a marked, an excessive

check,. The autumn day was dire for him as none had

recently been, and he rested with a heaviness he had
not yet known on the low stone table that bore May
Bartram's name. He rested without power to move,
as if some spring in him, some spell vouchsafed, had

suddenly been broken for ever. If he could have done

that "moment as he wanted he would simply have

stretched himself on the slab that was ready to take

him, treating it as a place prepared to receive his last

sleep. What in all the wide world had he now to keep
awake for ? He stared before him with the question,
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and it was then that, as one of the cemetery walks
-^

passed near him, he caught the shock of the face.

His neighbour at the other grave had withdrawn,
as he himself, with force enough in him, would have

done by now, and was advancing along the path on

his way to one of the gates. This brought him close,

and his pace was slow, so that and all the more
as,

there was a kind of .hunger in his_iopk the two
men were for a minute directly confronted. Marcher
knew him at once for one of the deeply stricken a

perception so sharp that nothing else in the picture

comparatively lived, neither his dress, his age, nor his

presumable character and class ; nothing lived but the

4gep ravage of the features he showed. He showed them
that was the point ;

he was moved, as he passed, by
some impulse that was either a signal for sympathy or,

more possibly, a challenge to an opposed sorrow. He
might already have been aware of our friend, might at

some previous hour have noticed in him the smooth
habit of the scene, with which the state of his own
senses so scantly consorted, and might thereby have
been stirred as by an overt discord. What Marcher
was at all events conscious of was in the first place
that the imaged of scarred passion presented to him
was conscious too of something that profaned the

air ; and in the second that, roused, startled, shocked,
he was yet the next moment looking after it, as it went,
with env-jr. The most extraordinary thing that had

happened to him -though he had given that name to

other matters as well took place, after his immediate

vague stare, as a consequence of this impression.
The stranger passed, but the r^w glare of his grief

remained, making our friend wonder in pity what

wrong, what wound it expressed, what injury not to

be healed. What had the man had, to make him by
the loss of it so bleed and yet live ?

Something and this "reached liim with a pang
in
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^\t that he, John Marcher, hadn't
; theproof of which

r
was precisely John Marcher's (jricj eiJoT) No passion
had ever touched him, for this was wEaFpassion meant ;

he had survived and maundered and pined, but where
had been his deep ravage ? The extraordinary thing
we speak of was the sudden rush of the result of this

question. The sight that had just met his eyes named
to him, as in letters of quick flame, something he had

utterly, insanely missed, and what he had missed made
these things a train of fire, made them mark them
selves in an anguish of inward throbs. He had seen

outside of his life, not learned it within, the way a
woman was mourned when she had been loved for

herself : such was the force of his conviction of the

meaning of the stranger's face, which still flared for

him as a smoky torch. It hadn't come to him, the

knowledge, on the wings of experience ; it had brushed

him, jostled him, upset him, with the disrespect of

chance, the insolence of accident. Now that the illu

mination had begun, however, it blazed to the zenith,

and what he presently stood there gazing at was the

sounded void of his life. He gazed, he drew breath, in

pain ; he turned in his dismay, and, turning, he had
before him in sharper incision than ever the open page
of his story. The name on the table smote him as the

passage of his neighbour had done, and what it said to

him, full in the face, was that she was what he had
missed. This was the awful thought, the answer to all

the past, the vision at the dread clearness of which he

grew as cold as the stone beneath him. Everything
fell together, confessed, explained, overwhelmed ;

leaving him most of all stupefied at the blindness he

had cherished. The fate he had been marked for he

had met with a vengeance he had emptied the cup
to the lees

;
he had been the man of his time, the man,

to whom nothing on earth was to have happened.
That was the rare stroke that was his visitation. So
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he saw it, as we say, in pale horror, while the pieces
fitted and fitted. So she had seen it while he didn't,

and so she served a this hour to drive the truth home.

It was the truth, vivid and monstrous, that all the

while he had waited the wait was itself his portion.
This the companion of his vigil had at a given moment
made out, and she had then offered him the chance

to baffle his doom. One's doom, however, was never

baffled, and on the day she told him his own had come
down she had seen him but stupidly stare at the escape
she offered him.

The escape would have been to love her
; then, then

he would have lived. She had lived who could say
now with what passion ? since she had loved him
for himself ; whereas he Had never thought of her (ah
how it hugely glared at him

!)
but in the chill of his

egotism and the light of her use. Her spoken words
came back to him the chain stretched and stretched.

The Beast had lurked indeed, > and the Beast, at its

hour, had sprung ;
it had sprung in that twilight of the

cold April when, pale, ill, wasted, but all beautiful,

and perhaps even then recoverable, she had risen from I

her chair to stand before him and let him imaginably

guess. It had sprung as he didn't guess ; it had.,?

sprung as she hopelessly turned from him, and the-,

mark, by the time he left her, had fallen where it was ^

to fall. He had justified his fear and achieved his fate ;

he had failed, with the last ^xactitude^QLalLhe was to

fail of ;
and a moan now rose to his lips as he remem

bered she had prayed he mightn't know. This horror

of waking this was knowledge, knowledge under
the breath of which the very tears in his eyes seemed
to freeze. Through them, none the less, he tried to fix

it and hold it
;
he kept it there before him so that he

might feel the pain. That, at least, belated and bitter,

had something of the taste of life. But the bitterness

suddenly sickened him, and" it was as if, horribly, he
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saw, in the truth, in the cruelty of his image, what had
been appointed and done. ^He saw the Jungle of his

life and saw the lurking Beast
; then, while he looked,

perceived it, as by a stir of the air, rise, huge and

hideous, for the leap that was to settle him. His eyes
darkened it was close

; and, instinctively turning,
in his hallucination, to avoid it, he flung himself, face

down, on the tomb.
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IT seemed to them at first, the offer, too good to be

true, and their friend's letter, addressed to them to

feel, as he said, the ground, to sound them as to in

clinations and possibilities, had almost the effect of a
brave joke at their expense. Their friend, Mr. Grant-

Jackson, a highly preponderant pushing person, great
in discussion and arrangement, abrupt in overture,

unexpected, if not perverse, in attitude, and almost

equally acclaimed and objected to in the wide midland

region to which he had taught, as the phrase was, the

size of his foot their friend had launched his bolt

quite out of the blue and had thereby so shaken them
as to make them fear almost more than hope. The

place had fallen vacant by the death of one of the two

ladies, mother and daughter, who had discharged its

duties for fifteen years ; the daughter was staying on

alone, to accommodate, but had found, though ex

tremely mature, an opportunity of marriage that

involved retirement, and the question of the new
incumbents was not a little pressing. The want thus

determined was of a united couple of some sort, of the

right sort, a pair of educated and competent sisters

possibly preferred, but a married pair having its

advantages if other qualifications were marked. Ap
plicants, candidates, besiegers of the door of every one

supposed to have a voice in the matter, were already

beyond counting, and Mr. Grant-Jackson, who was
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in his way diplomatic and whose voice, though not

perhaps of the loudest, possessed notes of insistence,

had found his preference fixing itself on some person
or brace of persons who had been decent and dumb.
The Gedges appeared to have struck him as waiting
in silence though absolutely, as happened, no busy
body had brought them, far away in the North, a

hint either of bliss or of danger ; and the happy spell,

for the rest, had obviously been wrought in him by a

remembrance which, though now scarcely fresh, had
never before borne any such fruit.

Morris Gedge had for a few years, as a young man,
carried on a small private school of the order known as

preparatory, and had happened then to receive under
his roof the small son of the great man, who was not at

that time so great. The little boy, during an absence

of his parents from England, had been dangerously
ill, so dangerously that they had been recalled in

haste, though with inevitable delays, from a far

country they had gone to America, with the whole

continent and the great sea to cross again and had

got back to find the child saved, but saved, as couldn't

help coming to light, by the extreme devotion and

perfect judgement of Mrs. Gedge. Without children

of her own she had particularly attached herself to this

tiniest and tenderest of her husband's pupils, and they
had both dreaded as a dire disaster the injury to their

little enterprise that would be caused by their losing
him. Nervous anxious sensitive persons, with a pride

as they were for that matter well aware above

their position, never, at the best, to be anything but

dingy, they had nursed him in terror and had brought
him through in exhaustion. Exhaustion, as befell, had
thus overtaken them early and had for one reason and
another managed to assert itself as their permanent
portion. The little boy's death would, as they said,

have done for them, yet his recovery hadn't saved
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them ;
with which it was doubtless also part of a shy

but stiff candour in them that they didn't regard
themselves as having in a more indirect manner laid

up treasure. Treasure was not to be, in any form

whatever, of their dreams or of their waking sense ;

and the years that followed had limped under their

weight, had now and then rather grievously stumbled,
had even barely escaped laying them in the dust. The
school hadn't prospered, had but dwindled to a close.

Gedge's health had failed and still more every sign in

him of a capacity to publish himself as practical. He
had tried several things, he had tried many, but the

final appearance was of their having tried him not less.

They mostly, at the time I speak of, were trying his

successors, while he found himself, with an effect of

dull felicity that had come in this case from the mere

postponement of change, in charge of the grey town-

library of Blackport-on-Dwindle, all granite, fog and
female fiction. This was a situation in which his

general intelligence admittedly his strong point
was doubtless imaged, around him, as feeling less of

a strain than that mastery of particulars in which he
was recognised as weak.

It was at Blackport-on-Dwindle that the silver shaft

reached and pierced him
;

it was -as an alternative

to dispensing dog's-eared volumes the very titles of

which, on the lips of innumerable glib girls, were a

challenge to his nerves, that the wardenship of so

different a temple presented itself. The stipend named
exceeded little the slim wage at present paid him, but
even had it been less the interest and the honour would
have struck him as determinant. The shrine at which
he was to preside though he had always lacked

occasion to approach it figured to him as the most
sacred known to the steps of men, the early home of

the supreme poet, the Mecca of the English-speaking
race. The tears came into his eyes sooner still than
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into his wife's while he looked about with her at their

actual narrow prison, so grim with enlightenment, so

ugly with industry, so turned away from any dream,
so intolerable to any taste. He felt as if a window had

opened into a great green woodland, a woodland that

had a name all glorious, immortal, that was peopled
with vivid figures, each of them renowned, and that

gave out a murmur, deep as the sound of the sea,

which was the rustle in forest shade of all the poetry,
the beauty, the colour of life. It would be prodigious
that of this transfigured world he should keep the key.
No he couldn't believe it, not even when Isabel, at

sight of his face, came and helpfully kissed him. He
shook his head with a strange smile.

" We shan't get
it. Why should we ? It's perfect.""

If we don't he'll simply have been cruel ; which is

impossible when he has waited all this time to be

kind." Mrs. Gedge did believe she would
; since

the wide doors of the world of poetry had suddenly
pushed back for them it was in the form of poetic

justice that they were first to know it. She had her

faith in their patron ; it was sudden, but now com

plete.
" He remembers that's all ; and that's our

strength."
" And what's his ?

"
Gedge asked.

" He may want
to put us through, but that's a different thing from

being able. What are our special advantages ?
"

"
Well, that we're just the thing." Her knowledge

of the needs of the case was as yet, thanks to scant

information, of the vaguest, and she had never, more
than her husband, stood on the sacred spot ; but she

saw herself waving a nicely-gloved hand over a col

lection of remarkable objects and saying to a com

pact crowd of gaping awestruck persons :

" And now,

please, this way." She even heard herself meeting
with promptness and decision an occasional inquiry
from a visitor in whom audacity had prevailed over
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awe. She had once been with a cousin, years before,

to a great northern castle, and that was the way the

housekeeper had taken them round. And it was not

moreover, either, that she thought of herself as a

housekeeper : she was well above that, and the wave
of her hand wouldn't fail to be such as to show it.

This and much else she summed up as she answered
her mate.

" Our special advantages are that you're
a gentleman."

" Oh !

"
said Gedge as if he had never thought of it,

and yet as if too it were scarce worth thinking of.
"

I see it all," she went on ;

"
they've had the vulgar

they find they don't do. We're poor and we're

modest, but any one can see what we are."

Gedge wondered. "Do you mean ?
"

More
modest than she, he didn't know quite what she

meant.
"
We're refined. We know how to speak."" Do we ?

"
he still, suddenly, wondered.

But she was from the first surer of everything than
he ; so that when a few weeks more had elapsed and
the shade of uncertainty though it' was only a

shade had grown almost to sicken him, her triumph
was to come with the news that they were fairly
named.

"
We're on poor pay, though we manage

"

she had at the present juncture contended for her

point.
"
But we're highly cultivated, and for them to

get that, don't you see ? without getting too much with
it in the way of pretensions and demands, must be

precisely their dream. We've no social position, but
we don't mind that we haven't, do we ? a bit ; which is

because we know the difference between realities and
shams. We hold to reality, and that gives us common
sense, which the vulgar have less than anything and
which yet must be wanted there, after all, as well as

anywhere else."

Her companion followed her, but musingly, as if his
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horizon had within a few moments grown so great that

he was almost lost in it and required a new orientation.

The shining spaces surrounded him
;

the association

alone gave a nobler arch to the sky.
"
Allow that we

hold also a little to the romance. It seems to me that

that's the beauty. We've missed it all our life, and
now it's come. We shah

1

be at headquarters for it.

We shall have our fill of it."

She looked at his face, at the effect in it of these

prospects, and her own lighted as if he had suddenly
grown handsome.

"
Certainly we shall live as in a

fairy-tale. But what I mean is that we shall give, in

a way and so gladly quite as much as we get.

With all the rest of it we're for instance neat." Their

letter had come to them at breakfast, and she picked
a fly out of the butter-dish.

"
It's the way we'll keep

the place
"

with which she removed from the sofa

to the top of the cottage-piano a tin of biscuits that had
refused to squeeze into the cupboard. At Blackport

they were in lodgings of the lowest description, she

had been known to declare with a freedom felt by
Blackport to be slightly invidious. The Birthplace
and that itself, after such a life, was exaltation

wouldn't be lodgings, since a house close beside it

was set apart for the warden, a house joining on to it

as a sweet old parsonage is often annexed to a quaint
old church. It would all together be their home, and
such a home as would make a little world that they
would never want to leave. She dwelt on the gain, for

that matter, to their income ; as obviously, though the

salary was not a change for the better, the house

given them would make all the difference. He as

sented to this, but absently, and she was almost

impatient at the range of his thoughts. It was as

if something for him the very swarm of them
veiled the view ; and he presently of himself showed
what it was.
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" What I can't get over is its being such a man !

"

He almost, from inward emotion, broke down.
"
Such a man ?

"

"
Him, him, HIM !

"
It was too much.

"
Grant-Jackson ? Yes, it's a surprise, but one sees

how he has been meaning, all the while, the right

thing by us."
"

I mean Him," Gedge returned more coldly ;

"
our

becoming familiar and intimate for that's what it

will come to. We shall just live with Him."
"
Of course it is the beauty." And she added

quite gaily :

" The more we do the more we shall

love Him."
" No doubt but it's rather awful. The more we

know Him," Gedge reflected,
"
the more we shall love

Him. We don't as yet, you see, know Him so very

tremendously."
" We do so quite as well, I imagine, as the sort of

people they've had. And that probably isn't unless

you care, as we do so awfully necessary. For there

are the facts."
: '

Yes there are the facts."
"

I mean the principal ones. They're all that the

people the people who come want."
'

Yes they must be all they want."
"
So that they're all that those who've been in

charge have needed to know."
"
Ah," he said as if it were a question of honour,

"
we must know everything."
She cheerfully acceded : she had the merit, he felt,

of keeping the case within bounds.
"
Everything.

But about him personally," she added,
"
there isn't,

is there ? so very very much."
"
More, I believe, than there used to be. They've

made discoveries."

It was a grand thought.
"
Perhaps we shall make

some !

"
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" Oh I shall be content to be a little better up in

what has been done." And his eyes rested on a shelf

of books, half of which, little worn but much faded,
were of the florid

"
gift

"
order and belonged to the

house. Of those among them that were his own most
were common specimens of the reference sort, not

excluding an old Bradshaw and a catalogue of the

town-library.
" We've not even a Set of our own.

Of the Works," he explained in quick repudiation of

the sense, perhaps more obvious, in which she might
have taken it.

As a proof of their scant range of possessions this

sounded almost abject, till the painful flush with

which they met on the admission melted presently
into a different 'glow. It was just for that kind of

poorness that their new situation was, by its intrinsic

charm, to console them. And Mrs. Gedge had a happy
thought.

"
Wouldn't the Library more or less have

them ?
"

" Oh no, we've nothing of that sort : for what do

you take us ?
"

This, however, was but the play of

Gedge's high spirits : the form both depression and
exhilaration most frequently took with him being a

bitterness on the subject of the literary taste of Black-

port. No one was so deeply acquainted with it. It

acted with him in fact as so lurid a sign of the future

that the charm of the thought of removal was sharply
enhanced by the prospect of escape from it. The
institution he served didn't of course deserve the par
ticular reproach into which his irony had flowered ;

and indeed if the several Sets in which the Works were

present were a trifle dusty, the dust was a little his

own fault. To make up for that now he had the vision

of immediately giving his time to the study of them ;

he saw himself indeed, inflamed with a new passion,

earnestly commenting and collating. Mrs. Gedge,
who had suggested that, till their move should come,
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they ought to read Him regularly of an evening
certain as they were to do it still more when in closer

quarters with Him Mrs. Gedge felt also, in her
~

degree, the spell ;
so that the very happiest time of

their anxious life was perhaps to have been the series

of lamplight hours, after supper, in which, alternately

taking the book, they declaimed, they almost per

formed, their beneficent author. He became speedily
more than their author their personal friend, their

universal light, their final authority and divinity.

Where in the world, they were already asking them

selves, would they have been without Him ? By the

time their appointment arrived in form their relation

to Him had immensely developed. It was amusing to

Morris Gedge that he had so lately blushed for his

ignorance, and he made this remark to his wife during
the last hour they were able to give their study before

proceeding, across half the country, to the scene of

their romantic future. It was as if, in deep close

throbs, in cool after-waves that broke of a sudden and
bathed his mind, all possession and comprehension
and sympathy, all the truth and the life and the story,
had come to him, and come, as the newspapers said,

to stay.
"

It's absurd," he didn't hesitate to say,
"
to

talk of our not
'

knowing.' So far as we don't it's

because we're dunces. He's in the thing, over His

ears, and the more we get into it the more we're with

Him. I seem to myself at any rate," he declared,
"
to

see Him in it as if He were painted on the wall."
" Oh doesn't one rather, the dear thing ? And don't

you feel where it is ?
"

Mrs. Gedge finely asked.
" We see Him because we love Him that's what
we do. How can we not, the old darling with what
He's doing for us? There's no light" she had a

sententious turn
"

like true affection."
"
Yes, I suppose that's it. And yet," her husband

mused,
"

I see, confound me, the faults."
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"
That's because you're so critical. You see them,

but you don't mind them. You see them, but you
forgive them. You mustn't mention them there. We
shan't, you know, be there for that."

"
Dear no !

"
he laughed :

"
we'll chuck out any

one who hints at them."
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IF the sweetness of the preliminary months had been

great, great too, though almost excessive as agitation,
was the wonder of fairly being housed with Him, of

treading day and night in the footsteps He had worn,
of touching the objects, or at all events the surfaces,

the substances, over which His hands had played,
which His arms, His shoulders had rubbed, of breath

ing the air or something not too unlike it in

which His voice had sounded. They had had a little

at first their bewilderments, their disconcertedness
;

the place was both humbler and grander than they
had exactly prefigured, more at once of a cottage and
of a museum, a little more archaically bare and yet a
little more richly official. But the sense was strong
with them that the point of view, for the inevitable

ease of the connexion, patiently, indulgently awaited
them

;
in addition to which, from the first evening,

after closing-hour, when the last blank pilgrim had

gone, the mere spell, the mystic presence as if they
had had it quite to themselves were all they could

have desired. They had received, at Grant-Jackson's
behest and in addition to a table of instructions and
admonitions by the number and in some particulars

by the nature of which they found themselves slightly

depressed, various little guides, manuals, travellers'

tributes, literary memorials and other catch-penny
publications ; which, however, were to be for the
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moment swallowed up in the interesting episode of the

induction or initiation appointed for them in advance
at the hands of several persons whose relation to

the establishment was, as superior to their own, still

more official, and at those in especial of one of the

ladies who had for so many years borne the brunt.

About the instructions from above, about the shilling
books and the well-known facts and the full-blown

legend, the supervision, the subjection, the submission,
the view as of a cage in which he should circulate and
a groove in which he should slide, Gedge had pre
served a certain play of mind

; but all power of

reaction appeared suddenly to desert him in the

presence of his so visibly competent predecessor and
as an effect of her good offices. He had not the

resource, enjoyed by his wife, of seeing himself, with

impatience, attired in black silk of a make character

ised by just the right shade of austerity ; so that this

firm smooth expert and consummately respectable

middle-aged person had him somehow, on the whole

ground, completely at her mercy.
It was evidently something of a rueful moment

when, as a lesson she being for the day or two still

in the field he accepted Miss Putchin's suggestion
of

"
going round

"
with her and with the successive

squads of visitors she was there to deal with. He
appreciated her method he saw there had to be one ;

he admired her as succinct and definite ; for there were

the facts, as his wife had said at Blackport, and they
were to be disposed of in the time ; yet he felt a very
little boy as he dangled, more than once, with Mrs.

Gedge, at the tail of the human comet. The idea had
been that they should by this attendance more fully
embrace the possible accidents and incidents, so to

put it, of the relation to the great public in which they
were to find themselves ; and the poor man's excited

perception of the great public rapidly became such as
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to resist any diversion meaner than that of the admir
able manner of their guide. It wandered from his

gaping companions to that of the priestess in black

silk, whom he kept asking himself if either he or

Isabel could hope by any possibility ever remotely to

resemble ; then it bounded restlessly back to the

numerous persons who revealed to him as it had never

yet been revealed the happy power of the simple to

hang upon the lips of the wise. The great thing seemed
to be and quite surprisingly that the business

was easy and the strain, which as a strain they had

feared, moderate ;
so that he might have been puzzled,

had he fairly caught himself in the act, by his re

cognising as the last effect of the impression an odd
absence of the power really to rest in it, an agitation

deep within him that vaguely threatened to grow."
It isn't, you see, so very complicated," the black

silk lady seemed to throw off, with everything else,

in her neat crisp cheerful way ;
in spite of which he

already, the very first time that is after several

parties had been in and out and up and down went
so far as to wonder if there weren't more in it than
she imagined. She was, so to speak, kindness itself

was all encouragement and reassurance
; but it was

just her slightly coarse redolence of these very things
that, on repetition, before they parted, dimmed a

little, as he felt, the light of his acknowledging smile.

This again she took for a symptom of some pleading
weakness in him he could never be as brave as she

;

so that she wound up with a few pleasant words from
the very depth of her experience.

"
You'll get into it,

never fear it will come
;
and then you'll feel as if you

had never done anything else." He was afterwards to

know that, on the spot, at this moment, he must have

begun to wince a little at such a menace ; that he might
come to feel as if he had never done anything but
what Miss Putchin did loomed for him, in germ, as a
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penalty to pay. The support she offered, none the less,

continued to strike him ; she put the whole thing on so

sound a basis when she said :

" You see they're so nice

about it they take such an interest. And they never

do a thing they shouldn't. That was always every

thing to mother and me."
"
They," Gedge had already

noticed, referred constantly and hugely, in the good
woman's talk, to the millions who shuffled through
the house ; the pronoun in question was for ever on her

lips, the hordes it represented filled her consciousness,
the addition of their numbers ministered to her glory.
Mrs. Gedge promptly fell in.

"
It must be indeed

delightful to see the effect on so many and to feel that

one may perhaps do something to make it well,

permanent." But he was kept silent by his becoming
more sharply aware that this was a new view, for him,
of the reference made, that he had never thought of

the quality of the place as derived from Them, but

from Somebody Else, and that They, in short, seemed
to have got into the way of crowding Him out. He
found himself even a little resenting this for Him
which perhaps had something to do with the slightly
invidious cast of his next inquiry.

" And are They always, as one might say a

stupid ?
"

"
Stupid !

"
She stared, looking as if no one could

be such a thing in such a connexion. No one had ever

been anything but neat and cheerful and fluent, except
to be attentive and unobjectionable and, so far as was

possible, American.
" What I mean is," he explained,

"
is there any

perceptible proportion that take an interest in

Him ?
"

His wife stepped on his toe ;
she deprecated levity.

But his mistake fortunately was lost on their friend.
" That's just why they come, that they take such an
interest. I sometimes think they take more than about
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anything else in the world." With which Miss Putchin

looked about at the place.
"

It is pretty, don't you
think, the way they've got it now?

"
This, Gedge saw,

was a different
"
They

"
;

it applied to the powers that

were the people who had appointed him, the govern

ing, visiting Body, in respect to which he was after

wards to remark to Mrs. Gedge that a fellow it was
the difficulty didn't know "

where to have her."

His wife, at a loss, questioned at that moment the

necessity of having her anywhere, and he said, good-

humouredly,
"
Of course ; it's all right." He was in

fact content enough with the last touches their friend

had given the picture.
"
There are many who know all

about it when they come, and the Americans often are

tremendously up. Mother and rne really enjoyed
"

it was her only slip
"
the interest of the Americans.

We've sometimes had ninety a day, and all wanting to

see and hear everything. But you'll work them off ;

you'll see the way it's all experience." She came
back for his comfort to that. She came back also to

other things : she did justice to the considerable class

who arrived positive and primed.
"
There are those

who know more about it than you do. But that only
comes from their interest."

" Who know more about what ?
"
Gedge inquired."

Why about the place. I mean they have their

ideas of what everything is, and where it is, and
what it isn't and where it should be. They do ask

questions," she said, yet not so much in warning as in

the complacency of being herself seasoned and sound ;

" and they're down on you when they think you go
wrong. As if you ever could ! You know too much,"
she astutely smiled

;
"or you will."

" Oh you mustn't know too much, must you ?
"

And Gedge now smiled as well. He knew, he thought,
what he meant.

"
Well, you must know as much as anybody else.
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I claim at any rate that I do," Miss Putchin declared.
"
They never really caught me out."
"
I'm very certain of that

"
and Mrs. Gedge had

an elation almost personal.
"
Surely," he said,

"
I don't want to be caught out."

She rejoined that in such a case he would have Them
down on him, and he saw that this time she meant the

powers above. It quickened his sense of all the

elements that were to reckon with, yet he felt at

the same time that the powers above were not what
he should most fear.

"
I'm glad/' he observed,

"
that

they ever ask questions ; but I happened to notice,

you know, that no one did to-day."
" Then you missed several and no loss. There

were three or four put to me too silly to remember.
But of course they mostly are silly."

" You mean the questions ?
"

She laughed with all her cheer.
"
Yes, sir ; I don't

mean the answers."

Whereupon, for a moment snubbed and silent, he

felt like one of the crowd. Then it made him slightly
vicious.

"
I didn't know but you meant the people

in general till I remembered that I'm to understand

from you that they're wise, only occasionally breaking
down."

It wasn't really till then, he thought, that she lost

patience ; and he had had, much more than he meant
no doubt, a cross-questioning air.

"
You'll see for

yourself." Of which he was sure enough. He was in

fact so ready to take this that she came round to full

accommodation, put it frankly that every now and
then they broke out not the silly, oh no, the in

tensely inquiring.
"
We've had quite lively discus

sions, don't you know, about well-known points. They
want it all their way, and I know the sort that are

going to as soon as I see them. That's one of the

things you do you get to know the sorts. And if
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it's what you're afraid of their taking you up," she

was further gracious enough to say,
"
you needn't

mind a bit. What do they know, after all, when for us

it's our life ? I've never moved an inch, because, you
see, I shouldn't have been here if I didn't know
where I was. No more will you be a year hence you
know what I mean, putting it impossibly if you
don't. I expect you do, in spite of your fancies." And
she dropped once more to bed-rock.

"
There are the

facts. Otherwise where would any of us be ? That's

all you've got to go upon. A person, however cheeky,
can't have them his way just because he takes it into

his head. There can only be one way, and," she gaily
added as she took leave of them,

"
I'm sure it's quite

enough !

"
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GEDGE not only assented eagerly one way was

quite enough if it were the right one but repeated
it, after this conversation, at odd moments, several

times over to his wife.
"
There can only be one way,

one way," he continued to remark though indeed

much as if it were a joke ; till she asked him how many
more he supposed she wanted. He failed to answer
this question, but resorted to another repetition."
There are the facts, the facts," which perhaps, how

ever, he kept a little more to himself, sounding it at

intervals in different parts of the house. Mrs. Gedge
was full of comment on their clever introductress,

though not restrictively save in the matter of her

speech,
" Me and mother," and a general tone

which certainly was not their sort of thing.
"

I don't

know," he said,
"
perhaps it comes with the place,

since speaking in immortal verse doesn't seem to

come. It must be, one seems to see, one thing or the

other. I daresay that in a few months I shall also

be at it
' me and the wife.'

'

"
Why not

' me and the missus
'

at once ?
"

Mrs.

Gedge resentfully inquired.
"

I don't think," she

observed at another time,
"
that I quite know what's

the matter with you.""
It's only that I'm excited, awfully excited as I

don't see how one can't be. You wouldn't have a

fellow drop into this berth as into an appointment at
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the Post Office. Here on the spot it goes to my head
how can that be helped ? But we shall live into it, and

perhaps," he said with an implication of the other

possibility that was doubtless but part of his fine

ecstasy,
" we shall live through it." The place acted

on his imagination how, surely, shouldn't it ? And
his imagination acted on his nerves, and these things

together, with the general vividness and the new and

complete immersion, made rest for him almost im

possible, so that he could scarce go to bed at night and
even during the first week more than once rose in the

small hours to move about, up and down, with his

lamp standing, sitting, listening, wondering, in the

stillness, as if positively to recover some echo, to sur

prise some secret, of the genius loci. He couldn't have

explained it and didn't in fact need to explain it, at

least to himself, since the impulse simply held him and
shook him

; but the time after closing, the time above
all after the people Them, as he felt himself on the

way habitually to put it, predominant, insistent, all

in the foreground brought him, or ought to have

brought him, he seemed to see, nearer to the enshrined

Presence, enlarging the opportunity for communion
and intensifying the sense of it. These nightly prowls,
as he called them, were disquieting to his wife, who
had no disposition to share in them, speaking with

decision of the whole place as just the place to be for

bidding after dark. She rejoiced in the distinctness,

contiguous though it was, of their own little residence,

where she trimmed the lamp and stirred the fire and
heard the kettle sing, repairing the while the omissions

of the small domestic who slept out
;
she foresaw her

self, with some promptness, drawing rather sharply
the line between her own precinct and that in which
the great spirit might walk. It would be with them,
the great spirit, all day even if indeed on her making
that remark, and in just that form, to her husband,
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he replied with a queer
" But will he though ?

" And
she vaguely imaged the development of a domestic

antidote after a while, precisely, in the shape of

curtains more markedly drawn and everything most
modern and lively, tea,

"
patterns," the newspapers,

the female fiction itself that they had reacted against
at Blackport, quite defiantly cultivated.

These possibilities, however, were all right, as her

companion said it was, all the first autumn- they
had arrived at summer's end ; and he might have been
more than content with a special set of his own that he

had access to from behind, passing out of their low
door for the few steps between it and the Birthplace.
With his lamp ever so carefully guarded and his

nursed keys that made him free of treasures, he
crossed the dusky interval so often that she began to

qualify it as a habit that
"
grew." She spoke of it

almost as if he had taken to drink, and he humoured
that view of it by allowing the cup to be strong. This

had been in truth altogether his immediate sense of it ;

strange and deep for him the spell of silent sessions

before familiarity and, to some small extent, dis

appointment had set in. The exhibitional side of the

establishment had struck him, even on arrival, as

qualifying too much its character ; he scarce knew
what he might best have looked for, but the three or

four rooms bristled overmuch, in the garish light of

day, with busts and relics, not even ostensibly always
His, old prints and old editions, old objects fashioned

in His likeness, furniture
"
of the time

"
and auto

graphs of celebrated worshippers. In the quiet hours

and the deep dusk, none the less, under the play of the

shifted lamp and that of his own emotion, these things
too recovered their advantage, ministered to the

mystery, or at all events to the impression, seemed

consciously to offer themselves as personal to the poet.
Not one of them was really or unchallengeably so, but
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they had somehow, through long association, got, as

Gedge always phrased it, into the secret, and it was
about the secret he asked them while he restlessly

wandered. It wasn't till months had elapsed that he

found how little they had to tell him, and he was quite
at his ease with them when he knew they were by no

means where his sensibility had first placed them.

They were as out of it as he
; only, to do them justice,

they had made him immensely feel. And still, too, it

was not they who had done that most, since his senti

ment had gradually cleared itself to deep, to deeper
refinements.

The Holy of Holies of the Birthplace was the low,

the sublime Chamber of Birth, sublime because, as

the Americans usually said unlike the natives

they mostly found words it was so pathetic ;
and

pathetic because it was well, really nothing else in

the world that one could name, number or measure.

It was as empty as a shell of which the kernel has

withered, and contained neither busts nor prints nor

early copies ;
it contained only the Fact the Fact

itself which, as he stood sentient there at midnight,
our friend, holding his breath, allowed to sink into

him. He had to take it as the place where the spirit

would most walk and where He would therefore be

most to be met, with possibilities of recognition and

reciprocity. He hadn't, most probably He hadn't
much inhabited the room, as men weren't apt, as a

rule, to convert to their later use and involve in their

wider fortune the scene itself of their nativity. But as

there were moments when, in the conflict of theories,

the sole certainty surviving for the critic threatened to

be that He had not unlike other successful men
not been born, so Gedge, though little of a critic, clung
to the square feet of space that connected themselves,
however feebly, with the positive appearance. He was
little of a critic he was nothing of one ; he hadn't
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pretended to the character before coming, nor come
to pretend to it-; also, luckily for him, he was seeing

day by day how little use he could possibly have for it.

It would be to him, the attitude of a high expert,

distinctly a stumbling-block, and that he rejoiced, as

the winter waned, in his ignorance, was one of the

propositions he betook himself, in his odd manner, to

enunciating to his wife. She denied it, for hadn't she

in the first place been present, wasn't she still present,
at his pious, his tireless study of everything connected

with the subject ? so present that she had herself

learned more about it than had ever seemed likely.

Then in the second place he wasn't to proclaim on
the house-tops any point at which he might be weak,
for who knew, if it should get abroad that they were

ignorant, what effect might be produced ?

" On the attraction
"

he took her up
"
of the

Show ?
"

He had fallen into the harmless habit of speaking of

the place as the
" Show "

; but she didn't mind this so

much as to be diverted by it.
" No

; on the attitude of

the Body. You know they're pleased with us, and I

don't see why you should want to spoil it. We got in

by a tight squeeze you know we've had evidence of

that, and that it was about as much as our backers

could manage. But we're proving a comfort to them,
and it's absurd of you to question your suitability to

people who were content with the Putchins."
"

I don't, my dear," he returned,
"
question any

thing ; but if I should do so it would be precisely
because of the greater advantage constituted for the

Putchins by the simplicity of their spirit. They were

kept straight by the quality of their ignorance
which was denser even than mine. It was a mistake

in us from the first to have attempted to correct or

to disguise ours. We should have waited simply to

become good parrots, to learn our lesson all on the
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spot here, so little of it is wanted and squawk
it off."

" Ah '

squawk,' love what a word to use about
Him !

"

''
It isn't about Him nothing's about Him. None

of Them care tuppence about Him. The only thing

They care about is this empty shell or rather, for

it isn't empty, the extraneous preposterous stuffing
of it."

"
Preposterous ?

"
he made her stare with this as

he hadn't yet done.

At sight of her look, however the gleam, as it

might have been, of a queer suspicion he bent to

her kindly and tapped her cheek.
" Oh it's all right.

We must fall back on the Putchins. Do you remember
what she said? 'They've made it so pretty now.'

They have made it pretty, and it's a first-rate show.

It's a first-rate show and a first-rate billet, and He
was a first-rate poet, and you're a first-rate woman
to put up so sweetly, I mean, with my nonsense."

She appreciated his domestic charm and she justi
fied that part of his tribute which concerned herself.
"

I don't care how much of your nonsense you talk to

me, so long as you keep it all for me and don't treat

Them to it."
" The pilgrims ? No," he conceded

"
it isn't fair

to Them. They mean well."
" What complaint have we after all to make of

Them so long as They don't break off bits as They
used, Miss Putchin told us, so awfully in order to

conceal them about Their Persons ? She broke Them
at least of that."

'

Yes," Gedge mused again ;
"I wish awfully she

hadn't !

"

"
You'd like the relics destroyed, removed ? That's

all that's wanted !

"

"
There are no relics."
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"
There won't be any soon unless you take care."

But he was already laughing, and the talk wasn't

dropped without his having patted her once more.
An impression or two nevertheless remained with her

from it, as he saw from a question she asked him on
the morrow.

" What did you mean yesterday about
Miss Putchin's simplicity its keeping her

'

straight
'

?

Do you mean mentally ?
"

Her "
mentally

"
was rather portentous, but he

practically confessed.
"
Well, it kept her up. I

mean," he amended, laughing,
"

it kept her down."
It was really as if she had been a little uneasy." You consider there's a danger of your being affected ?

You know what I mean of its going to your head.

You do know," she insisted as he said nothing.
"
Through your caring for him so. You'd certainly

be right in that case about its having been a mistake

for you to plunge so deep." And then as his listening
without reply, though with his look a little sad for her,

might have denoted that, allowing for extravagance of

statement, he saw there was something in it :

"
Give

up your prowls. Keep it for daylight. Keep it for

Them."
"
Ah," he smiled,

"
if one could ! My prowls," he

added,
"
are what I most enjoy. They're the only

time, as I've told you before, that I'm really with

Him. Then I don't see the place. He isn't the

place.""
I don't care for what you

'

don't see,'
"

she

returned with vivacity ;

"
the question is of what you

do see."

Well, if it was, he waited before meeting it.
" Do

you know what I sometimes do ?
" And then as

she waited too : "In the Birthroom there, when I

look in late, I often put out my light. That makes
it better."

"
Makes what ?

"
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"
Everything."" What is it then you see in the dark ?

"

"
Nothing !

"
said Morris Gedge.

" And what's the pleasure of that ?
"

"
Well, what the American ladies say. It's so

fascinating !

"
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THE autumn was brisk, as Miss Putchin had told

them it would be, but business naturally fell off with

the winter months and the short days. There was

rarely an hour indeed without a call of some sort, and

they were never allowed to forget that they kept the

shop in all the world, as they might say, where custom
was least fluctuating. The seasons told on it, as they
tell on travel, but no other influence, consideration or

convulsion to which the population of the globe is ex

posed. This population, never exactly in simultaneous

hordes, but in a full swift and steady stream, passed

through the smoothly-working mill and went, in its

variety of degrees duly impressed and edified, on its

artless way. Gedge gave himself up, with much in

genuity of spirit, to trying to keep in relation with it ;

having even at moments, in the early time, glimpses
of the chance that the impressions gathered from so

rare an opportunity for contact with the general mind

might prove as interesting as anything else in the

connexion. Types, classes, nationalities, manners,
diversities of behaviour, modes of seeing, feeling,

of expression, would pass before him and become for

him, after a fashion, the experience of an untraveiled

man. His journeys had been short and saving, but

poetic justice again seemed inclined to work for him
in placing him just at the point in all Europe perhaps
where the confluence of races was thickest. The
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theory at any rate carried him on, operating helpfully
for the term of his anxious beginnings and gilding in

a manner it was the way he characterised the case

to his wife- the somewhat stodgy gingerbread of their

daily routine. They hadn't known many people and
their visiting-list was small which made it again

poetic justice that they should be visited on such a

scale. They dressed and were at home, they were

under arms and received, and except for the offer of

refreshment and Gedge had his view that there would

eventually be a buffet farmed out to a great firm

their hospitality would have made them princely if

mere hospitality ever did. Thus they were launched,
and it was interesting ; so that from having been

ready to drop, originally, with fatigue they emerged
as even-winded and strong in the legs as if they had
had an Alpine holiday. This experience, Gedge
opined, also represented, as a gain, a like seasoning
of the spirit- by which he meant a certain command
of impenetrable patience.

The patience was needed for the particular feature

of the ordeal that, by the time the lively season was
with them again, had disengaged itself as the sharpest

the immense assumption of veracities and sanctities,

of the general soundness of the legend, with which

every one arrived. He was well provided certainly
for meeting it, and he gave all he had, yet he had
sometimes the sense of a vague resentment on the part
of his pilgrims at his not ladling out their fare with a

bigger spoon. An irritation had begun to grumble in

him during the comparatively idle months of winter

when a pilgrim would turn up singly. The pious indi

vidual, entertained for the half-hour, had occasionally
seemed to offer him the promise of beguilement or the

semblance of a personal relation ;
it came back again

to the few pleasant calls he had received in the course

of a life almost void of social amenity. Sometimes he
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liked the person, the face, the speech : an educated man,
a gentleman, not one of the herd ; a graceful woman,
vague, accidental, unconscious of him, but making
him wonder, while he hovered, who she was. These
chances represented for him light yearnings and faint

flutters ; they acted indeed within him to a special, an

extraordinary tune. He would have liked to talk with

such stray companions, to talk with them really, to

talk with them as he might have talked had he met
them where he couldn't meet them at dinner, in

the
"
world," on a visit at a country-house. Then he

could have said and about the shrine and the idol

always things he couldn't say now. The form in

which his irritation first came to him was that of his

feeling obliged to say to them to the single visitor,

even when sympathetic, quite as to the gaping group
the particular things, a dreadful dozen or so, that

theyexpected. If he had thus arrived at characterising
these things as dreadful the reason touched the very
point that, for a while turning everything over, he kept

dodging, not facing, trying to ignore. The point was
that he was on his way to become two quite different

persons, the public and the private as to which it

would somehow have to be managed that these persons
should live together. He was splitting into halves,

unmistakably he who, whatever else he had been,
had at least always been so entire and in his way so

solid. One of the halves, or perhaps even, since the

split promised to be rather unequal, one of the quar
ters, was the keeper, the showman, the priest of the

idol ; the other piece was the poor unsuccessful honest

man he had always been.

There were moments when he recognised this

primary character as he had never done before; when
he in fact quite shook in his shoes at the idea that it

perhaps had in reserve some supreme assertion of its

identity. It was honest, verily, just by reason of the
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possibility. It was poor and unsuccessful because here

it was just on the verge of quarrelling with its bread

and butter. Salvation would be of course the salva

tion of the showman rigidly to keep it on the verge ;

not to let it, in other words, overpass by an inch. He
might count on this, he said to himself, if there weren't

any public if there weren't thousands of people

demanding of him what he was paid for. He saw the

approach of the stage at which they would affect him,
the thousands of people and perhaps even more the

earnest individual as coming really to see if he were

earning his wage. Wouldn't he soon begin to fancy
them in league with the Body, practically deputed by
it given, no doubt, a kindled suspicion to look

in and report observations ? It was the way he broke

down with the lonely pilgrim that led to his first

heart-searchings broke down as to the courage re

quired for damping an uncritical faith. What they
all most wanted was to feel that everything was

"
just

as it was
"

; only the shock of having to part with that

vision was greater than any individual could bear un

supported. The bad moments were upstairs in the

Birthroom, for here the forces pressing on the very

edge assumed a. dire intensity. The mere expression of

eye, all-credulous, omnivorous and fairly moistening in

the act, with which many persons gazed about, might
eventually make it difficult for him to remain fairly

civil. Often they came in pairs- sometimes one had
come before- and then they explained to each other.

He in that case never corrected
;
he listened, for the

lesson of listening : after which he would remark to his

wife that there was no end to what he was learning.
He saw that if he should really ever break down it

would be with her he would begin. He had given her

hints and digs enough, but she was so inflamed with

appreciation that she either didn't feel them or pre
tended not to understand.
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This was the greater complication that, with the

return of the spring and the increase of the public, her

services were more required. She took the field with

him from an early hour ; she was present with the

party above while he kept an eye, and still more an

ear, on the party below
;
and how could he know, he

asked himself, what she might say to them and what
she might suffer Them to say or in other words,

poor wretches, to believe while removed from his

control ? Some day or other, and before too long, he

couldn't but think, he must have the matter out with

her the matter, namely, of the morality of their

position. The morality of women was special he

was getting lights on that. Isabel's conception of her

office was to cherish and enrich the legend. It was

already, the legend, very taking, but what was she

there for but to make it more so ? She certainly wasn't

there to chill any natural piety. If it was all in the air

all in their
"
eye," as the vulgar might say that

He had been born in the Birthroom, where was the

value of the sixpences they took? where the equivalent

they had engaged to supply ? "Oh dear, yes just
about here

"
;
and she must tap the place with her foot.

"
Altered ? Oh dear, no save in a few trifling

particulars ; you see the place and isn't that just
the charm of it ? quite as He saw it. Very poor
and homely, no doubt ; but that's just what's so

wonderful." He didn't want to hear her, and yet
he didn't want to give her her head ;

he didn't want
to make difficulties or to snatch the bread from her

mouth. But he must none the less give her a warning
before they had gone too far. That was the way, one

evening in June, he put it to her
;
the affluence, with

the finest weather, having lately been of the largest
and the crowd all day fairly gorged with the story.
" We mustn't, you know, go too far."

The odd thing was that she had now ceased even to
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be conscious of what troubled him she was so

launched in her own career.
" Too far for what ?

"

" To save our immortal souls. We mustn't, love,

tell too many lies."

She looked at him with dire reproach.
" Ah now

are you going to begin again ?
"

"
I never have begun ;

I haven't wanted to worry

you. But, you know, we don't know anything about

it." And then as she stared, flushing :

" About His

having been born up there. About anything really.

Not the least little scrap that would weigh in any
other connexion as evidence. So don't rub it in so."

" Rub it in how ?
"

" That He was born
" But at sight of her face

he only sighed.
" Oh dear, oh dear !

"

"
Don't you think," she replied cuttingly,

"
that

He was born anywhere ?
"

He hesitated it was such an edifice to shake.
"
Well, we don't know. There's very little to know.

He covered His tracks as no other human being has

ever done."

She was still in her public costume and hadn't

taken off the gloves she made a point of wearing as

a part of that uniform ;
she remembered how the

rustling housekeeper in the Border castle, on whom
she had begun by modelling herself, had worn them.

She seemed official and slightly distant.
" To cover

His tracts He must have had to exist. Have we got
to give that up ?

"

"
No, I don't ask you to give it up yet. But there's

very little to go upon."
" And is that what I'm to tell Them in return for

everything ?
"

Gedge waited he walked about. The place was

doubly still after the bustle of the day, and the

summer evening rested on it as a blessing, making it,

in its small state and ancientry, mellow and sweet.
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It was good to be there and it would be good to stay.
At the same time there was something incalculable

in the effect on one's nerves of the great gregarious

density. This was an attitude that had nothing to do
with degrees and shades, the attitude of wanting all

or nothing. And you couldn't talk things over with it.

You could only do that with friends, and then but
in cases where you were sure the friends wouldn't

betray you.
"
Couldn't you adopt," he replied at

last,
"
a slightly more discreet method ? What we can

say is that things have been said
; that's all we have to

do with.
' And is this really

' when they jam their

umbrellas into the floor
'

the very spot where He
was born ?

' ' So it has, from a long time back, been
described as being.' Couldn't one meet Them, to be

decent a little, in some such way as that ?
"

She looked at him very hard.
"

Is that the way
you meet them ?

"

" No ;
I've kept on lying without scruple, without

shame."
" Then why do you haul me up ?

"

"
Because it has seemed to me we might, like true

companions, work it out a little together."
This was not strong, he felt, as, pausing with his

hands in his pockets, he stood before her
; and he

knew it as weaker still after she had looked at him
a minute.

"
Morris Gedge, I propose to be your true

companion, and I've come here to stay. That's all

I've got to say." It was not, however, for
" You had

better try yourself and see," she presently added.
"
Give the place, give the story away, by so much as

a look, and well, I'd allow you about nine days.
Then you'd see."

He feigned, to gain time, an innocence.
"
They'd

take it so ill ?
" And then as she said nothing :

"
They'd turn and rend me ? They'd tear me to

pieces ?
"
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But she wouldn't make a joke of it. "They
wouldn't have it, simply."" No They wouldn't. That's what I say. They
won't."

" You had better," she went on,
"
begin with

Grant-Jackson. But even that isn't necessary. It

would get to him, it would get to the Body, like

wildfire."
"

I see," said poor Gedge. And indeed for the

moment he did see, while his companion followed up
what she believed her advantage.

" Do you consider it's all a fraud ?
"

"
Well, I grant you there was somebody. But the

details are naught. The links are missing. The
evidence in particular about that room upstairs, in

itself our Casa Santa is nil. It was so awfully long

ago." Which he knew again sounded weak.
"
Of course it was awfully long ago that's just

the beauty and the interest. Tell Them, tell Them,"
she continued,

"
that the evidence is nil, and I'll tell

Them something else." She spoke it with such mean
ing that his face seemed to show a question, to which
she was on the spot of replying,

"
I'll tell Them you're

a
"

She stopped, however, changing it.
"

I'll tell

Them exactly the opposite. And I'll find out what

you say it won't take long to do it. If we tell

different stories that possibly may save us."
"

I see what you mean. It would perhaps, as an

oddity, have a success of curiosity. It might become
a draw. Still, They but want broad masses." And
he looked at her sadly.

"
You're no more than one

of Them."
"

If it's being no more than one of Them to love

it," she answered,
"
then I certainly am. And I'm

not ashamed of my company."" To love what ?
"

said Morris Gedge.
" To love to think He was born there."
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" You think too much. It's bad for you." He
turned away with his chronic moan. But it was
without losing what she called after him.

"
I decline to let the place down." And what

was there indeed to say ? They were there to keep
it up.
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HE kept it up through the summer, but with the

queerest consciousness, at times, of the want of pro

portion between his secret rage and the spirit of those

from whom the friction came. He said to himself

so sore his sensibility had grown that They were

gregariously ferocious at the very time he was seeing
Them as individually mild. He said to himself that

They were mild only because he was he flattered

himself that he was divinely so, considering what he

might be
;
and that he should, as his wife had warned

him, soon enough have news of it were he to deflect

by a hair's breadth from the line traced for him.

That was the collective fatuity that it was capable
of turning on the instant both to a general and to

a particular resentment. Since the least breath of

discrimination would get him the sack without mercy,
it was absurd, he reflected, to speak of his discomfort

as light. He was gagged, he was goaded, as in om
nivorous companies he doubtless sometimes showed

by a strange silent glare. They'd get him the sack for

that as well, if he didn't look out ; therefore wasn't

it in effect ferocity when you mightn't even hold your
tongue ? They wouldn't let you off with silence

They insisted on your committing yourself. It was the

pound of flesh They would have it
;

so under his

coat he bled. But a wondrous peace, by exception,

dropped on him one afternoon at the end of August.
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The pressure had, as usual, been high, but it had dimin
ished with the fall of day, and the place was empty
before the hour for closing. Then it was that, within a

few minutes of this hour, there presented themselves

a pair of pilgrims to whom in the ordinary course he
would have remarked that they were, to his regret, too

late. He was to wonder afterwards why the course

had at sight of the visitors a gentleman and a lady,

appealing and fairly young shown for him as other

than ordinary ; the consequence sprang doubtless from

something rather fine and unnameable, something for

example in the tone of the young man or in the light
of his eye, after hearing the statement on the subject of

the hour.
"
Yes, we know it's late

; but it's just, I'm

afraid, because of that. We've had rather a notion of

escaping the crowd as I suppose you mostly have
one now ; and it was really on the chance of finding

you alone !

"

These things the young man said before being quite

admitted, and they were words any one might have

spoken who hadn't taken the trouble to be punctual
or who desired, a little ingratiatingly, to force the

door. Gedge even guessed at the sense that might
lurk in them, the hint of a special tip if the point were

stretched. There were no tips, he had often thanked
his stars, at the Birthplace ; there was the charged fee

and nothing more ; everything else was out of order, to

the relief of a palm not formed by nature as a scoop.
Yet in spite of everything, in spite especially of the

almost audible chink of the gentleman's sovereigns,
which might in another case exactly have put him out,

he presently found himself, in the Birthroom, access to

which he had gracefully enough granted, almost treat

ing the visit as personal and private. The reason

well, the reason would have been, if anywhere, in

something naturally persuasive on the part of the

couple ;
unless it had been rather again, in the way
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the young man, once he was in the place, met the care

taker's expression of face, held it a moment and
seemed to wish to sound it. That they were Americans
was promptly clear, and Gedge could very nearly
have told what kind ; he had arrived at the point of

distinguishing kinds, though the difficulty might have
been with him now that the case before him was rare.

He saw it suddenly in the light of the golden mid
land evening which reached them through low old

windows, saw it with a rush of feeling, unexpected and

smothered, that made him a moment wish to keep it

before him as a case of inordinate happiness. It made
him feel old shabby poor, but he watched it no less

intensely for its doing so. They were children of

fortune, of the greatest, as it fm'ght seem to Morris

Gedge, and they were of course lately married ; the

husband, smooth-faced and soft, but resolute and fine,

several years older than the wife, and the wife vaguely,

delicately, irregularly, but mercilessly pretty. Some
how the world was theirs

; they gave the person who
took the sixpences at the Birthplace such a sense of

the high luxury of freedom as he had never had. The

thing was that the world was theirs not simply because

they had money he had seen rich people enough
but because they could in a supreme degree think and
feel and say what they liked. They had a nature and
a culture, a tradition, a facility of some sort and all

producing in them an effect of positive beauty that

gave a light to their liberty and an ease to their tone.

These things moreover suffered nothing from the fact

that they happened to be in mourning ; this was

probably worn for some lately-deceased opulent father

if not some delicate mother who would be sure to

have been a part of the source of the beauty ; and it

affected Gedge, in the gathered twilight and at his

odd crisis, as the very uniform of their distinction.

He couldn't quite have said afterwards by what
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steps the point had been reached, but it had become at

the end of five minutes a part of their presence in the

Birthroom, a part of the young man's look, a part of

the charm of the moment, and a part above all of a

strange sense within him of
" Now or never !

"
that

Gedge had suddenly, thrillingly, let himself go. He
hadn't been definitely conscious of drifting to it

;
he

had been, for that, too conscious merely of thinking
how different, in all their range, were such a united

couple from another united couple known to him.

They were everything he and his wife weren't ; this

was more than anything else the first lesson of their

talk. Thousands of couples of whom the same was
true certainly had passed before him, but none of

whom it was true with just that engaging intensity.
And just because of their transcendent freedom ;

that

was what, at the end of five minutes, he saw it all come
back to. The husband, who had been there at some
earlier time, had his impression, which he wished now
to make his wife share. But he already, Gedge could

see, hadn't concealed it from her. A pleasant irony
in fine our friend seemed to taste in the air he who
hadn't yet felt free to taste his own.

"
I think you weren't here four years ago

"
that

was what the young man had almost begun by remark

ing. Gedge liked his remembering it, liked his frankly

speaking to him ; all the more that he had offered,

as it were, no opening. He had let them look about

below and then had taken them up, but without words,
without the usual showman's song, of which he would
have been afraid. The visitors didn't ask for it ; the

young man had taken the matter out of his hands by
himself dropping for the benefit of the young woman
a few detached remarks. What Gedge oddly felt was
that these remarks were not inconsiderate of him ; he

had heard others, both of the priggish order and the

crude, that might have been called so. And as the
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young man hadn't been aided to this cognition of him
as new, it already began to make for them a certain

common ground. The ground became immense
when the visitor presently added with a smile :

"
There

was a good lady, I recollect, who had a great deal to

say."
It was the gentleman's smile that had done it ; the

irony was there.
" Ah there has been a great deal

said." And Gedge's look at his interlocutor doubtless

showed his sense of being sounded. It was extra

ordinary of course that a perfect stranger should have

guessed the travail of his spirit, should have caught
the gleam of his inner commentary. That probably
leaked in spite of him out of his poor old eyes.

" Much
of it, in such places as this," he heard himself adding,
"

is of course said very irresponsibly." Such places as

this ! he winced at the words as soon as he had
uttered them.

There was no wincing, however, on the part of his

pleasant companions.
"
Exactly so

;
the whole thing

becomes a sort of stiff smug convention like a

dressed-up sacred doll in a Spanish church which

you're a monster if you touch."
" A monster," Gedge assented, meeting his eyes.
The young man smiled, but he thought looking at

him a little harder.
" A blasphemer."" A blasphemer."

It seemed to do his visitor good he certainly was

looking at him harder. Detached as he was he was
interested- he was at least amused. "Then you
don't claim or at any rate don't insist ? I mean

you personally."
He had an identity for him, Gedge felt, that he

couldn't have had for a Briton, and the impulse was

quick in our friend to testify to this perception.
"

I

don't insist to you."
The young man laughed.

"
It really I assure
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you if I may wouldn't do any good. I'm too

awfully interested."
" Do you mean," his wife lightly inquired,

"
in

a pulling it down ? That's rather in what you've
said to me."

" Has he said to you," Gedge intervened, though
quaking a little,

"
that he would like to pull it

down ?
"

She met, in her free sweetness, this appeal with such
a charm !

" Oh perhaps not quite the house !

"

"
Good. You see we live on it I mean we people."

The husband had laughed, but had now so com

pletely ceased to look about him that there seemed

nothing left for him but to talk avowedly with the

caretaker.
"
I'm interested," he explained,

"
in what

I think the interesting thing or at all events the

eternally tormenting one. The fact of the abysmally
little that, in proportion, we know."

"
In proportion to what ?

"
his companion asked.

"
Well, to what there must have been to what

in fact there is to wonder about. That's the

interest ; it's immense. He escapes us like a thief

at night, carrying off well, carrying off everything.
And people pretend to catch Him like a flown canary,
over whom you can close your hand, and put Him
back in the cage. He won't go back ; he won't come

back. He's not
"

the young man laughed
"
such a fool ! It makes Him the happiest of all

great men."
He had begun by speaking to his wife, but had

ended, with his friendly, his easy, his indescribable

competence, for Gedge poor Gedge who quite held

his breath and who felt, in the most unexpected

way, that he had somehow never been in such good

society. The young wife, who for herself meanwhile

had continued to look about, sighed out, smiled out

Gedge couldn't have told which her little answer
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to these remarks.
"

It's rather a pity, you know,
that He isn't here. I mean as Goethe's at Weimar.
For Goethe is at Weimar."

"
Yes, my dear ; that's Goethe's bad luck. There

he sticks. This man isn't anywhere. I defy you to

catch him."
"
Why not say, beautifully," the young woman

laughed,
"

that, like the wind, He's everywhere ?
"

It wasn't of course the tone of discussion, it was
the tone of pleasantry, though of better pleasantry,

Gedge seemed to feel, and more within his own

appreciation, than he had ever listened to ; and
this was precisely why the young man could go on

without the effect of irritation, answering his wife

but still with eyes for their companion.
"

I'll be

hanged if He's here \

"

It was almost as if he were taken that is, struck

and rather held by their companion's unruffled

state, which they hadn't meant to ruffle, but which

suddenly presented its interest, perhaps even pro

jected its light. The gentleman didn't know, Gedge
was afterwards to say to himself, how that hypocrite
was inwardly all of a tremble, how it seemed to him
his fate was being literally pulled down on his head.

He was trembling for the moment certainly too much
to speak ; abject he might be, but he didn't want
his voice to have the absurdity of a quaver. And
the young woman charming creature ! still had
another word. It was for the guardian of the spot,
and she made it in her way delightful. They had
remained in the Holy of Holies, where she had been

looking for a minute, with a ruefulness just marked

enough to be pretty, at the queer old floor.
" Then

if you say it wasn't in this room He was born well,

what's the use ?
"

"
What's the use of what ?

"
her husband asked.

" The use, you mean, of our coming here ? Why the
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place is charming in itself. And it's also interesting,"
he added to Gedge,

"
to know how you get on."

Gedge looked at him a moment in silence, but

answering the young woman first. If poor Isabel,

he was thinking, could only have been like that !

not as to youth, beauty, arrangement of hair or

picturesque grace of hat these things he didn't

mind
; but as to sympathy, facility, light perceptive,

and yet not cheap, detachment ! "I don't say it

wasn't but I don't say it was."
" Ah but doesn't that," she returned,

" come very
much to the same thing ? And don't They want
also to see where He had His dinner and where He
had His tea ?

"

"
They want everything," said Morris Gedge.

"
They want to see where He hung up His hat and

where He kept His boots and where His mother
boiled her pot."

" But if you don't show them ?
"

"
They show me. It's in all their little books."

" You mean," the husband asked,
"
that you've

only to hold your tongue ?
"

"
I try to," said Gedge.

"
Well," his visitor smiled,

"
I see you can."

Gedge hesitated.
"

I can't."
" Oh well," said his friend,

"
what does it matter ?

"

"
I do speak," he continued.

"
I can't sometimes

not."
"
Then how do you get on ?

"

Gedge looked at him more abjectly, to his own
sense, than ever at any one even at Isabel when she

frightened him.
"

I don't get on. I speak," he said
"
since I've spoken to you."

" Oh we shan't hurt you !

"
the young man re

assuringly laughed.
The twilight meanwhile had sensibly thickened,

the end of the visit was indicated. They turned
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together out of the upper room and came down the

narrow stair. The words just exchanged might have

been felt as producing an awkwardness which the

young woman gracefully felt the impulse to dissipate.
" You must rather wonder why we've come." And
it was the first note for Gedge of a further awkward
ness as if he had definitely heard it make the

husband's hand, in a full pocket, begin to fumble.

It was even a little awkwardly that the husband
still held off.

" Oh we like it as it is. There's always

something." With which they had approached the

door of egress.
" What is there, please ?

"
asked Morris Gedge, not

yet opening the door, since he would fain have kept
the pair on, and conscious only for a moment after

he had spoken that his question was just having for

the young man too dreadfully wrong a sound. This

personage wondered yet feared, and had evidently
for some minutes been putting himself a question ;

so that, with his preoccupation, the caretaker's words

had represented to him inevitably :

" What is there,

please, for me ?
"

Gedge already knew with it more
over that he wasn't stopping him in time. He had
uttered that challenge to show he himself wasn't

afraid, and he must have had in consequence, he was

subsequently to reflect, a lamentable air of waiting.
The visitor's hand came out.

"
I hope I may take

the liberty ?" What afterwards happened our

friend scarcely knew, for it fell into a slight confusion,

the confusion of a queer gleam of gold a sovereign

fairly thrust at him ;
of a quick, almost violent motion

on his own part, which, to make the matter worse,

might well have sent the money roiling on the floor ;

and then of marked blushes all round and a sensible

embarrassment ; producing indeed in turn rather

oddly and ever so quickly an increase of communion.
It was as if the young man had offered him money
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to make up to him for having, as it were, led him on,

and then, perceiving the mistake, but liking him the

better for his refusal, had wanted to obliterate this

aggravation of his original wrong. He had done so,

presently, while Gedge got the door open, by saying
the best thing, he could, and by saying it frankly
and gaily.

"
Luckily it doesn't at all affect the

work \

"

The small town-street, quiet and empty in the

summer eventide, stretched to right and left, with a

gabled and timbered house or two, and fairly seemed
to have cleared itself to congruity with the historic

void over which our friends, lingering an instant to

converse, looked at each other. The young wife,

rather, looked about a moment at all there wasn't

to be seen, and then, before Gedge had found a reply
to her husband's remark, uttered, evidently in the

interest of conciliation, a little question of her own
that she tried to make earnest.

"
It's our unfortunate

ignorance, you mean, that doesn't ?
"

"
Unfortunate or fortunate. I like it so," said the

husband.
' The play's the thing.' Let the author

alone."

Gedge, with his key on his forefinger, leaned against
the door-post, took in the stupid little street and was

sorry to see them go they seemed so to abandon
him.

"
That's just what They won't do nor let

me do. It's all I want to let the author alone.

Practically
"

he felt himself getting the last of his

chance
"
there is no author ; that is for us to deal

with. There are all the immortal people in the

work ; but there's nobody else."
"
Yes," said the young man "

that's what it

comes to. There should really, to clear the matter

up, be no such Person."
" As you say," Gedge returned,

"
it's what it comes

to. There is no such Person."
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The evening air listened, in the warm thick mid
land stillness, while the wife's little cry rang out.
" But wasn't there ?

"

"
There was somebody," said Gedge against the

door-post.
" But They've killed Him. And, dead as

He is, They keep it up, They do it over again, They
kill Him every day."

He was aware of saying this so grimly more
than he wished that his companions exchanged a

glance and even perhaps looked as if they felt him

extravagant. That was really the way Isabel had
warned him all the others would be looking if he

should talk to Them as he talked to her. He liked,

however, for that matter, to hear how he should sound
when pronounced incapable through deterioration

of the brain.
" Then if there's no author, if there's

nothing to be said but that there isn't anybody," the

young woman smilingly asked,
"
why in the world

should there be a house ?
"

"
There shouldn't," said Morris Gedge.

Decidedly, yes, he affected the young man.
"
Oh, I

don't say, mind you, that you should pull it down !

"

" Then where would you go ?
"

their companion
sweetly inquired.

"
That's what my wife asks," Gedge returned.

" Then keep it up, keep it up !

" And the husband
held out his hand.

"
That's what my wife says," Gedge went on as

he shook it.

The young woman, charming creature, emulated
the other visitor ; she offered their remarkable friend

her handshake.
" Then mind your wife."

The poor man faced her gravely.
"

I would if she

were such a wife as you !

"
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IT had made for him, all the same, an immense differ

ence ;
it had given him an extraordinary lift, so that a

certain sweet aftertaste of his freedom might a couple
of months later have been suspected of aiding to pro
duce for him another and really a more considerable

adventure. It was an absurd way to reason, but he had

been, to his imagination, for twenty minutes in good
society that being the term that best described for

him the company of people to whom he hadn't to talk,

as he phrased it, rot. It was his title to good society
that he had, in his doubtless awkward way, affirmed

;

and the difficulty was just that, having affirmed it, he

couldn't take back the affirmation. Few things had

happened to him in life, that is few that were agree

able, but at least this had, and he wasn't so con

structed that he could go on as if it hadn't. It was

going on as if it had, however, that landed him, alas !

in the situation unmistakably marked by a visit from

Grant-Jackson late one afternoon toward the end of

October. This had been the hour of the call of the

young Americans. Every day that hour had come
round something of the deep throb of it, the success

ful secret, woke up ;
but the two occasions were, of a

truth, related only by being so intensely opposed. The
secret had been successful in that he had said nothing
of it to Isabel, who, occupied in their own quarter
while the incident lasted, had neither heard the visitors
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arrive nor seen them depart. It was on the other hand

scarcely successful in guarding itself from indirect be

trayals. There were two persons in the world at least

who felt as he did
; they were persons also who had

treated him, benignly, as feeling after their style ; who
had been ready in fact to overflow in gifts as a sign of

it, and though they were now off in space they were
still with him sufficiently in spirit to make him play,
as it were, with the sense of their sympathy. This in

turn made him, as he was perfectly aware, more than a

shade or two reckless, so that, in his reaction from that

gluttony of the public for false facts which had from
the first tormented him, he fell into the habit of sailing,
as he would have said, too near the wind, or in other

words all in presence of the people- of washing
his hands of the legend. He had crossed the line- he
knew it ;

he had struck wild They drove him to it ;

he had substituted, by a succession of uncontrollable

profanities, an attitude that cou,ldn't be understood
for an attitude that but too evidently had been.

This was of course the franker line, only he hadn't
taken it, alas ! for frankness hadn't in the least

really adopted it at all, but had been simply himself

caught up and disposed of by it, hurled by his fate

against the bedizened walls of the temple, quite in the

way of a priest possessed to excess of the god, or, more

vulgarly, that of a blind bull in a china-shop an
animal to which he often compared himself. He had
let himself fatally go, in fine, just for irritation, for

rage, having, in his predicament, nothing whatever to

do with frankness a luxury reserved for quite other

situations. It had always been his view that one lived

to learn ; he had learned something every hour of his

life, though people mostly never knew what, in spite
of its having generally been hadn't it ? at some

body's expense. What he was at present continually

learning was the sense of a form of words heretofore
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so vain the famous
"

false position
"

that had so

often helped out a phrase. One used names in that

way without knowing what they were worth ; then of

a sudden, one fine day, their meaning grew bitter in

the mouth. This was a truth with the relish of which

his fireside hours were occupied, and he was aware of

how much it exposed a man to look so perpetually as

if something had disagreed with him. The look to be

worn at the Birthplace was properly the beatific, and
when once it had fairly been missed by those who took

it for granted, who indeed paid sixpence for it like

the table-wine in provincial France it was compris
one would be sure to have news of the remark.

News accordingly was what Gedge had been expect

ing and what he knew, above all, had been expected

by his wife, who had a way of sitting at present as

with an ear for a certain knock. She didn't watch

him, didn't follow him about the house, at the public

hours, to spy upon his treachery ; and that could touch

him even though her averted eyes went through him
more than her fixed. Her mistrust was so perfectly

expressed by her manner of showing she trusted that

he never felt so nervous, never tried so to keep straight,
as when she most let him alone. When the crowd
thickened and they had of necessity to receive together
he tried himself to get off by allowing her as much as

possible the word. When people appealed to him he
turned to her and with more of ceremony than their

relation warranted : he couldn't help this either, if it

seemed ironic as to the person most concerned or

most competent. He flattered himself at thesemoments
that no one would have guessed her being his wife ;

especially as> to do her justice, she met his manner
with a wonderful grim bravado grim, so to say, for

himself, grim by its outrageous cheerfulness for the

simple-minded. The lore she did produce for them,
the associations of the sacred spot she developed,
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multiplied, embroidered
;
the things in short she said

and the stupendous way she said them ! She wasn't a

bit ashamed, since why need virtue be ever ashamed ?

It was virtue, for it put bread into his mouth he

meanwhile on his side taking it out of hers. He had
seen Grant-Jackson on the October day in the Birth

place itself the right setting of course for such an
interview

;
and what had occurred was that, precisely,

when the scene had ended and he had come back to

their own sitting-room, the question she put to him
for information was :

" Have you settled it that I'm

to starve ?
"

She had for a long time said nothing to him so

straight which was but a proof of her real anxiety ;

the straightness of Grant-Jackson's visit, following on
the very slight sinuosity of a note shortly before

received from him, made tension show for what it

was. By this time, really, however, his decision had
been taken

; the minutes elapsing between his re

appearance at the domestic fireside and his having,
from the other threshold, seen Grant-Jackson's broad
well-fitted back, the back of a banker and a patriot,
move away, had, though few, presented themselves

to him as supremely critical. They formed, as it were,
the hinge of his door, that door actually ajar so as to

show him a possible fate beyond it, but which, with
his hand, in a spasm, thus tightening on the knob, he

might either open wide or close partly or altogether.
He stood at autumn dusk in the little museum that

constituted the vestibule of the temple, and there, as

with a concentrated push at the crank of a windlass,
he brought himself round. The portraits on the walls

seemed vaguely to watch for it
; it was in their august

presence kept dimly august for the moment by
Grant-Jackson's impressive check of his application
of a match to the vulgar gas that the great man had

uttered, as if it said all, his
" You know, my dear
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fellow, really !

" He had managed it with the

special tact of a fat man, always, when there was any,

very fine ; he had got the most out of the time, the

place, the setting, all the little massed admonitions

and symbols ; confronted there with his victim on
the spot that he took occasion to name afresh as, to

his piety and patriotism, the most sacred on earth, he

had given it to be understood that in the first place
he was lost in amazement and that in the second he

expected a single warning now to suffice. Not to

insist too much moreover on the question of gratitude,
he would let his remonstrance rest, if need be, solely on
the question of taste. As a matter of taste alone !

But he was surely not to be obliged to follow that up.
Poor Gedge indeed would have been sorry to oblige

him, for he saw it was exactly to the atrocious taste

of unthankfulness the allusion was made. When he

said he wouldn't dwell on what the fortunate occupant
of the post owed him for the stout battle originally

fought on his behalf, he simply meant he would.

That was his tact which, with everything else that

has been mentioned, in the scene, to help, really had
the ground to itself. The day had been when Gedge
couldn't have thanked him enough though he had
thanked him, he considered, almost fulsomely and

nothing, nothing that he could coherently or reputably
name, had happened since then. From the moment
he was pulled up, in short, he had no case, and if he

exhibited, instead of one, only hot tears in his eyes,
the mystic gloom of the temple either prevented his

friend from seeing them or rendered it possible that

they stood for remorse. He had dried them, with the

pads formed by the base of his bony thumbs, before

he went in to Isabel. This was the more fortunate

as, in spite of her inquiry, prompt and pointed, he

but moved about the room looking at her hard.

Then he stood before the fire a little with his hands
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behind him and his coat-tails divided, quite as the

person in permanent possession. It was an indication

his wife appeared to take in ;
but she put nevertheless

presently another question.
" You object to telling

me what he said ?
"

" He said
' You know, my dear fellow, really !

' '

" And is that all ?
"

"
Practically. Except that I'm a thankless beast."

"
Well !

"
she responded, not with dissent.

' You mean that I am ?
"

"
Are those the words he used ?

"
she asked with

a scruple.

Gedge continued to think.
" The words he used

were that I give away the Show and that, from several

sources, it has come round to Them."
"As of course a baby would have known !

" And
then as her husband said nothing :

" Were those the

words he used ?
"

"
Absolutely. He couldn't have used better ones."

" Did he call it," Mrs. Gedge inquired,
"
the

' Show '

?
"

"
Of course he did. The Biggest on Earth."

She winced, looking at him hard she wondered,
but only for a moment. "

Well, it is."
" Then it's something," Gedge went on,

"
to have

given that away. But," he added,
"

I've taken it

back."
' You mean you've been convinced ?

"

"
I mean I've been scared."

" At last, at last !

"
she gratefully breathed.

" Oh it was easily done. It was only two words.

But here I am."
Her face was now less hard for him.

" And what
two words ?

"

' You know, Mr. Gedge, that it simply won't do.'

That was all. But it was the way such a man says
them."
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"
I'm glad then," Mrs. Gedge frankly averred,

"
that he is such a man. How did you ever think it

could do ?
"

"
Well, it was my critical sense. I didn't ever know

I had one till They came and (by putting me here)
waked it up in me. Then I had somehow, don't you
see ? to live with it ; and I seemed to feel that, with

one thing and another, giving it time and in the long
run, it might, it ought to, come out on top of the heap.
Now that's where, he says, it simply won't

'

do.' So
I must put it I have put it at the bottom."

" A very good place then for a critical sense !

"

And Isabel 1

,
more placidly now, folded her work.

"
//, that is, you can only keep it there. If it doesn't

struggle up again."
"

It can't struggle." He was still before the fire,

looking round at the warm low room, peaceful in the

lamplight, with the hum of the kettle for the ear, with

the curtain drawn over the leaded casement, a short

moreen curtain artfully chosen by Isabel for the effect

of the olden time, its virtue of letting the light within

show ruddy to the street.
"

It's dead," he went on
;

"
I killed it just now."
He really spoke so that 'she wondered. "Just

now ?
"

"
There in the other place I strangled it, poor

thing, in the dark. If you'll go out and see, there

must be blood. Which, indeed," he added,
"
on an

altar of sacrifice, is all right. But the place is for

ever spattered.""
I don't want to go out and see." She locked her

hands over the needlework folded on her knee, and
he knew, with her eyes on him, that a look he had
seen before was in her face.

"
You're off your head,

you know, my dear, in a way." Then, however, more

cheeringly :

"
It's a good job it hasn't been too late."

" Too late to get it under ?
"
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" Too late for Them to give you the second chance

that I thank God you accept."
"
Yes, if it had been !

" And he looked away as

through the ruddy curtain and into the chill street.

Then he faced her again.
"

I've scarcely got over my
fright yet. I mean," he went on,

"
for you."

" And I mean ioryou. Suppose what you had come
to announce to me now were that we had got the sack.

How should I enjoy, do you think, seeing you turn'

out ? Yes, out there I

"
she added as his eyes again

moved from their little warm circle to the night of early
winter on the other side of the pane, to the rare quick

footsteps, to the closed doors, to the curtains drawn
like their own, behind which the small flat town,

intrinsically dull, was sitting down to supper.
He stiffened himself as he warmed his back ; he

held up his head, shaking himself a little as if to shake

the stoop out of his shoulders, but he had to allow she

was right.
" What would have become of us ?

"

" What indeed ? We should have begged our bread
or I should be taking in washing."
He was silent a little.

"
I'm too old. I should have

begun sooner."
" Oh God forbid !

"
she cried.

" The pinch," he pursued,
"

is that I can do

nothing else."
"
Nothing whatever !

"
she agreed with elation.

"
Whereas here if I cultivate it I perhaps can

still lie. But I must cultivate it."
" Oh you old dear !

" And she got up to kiss him.
"

I'll do my best," he said.
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VII

" Do you remember us ?
"

the gentleman asked and
smiled with the lady beside him smiling too

; speak
ing so much less as an earnest pilgrim or as a tiresome

tourist than as an old acquaintance. It was history

repeating itself as Gedge had somehow never expected,
with almost everything the same except that the

evening was now a mild April-end, except that the

visitors had put off mourning and showed all their

bravery besides showing, as he doubtless did him

self, though so differently, for a little older ; except,
above all, that oh seeing them again .suddenly
affected him not a bit as the thing he'd have supposed
it.

"
We're in England again and we were near ; I've

a brother at Oxford with whom we've been spending
a day, so that we thought we'd come over." This the

young man pleasantly said while our friend took in

the queer fact that he must himself seem to them
rather coldly to gape. They had come in the same

way at the quiet close ;
another August had passed,

and this was the second spring ;
the Birthplace, given

the hour, was about to suspend operations till the

morrow ; the last lingerer had gone and the fancy of

the visitors was once more for a look round by them
selves. This represented surely no greater presump
tion than the terms on which they had last parted
with him seemed to warrant ;

so that if he did incon-

sequently stare it was just in fact because he was so
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supremely far from having forgotten them. But the

sight of the pair luckily had a double effect, and the

first precipitated the second the second being really
his sudden vision that everything perhaps depended
for him on his recognising no complication. He must

go straight on, since it was what had for more than a

year now so handsomely answered ;
he must brazen it

out consistently, since that only was what his dignity
was at last reduced to. He mustn't be afraid in one

way any more than he had been in another ; besides

which it came over him to the point of his flushing for

it that their visit, in its essence, must have been for

himself. It was good society again, and they were the

same. It wasn't for him therefore to behave as if he

couldn't meet them.

These deep vibrations, on Gedge's part, were as

quick as they were deep ; they came in fact all at once,

so that his response, his declaration that it was all

right
" Oh rather

;
the hour doesn't matter for you !

"

- had hung fire but an instant ;
and when they were

well across the threshold and the door closed behind

them, housed in the twilight of the temple, where, as

before, the votive offerings glimmered on the walls, he

drew the long breath of one who might by a self-

betrayal have done something too dreadful. For what
had brought them back was indubitably not the glam
our of the shrine itself since he had had a glimpse
of their analysis of that quantity ; but their critical

(not to say their sentimental) interest in the queer case

of the priest. Their call was the tribute of curiosity, of

sympathy, of a compassion really, as such things went,

exquisite a tribute to that queerness which entitled

them to the frankest welcome. They had wanted, for

the generous wonder of it, to judge how he was getting
on, how such a man in such a place could

;
and they

had doubtless more than half-expected to see the door

opened by somebody who had succeeded him. Well,
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somebody had only with a strange equivocation ;

as they would have, poor things, to make out them
selves, an embarrassment for which he pitied them.

Nothing could have been more odd, but verily it was
this troubled vision of their possible bewilderment,
and this compunctious view of such a return for their

amenity, that practically determined in him his tone.

The lapse of the months had but made their name
familiar to him

; they had on the other occasion in

scribed it, among the thousand names, in the current

public register, and he had since then, for reasons of his

own, reasons of feeling, again and again turned back
to it. It was nothing in itself ; it told him nothing"

Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hayes, New York
"

one of

those American labels that were just like every other

American label and that were precisely the most
remarkable thing about people reduced to achieving
an identity in such other ways. They could be Mr.

and Mrs. B. D. Hayes and yet could be, with all pre

sumptions missing well, what these callers were. It

had quickly enough indeed cleared the situation a little

further that his friends had absolutely, the other time,

as it came back to him, warned him of his original

danger, their anxiety about which had been the last

note sounded among them. What he was afraid of,

with this reminiscence, was that, finding him still safe,

they would, the next thing, definitely congratulate
him and perhaps even, no less candidly, ask him how
he had managed. It was with the sense of nipping
some such inquiry in the bud that, losing no time and

holding himself with a firm grip, he began on the spot,

downstairs, to make plain to them how he had man
aged. He routed the possibility of the question in

short by the assurance of his answer.
"
Yes, yes, I'm

still here
;

I suppose it is in a manner to one's profit

that one does, such as it is, one's best." He did his

best on the present occasion, did it with the gravest
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face he had ever worn and a soft serenity that was
like a large damp sponge passed over their previous

meeting over everything in it, that is, but the fact

of its pleasantness.
" We stand here, you see, in the old living-room,

happily still to be reconstructed in the mind's eye, in

spite of the havoc of time, which we have fortunately
of late years been able to arrest. It was of course rude

and humble, but it must have been snug and quaint,
and we have at least the pleasure of knowing that the

tradition in respect to the features that do remain is

delightfully uninterrupted. Across that threshold He
habitually passed ; through those low windows, in

childhood, He peered out into the world that He was
to make so much happier by the gift to it of His genius ;

over the boards of this floor that is over some of

them, for we mustn't be carried away ! his little

feet often pattered ; and the beams of this ceiling (we
must really in some places take care of our heads

!)

he endeavoured, in boyish strife, to jump up and
touch. It's not often that in the early home of genius
and renown the whole tenor of existence is laid so

bare, not often that we are able to retrace, from point
to point and from step to step, its connexion with

objects, with influences to build it round again with

the little solid facts out of which it sprang. This

therefore, I need scarcely remind you, is what makes
the small space between these walls so modest to

measurement, so insignificant of aspect unique on
all the earth. There's nothing like it," Morris Gedge
went on, insisting as solemnly and softly, for his

bewildered hearers, as over a pulpit-edge ;

"
there's

nothing at all like it anywhere in the world. There's

nothing, only reflect, for the combination of greatness

and, as we venture to say, of intimacy. You may find

elsewhere perhaps absolutely fewer changes, but
where shall you find a Presence equally diffused,
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uncontested and undisturbed ? Where in particular
shall you find, on the part of the abiding spirit, an

equally towering eminence ? You may find elsewhere

eminence of a considerable order, but where shall you
find with it, don't you see, changes after all so few and
the contemporary element caught so, as it were, in

the very fact ?
"

His visitors, at first confounded but

gradually spellbound, were still gaping with the

universal gape wondering, he judged, into what

strange pleasantry he had been suddenly moved to

explode, and yet beginning to see in him an intention

beyond a joke, so that they started, at this point, they
almost jumped, when, by as rapid a transition, he

made, toward the old fireplace, a dash that seemed to

illustrate precisely the act of eager catching.
"

It is in

this old chimney-corner, the quaint inglenook of our

ancestors just there in the far angle, where His
little stool was placed, and where, I daresay, if we
could look close enough, we should find the hearth

stone scraped with His little feet that we see the

inconceivable child gazing into the blaze of the old

oaken logs and making out there pictures and stories,

see Him conning, with curly bent head, His well-

worn hornbook, or poring over some scrap of an
ancient ballad, some page of some such rudely-bound
volume of chronicles as lay, we may be sure, in His

father's window-seat."

It was, he even himself felt at this moment, won

derfully done ; no auditors, for all his thousands, had
ever yet so inspired him. The odd slightly alarmed

shyness in the two faces, as if in a drawing-room, in

their
"
good society

"
exactly, some act incongruous,

something grazing the indecent, had abruptly been

perpetrated, the painful reality of which stayed itself

before coming home the visible effect on his friends

in fine wound him up as to the sense that they were

worth the trick. It came of itself now he had got
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it so by heart ; but perhaps really it had never come
so well, with the staleness so disguised, the interest

so renewed and the clerical unction demanded by
the priestly character so successfully distilled. Mr.

Hayes of New York had more than once looked

at his wife, and Mrs. Hayes of New York had
more than once looked at her husband only, up
to now, with a stolen glance, with eyes it hadn't

been easy to detach from the remarkable countenance

by the aid of which their entertainer held them. At

present, however, after an exchange less furtive, they
ventured on a sign that they hadn't been appealed
to in vain.

"
Charming, charming, Mr. Gedge !

"

Mr. Hayes broke out.
" We feel that we've caught

you in the mood."
His wife hastened to assent it eased the tension.

"
It would be quite the way ; except," she smiled,

"
that you'd be too dangerous. You've really a

genius !

"

Gedge looked at her hard, but yielding no inch, even

though she touched him there at a point of conscious

ness that quivered. This was the prodigy for him, and
had been, the year through that he did it all, he

found, easily, did it better than he had done anything
else in life

;
with so high and broad an effect, in truth,

an inspiration so rich and free, that his poor wife now,

literally, had been moved more than once to fresh fear.

She had had her bad moments, he knew, after taking
the measure of his new direction moments of re

adjusted suspicion in which she wondered if he hadn't

simply adopted another, a different perversity. There
would be more than one fashion of giving away the

Show, and wasn't this perhaps a question of giving it

away by excess ? He could dish them by too much
romance as well as by too little ; she hadn't hitherto

fairly grasped that there might be too much. It was a

way like another, at any rate, of reducing the place to
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the absurd ; which reduction, if he didn't look out,

would reduce them again to the prospect of the streets,

and this time surely without appeal. It all depended
indeed he knew she knew that on how much
Grant-Jackson and the others, how much the Body,
in a word, would take. He knew she knew what he
himself held it would take that he considered no
limit could be imputed to the quantity. They simply
wanted it piled up, and so did every one else ;

where
fore if no one reported him as before why were They
to be uneasy ? It was in consequence of idiots tempted
to reason that he had been dealt with before ; but
as there was now no form of idiocy that he didn't

systematically flatter, goading it on really to its own

private doom, who was ever to pull the string of the

guillotine ? The axe was in the air yes ;
but in a

world gorged to satiety there were no revolutions.

And it had been vain for Isabel to ask if the other

thunder-growl also hadn't come out of the blue.

There was actually proof positive'that the winds were

now at rest. How could they be more so ? he

appealed to the receipts. These were golden days
the Show had never so flourished. So he had argued,
so he was arguing still and, it had to be owned, with

every appearance in his favour. Yet if he inwardly
winced at the tribute to his plausibility rendered by
his flushed friends, this was because he felt in it the

real ground of his optimism. The charming woman
before him acknowledged his

"
genius

"
as he himself

had had to do. He had been surprised at his facility

until he had grown used to it. Whether or no he had,
as a fresh menace to his future, found a new perversity,
he had found a vocation much older, evidently, than he

had at first been prepared to recognise. He had done
himself injustice. He liked to be brave because it

came so easy ; he could measure it off by the yard.
It was in the Birthroom, above all, that he continued
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to do this, having ushered up his companions without,

as he was still more elated to feel, the turn of a hair.

She might take it as she liked, but he had had the

lucidity all, that is, for his own safety to meet
without the grace of an answer the homage of her

beautiful smile. She took it apparently, and her

husband took it, but as a part of his odd humour,
and they followed him aloft with faces now a little

more responsive to the manner in which on that spot
he would naturally come out. He came out, accord

ing to the word of his assured private receipt,
"
strong."

He missed a little, in truth, the usual round-eyed

question from them the inveterate artless cue with

which, from moment to moment, clustered troops
had for a year obliged him. Mr. and Mrs. Hayes
were from New York, but it was a little like singing,
as he had heard one of his Americans once say about

something, to a Boston audience. He did none the

less what he could, and it was ever his practice to

stop still at a certain spot in the room and, after

having secured attention by look and gesture, suddenly
shoot off :

"
Here !

"

They always understood, the good people he
could fairly love them now for it ; they always said

breathlessly and unanimously
"
There ?

"
and stared

down at the designated point quite as if some trace of

the grand event were still to be made out. This move
ment produced he again looked round.

"
Consider it

well : the spot of earth !

" " Oh but it isn't

earth \

"
the boldest spirit there was always a boldest

would generally pipe out. Then the guardian of

the Birthplace would be truly superior as if the un
fortunate had figured the Immortal coming up, like a

potato, through the soil.
"
I'm not suggesting that

He was born on the bare ground. He was born here \

"

with an uncompromising dig of his heel.
"
There

ought to be a brass, with an inscription, let in."
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"
Into the floor ? "it always came.

"
Birth and

burial : seedtime, summer, autumn !

"
that always,

with its special right cadence, thanks to his unfailing

spring, came too.
"
Why not as well as into the

pavement of the church ? you've seen our grand old

church ?
"

The former of which questions nobody
ever answered abounding, on the other hand, to

make up, in relation to the latter. Mr. and Mrs.

Hayes even were at first left dumb by it not indeed,
to do them justice, having uttered the word that called

for it. They had uttered no word while he kept
the game up, and (though that made it a little

more difficult) he could yet stand triumphant before

them after he had finished with his flourish. Only
then it was that Mr. Hayes of New York broke

silence.
"
Well, if we wanted to see I think I may say we're

quite satisfied. As my wife says, it would seem your
line." He spoke now, visibly, with more ease, as if

a light had come : though he made no joke of it, for a

reason that presently appeared. They were coming
down the little stair, and it was on the descent that

his companion added her word.
" Do you know what we half did think ?

" And
then to her husband :

"
Is it dreadful to tell him ?

"

They were in the room below, and the young woman,
also relieved, expressed the feeling with gaiety. She
smiled as before at Morris Gedge, treating him as a

person with whom relations were possible, yet re

maining just uncertain enough to invoke Mr. Hayes's

opinion.
" We have awfully wanted from what we

had heard." But she met her husband's graver face ;

he was not quite out of the wood. At this she was

slightly flurried but she cut it short.
" You must

know don't you ? that, with the crowds who listen

to you, we'd have heard."

He looked from one to the other, and once more
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again, with force, something came over him. They
had kept him in mind, they were neither ashamed nor

afraid to show it, and it was positively an interest on the

part of this charming creature and this keen cautious

gentleman, an interest resisting oblivion and surviving

separation, that had governed their return. Their

other visit had been the brightest thing that had ever

happened to him, but this was the gravest ; so that at

the end of a minute something broke in him and his

mask dropped of itself. He chucked, as he would have

said, consistency ; which, in its extinction, left the tears

in his eyes. His smile was therefore queer.
" Heard

how I'm going it ?
"

The young man, though still looking at him hard,
felt sure, with this, of his own ground.

"
Of course

you're tremendously talked about. You've gone
round the world."

"
You've heard of me in America ?

"

"
Why almost of nothing else !

"

"
That was what made us feel !

"
Mrs. Hayes

contributed.
"
That you must see for yourselves ?

"
Again he

compared, poor Gedge, their faces.
" Do you mean

I excite a scandal ?
"

"
Dear no ! Admiration. You renew so," the

young man observed,
"
the interest."

" Ah there it is !

"
said Gedge with eyes of adventure

that seemed to rest beyond the Atlantic.

"They listen, month after month, when they're
out here, as you must have seen ; then they go home
and talk. But they sing your praise."

Our friend could scarce take it in.
"
Over

there \

"

"
Over there. I think you must be even in the

papers.""
Without abuse ?

"

" Oh we don't abuse every one."
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Mrs. Hayes, in her beauty, it was clear, stretched

the point.
"
They rave about you."" Then they don't know ?

"

"
Nobody knows," the young man declared ;

"
it

wasn't any one's knowledge, at any rate, that made
us uneasy.""

It was your own ? I mean your own sense ?
"

"
Well, call it that. We remembered, and we

wondered what had happened. So," Mr. Hayes now

frankly laughed,
" we came to see."

Gedge stared through his film of tears.
" Came

from America to see me ?
"

" Oh a part of the way. But we wouldn't, in

England, have missed you."" And now we haven't \

"
the young woman sooth

ingly added.

Gedge still could only gape at the candour of the

tribute. But he tried to meet them it was what was
least poor for him in their own key.

"
Well, how

do you like it ?
"

Mrs. Hayes, he thought if their answer were im

portant laughed a little nervously. "Oh you
see."

Once more he looked from one to the other.
"

It's

too beastly easy, you know."
Her husband raised his eyebrows.

" You conceal

your art. The emotion yes ; that must be easy ;

the general tone must flow. But about your facts

you've so many : how do you get them through ?
"

Gedgewondered.
" You think I get too many ?

"

At this they were amused together.
"
That's just

what we came to see !

"

"
Well, you know, I've felt my way ;

I've gone step

by step ; you wouldn't believe how I've tried it on.

This where you see me is where I've come out."

After which, as they said nothing :

" You hadn't

thought I could come out ?
"
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Again they just waited, but the husband spoke :

"
Are you so awfully sure you are out ?

"

Gedge drew himself up in the manner of his

moments of emotion, almost conscious even that, with

his sloping shoulders, his long lean neck and his

nose so prominent in proportion to other matters, he
resembled the more a giraffe. It was now at last he

really caught on.
"

I may be in danger again and
the danger is what has moved you ? Oh !

"
the

poor man fairly moaned. His appreciation of it

quite weakened him, yet he pulled himself together.
; '

You've your view of my danger ?
"

It was wondrous how, with that note definitely

sounded, the air was cleared. Lucid Mr. Hayes, at

the end of a minute, had put the thing in a nutshell.
"

I don't know what you'll think of us for being so

beastly curious."
"

I think," poor Gedge grimaced,
"
you're only too

beastly kind."
"

It's all your own fault," his friend returned,
"
for

presenting us (who are not idiots, say) with so striking
a picture of a crisis. At our othervisit, you remember,"
he smiled,

"
you created an anxiety for the opposite

reason. Therefore if this should again be a crisis for

you, you'd really give us the case with an ideal com

pleteness."" You make me wish," said Morris Gedge,
"
that

it might be one."
"
Well, don't try for our amusement to bring

one on. I don't see, you know, how you can have
much margin. Take care take care."

Gedge did it pensive justice.
"
Yes, that was what

you said a year ago. You did me the honour to be

uneasy as my wife was."

Which determined on the young woman's part an
immediate question.

"
May I ask then if Mrs. Gedge

is now at rest ?
"
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" No since you do ask. She fears at least that

I go too far
;
she doesn't believe in my margin. You

see we had our scare after your visit. They came
down."

His friends were all interest.
" Ah ! They came

down ?
"

"
Heavy. They brought me down. That's why"
Why you are down ?

"
Mrs. Hayes sweetly de

manded.
" Ah but my dear man," her husband interposed,"

you're not down
; you're up \ You're only up a

different tree, but you're up at the tip-top."
" You mean I take it too high ?

"

"
That's exactly the question," the young man

answered ;

" and the possibility, as matching your
first danger, is just what we felt we couldn't, if you
didn't mind, miss the measure of."

Gedge gazed at him.
"

I feel that I know what

you at bottom hoped."
" We at bottom

'

hope,' surely, that you're all

right ?
"

"
In spite of the fool it makes of every one ?

"

Mr. Hayes of New York smiled.
"
Say because

of that. We only ask to believe every one is a

fool !

"

"
Only you haven't been, without reassurance, able

to imagine fools of the size that my case demands ?
"

And Gedge had a pause while, as if on the chance of

some proof, his companion waited.
"
Well, I won't

pretend to you that your anxiety hasn't made me,
doesn't threaten to make me, a bit nervous ; though
I don't quite understand it if, as you say, people but

rave about me."
" Oh that report was from the other side ; people in

our country so very easily rave. You've seen small

children laugh to shrieks when tickled in a new place.
So there are amiable millions with us who are but small
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shrieking children. They perpetually present new

places for the tickler. What we've seen in further

lights," Mr. Hayes good-humouredly pursued,
"

is

your people here the Committee, the Board, or

whatever the powers to whom you're responsible.""
Call them my friend Grant-Jackson then my

original backer, though I admit for that reason per

haps my most formidable critic. It's with him

practically I deal ; .
or rather it's by him I'm dealt

with was dealt with before. I stand or fall by him.

But he has given me my head."
"
Mayn't he then want you," Mrs. Hayes inquired,

"_just to show as flagrantly running away ?
"

"
Of course I see what you mean. I'm riding,

blindly, for a fall, and They're watching (to be tender

of me
!)

for the smash that may come of itself. It's

Machiavellic but everything's possible. And what
did you just now mean," Gedge asked

"
especially

if you've only heard of my prosperity by your
'

further lights
'

?
"

His friends for an instant looked embarrassed, but
Mr. Hayes came to the point.

"
We've heard of your

prosperity, but we've also, remember, within a few

minutes, heard you."
"

I was determined you should," said Gedge.
"
I'm

good then but I overdo ?
"

His strained grin was
still sceptical.

Thus challenged, at any rate, his visitor pro
nounced.

"
Well, if you don't

;
if at the end of six

months more it's clear that you haven't overdone
;

then, then
"

" Then what ?
"

" Then it's great."" But it is great greater than anything of the sort

ever was. I overdo, thank goodness, yes ; or I would
if it were a thing you could."

" Oh well, if there's proof that you can't !

"
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With which and an expressive gesture Mr. Hayes
threw up his fears.

His wife, however, for a moment seemed unable to

let them go.
"
Don't They want then any truth ?

none even for the mere look of it ?
"

" The look of it," said Morris Gedge,
"

is what I

give !

"

It made them, the others, exchange a look of their

own. Then she smiled.
"
Oh, well, if they think

so !

"

" You at least don't ? You're like my wife which

indeed, I remember," Gedge added,
"

is a similarity
I expressed a year ago the wish for ! At any rate I

frighten her."

The young husband, with an
" Ah wives are ter

rible !

"
smoothed it over, and their visit would have

failed of further excuse had not at this instant a move
ment at the other end of the room suddenly engaged
them. The evening had so nearly closed in, though
Gedge, in the course of their talk, had lighted the lamp
nearest them, that they had not distinguished, in con

nexion with the opening of the door of communication
to the warden's lodge, the appearance of another

person, an eager woman who in her impatience had

barely paused before advancing. Mrs. Gedge her

identity took but a few seconds to become vivid was

upon them, and she had not been too late for Mr.

Hayes's last remark. Gedge saw at once that she had
come with news

;
no need even, for that certitude, of

her quick retort to the words in the air
' You may

say as well, sir, that they're often, poor wives, terri

fied !

"
. She knew nothing of the friends whom, at so

unnatural an hour, he was showing about
; but there

was no livelier sign for him that this didn't matter

than the possibility with which she intensely charged
her

"
Grant-Jackson, to see you at once !

"
letting

it, so to speak, fly in his face.
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" He has been with you ?
"

"
Only a minute he's there. But it's you Jie

wants to see."

He looked at the others.
" And what does he want,

dear ?
"

" God knows ! There it is. It's his horrid hour

it was that other time."

She had nervously turned to the others, overflowing
to them, in her dismay, for all their strangeness

quite, as he said to himself, like a woman of the

people. She was the bareheaded goodwife talking in

the street about the row in the house, and it was
in this character that he instantly introduced her :

"
My dear doubting wife, who will do her best to

entertain you while I wait upon our friend." And
he explained to her as he could his now protesting

companions
"
Mr. and Mrs. Hayes of New York,

who have been here before." He knew, without

knowing why, that her announcement chilled him ;

he failed at least to see why it should chill him so

much. His good friends had themselves been visibly
affected by it, and heaven knew that the depths of

brooding fancy in him were easily stirred by contact.

If they had wanted a crisis they accordingly had found

one, albeit they had already asked leave to retire

before it. This he wouldn't have.
" Ah no, you must

really see !

"

" But we shan't be able to bear it, you know," said

the young woman,
"

if it is to turn you out."

Her crudity attested her sincerity, and it was the

latter, doubtless, that instantly held Mrs. Gedge.
"

It

is to turn us out."
" Has he told you that, madam ?

"
Mr. Hayes

inquired of her it being wondrous how the breath
of doom had drawn them together."

No, not told me ; but there's something in him
there I mean in his awful manner that matches
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too well with other things. We've seen," said the

poor pale lady,
"
other things enough."

The young woman almost clutched her.
"

Is his

manner very awful ?
"

"
It's simply the manner," Gedge interposed,

"
of

a very great man."
"
Well, very great men," said his wife,

"
are very

awful things."
"

It's exactly," he laughed,
"
what we're finding

out ! But I mustn't keep him waiting. Our friends

here," he went on,
"
are directly interested. You

mustn't, mind you, let them go until we know."
Mr. Hayes, however, held him ;

he found himself

stayed.
"
We're so directly interested that I want you

to understand this. If anything happens
"
Yes ?

"
said Gedge, all gentle as he faltered.

"
Well, we must set you up."

Mrs. Hayes quickly abounded. "Oh do come to

us !

"

Again he could but take them in. They were really
wonderful folk. And with it all but Mr. and Mrs.

Hayes ! It affected even Isabel through her alarm ;

though the balm, in a manner, seemed to foretell the

wound. He had reached the threshold of his own

quarters ; he stood there as at the door of the chamber
of judgement. But he laughed ; at least he could be

gallant in going up for sentence.
"
Very good then

I'll come to you !

"

This was very well, but it didn't prevent his heart,

a minute later, at the end of the passage, from thump
ing with beats he could count. He had paused again
before going in

; on the other side of this second door

his poor future was to be let loose at him. It was

broken, at best, and spiritless, but wasn't Grant-

Jackson there like a beast-tamer in a cage, all tights
and spangles and circus attitudes, to give it a cut with

the smart official whip and make it spring at him ? It
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was during this moment that he fully measured the

effect for his nerves of the impression made on his so

oddly earnest friends whose earnestness he verily,

in the spasm of this last effort, came within an ace of

resenting. They had upset him by contact
;
he was

afraid literally of meeting his doom on his knees ;
it

wouldn't have taken much more, he absolutely felt,

to make him approach with his forehead in the dust

the great man whose wrath was to be averted. Mr.

and Mrs. Hayes of New York had brought tears to his

eyes, but was it to be reserved for Grant-Jackson to

make him cry like a baby ? He wished, yes, while he

palpitated, that Mr. and Mrs. Hayes of New York
hadn't had such an eccentricity of interest, for it

seemed somehow to come from them that he was going
so fast to pieces. Before he turned the knob of the

door, however, he had another queer instant ; making
out that it had been, strictly, his case that was interest

ing, his funny power, however accidental, to show
as in a picture the attitude of others not his poor

pale personality. It was this latter quantity, none the

less, that was marching to execution. It is to our

friend's credit that he believed, as he prepared to turn

the knob, that he was going to be hanged ;
and it's

certainly not less to his credit that his wife, on the

chance, had his supreme thought. Here it was that

possibly with his last articulate breath he thanked
his stars, such as they were, for Mr. and Mrs. Hayes
of New York. At least they would take care of her.

They were doing that certainly with some success

when he returned to them ten minutes later. She sat

between them in the beautified Birthplace, and he
couldn't have been sure afterwards that each wasn't

holding her hand. The three together had at any rate

the effect of recalling to him it was too whimsical

some picture, a sentimental print, seen and admired
in his youth, a

"
Waiting for the Verdict," a

"
Count-
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ing the Hours," or something of that sort ;
humble

respectability in suspense about humble innocence.

He didn't know how he himself looked, and he didn't

care ; the great thing was that he wasn't crying

though he might have been ; the glitter in his eyes was

assuredly dry, though that there was a glitter, or some

thing slightly to bewilder, the faces of the others as

they rose to meet him sufficiently proved. His wife's

eyes pierced his own, but it was Mrs. Hayes of New
York who spoke.

" Was it then for that ?
"

He only looked at them at first he felt he might
now enjoy it.

"
Yes, it was for

'

that.' I mean it was
about the way I've been going on. He came to speak
of it."

" And he's gone ?
"

Mr. Hayes permitted himself

to inquire."
He's gone."

"
It's over ?

"
Isabel hoarsely asked.

"
It's over."

" Then we go ?
"

This it was that he enjoyed.
"
No, my dear ;

we

stay."
There was fairly a triple gasp ; relief took time to

operate.
" Then why did he come ?

"

"
In the fulness of his kind heart and of Their dis

cussed and decreed satisfaction. To express Their

sense !

"

Mr. Hayes broke into a laugh, but his wife wanted
to know.

"
Of the grand work you're doing ?

"

"
Of the way I polish it off. They're most hand

some about it. The receipts, it appears, speak
"

He was nursing his effect ; Isabel intently watched
him and the others hung on his lips.

"
Yes,

speak ?
"

"
Well, volumes. They tell the truth."

At this Mr. Hayes laughed again.
" Oh they at

least do ?
"
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Near him thus once more Gedge knew their intelli

gence as one which was so good a consciousness to

get back that his tension now relaxed as by the snap
of a spring and he felt his old face at ease.

"
So you

can't say," he continued,
"
that we don't want it."

"
I bow to it," the young man smiled.

"
It's what

I said then. It's great.""
It's great," said Morris Gedge.

"
It couldn't be

greater."
His wife still watched him

;
her irony hung behind.

" Then we're just as we were ?
"

"
No, not as we were."

She jumped at it.
"
Better ?

"

"
Better. They give us a rise."

" Of income ?
"

"
Of our sweet little stipend by a vote of the

Committee. That's what, as Chairman, he came to

announce."
The very echoes of the Birthplace were themselves,

for the instant, hushed
;

the warden's three com

panions showed in the conscious air a struggle for

their own breath. But Isabel, almost with a shriek,

was the first to recover hers.
"
They double us ?

"

"
Well call it that.

'

In recognition.' There you
are." Isabel uttered another sound but this time

inarticulate ; partly because Mrs. Hayes of New York
had already jumped at her to kiss her. Mr. Hayes
meanwhile, as with too much to say, but put out his

hand, which our friend took in silence. So Gedge had
the last word.

" And there you are !

"
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WE talked of London face to face with a great

bristling primeval glacier. The hour and the scene

were one of those impressions that make up a little in

Switzerland for the modern indignity of travel the

promiscuities and vulgarities, the station and the hotel,

the gregarious patience, the struggle for a scrappy
attention, the reduction to a numbered state. The high

valley was pink with the mountain rose, the cool air

as fresh as if the world were young. There was a faint

flush of afternoon on undiminished snows, and the

fraternising tinkle of the unseen cattle came to us with

a cropped and sun-warmed odour. The balconied inn

stood on the very neck of the sweetest pass in the

Oberland, and for a week we had had company and
weather. This was felt to be great luck, for one

would have made up for the other had either been bad.

The weather certainly would have made up for the

company ;
but it wasn't subjected to this tax, for we

had by a happy chance the fleur des pois : Lord and

Lady Mellifont, Clare Vawdrey, the greatest (in the

opinion of many) of our literary glories, and Blanche

Adney, the greatest (in the opinion of all) of our

theatrical. I mention these first because they were just
the people whom in London, at that time, people tried

to
"
get." People endeavoured to

" book
"
them six

weeks ahead, yet on this occasion we had come in for

them, we had all come in for each other, without the

least wire-pulling. A turn of the game had pitched us
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together the last of August, and we recognised our

luck by remaining so, under protection of the baro

meter. When the golden days were over that would
come soon enough we should wind down opposite
sides of the pass and disappear over the crest of

surrounding heights. We were of the same general
communion, chalk-marked for recognition by signs
from the same alphabet. We met, in London, with

irregular frequency ; we were more or less governed

by the laws and the language, the traditions and the

shibboleths of the same dense social state. I think

all of us, even the ladies,
"
did

"
something, though we

pretended we didn't when it was mentioned. Such

things aren't mentioned indeed in London, but it was
our innocent pleasure to be different here. There had
to be some way to show the difference, inasmuch as we
were under the impression that this was our annual

holiday. We felt at any rate that the conditions were

more human than in London, or at least that we
ourselves were. We were frank about this, we talked

about it : it was what we were talking about as we
looked at the flushing glacier, just as some one called

attention to the prolonged absence of Lord Mellifont

and Mrs. Adney. We were seated on the terrace of the

inn, where there were benches and little tables, and
those of us most bent on showing with what a rush we
had returned to nature were, in the queer Germanic

fashion, having coffee before meat.

The remark about the absence of our two com

panions was not taken up, not even by Lady Mellifont,

not even by little Adney, the fond composer ; for it had
been dropped only in the briefest intermission of Clare

Vawdrey's talk. (This celebrity was
"
Clarence

"
only

on the title-page.) It was just that revelation of our

being after all human that was his theme. He asked

the company whether, candidly, every one hadn't been

tempted to say to every one else :

"
I had no idea you
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were really so nice." I had had, for my part, an idea

that he was, and even a good deal nicer, but that was
too complicated to go into then ; besides it's exactly

my story. There was a general understanding among
us that when Vawdrey talked we should be silent, and

not, oddly enough, because he at all expected it. He
didn't, for of all copious talkers he was the most

undesigning, the least greedy and professional. It was
rather the religion of the host, of the hostess, that

prevailed among us ; it was their own idea, but they

always looked for a listening circle when the great
novelist dined with them. On the occasion I allude to

there was probably no one present with whom in

London he hadn't dined, and we felt the force of this

habit. He had dined even with me ; and on the

evening of that dinner, as on this Alpine afternoon, I

had been at no pains to hold my tongue, absorbed as

I inveterately was in a study of the question that

always rose before me to such a height in his fair

square strong stature.

This question was all the more tormenting that I'm
sure he never suspected himself of imposing it, any
more than he had ever observed that every day of his

life every one listened to him at dinner. He used to

be called
"
subjective and introspective

"
in the weekly

papers, but if that meant he was avid of tribute no

distinguished man could in society have been less so.

He never talked about himself
; and this was an

article on which, though it would have been tre

mendously worthy of him, he apparently never even
reflected. 'He had his hours and his habits, his tailor

and his hatter, his hygiene and his particular wine,
but all these things together never made up an attitude.

Yet they constituted the only one he ever adopted,
and it was easy for him to refer to our being

"
nicer

"

abroad than at home. He was exempt from varia

tions, and not a shade either less or more nice in one
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place than in another. He differed from other people,
but never from himself save in the extraordinary
sense I shall throw my light upon and he struck

me as having neither moods nor sensibilities nor pre
ferences. He might have been always in the same

company, so far as he recognised any influence from

age or condition or sex : he addressed himself to

women exactly as he addressed himself to men, and

gossiped with all men alike, talking no better to clever

folk than to dull. I used to wail to myself over his

way of liking one subject so far as I could tell

precisely as much as another : there were some I hated

so myself. I never found him anything but loud and
liberal and cheerful, and I never heard him utter a

paradox, or express a shade, or play with an idea.

That fancy about our being
" human "

was, in his

conversation, quite an exceptional flight. His opinions
were sound and second-rate, and of his perceptions
it was too mystifying to think. I envied him his

magnificent health.

Vawdrey had marched with his even pace and his

perfectly good conscience into the flat country of

anecdote, where stories are visible from afar like

windmills and sign-posts ; but I observed after a little

that Lady Mellifont's attention wandered. I happened
to be sitting next her. I noticed that her eyes rambled

a little anxiously over the lower slopes of the moun
tains. At last, after looking at her watch, she said to

me :

" Do you know where they went ?
"

" Do you mean Mrs. Adney and Lord Mellifont ?
"

"
Lord Mellifont and Mrs. Adney." Her ladyship's

speech seemed unconsciously indeed to correct

me, but it didn't occur to me that this might be an
effect of jealousy. I imputed to her no such vulgar
sentiment : in the first place because I liked her, and
in the second because it would always occur to one

rather quickly to put Lord Mellifont, whatever the
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connexion, first. He was first extraordinarily first.

I don't say greatest or wisest or most renowned, 'but

essentially at the top of the list and the head of the

table. That's a position by itself, and his wife was

naturally accustomed to see him in it. My phrase had
sounded as if Mrs. Adney had taken him ; but it was
not possible for him to be taken he only took. No
one, in the nature of things, could know this better

than Lady Mellifont. I had originally been rather

afraid of her, thinking her, with her stiff silences and
the extreme blackness of almost everything that made

up her person, somewhat hard, even a little saturnine.

Her paleness seemed slightly grey and her glossy black

hair metallic, even as the brooches and bands and
combs with which it was inveterately adorned. She
was in perpetual mourning and wore numberless

ornaments of jet and onyx, a thousand clicking chains

and bugles and beads. I had heard Mrs. Adney call

her the Queen of Night, and the term was descriptive
if you took the night for cloudy. She had a secret, and
if you didn't find it out as you knew her better you at

least felt sure she was gentle unaffected and limited,
as well as rather submissively sad. She was like a

woman with a painless malady. I told her that I had

merely seen her husband and his companion stroll

down the glen together about an hour before, and

suggested that Mr. Adney would perhaps know some

thing of their intentions.

Vincent Adney, who, though fifty years old, looked

like a good little boy on whom it had been impressed
that children shouldn't talk in company, acquitted
himself with remarkable simplicity and taste of the

position of husband of a great exponent of comedy.
When all was said about her making it easy for him,
one couldn't help admiring the charmed affection

with which he took everything for granted. It's

difficult for a husband not on the stage, or at least in
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the theatre, to be graceful about a wife so conspicuous
there

;
but Adney did more than carry it off, the

awkwardness he taught it ever so oddly to make
him interesting. He set his beloved to music ; and

you remember how genuine his music could be
the only English compositions I ever saw a foreigner
care for. His wife was in them somewhere always ;

they were a free rich translation of the impression
she produced. She seemed, as one listened, to pass

laughing, with loosened hair and the gait of a wood-

nymph, across the scene. He had been only a little

fiddler at her theatre, always in his place during the

acts ; but she had made him something rare and brave

and misunderstood. Their superiority had become
a kind of partnership, and their happiness was a

part of the happiness of their friends. Adney 's one

discomfort was that he couldn't write a play for his

wife, and the only way he meddled with her affairs

was by asking impossible people if they couldn't.

Lady Mellifont, after looking across at him a

moment, remarked to me that she would rather not

put any question to him. She added the next minute :

"
I had rather people shouldn't see I'm nervous."
"
Are you nervous ?

"

"
I always become so if my husband's away from

me for any time."
" Do you imagine something has happened to him ?

"

"
Yes, always. Of course I'm used to it."

" Do you mean his tumbling over precipices that

sort of thing ?
"

"
I don't know exactly what I fear : it's the general

sense that he'll never come back."

She said so much and withheld so much that the

only way to treat her idiosyncrasy seemed the jocular."
Surely he'll never forsake you !

"
I laughed.

She looked at the ground a moment. "Oh at

bottom I'm easy."
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"
Nothing can ever happen to a man so accom

plished, so infallible, so armed at all points," I went

on in the same spirit.
" Oh you don't know how he's armed !

"
she re

turned with such an odd quaver that I could account

for it only by her being nervous. This idea was
confirmed by her moving just afterwards, changing
her seat rather pointlessly, not as if to cut our con

versation short, but because she was worried. I could

scarcely enter into her feeling, though I was presently
relieved to see Mrs. Adney come toward us. She had
in her hand a big bunch of wild flowers, but was not

closely attended by Lord Mellifont. I quickly saw,

however, that she had no disaster to announce ; yet
as I knew there was a question Lady Mellifont would
like to hear answered, without wishing to ask it, I

expressed to her at once the hope that his lordship
hadn't remained in a crevasse.

" Oh no
;
he left me but three minutes ago. He

has gone into the house." Blanche Adney rested her

eyes on mine an instant- a mode of intercourse to

which no man, for himself, could ever object. The
interest on this occasion was quickened by the par
ticular thing the eyes happened to say. What they

usually said was only :

" Oh yes, I'm charming, I

know, but don't make a fuss about it. I only want a

new part I do, I do, I do !

" At present they added

dimly, surreptitiously and of course sweetly since

that was the way they did everything :

"
It's all right,

but something did happen. Perhaps I'll tell you
later." She turned to Lady Mellifont, and the

transition to simple gaiety suggested her mastery
of her profession.

"
I've brought him safe. We had

a charming walk."
"
I'm so very glad," said Lady Mellifont, with her

faint smile
; continuing vaguely, as she got up :

" He
must have gone to dress for dinner. Isn't it rather
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near?
"

She moved away to the hotel in her leave-

taking simplifying fashion, and the rest of us, at the

mention of dinner, looked at 'each other's watches
as if to shift the responsibility for such grossness.
The head-waiter, essentially, like all head-waiters,
a man of the world, allowed us hours and places of

our own, so that in the evening, apart under the lamp,
we formed a compact, an indulged little circle. But it

was only the Mellifonts who "
dressed," and as to

whom it was recognised that they naturally would

dress : she exactly in the same manner as on any other

evening of her ceremonious existence she wasn't

a woman whose habits could take account of any
thing so mutable as fitness and he, on the other

hand, with remarkable adjustment and suitability.
He was almost as much a man of the world as the

head-waiter, and spoke almost as many languages ;

but he abstained from courting a comparison of dress-

coats and white waistcoats, analysing the occasion in

a much finer way into black velvet and blue velvet

and brown velvet, for instance, into delicate harmonies
of necktie and subtle laxities of shirt. He had a

costume for every function and a moral for every
costume ;

and his functions and costumes and morals

were ever a part of the amusement of life a part at

any rate of its beauty and romance for an im
mense circle of spectators. For his particular friends

indeed these things were more than an amusement ;

they were a topic, a social support and of course in

addition a constant theme for speculative suspense.
If his wife hadn't -been present before dinner they
were what the rest of us probably would have been

putting our heads together about.

Clare Vawdrey had a fund of anecdote on the whole

question : he had known Lord Mellifont almost from

the beginning. It was a peculiarity of this nobleman
that there could be no conversation about him that
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didn't instantly take the form of anecdote, and a still

further distinction that there could apparently be no
anecdote that wasn't on the whole to his honour. At
whatever moment he came into a room people might

say frankly : "Of course we were telling stories about

you !

" As consciences go, in London, the general
conscience would have been good. Moreover it would
have been impossible to imagine his taking such a
tribute otherwise than amiably, for he was always as

unperturbed as an actor with the right cue. He had
never in his life needed the prompter his very
embarrassments had been rehearsed. For myself,
when he was talked about I had always had a sense

of our speaking of the dead : it had the mark of that

peculiar accumulation of relish. His reputation was
a kind of gilded obelisk, as if he had been buried

beneath it
;

the body of legend and reminiscence of

which he was to be the subject had crystallised in

advance.

This ambiguity sprang, I suppose, from the fact

that the mere sound of his name and air of his person,
the general expectation he created, had somehow a

pitch so romantic and abnormal. The experience of

his urbanity always came later
; the prefigurement,

the legend paled then before the reality. I remember
that on the evening I refer to the reality struck me as

supreme. The handsomest man of his period could

never have looked better, and he sat among us like a

bland conductor controlling by an harmonious play
of arm an orchestra still a little rough. He directed

the conversation by gestures as irresistible as they
were vague ;

one felt as if without him it wouldn't
have had anything to call a tone. This was essentially
what he contributed to any occasion what he con
tributed above all to English public life. He per
vaded it, he coloured it, he embellished it, and without
him it would have lacked, comparatively speaking, a
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vocabulary. Certainly it wouldn't have had a style,
for a style was what it had in having Lord Mellifont.

He was a style. I was freshly struck with it as, in the

salle-d-manger of the little Swiss inn, we resigned our

selves to inevitable veal. Confronted with his high
form I must parenthesise that it wasn't confronted

much Clare Vawdrey's talk suggested the reporter
contrasted with the bard. It was interesting to watch
the shock of characters from which of an evening so

much would be expected. There was, however, no
concussion it was all muffled and minimised in Lord
Mellifont's tact. It was rudimentary with him to find

the solution of such a problem in playing the host,

assuming responsibilities that carried with them their

sacrifice. He had indeed never been a guest in his life
;

he was the host, the patron, the moderator at every
board. If there was a defect in his manner and I

suggest this under my breath it was that he had a

little more art than any conjunction, even the most

complicated, could possibly require. At any rate one
made one's reflexions in noticing how the accom

plished peer handled the case and how the sturdy man
of letters hadn't a suspicion that the case and least

of all he himself as part of it was handled. Lord
Mellifont expended treasures of tact, and Clare

Vawdrey never dreamed he was doing it.

Vawdrey had no suspicion of any such precaution
even when Blanche Adney asked him if he really
didn't see by this time his third act an inquiry
into which she introduced a subtlety of her own. She
had settled it for him that he was to write her a play
and that the heroine, should he but do his duty, would
be the part for which she had immemorially longed.
She was forty years old this could be no secret to

those who had admired her from the first and

might now reach out her hand and touch her utter

most goal. It gave a shade of tragic passion per-
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feet actress of comedy as she was to her desire not

to miss the great thing. The years had passed, and
still she had missed it ; none of the things she had
done was the thing she had dreamed of, so that at

present she had no more time to lose. This was the

canker in the rose, the ache beneath the smile. It

made her touching made her melancholy more arch

than her mirth. She had done the old English and
the new French, and had charmed for a while her

generation ; but she was haunted by the vision of a

bigger chance, of something truer to the conditions

that lay near her. She was tired of Sheridan and she

hated Bowdler
;

she called for a canvas of a finer

grain. The worst of it, to my sense, was that she

would never extract her modern comedy from the

great mature novelist, who was as incapable of pro

ducing it as he was of threading a needle. She
coddled him, she talked to him, she made love to

him, as she frankly proclaimed ;
but she dwelt in

illusions she would have to live and die with Bowdler.

It is difficult to be cursory over this charming
woman, who was beautiful without beauty and com

plete with a dozen deficiencies. The perspective of the

stage made her over, and in society she was like the

model off the pedestal. She was the picture walking
about, which to the artless social mind was a per

petual surprise a miracle. People thought she told

them the secrets of the pictorial nature, in return for

which they gave her relaxation and tea. She told them

nothing and she drank the tea
;
but they had all the

same the best of the bargain. Vawdrey was really
at work on a play ;

but if he had begun it because he
liked her I think he let it drag for the same reason.

He secretly felt the atrocious difficulty and hung off,

for illusion's sake, from the point of tests and tribula

tions. In spite of which nothing could be so agree
able as to have such a question open with Blanche
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Adney, and from time to time he doubtless put some

thing very good into the play. If he deceived Mrs.

Adney it was only because in her despair she was
determined to be deceived. To her appeal about their

third act he replied that before dinner he had written

a splendid passage.
"
Before dinner ?

"
I said.

"
Why, cher grand

maitre, before dinner you were holding us all spell
bound on the terrace."

My words were a joke, because I thought his had
been ; but for the first time that I could remember I

noted in his face a shade of confusion. He looked at

me hard, throwing back his head quickly, the least

bit like a horse who has been pulled up short.
"
Oh,

it was before that," he returned naturally enough.
"
Before that you were playing billiards with me,"

Lord Mellifont threw off.
" Then it must have been yesterday," saidVawdrey.
But he was in a tight place.

" You told me this

morning you did nothing yesterday," Blanche objected.
"

I don't think I really know when I do things."
He looked vaguely, without helping himself, at a dish

just offered him.
"

It's enough if we know," smiled Lord Mellifont.
"

I don't believe you've written a line," said

Blanche Adney."
I think I could repeat you the scene." And

Vawdrey took refuge in haricots verts.
" Oh do oh do !

"
two or three of us cried.

"
After dinner, in the salon, it will be a high regal,"

Lord Mellifont declared.
"
I'm not sure, but I'll try," Vawdrey went on.

" Oh you lovely sweet man !

"
exclaimed the actress,

who was practising what she believed to be American

isms, and was resigned even to an American comedy.
" But there must be this condition," said Vawdrey :

"
you must make your husband play."
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"
Play while you're reading ? Never !

"

"
I've too much vanity," said Adney.

The direction of Lord Mellifont's fine eyes distin

guished him.
' You must give us the overture before

the curtain rises. That's a peculiarly delightful
moment."

"
I shan't read I shall just speak," said Vawdrey."
Better still, let me go and get your manuscript,"

Blanche suggested.

Vawdrey replied that the manuscript didn't

matter ; but an hour later, in the salon, we wished he

might have had it. We sat expectant, still under the

spell of Adney's violin. His wife, in the foreground,
on an ottoman, was all impatience and profile, and
Lord Mellifont, in the chair it was always the

chair, Lord Mellifont's made our grateful little

group feel like, a social science congress or a distribu

tion of prizes. Suddenly, instead of beginning, our

tame lion began to roar out of tune he had clean

forgotten every word. He was very sorry, but the

lines absolutely wouldn't come to him ;
he was utterly

ashamed, but his memory was a blank. He didn't

look in the least ashamed Vawdrey had never

looked ashamed in his life ; he was only imperturb-

ably and merrily natural. He protested that he had
never expected to make such a fool of himself, but we
felt that this wouldn't prevent the incident's taking
its place among his

j
oiliest reminiscences. It was only

we who were humiliated, as if he had played us a pre
meditated trick. This was an occasion, if ever, for

Lord Mellifont's tact, which descended on us all like

balm : he told us, in his charming artistic way, his

way of bridging over arid intervals (he had a debit

there was nothing to approach it in England like

the actors of the Comedie Fran9aise) of his own
collapse on a momentous occasion, the delivery of an
address to a mighty multitude, when, finding he had
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forgotten his memoranda, he fumbled, on the terrible

platform, the cynosure of every eye, fumbled vainly
in irreproachable pockets for indispensable notes.

But the point of his story was finer than that of our

other entertainer's easy fiasco ; for he sketched with

a few light gestures the brilliancy of a performance
which had risen superior to embarrassment, had
resolved itself, we were left to divine, into an effort

recognised at the moment as not absolutely a blot on
what the public was so good as to call his reputation."

Play up play up !

"
cried Blanche Adney, tap

ping her husband and remembering how on the stage
a contretemps is always drowned in music. Adney
threw himself upon his fiddle, and I said to Clare

Vawdrey that his mistake could easily be corrected by
his sending for the manuscript. If he'd tell me where
it was I'd immediately fetch it from his room. To
this he replied :

"
My dear fellow, I'm afraid there is

no manuscript."" Then you've not written anything ?
"

"
I'll write it to-morrow."

" Ah you trifle with us !

"
I said in much mysti

fication.

He seemed at this to think better of it.
"

If there

is anything you'll find it on my table."

One of the others, at the moment, spoke to him,
and Lady Mellifont remarked audibly, as to correct

gently our want of consideration, that Mr. Adney
was playing something very beautiful. I had noticed

before how fond she appeared of music ;
she always

listened to it in a hushed transport. Vawdrey's atten

tion was drawn away, but it didn't seem to me the

words he had just dropped constituted a definite

permission to go to his room. Moreover I wanted to

speak to Blanche Adney ; I had something to ask her.

I had to await my chance, however, as we remained
silent a while for her husband, after which the conver-
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sation became general. It was our habit to go early to

bed, but a little of the evening was still left. Before it

quite waned I found an opportunity to tell Blanche

that Vawdrey had given me leave to put my hand on
his manuscript. She adjured me, by all I held sacred,

to bring it at once, to give it to her ; and her insistence

was proof against my suggestion that it would now be

too late for him to begin to read : besides which the

charm was broken the others wouldn't care. It

wasn't, she assured me, too late for her to begin ;

therefore I was to possess myself without more delay
of the precious pages. I told her she should be obeyed
in a moment, but I wanted her first to satisfy my just

curiosity. What had happened before dinner, while

she was on the hills with Lord Mellifont ?

" How do you know anything happened ?
"

"
I saw it in your face when you came back."

" And they call me an actress !

"
my friend cried.

" What do they call me ?
"

I asked.
"
You're a searcher of hearts that frivolous thing

an observer."
"

I wish you'd let an observer write you a play !

"

I broke out.
"
People don't care for what you write : you'd

break any run of luck."
"
Well, I see plays all round me," I declared ;

"
the

air is full of them to-night."
" The air ? Thank you for nothing ! I only wish

my table-drawers were."
" Did he make love to you on the glacier ?

"
I

went on.

She stared then broke into the graduated ecstasy
of her laugh.

"
Lord Mellifont, poor dear ? What a

funny place ! It would indeed be the place for our

love !

"

" Did he fall into a crevasse ?
"

I continued.

Blanche Adney looked at me again as she had done
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so unmistakably though briefly when she came

up before dinner with her hands full of flowers.
"

I

don't know into what he fell. I'll tell you to-morrow."
" He did come down then ?

"

"
Perhaps he went up," she laughed.

"
It's really

strange."
"
All the more reason you should tell me to-night.""
I must think it over ; I must puzzle it out."

" Oh if you want conundrums I'll throw in another,"
I said.

"
What's the matter with the Master ?

"

" The master of what ?
"

"
Of every form of dissimulation. Vawdrey hasn't

written a line."
" Go and get his papers and we'll see."
"

I don't like to expose him," I said.
"
Why not, if I expose Lord Mellifont ?

"

" Oh I'd do anything for that," I allowed.
" But

why should Vawdrey have made a false statement ?

It's very curious."
"

It's very curious," Blanche Adney repeated with

a musing air and her eyes on Lord Mellifont. Then

rousing herself she added :

" Go and look in his

room."
"
In Lord Mellifont's ?

"

She turned to me quickly.
"
That would be a

way !

"

" A way to what ?
"

" To find out to find out !

"
She spoke gaily and

excitedly, but suddenly checked herself.
"
We're

talking awful nonsense."
"
We're mixing things up, but I'm struck with

your idea. Get Lady Mellifont to let you.""
Oh, she has looked !

"
Blanche brought out with

the oddest dramatic expression. Then after a move
ment of her beautiful uplifted hand, as if to brush

away a fantastic vision, she added imperiously :

"
Bring me the scene bring me the scene !

"
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"
I go for it," I answered ;

"
but don't tell me I

can't write a play."
She left me, but my errand was arrested by the

approach of a lady who had produced a birthday-book
we had been threatened with it for several evenings

- and who did me the honour to solicit my autograph.
She had been asking the others and couldn't decently
leave me out. I could usually remember my name,
but it always took me long to recall my date, and even

when I had done so I was never very sure. I hesitated

between two days, remarking to my petitioner that I

would sign on both if it would give her any satisfac

tion. She opined that I had surely been born but once,

and I replied of course that on the day I made her

acquaintance I had been born again. I mention the

feeble joke only to show that, with the obligatory

inspection of the other autographs, we gave some
minutes to this transaction. The lady departed with

her book, and I then found the company had scattered.

I was alone in the little salon that had been appro

priated to our use. My first impression was one of

disappointment : if Vawdrey had gone to bed I didn't

wish to disturb him. While I hesitated, however, I

judged that my friend must still be afoot. A window
was open and the sound of voices outside came in to

me : Blanche was on the terrace with her dramatist

and they were talking about the stars. I went to the

window for a glimpse the Alpine night was splendid.

My friends had stepped out together ; Mrs. Adney had

picked up a cloak ; she looked as I had seen her look in

the wing of the theatre. They were silent a while, and
I heard the roar of a neighbouring torrent. I turned

back into the room, and its quiet lamplight gave me an
idea. Our companions had dispersed it was late

for a pastoral country and we three should have the

place to ourselves. Clare Vawdrey had written his

scene, which couldn't but be splendid ; and his
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reading it to us there at such an hour would be a thing

always to remember. I'd bring down his manuscript
and meet the two with it as they came in.

I quitted the salon for this purpose ;
I had been in

his room and knew it was on the second floor, the last

in a long corridor. A minute later my hand was on
the knob of the door, which I naturally pushed open
without knocking. It was equally natural that in the

absence of its occupant the room should be dark
;
the

more so as, the end of the corridor being at that hour

unlighted, the obscurity was not immediately dimin
ished by the opening of the door. I was only aware at

first that I had made no mistake and that, the window-
curtains not being drawn, I had before me a couple of

vague star-lighted apertures. Their aid, however, was
not sufficient to enable me to find what I had come for,

and my hand, in my pocket, was already on the little

box of matches that I always carried for cigarettes.

Suddenly I withdrew it with a start, uttering an ejacu

lation, an apology. I had entered the wrong room
;
a

glance prolonged for three seconds showed me a figure
seated at a table near one of the windows a figure I

had at first taken for a travelling-rug thrown over a

chair. I retreated with a sense of intrusion ; but as I

did so I took in more rapidly than it takes me to ex

press it, first that this was Vawdrey's room, and second

that, surprisingly, its occupant himself sat before me.

Checking myself on the threshold I was briefly be

wildered, but before I knew it I had called out :

"
Hullo, is that you, Vawdrey ?

"

He neither turned nor answered me, but my ques
tion received an immediate and practical reply in the

opening of a door on the other side of the passage. A
servant with a candle had come out of the opposite
room, and in this flitting illumination I definitely

recognised the man whom an instant before I had to

the best of my belief left below in conversation with
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Mrs. Adney. His back was half-turned to me and he

bent over the table in the attitude of writing, but I

took in at every pore his identity.
"

I beg your pardon
I thought you were downstairs," I said ; and as the

person before me gave no sign of hearing I added :

"
If you're busy I won't disturb you." I backed out,

closing the door I had been in the place, I suppose,
less than a minute. I had a sense of mystification

which, however, deepened infinitely the next instant. I

stood there with my hand still on the knob of the door,

overtaken by the oddest impression of my life. Vaw-

drey was seated at his table, and it was a very natural

place for him
;
but why was he writing in the dark and

why hadn't he answered me ? I waited a few seconds

for the sound of some movement, to see if he wouldn't

rouse himself from his abstraction a fit conceivable

in a great writer and call out
"
Oh, my dear fellow,

is it you ?
" But I heard only the stillness, I felt only

the star-lighted dusk of the room, with the unexpected

presence it enclosed. I turned away, slowly retracing

my steps, and came confusedly downstairs. The lamp
still burned in the salon, but the room was empty. I

passed round to the door of the hotel and stepped out.

Empty too was the terrace. Blanche Adney and the

gentleman with her had apparently come in. I hung
about five minutes then I went to bed.
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I SLEPT badly, for I was agitated. On looking back
at these queer occurrences (you'll see presently how

queer !)
I perhaps suppose myself more affected than

in fact
;

for great anomalies are never so great at first

as after we've reflected on them. It takes us time to

use up explanations. I was vaguely nervous I had
been sharply startled ; but there was nothing I couldn't

clear up by asking Blanche Adney, the first thing in

the morning, who had been with her on the terrace.

Oddly enough, however, when the morning dawned
it dawned admirably I felt less desire to satisfy

myself on this point than to escape, to brush away the

shadow of my stupefaction. I saw the day would be

splendid, so that the fancy took me to spend it, as I had

spent happy days of my youth, in a lonely mountain
ramble. I dressed early, partook of conventional coffee,

put a big roll into one pocket and a small flask into the

other, and, with a stout stick in my hand, went forth

into the high places. My story isn't closely concerned

with the charming hours I passed there hours of

the kind that make intense memories. If I roamed

away half of them on the shoulders of the hills, I lay
on the sloping grass for the other half and, with my
cap pulled over my eyes save a peep for immensities

of view listened, in the bright stillness, to the

mountain bee and felt most things sink and dwindle.

Clare Vawdrey grew small, Blanche Adney grew dim,
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Lord Mellifont grew old, and before the day was over

I forgot I had ever been puzzled. When in the late

afternoon I made my way down to the inn there was

nothing I wanted so much to learn as that dinner

was at hand. To-night I dressed, in a manner, and

by the time I was presentable they were all at table.

In their company again my little problem came
back to me, so that I was curious to see if Vawdrey
wouldn't look at me with a certain queerness. But he

didn't look at me at all ; which gave me a chance both

to be patient and to wonder why I should hesitate to

ask him my question across the table. I did hesitate,

and with the consciousness of doing so came back a

little of the agitation I had left behind me, or below

me, during the day. I wasn't ashamed of my scruple,

however : it was only a fine discretion. What I

vaguely felt was that a public inquiry wouldn't have
been fair. Lord Mellifont was there, of course, to

mitigate with his perfect manner all consequences ;

but I think it was present to me that with these

particular elements his lordship wouldn't be at home.
The moment we got up, therefore, I approached Mrs.

Adney, asking her whether, as the evening was lovely,
she wouldn't take a turn with me outside.

"
You've walked a hundred miles ; hadn't you

better be quiet ?
"
she replied.

"
I'd walk a hundred miles more to get you to tell

me something."
She looked at me an instant with a little of the odd

consciousness I had sought, but hadn't found, in

Clare Vawdrey's eyes.
" Do you mean what became

of Lord Mellifont ?
"

"
Of Lord Mellifont ?

" With my new speculation
I had lost that thread.

"
Where's your memory, foolish man ? We talked

of it last evening."" Ah yes !

"
I cried, recalling ;

" we shall have lots
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to discuss." I drew her out to the terrace and, before

we had gone three steps, said to her :

" Who was with

you here last night ?
"

"
Last night ?

"
she was as wide of the mark as

I had been.
" At ten o'clock just after our company broke up.

You came out here with a gentleman. You talked

about the stars."

She stared a moment, then gave her laugh.
"
Are

you jealous of dear Vawdrey ?
"

" Then it was he ?
"

"
Certainly it was he."

" And how long did he stay ?
"

She laughed again.
" You have it badly ! He

stayed about a quarter of an hour perhaps rather

more. We walked some distance. He talked about

his play. There you have it all. That is the only
witchcraft I have used."

Well, it wasn't enough for me
;

so
" What did

Vawdrey do afterwards ?
"

I continued.
"

I haven't the least idea. I left him and went to

bed."
" At what time did you go to bed ?

"

" At what time did you ? I happen to remember
that I parted from Mr. Vawdrey at ten twenty-five,"
said Mrs. Adney.

"
I came back into the salon to

pick up a book, and I noticed the clock."
"
In other words you and Vawdrey distinctly

lingered here from about five minutes past ten till

the hour you mention ?
"

"
I don't know how distinct we were, but we were

very jolly. Oil voulez-vous en venir ?
"

Blanche

Adney asked.
"
Simply to this, dear lady : that at the time your

companion was occupied in the manner you describe

he was also engaged in literary composition in his own
room."
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She stopped short for it, and her eyes had a sheen
in the darkness. She wanted to know if I challenged
her veracity ; and I replied that on the contrary I

backed it up it made the case so interesting. She
returned that this would only be if she should back

up mine ; which, however, I had no difficulty in

persuading her to do after I had related to her

circumstantially the incident of my quest of the

manuscript the manuscript which at the time, for

a reason I could now understand, appeared to have

passed so completely out of her own head.
"
His talk made me forget it I forgot I sent you

for it. He made up for his fiasco in the salon : he
declaimed me the scene," said Blanche. She had

dropped on a bench to listen to me and, as we sat

there, ,
had briefly cross-examined me. Then she

broke out into fresh laughter.
" Oh the eccen

tricities of genius !

"

"
Yes, indeed ! They seem greater even than I

supposed."
" Oh the mysteries of greatness !

"

" You ought to know all about them, but they take
me by surprise," I declared.

"
Are you absolutely certain it was Vawdrey ?

"

my companion asked.
"

If it wasn't he, who in the world was it ? That
a strange gentleman, looking exactly like him and of

like literary pursuits, should be sitting in Ms room at

that hour of the night and writing at his table in the

dark," I insisted,
"
would be practically as wonderful

as my own contention."
"
Yes, why in the dark ?

"
my friend mused.

"
Cats can see in the dark," I said.

She smiled at me dimly.
"
Did it look like a

cat ?
"

"
No, dear lady, but I'll tell you what it did look

like it looked like the author of Vawdrey's admirable
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works. It looked infinitely more like him than our

friend does himself," I pronounced.
" Do you mean it was somebody he gets to do

them ?
"

"
Yes, while he dines out and disappoints you.""
Disappoints me ?

"
she murmured artlessly."

Disappoints me disappoints every one who
looks in him for the genius that created the pages they
adore. Where is it in his talk ?

"

" Ah last night he was splendid," said the actress.
"
He's always splendid, as your morning bath is

splendid, or a sirloin of beef, or the railway service to

Brighton. But he's never rare."
"

I see what you mean."
I could have hugged her and perhaps I did.

"
That's what makes you such a comfort to talk to.

I've often wondered now I know. There are two
of them."

" What a delightful idea !

"

" One goes out, the other stays at home. One's the

genius, the other's the bourgeois, and it's only the

bourgeois whom we personally know. He talks, he

circulates, he's awfully popular, he flirts with you
"
Whereas it's the genius you are privileged to flirt

with !

"
Mrs. Adney broke in.

"
I'm much obliged to

you for the distinction."

I laid my hand on her arm.
"
See him yourself.

Try it, test it, go to his room."
" Go to his room ? It wouldn't be proper !

"
she

cried, in the manner of her best comedy.
"
Anything's proper in such an inquiry. If you

see him it settles it."
" How charming to settle it !

"
She thought a

moment, then sprang up.
" Do you mean now ?

"

" Whenever you like."
" But suppose I should find the wrong one ?

"
she

said with an exquisite effect.
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" The wrong one ? Which do you call the right ?
"

" The wrong one for a lady to go and see. .Suppose
I shouldn't find the genius ?

"

" Oh I'll look after the other," I returned. Then as

I had happened to glance about me I added :

" Take
care here comes Lord Mellifont."

"
I wish you'd look after him," she said, with a

drop of her voice.
"
What's the matter with him ?

"

"
That's just what I was going to tell you."

"
Tell me now. He's not coming."

Blanche looked a moment. Lord MeUifont, who

appeared to have emerged from the hotel to smoke a

meditative cigar, had paused at a distance from us

and stood admiring the wonders of the prospect,
discernible even in the dusk. We strolled slowly in

another direction, and she presently resumed :

"
My

idea's almost as droll as yours."
"

I don't call mine droll : it's beautiful."
"
There's nothing so beautiful as the droll," Mrs.

Adney returned.
' You take a professional view. But I'm ah

1

ears."

My curiosity was indeed alive again."
Well then, my dear friend, if Clare Vawdrey's

double and I'm bound to say I think that the

more of him the better his lordship there has the

opposite complaint : he isn't even whole."

We stopped once more, simultaneously.
"

I don't

understand."
" No more do I. But I've a fancy that if there are

two of Mr. Vawdrey, there isn't so much as one, all

told, of Lord Mellifont."

I considered a moment, then I laughed out.
"

I

think I see what you mean !

"

"
That's what makes you a comfort." She didn't,

alas, hug me, but she promptly went on.
" Did you

ever see him alone ?
"
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I tried to remember.
" Oh yes he has been to

see me."
" Ah then he wasn't alone."
" And I've been to see him in his study.""
Did he know you were there ?

"

"
Naturally I was announced."

She glared at me like a lovely conspirator.
" You

mustn't be announced !

"
With this she walked on.

I rejoined her, breathless.
" Do you mean one

must come upon him when he doesn't know it ?
"

" You must take him unawares. You must go to

his room that's what you must do."

If I was elated by the way our mystery opened out

I was also, pardonably, a little confused.
" When I

know he's not there ?
"

" When you know he is."
" And what shall I see ?

"

" You won't see anything !

"
she cried as we turned

round.

We had reached the end of the terrace and our

movement brought us face to face with Lord Mellifont,

who, addressing himself again to his walk, had now,
without indiscretion, overtaken us. The sight of him
at that moment was illuminating, and it kindled a

great backward train, connecting itself with one's

general impression of the personage. As he stood

there smiling at us and waving a practised hand into

the transparent night he introduced the view as if

it had been a candidate and
"
supported

"
the very

Alps as he rose before us in the delicate fragrance
of his cigar and all his other delicacies and fragrances,
with more perfections somehow heaped on his hand
some head than one had ever seen accumulated before

or elsewhere, he struck me as so essentially, so con

spicuously and uniformly the public character that I

read in a flash the answer to Blanche's riddle. He was
all public and had no corresponding private life, just
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as Clare Vawdrey was all private and had no corre

sponding public. I had heard only half my com

panion's tale, yet as we joined Lord Mellifont he

had followed us, liking Mrs. Adney, but it was always
to be conceived of him that he accepted society rather

than sought it- as we participated for half an hour

in the distributed wealth of his discourse I felt with

unabashed duplicity that we had, as it were, found

him out. I was even more deeply diverted by that

whisk of the curtain to which the actress had just
treated me than I had been by my own discovery ; and
if I wasn't ashamed of my share of her secret any
more than of having divided my own with her

though my own was, of the two mysteries, the more

glorious for the personage involved this was because

there, was no cruelty in my advantage, but on the

contrary an extreme tenderness and a positive com

passion. Oh he was safe with me, and I felt, moreover,
rich and enlightened, as if I had suddenly got the

universe into my pouch. I had learned what an affair

of the spot and the moment a great appearance may
be. It would doubtless be too much to say that I had

always suspected the possibility, in the background of

his lordship's being, of some such beautiful instance ;

but it's at least a fact that, patronising as such words

may sound, I had been conscious of a certain reserve

of indulgence for him. I had secretly pitied him for the

perfection of his performance, had wondered what
blank face such a mask had to cover, what was left to

him for the immitigable hours in which aman sits down
with himself, or, more serious still, with that intenser

self his lawful wife. How was he at home and what
did he do when he was alone ? There was something
in Lady Mellifont that gave a point to these researches

something that suggested how even to her he must
have been still the public character and she beset

with similar questionings. She had never cleared
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them up : that was her eternal trouble. We therefore

knew more than she did, Blanche Adney and I
; but

we wouldn't tell her for the world, nor would she

probably thank us for doing so. She preferred the

relative grandeur of uncertainty. She wasn't at home
with him, so she couldn't say ; and with her he wasn't

alone, so he couldn't show her. He represented to

his wife and was a hero to his servants, and what
one wanted to arrive at was what really became of

him when no eye could see and a fortiori no soul

admire. He relaxed and rested presumably ; but how
utter a blank mustn't it take to repair such a plenitude
of presence ! how intense an entr'acte to make pos
sible more such performances ! Lady Mellifont was
too proud to pry, and as she had never looked through
a keyhole she remained dignified and unrelieved.

It may have been a fancy of mine that Mrs. Adney
drew out our companion, or it may be that the practi
cal irony of our relation to him at such a moment made
me see him more vividly : at any rate he never had
struck me as so dissimilar from what he would have
been if we hadn't offered him a reflexion of his image.
We were only a concourse of two, but he had never

been more public. His perfect manner had never

been more perfect, his remarkable tact never more

remarkable, his one conceivable raison d'etre, the ab
solute singleness of his identity, never more attested.

I had a tacit sense that it would all be in the morning
papers, with a leader, and also a secretly exhilarating
one that I knew something that wouldn't be, that

never could be, though any enterprising journal would

give me a fortune for it. I must add, however, that

in spite of my enjoyment it was almost sensual,

like that of a consummate dish or an unprecedented

pleasure I was eager to be alone again with Mrs.

Adney, who owed me an anecdote. This proved im

possible that evening, for some of the others came
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out to see what he found so absorbing ;
and then Lord

Mellifont bespoke a little music from the fiddler, who

produced his violin and played to us divinely, on our

platform of echoes, face to face with the ghosts of the

mountains. Before the concert was over I missed our

actress and, glancing into the window of the salon,

saw her established there with Vawdrey, who was

reading out from a manuscript. The great scene had

apparently been achieved and was doubtless the more

interesting to Blanche from the new lights she had

gathered about its author. I judged it discreet not to

disturb them, and went to bed without seeing her

again. I looked out for her betimes the next morning
and, as the promise of the day was fair, proposed to

her that we should take to the hills, reminding her of

the high obligation she had incurred. She recognised
the obligation and gratified me with her company,
but before we had strolled ten yards up the pass she

broke out with intensity :

"
My dear friend, you've

no idea how it works in me ! I can think of nothing
else."

" Than your theory about Lord Mellifont ?
"

" Oh bother Lord Mellifont ! I allude to yours
about Mr. Vawdrey, who's much the more interesting

person of the two. I'm fascinated by that vision of

his what-do-you-call-it ?
"

"
His alternate identity ?

"

"
His other self : that's easier to say."

" You accept it then, you adopt it ?
"

"
Adopt it ? I rejoice in it ! It became tremen

dously vivid to me last evening."
"
While he read to you there ?

"

"
Yes, as I listened to him, watched him. It

simplified everything, explained everything."
I rose to my triumph.

"
That's indeed the blessing

of it. Is the scene very fine ?
"

"
Magnificent, and he reads beautifully."
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"
Almost as well as the other one writes !

"
I

laughed.
This made her stop a moment, laying her hand on

my arm.
" You utter my very impression ! I felt he

was reading me the work of another."
"
In a manner that was such a service to the other,"

I concurred.
"
Such a totally different person," said Blanche.

We talked of this difference as we went on, and of

what a wealth it constituted, what a resource for life,

such a duplication of character.
"

It ought to make him live twice as long as other

people," I made out.
"
Ought to make which of them ?

"

"
Well, both ; for after all they're members of a

firm, and one of them would never be able to carry
on the business without the other. Moreover mere
survival would be dreadful for either."

She was silent a little ; after which she exclaimed :

"
I don't know I wish he would survive !

"

"
May I on my side inquire which ?

"

"
If you can't guess I won't tell you."

"
I know the heart of woman. You always prefer

the other."

She halted again, looking round her.
"
Off here,

away from my husband, I can tell you. I'm in love

with him !

"

"
Unhappy woman, he has no passions," I an

swered.
"
That's exactly why I adore him. Doesn't a

woman with my history know the.passions of others

for insupportable ? An actress, poor thing, can't care

for any love that's not all on her side ;
she can't afford

to be repaid. My marriage proves that : a pretty

one, a lucky one like ours, is ruinous. Do you know
what was in my mind last night and all the while Mr.

Vawdrey read me those beautiful speeches ? An
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insane desire to see the author." And dramatically,
as if to hide her shame, Blanche Adney passed on.

"
We'll manage that," I returned.

"
I want an

other glimpse of him myself. But meanwhile please
remember that I've been waiting more than forty-

eight hours for the evidence that supports your
sketch, intensely suggestive and plausible, of- Lord
Mellifont's private life."

" Oh Lord Mellifont doesn't interest me."
" He did yesterday," I said.
"
Yes, but that was before I fell in love. You

blotted him out with your story."
"
You'll make me sorry I told it. Come," I pleaded,

"
if you don't let me know how your idea came

into your head I shall imagine you simply made it

up."
"
Let me recollect then, while we wander in this

velvet gorge."
We stood at the entrance of a charming crooked

valley, a portion of the level floor of which formed the

bed of a stream that was smooth with swiftness. We
turned into it, and the soft walk beside the clear

torrent drew us on and on
; till suddenly, as we con

tinued and I waited for my companion to remember,
a bend of the ravine showed us Lady Mellifont com

ing toward us. She was alone, under the canopy of

her parasol, drawing her sable train over the turf
;

and in this form, on the devious ways, she was a

sufficiently rare apparition. She mostly took out a

footman, who marched behind her on the highroads
and whose livery was strange to the rude rustics.

She blushed on seeing us, as if she ought somehow
to justify her being there

;
she laughed vaguely and

described herself as abroad but for a small early
stroll. We stood together thus, exchanging platitudes,
and then she told us how she had counted a little on

finding her husband.
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"
Is he in this quarter ?

"
I asked.

"
I supposed he would be. He came out an hour

ago to sketch."
" Have you been looking for him ?

"
Mrs. Adney

put to her.
" A little ; not very much," said Lady Mellifont.

Each of the women rested her eyes with some

intensity, as it seemed to me, on the eyes of the

other.
"
We'll look for him for you, if you like," said

Blanche.
" Oh it doesn't matter. I thought I'd join him."
" He won't make his sketch if you don't," my

conpanion hinted.
"
Perhaps he will if you do," said Lady Mellifont.

" Oh I daresay he'll turn up," I interposed." He certainly will if he knows we're here !

"

Blanche retorted.
"
Will you wait while we search ?

"
I asked of

Lady Mellifont.

She repeated that it was of no consequence ; upon
which Mrs. Adney went on :

"
We'll go into the

matter for our own pleasure."
"

I wish you a pleasant excursion," said her lady

ship, and was turning away when I sought to know
if we should inform her husband she was near.

"
That

I've followed him ?
"

She demurred a moment and
then jerked out oddly :

"
I think you had better not."

With this she took leave of us, floating a little stiffly

down the gorge.

My companion and I watched her retreat ; after

which we exchanged a stare and a light ghost of a

laugh rippled from the actress's lips.
"
She might be

walking in the shrubberies at Mellifont !

"

I had my view.
"
She suspects it, you know."

" And she doesn't want him to guess it. There
won't be any sketch."

"
Unless we overtake him," I suggested.

"
In that
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case we shall find him producing one, in the very most

graceful and established attitude, and the queer thing
is that it will be brilliant."

"Let us leave him alone he'll have to come
home without it," my friend contributed.

" He'd rather never come home. Oh he'll find a

public !

"

"
Perhaps he'll do it for the cows," Blanche risked

;

and as I was on the point of rebuking her profanity
she went on :

"
That's simply what I happened to

discover."
" What are you speaking of ?

"

" The incident of day before yesterday."
I jumped at it.

" Ah let's have it at last !

"

"
That's all it was that I was like Lady Mellifont :

I couldn't find him."
" Did you lose him ?

"

" He lost me that appears to be the way of it.

He supposed me gone. And then !

" But she'

paused, looking that is smiling volumes.
" You did find him, however ," I said as I wondered,

"
since you came home with him."
"

It was he who found me. That again is what
must happen. He's there from the moment he knows

somebody else is."
"

I understand his intermissions," I returned on
short reflexion,

"
but I don't quite seize the law that

governs them."
Ah Blanche had quite mastered it !

"
It's a fine

shade, but I caught it at that moment. I had started

to come home, I was tired and had insisted on his

not coming back with me. We had found some rare

flowers those I brought home and it was he who
had discovered almost all of them. It amused him

very much, and I knew he wanted to get more ; but
I was weary and I quitted him. He let me go where
else would have been his tact ? and I was too stupid
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then to have guessed that from the moment I wasn't

there no flower would be could be gathered. I

started homeward, but at the end of three minutes I

found I had brought away his penknife he had lent

it to me to trim a branch and I knew he'd need
it. I turned back a few steps to call him, but before I

spoke I looked about for him. You can't understand
what happened then without having the scene before

you."" You must take me there," I said.
" We may see the wonder here. The place was

simply one that offered no chance for concealment

a great gradual hillside without obstructions or

cavities or bushes or trees. There were some rocks

below me, behind which I myself had disappeared,
but from which on coming back I immediately
emerged again."

" Then he must have seen you."
" He was too absent, too utterly gone, as gone as a

candle blown out ;
for some reason best known to

himself. It was probably some moment of fatigue
he's getting on, you know, so that with the sense of

.returning solitude the reaction had been proportion

ately great, the extinction proportionately complete.
At any rate the stage was as bare as your hand."

"
Couldn't he have been somewhere else ?

"

" He couldn't have been, in the time, anywhere
but just where I had left him. Yet the place was

utterly empty as empty as this stretch of valley
in front of us. He had vanished he had ceased to

be. But as soon as my voice rang out I uttered

his name he rose before me like the rising sun."
" And where did the sun rise ?

"

'

Just where it ought to just where he would
have been and where I should have seen him had he

been like other people."
I had listened with the deepest interest, but it was
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my duty to think of objections.
" How long a time

elapsed between the moment you were sure of his

absence and the moment you called ?
"

" Oh but a few seconds. I don't pretend it was

long."
"
Long enough for you to be really certain?" I said.

"
Certain he wasn't there ?

"

"
Yes, and that you weren't mistaken, weren't

the victim of some hocus-pocus of your eyesight."
"I may have been mistaken but I feel too

strongly I wasn't. At any rate that's just why I

want you to look in his room."
I thought a moment.

" How can I when even
his wife doesn't dare to ?

"

"
She wants to

; propose it to her. It wouldn't

take much to make her. She does suspect."
I thought another moment. " Did he seem to

know ?
"

"
That I had missed him and might have immensely

wondered ? So it struck me but with it too that he

probably thought he had been quick enough. He
has, you see, to think that to take it mostly for

granted."
Ah I lost myself who could say ?

" But did

you speak at least of his disappearance ?
"

" Heaven forbid y pensez-vous ? It seemed to me
too strange.""

Quite right. And how did he look ?
"

Trying to think it out again and reconstitute her

miracle, Blanche Adney gazed abstractedly up the

valley. Suddenly she brought out :

"
Just as he looks

now !

"
and I saw Lord Mellifont stand before us

with his sketch-block. I took in as we met him that

he appeared neither suspicious nor blank : he simply
stood there, as he stood always everywhere, for the

principal feature of the scene. Naturally he had no
sketch to show us, but nothing could better have
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rounded off our actual conception of him than the

way he fell into position as we approached. He had
been selecting his point of view he took possession
of it with a flourish of the pencil. He leaned against
a rock

;
his beautiful little box of water-colours

reposed on a natural table beside him, a ledge of the

bank which showed how inveteratelynature ministered

to his convenience. He painted while he talked and
he talked while he painted ; and if the painting was
as miscellaneous as the talk, the talk would equally
have graced an album. We stayed while the ex
hibition went on, and the conscious profiles of the

peaks might to our apprehension have been interested

in his success. They grew as black as silhouettes in

paper, sharp against a livid sky from which, however,
there would be nothing to fear till Lord Mellifont's

sketch should be finished. All nature deferred to

him and the very elements waited. Blanche Adney
communed with me dumbly, and I could read the

language of her eyes :

" Oh if we could only do it as

well as that ! He fills the stage in a way that beats

us." We could no more have left him than we could

have quitted the theatre till the play was over
; but

in due time we turned round with him and strolled

back to the inn, before the door of which his lordship,

glancing again at his picture, tore the fresh leaf from
the block and presented it with a few happy words to

our friend. Then he went into the house
; and a

moment later, looking up from where we stood, we
saw him, above, at the window of his sitting-room
he had the best apartments watching the signs of

the weather.
"
He'll have to rest after this," Blanche said,

dropping her eyes on her water-colour.
"
Indeed he will !

"
I raised mine to the window :

Lord Mellifont had vanished.
"
He's already re-

absorbed."
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"
Reabsorbed ?

"
I could see the actress was now

thinking of something else.
"
Into the immensity of things. He has lapsed

again. The entr'acte has begun."
"

It ought to be long." She surveyed the terrace

and as at that moment the head-waiter appeared in

the doorway she suddenly turned to address him.
" Have you seen Mr. Vawdrey lately ?

"

The man immediately approached.
" He left the

house five minutes ago for a walk, I think. He
went down the pass ; he had a book."

I was watching the ominous clouds.
" He had

better have had an umbrella."

The waiter smiled.
"

I recommended him to take

one."
" Thank you," Blanche said

;
and the Oberkellner

withdrew. Then she went on abruptly :

"
Will you

do me a favour ?
"

"
Yes, if you'll do me one. Let me see if your

picture's signed."
She glanced at the sketch before giving it to me.

"
For a wonder it isn't."
"

It ought to be, for full value. May I keep it a

while ?
"

"
Yes, if you'll do what I ask. Take an umbrella

and go after Mr. Vawdrey."
" To bring him to Mrs. Adney ?

"

" To keep him out as long as you can."
"

I'll keep him as long as the rain holds off."
" Oh never mind the rain !

"
my companion

cried.
" Would you have us drenched ?

"

"
Without remorse." Then with a strange light in

her eyes :

"
I'm going to try."

" To try ?
"

" To see the real one. Oh if I can get at him !

"

she broke out with passion.
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"
Try, try !

"
I returned.

"
I'll keep our friend all

day."
"If I can get at the one who. does it

"
and

she paused with shining eyes
"

if I can have it

out with him I shall get another act, I shall have my
part !

"

"
I'll keep Vawdrey for ever !

"
I called after her

as she passed quickly into the house.

Her audacity was communicable and I stood there

in a glow of excitement. I looked at Lord Mellifont's

water-colour and I looked at the gathering storm
;

I

turned my eyes again to his lordship's windows and
then I bent them on my watch. Vawdrey had so

little the start of me that I should have time to over

take him, time even if I should take five minutes to

go up to Lord Mellifont's sitting-room where we had
all been hospitably received and say to him, as a

messenger, that Mrs. Adney begged he would bestow
on his sketch the high consecration of his signature.
As I again considered this work of art I noted there

was something it certainly did lack : what else then

but so noble an autograph ? It was my duty without

loss of time to make the deficiency good, and in

accordance with this view I instantly re-entered the

hotel. I went up to Lord Mellifont's apartments ; I

reached the door of his salon. Here, however, I

was met by a difficulty with which my extravagance
hadn't counted. If I were to knock I should spoil

everything ; yet was I prepared to dispense with this

ceremony ? I put myself the question and it em
barrassed me ;

I turned my little picture round and

round, but it gave me no answer I wanted. I wanted
it to say

"
Open the door gently, gently, without a

sound, yet very quickly : then you'll see what you'll
see." I had gone so far as to lay my hand on the

knob when I became aware (having my wits so about

me) that exactly in the manner I was thinking of
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gently, gently, without a sound another door had

moved, and on the opposite side of the hall. At the

same instant I found myself smiling rather con

strainedly at Lady Mellifont, who, seeing me, had
checked herself by the threshold of her room. For
a moment, as she stood there, we exchanged two or

three ideas that were the more singular for being so

unspoken. We had caught each other hovering and
to that extent understood each other ;

but as I

stepped over to her so that we were separated from

the sitting-room by the width of the hall her lips

formed the almost soundless entreaty :

"
Don't !

"

I could see in her conscious eyes everything the word

expressed the confession of her own curiosity and
the dread of the consequences of mine.

"
Don't !

"

she repeated as I stood before her. From the moment

my experiment could strike her as an act of violence

I was ready to renounce it ; yet I thought I caught
from her frightened face a still deeper betrayal a

possibility of disappointment if I should give way.
It was as if she had said :

"
I'll let you do it if you'll

take the responsibility. Yes, with some one else I'd

surprise him. But it would never do for him to think

it was I."
" We soon found Lord Mellifont," I observed in

allusion to our encounter with her an hour before,
"
and he was so good as to give this lovely sketch to

Mrs. Adney, who has asked me to come up and beg
him to put in the omitted signature."

Lady Mellifont took the drawing from me, and I

could guess the struggle that went on in her while

she looked at it. She waited to speak ;
then I felt all

her delicacies and dignities, all her old timidities and

pieties obstruct her great chance. She turned away
from me and, with the drawing, went back to her
room. She was absent for a couple of minutes, and
when she reappeared I could see she had vanquished
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her temptation, that even with a kind of resurgent
horror she had shrunk from it. She had deposited
the sketch in the room.

"
If you'll kindly leave the

picture with me I'll see that Mrs. Adney's request
is attended to," she said with great courtesy and

sweetness, but in a manner that put an end to our

colloquy.
I assented, with a somewhat artificial enthusiasm

perhaps, and then, to ease off our separation, re

marked that we should have a change of weather.
"
In that case we shall go we shall go immedi

ately," the poor lady returned. I was amused at the

eagerness with which she made this declaration : it

appeared to represent a coveted flight into safety, an

escape with her threatened secret. I was the more

surprised therefore when, as I was turning away, she

put out her hand to take mine. She had the pretext of

bidding me farewell, but as I shook hands with her on
this supposition I felt that what the movement really

conveyed was : "I thank you for the help you'd have

given me, but it's better as it is. If I should know, who
would help me then ?

" As I went to my room to get

my umbrella I said to myself :

"
She's sure, but she

won't put it to the proof."
A quarter of an hour later I had overtaken Clare

Vawdrey in the pass, and shortly after this we found

ourselves looking for refuge. The storm hadn't only

completely gathered, but had broken at the last with

extraordinary force. We scrambled up a hillside to an

empty cabin, a rough structure that was hardly more
than a shed for the protection of cattle. It was a toler

able shelter, however, and it had fissures through
which we could see the show, watch the grand rage of

nature. Our entertainment lasted an hour an hour

that has remained with me as full of odd disparities.

While the lightning played with the thunder and the

rain gushed in on our umbrellas, I said to myself that
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Clare Vawdrey was disappointing. I don't know ex

actly what I should have predicated of a great author

exposed to the fury of the elements, I can't say what

particular Manfred attitude I should have expected

my companion to assume, but it struck me somehow
that I shouldn't have looked to him to regale me in

such a situation with stories which I had already
heard about the celebrated Lady Ringrose. Her

ladyship formed the subject of Vawdrey's conversa

tion during this prodigious scene, though before it was

quite over he had launched out on Mr. Chafer, the

scarcely less notorious reviewer. It broke my heart

to hear a man like Vawdrey talk of reviewers. The

lightning projected a hard clearness upon the truth,

familiar to me for years, to which the last day or two
had added transcendent support the irritating certi

tude that for personal relations this admirable genius

thought his second-best good enough. It was, no

doubt, as society was made, but there was a con

tempt in the distinction which couldn't fail to be

galling to an admirer. The world was vulgar and

stupid, and the real man would have been a fool to

come out for it when he could gossip and dine by
deputy. None the less my heart sank as I felt him

practise this economy. I don't know exactly what
I wanted

;
I suppose I wanted him to make an excep

tion for me for me all alone, and all handsomely
and tenderly, in the vast horde of the dull. I almost
believed he would have done so had he known how
I worshipped his talent. But I had never been able

to translate this to him, and his application of his

principle was relentless. At any rate I was more
than ever sure that at such an hour his chair at

home at least wasn't empty : there was the Manfred

attitude, there were the responsive flashes. I could

only envy Mrs. Adney her presumable enjoyment of

them.
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The weather drew off at last and the rain abated

sufficiently to allow us to emerge from our asylum and
make our way back to the inn, where we found on our

arrival that our prolonged absence had produced
some agitation. It was judged apparently that the

storm had placed us in a predicament. Several of our

friends were at the door, who seemed just disconcerted

to note we were only drenched. Clare Vawdrey, for

some reason, had had the greater soaking, and he

took a straight course to his room. Blanche Adney
was among the persons collected to look out for us,

but as the subject of our speculation came toward
her she shrank from him without a greeting ;

with a

movement that I measured as almost one of coldness

she turned her back on him and went quickly into

the salon. Wet as I was I went in after her ;
on which

she immediately flung round and faced me. The first

thing I saw was that she had never been so beautiful.

There was a light of inspiration in her, and she broke

out to me in the quickest whisper, which was at the

same time the loudest cry I have ever heard :

"
I've

got my part \

"

" You went to his room I was right ?
"

"
Right ?

"
Blanche Adney repeated.

" Ah my dear

fellow !

"
she murmured.

" He was there you saw him ?
"

" He saw me. It was the hour of my life !

"

"
It must have been the hour of his, if you were

half as lovely as you are at this moment."
"
He's splendid," she pursued as if she didn't hear

me.
" He is the one who does it !

"
I listened, im

mensely impressed, and she added :

" We understood

each other."
"
By flashes of lightning ?

"

" Oh I didn't see the lightning then !

"

" How long were you there ?
"

I asked with ad

miration.
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"
Long enough to tell him I adore him."

" Ah that's what I've never been able to tell him !

"

I quite wailed.
"

I shall have my part I shall have my part !

"

she continued with triumphant indifference
;
and she

flung round the room with the joy of a girl, only

checking herself to say : "Go and change your
clothes."

" You shall have Lord Mellifont's signature," I

said.
" Oh hang Lord Mellifont's signature ! He's far

nicer than Mr. Vawdrey," she went on irrelevantly.
" Lord Mellifont ?

"
I pretended to inquire.

"
Confound Lord Mellifont !

" And Blanche Adney,
in her elation, brushed by me, whisking again through
the open door. Just outside of it she came upon her

husband
; whereupon with a charming cry of

"
We're

talking of you, my love !

"
she threw herself upon

him and kissed him.

I went to my room and changed my clothes, but
I remained there till the evening. The violence

of the storm had passed over us, but the rain had
settled down to a drizzle. On descending to dinner

I saw the change in the weather had already
broken up our party. The Mellifonts had departed
in a carriage and four, they had been followed by
others, and several vehicles had been bespoken for

the morning. Blanche Adney's was one of them, and
on the pretext that she had preparations to make
she quitted us directly after dinner. Clare Vawdrey
asked me what was the matter with her she suddenly
appeared to dislike him. I forget what answer I

gave, but I did my best to comfort him by driving

away with him the next day. Blanche had vanished

when we came down
; but they made up their

quarrel in London, for he finished his play, which
she produced. I must add that she is still never-
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theless in want of the great part. I've a beautiful

one in my head, but she doesn't come to see me
to stir me up about it. Lady Mellifont always drops
me a kind word when we meet, but that doesn't

console me.
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" UPON my honour you must be off your head !

"
cried

Spencer Coyle as the young man, with a white face,

stood there panting a little and repeating
"
Really

I've quite decided," and "
I assure you I've thought it

all out." They were both pale, but Owen Wingrave
smiled in a manner exasperating to his supervisor,
who however still discriminated sufficiently to feel his

grimace it was like an irrelevant leer the result

of extreme and conceivable nervousness.
"

It was certainly a mistake to have gone so far ;

but that's exactly why it strikes me I mustn't go
further," poor Owen said, waiting mechanically,
almost humbly he wished not to swagger, and indeed

had nothing to swagger about and carrying through
the window to the stupid opposite houses the dry
glitter of his eyes."

I'm unspeakably disgusted. You've made me
dreadfully ill

"
and Mr. Coyle looked in truth

thoroughly upset."
I'm very sorry. It was the fear of the effect on

you that kept me from speaking sooner."
: ' You should have spoken three months ago. Don't

you know your mind from one day to the other?
"
the

elder of the pair demanded.
The young man for a moment held himself : then

he quavered his plea.
"
You're very angry with me

and I expected it. I'm awfully obliged to you for all
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you've done for me. I'll do anything else for you in

return, but I can't do that. Every one else will let

me have it of course. I'm prepared for that I'm

prepared for everything. It's what has taken the

time : to be sure I was prepared. I think it's your
displeasure I feel most and regret most. But little

by little you'll get over it," Owen wound up.
'

You'll get over it rather faster, I suppose !

"
the

other satirically exclaimed. He was quite as agitated
as his young friend, and they were evidently in no
condition to prolong an encounter in which each drew
blood. Mr. Coyle was a professional

"
coach

"
; he

prepared aspirants for the army, taking only three or

four at a time, to whom he applied the irresistible

stimulus the possession of which was both his secret

and his fortune. He hadn't a great establishment ;
he

would have said himself that it was not a wholesale

business. Neither his system, his health nor his

temper could have concorded with numbers ;
so he

weighed and measured his pupils and turned away
more applicants than he passed. He was an artist in

his line, caring only for picked subjects and capable of

sacrifices almost passionate for the individual. He
liked ardent young men there were types of facility

and kinds of capacity to which he was indifferent

and he had taken a particular fancy to Owen Win-

grave. This young man's particular shade of ability,

to say nothing of his whole personality, almost cast

a spell and at any rate worked a charm. Mr. Coyle's
candidates usually did wonders, and he might have
sent up a multitude. He was a person exactly of the

stature of the great Napoleon, with a certain flicker of

genius in his light blue eye : it had been said of him
that he looked like a concert-giving pianist. The tone

of his favourite pupil now expressed, without intention

indeed, a superior wisdom that irritated him. He
hadn't at all suffered before from Wingrave's high
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opinion of himself, which had seemed justified by
remarkable parts ;

but to-day, of a sudden, it struck

him as intolerable. He cut short the discussion, de

clining absolutely to regard their relations as ter

minated, and remarked to his pupil that he had better

go off somewhere down to Eastbourne, say : the sea

would bring him round and take a few days to find

his feet and come to his senses. He could afford the

time, he was so well up : when Spencer Coyle remem
bered how well up he was he could have boxed his

ears. The tall athletic young man wasn't physically
a subject for simplified reasoning ;

but a troubled

gentleness in his handsome face, the index of com

punction mixed with resolution, virtually signified

that if it could have done any good he would have

turned both cheeks. He evidently didn't pretend that

his wisdom was superior ; he only presented it as his

own. It was his own career after all that was in

question. He couldn't refuse to go through the form

of trying Eastbourne or at least of holding his tongue,

though there was that in his manner which implied
that if he should do so it would be really to give Mr.

Coyle a chance to recuperate. He didn't feel a bit

overworked, but there was nothing more natural than

that, with their tremendous pressure, Mr. Coyle should

be. Mr. Coyle's own intellect would derive an advan

tage from his pupil's holiday. Mr. Coyle saw what
he meant, but controlled himself ;

he only de

manded, as his right, a truce -of three days.
Owen granted it, though as fostering sad illusions

this went visibly against his conscience ; but before

they separated the famous crammer remarked :

"
All the same I feel I ought to see some one. I

think you mentioned to me that your aunt had
come to town ?

"

" Oh yes she's in Baker Street. Do go and see

her," the boy said for comfort.
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His tutor sharply eyed him.
" Have you broached

this folly to her ?
"

,

" Not yet to no one. I thought it right to speak
to you first."

" Oh what you
'

think right
'

I

"
cried Spencer

Coyle, outraged by his young friend's standards. He
added that he would probably call on Miss Wingrave ;

after which the recreant youth got out of the house.

The latter didn't, none the less, start at once for

Eastbourne ; he only directed his steps to Kensington
Gardens, from which Mr. Coyle's desirable residence

he was terribly expensive and had a big house

was not far removed. The famous coach
"
put up

"

his pupils, and Owen had mentioned to the butler

that he would be back to dinner. The spring day
was warm to his young blood, and he had a book
in his pocket which, when he had passed into the

Gardens and, after a short stroll, dropped into a

chair, he took out with the slow soft sigh that finally

ushers in a pleasure postponed. He stretched his

long legs and began to read it
;

it was a volume of

Goethe's poems. He had been for days in a state of

the highest tension, and now that the cord had snapped
the relief was proportionate ; only it was character

istic of him that this deliverance should take the

form of an intellectual pleasure. If he had thrown

up the probability of a magnificent career it wasn't

to dawdle along Bond Street nor parade his indif

ference in the window of a club. At any rate he had
in a few moments forgotten everything the tre

mendous pressure, Mr. Coyle's disappointment and
even his formidable aunt in Baker Street. If these

watchers had overtaken him there would surely have
been some excuse for their exasperation. There was
no doubt he was perverse, for his very choice of a

pastime only showed how he had got up his German.
" What the devil's the matter with him, do you
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know ?
"

Spencer Coyle asked that afternoon of

young Lechmere, who had never before observed

the head of the establishment to set a fellow such an

example of bad language. Young Lechmere was not

only Wingrave's fellow-pupil, he was supposed to be
his intimate, indeed quite his best friend, and had

unconsciously performed for Mr. Coyle the office of

making the promise of his great gifts more vivid by
contrast. He was short and sturdy and as a general

thing uninspired, and Mr. Coyle, who found no
amusement in believing in him, had never thought
him less exciting than as he stared now out of a face

from which you could no more guess whether he had

caught an idea than you could judge of your dinner

by looking at a dish-cover. Young Lechmere con
cealed such achievements as if they had been youthful
indiscretions. At any rate he could evidently conceive

no reason why it should be thought there was anything
more than usual the matter with the companion of

his studies ;
so Mr. Coyle had to continue :

" He
declines to go up. He chucks the whole shop !

"

The first thing that struck young Lechmere in the

case was the freshness, as of a forgotten vernacular,
it had imparted to the governor's vocabulary.

" He
doesn't want to go to Sandhurst ?

"

" He doesn't want to go anywhere. He gives up
the army altogether. He objects," said Mr. Coyle
in a tone that made young Lechmere almost hold

his breath,
"
to the military profession.""

Why it has been the profession of all his family !

"

"
Their profession ? It has been their religion !

Do you know Miss Wingrave ?
"

" Oh yes. Isn't she awful ?
"

young Lechmere

candidly ejaculated.
His instructor demurred.

"
She's formidable, if

you mean that, and it's right she should be ; because

somehow in her very person, good maiden lady as
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she is, she represents the might, she represents the

traditions and the exploits, of the British army. She

represents the expansive property of the English
name. I think his family can be trusted to come down
on him, but every influence should be set in motion.

I want to know what yours is. Can you do anything
in the matter ?

"

"
I can try a couple of rounds with him," said

young Lechmere reflectively.
" But he knows a fear

ful lot. He has the most extraordinary ideas."

"Then he has told you some of them he has

taken you into his confidence ?
"

"
I've heard him jaw by the yard," smiled the

honest youth.
" He has told me he despises it."

" What is it he despises ? I can't make out."

The most consecutive of Mr. Coyle's nurslings
considered a moment, as if he were conscious of a

responsibility.
"
Why I think just soldiering, don't

you know ? He says we take the wrong view of

it."
" He oughtn't to talk to you that way. It's cor

rupting the youth of Athens. It's sowing sedition."
" Oh I'm all right !

"
said young Lechmere.

" And
he never told me he meant to chuck it. I always
thought he meant to see it through, simply because

he had to. He'll argue on any side you like. He
can talk your head off I will say that for him. But
it's a tremendous pity I'm sure he'd have a big
career."

"
Tell him so then

; plead with him ; struggle with

him for God's sake."
"

I'll do what I can I'll tell him it's a regular
shame."

"
Yes, strike that note insist on the disgrace

of it."

The young man gave Mr. Coyle a queer look.
"
I'm

sure he wouldn't do anything dishonourable."
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"
Well if won't look right. He must be made

to feel that work it up. Give him a comrade's

point of view that of a brother-in-arms."
"
That's what I thought we were going to be !

"

young Lechmere mused romantically, much uplifted

by the nature of the mission imposed on him.
"
He's

an awfully good sort."
" No one will think so if he backs out !

"
said

Spencer Coyle."
Well, they mustn't say it to me !

"
his pupil

rejoined with a flush.

Mr. Coyle debated, noting his tone and aware that

in the perversity of things, though this young man
was a born soldier, no excitement would ever attach

to his alternatives save perhaps on the part of the

nice girl to whom at an early day he was sure to be

placidly united.
" Do you like him very much do

you believe in him ?
"

Young Lechmere's life in these days was spent in

answering terrible questions, but he had never been

put through so straight a lot as these.
"
Believe in

him ? Rather !

"

" Then save him !

"

The poor boy was puzzled, as if it were forced

upon him by this intensity that there was more in

such an appeal than could appear on the surface ;

and he doubtless felt that he was but apprehending
a complex situation when after another moment, with

his hands in his pockets, he replied hopefully but not

pompously : "I daresay I can bring him round !

"
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BEFORE seeing young Lechmere Mr. Coyle had deter

mined to telegraph an inquiry to Miss Wingrave.
He had prepaid the answer, which, being promptly
put into his hand, brought the interview we have just
related to a close. He immediately drove off to Baker

Street, where the lady had said she awaited him, and
five minutes after he got there, as he sat with Owen
Wingrave's remarkable aunt, he repeated several

times over, in his angry sadness and with the in

fallibility of his experience :

"
He's so intelligent

he's so intelligent !

" He had declared it had been a

luxury to put such a fellow through."
Of course he's intelligent ; what else could he be ?

We've never, that I know of, had but one idiot in the

family !

"
said Jane Wingrave. This was an allusion

that Mr. Coyle could understand, and it brought home
to him another of the reasons for the disappointment,
the humiliation as it were, of the good people at Para-

more, at the same time that it gave an example of the

conscientious coarseness he had on former occasions

observed in his. hostess. Poor Philip Wingrave, her

late brother's eldest son, was literally imbecile and
banished from view ; deformed, unsocial, irretrievable,

he had been relegated to a private asylum and had
become among the friends of the family only a little

hushed lugubrious legend. All the hopes of the house,

picturesque Paramore, now unintermittently old Sir
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Philip's rather melancholy home his infirmities

would keep him there to the last were therefore

gathered on the second boy's head, which nature, as

if in compunction for her previous botch, had, in

addition to making it strikingly handsome, filled with

a marked and general readiness. These two had been

the only children of the old man's only son, who, like

so many of his ancestors, had given up a gallant young
life to the service of his country. Owen Wingrave
the elder had received his death-cut, in close quarters,
from an Afghan sabre

;
the blow had come crashing

across his skull. His wife, at that time in India, was
about to give birth to her third child

;
and when the

event took place, in darkness and anguish, the baby
came lifeless into the world and the mother sank
under the multiplication of her woes. The second

of the little boys in England, who was at Paramore
with his grandfather, became the peculiar charge of

his aunt, the only unmarried one, and during the

interesting Sunday that, by urgent invitation, Spencer
Coyle, busy as he was, had, after consenting to put
Owen through, spent under that roof, the celebrated

crammer received a vivid impression of the influence

exerted at least in intention by Miss Wingrave. In
deed the picture of this short visit remained with the

observant little man a curious one the vision of an

impoverished Jacobean house, shabby and remarkably"
creepy," but full of character still and full of felicity

as a setting for the distinguished figure of the peaceful
old soldier. Sir Philip Wingrave, a relic rather than
a celebrity, was a small brown erect octogenarian,
with smouldering eyes and a studied courtesy. He
liked to do the diminished honours of his house, but
even when with a shaky hand he lighted a bedroom
candle for a deprecating guest it was impossible not
to feel him, beneath the surface, a merciless old man
of blood. The eye of the imagination could glance
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back into his crowded Eastern past back at episodes
in which his scrupulous forms would only have made
him more terrible. He had his legend and oh there

were stories about him !

Mr. Coyle remembered also two other figures a

faded inoffensive Mrs. Julian, domesticated there by
a system of frequent visits as the widow of an officer

and a particular friend of Miss Wingrave, and a re

markably clever little girl of eighteen, who was .this

lady's daughter and who struck the speculative visitor

as already formed for other relations. She was very

impertinent to Owen, and in the course of a long walk
that he had taken with the young man and the effect

of which, in much talk, had been to clinch his high

opinion of him, he had learned for Owen chattered

confidentially that Mrs. Julian was the sister of a

very gallant gentleman, Captain Hume-Walker of

the Artillery, who had fallen in the Indian Mutiny
and between whom and Miss Wingrave (it had been
that lady's one known concession) a passage of some

delicacy, taking a tragic turn, was believed to have
been enacted. They had been engaged to be married,
but she had given way to the jealousy of her nature

had broken with him and sent him off to his fate,

which had been horrible. A passionate sense of

having wronged him, a hard eternal remorse had

thereupon taken possession of her, and when his

poor sister, linked also to a soldier, had by a still

heavier blow been left almost without resources, she

had devoted herself grimly to a long expiation. She

had sought comfort in taking Mrs. Julian to live

much of the time at Paramore, where she became an
unremunerated though not uncriticised housekeeper,
and Spencer Coyle rather fancied it a part of this

comfort that she could at leisure trample on her. The

impression of Jane Wingrave was not the faintest

he had gathered on that intensifying Sunday an
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occasion singularly tinged for him with the sense of

bereavement and mourning and memory, of names
never mentioned, of the far-away plaint of widows and
the echoes of battles and bad news. It was all military

indeed, and Mr. Coyle was made to shudder a little

at the profession of which he helped to open the door

to otherwise harmless young men. Miss Wingrave
might moreover have made such a bad conscience

worse so cold and clear a good one looked at him
out of her hard fine eyes and trumpeted in her

sonorous voice.

She was a high distinguished person, angular but

not awkward, with a large forehead and abundant
black hair arranged like that of a woman conceiving

perhaps excusably of her head as
"
noble," and to-day

irregularly streaked with white. If however she repre
sented for our troubled friend the genius of a military
race it was not that she had the step of a grenadier or

the vocabulary of a camp-follower ; it was only that

such sympathies were vividly implied in the general
fact to which her very presence and each of her actions

and glances and tones were a constant and direct

allusion the paramount valour of her family. If

she was military it was because she sprang from a

military house and because she wouldn't for the

world have been anything but what the Wingraves
had been. She was almost vulgar about her ancestors,

and if one had been tempted to quarrel with her one
would have found a fair pretext in her defective sense

of proportion. This temptation however said nothing
to Spencer Coyle, for whom, as a strong character

revealing itself in colour and sound, she was almost a
"
treat

"
and who was glad to regard her as a force

exerted on his own side. He wished her nephew had
more of her narrowness instead of being almost

cursed with the tendency to look at things in their

relations. He wondered why when she came up to
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town she always resorted to Baker Street for lodgings.
He had never known nor heard of Baker Street as a
residence he associated it only with bazaars and

photographers. He divined in her a rigid indifference

to everything that was not the passion of her life.

Nothing really mattered to her but that, and she

would have occupied apartments in Whitechapel if

they had been an item in her tactics. She had received

her visitor in a large cold faded room, furnished with

slippery seats and decorated with alabaster vases and
wax-flowers. The only little personal comfort for

which she appeared to have looked out was a fat cata

logue of the Army and Navy Stores, which reposed on
a vast desolate table-cover of false blue. Her clear

forehead it was like a porcelain slate, a receptacle
for addresses and sums had flushed when her

nephew's crammer told her the extraordinary news ;

but he saw she was fortunately more angry than fright
ened. She had essentially, she would always have,
too little imagination for fear, and the healthy habit

moreover of facing everything had taught her that the

occasion usually found her a quantity to reckon with.

He saw that her only present fear could have been that

of the failure to prevent her nephew's showing publicly
for an ass, or for worse, and that to such an apprehen
sion as this she was in fact inaccessible. Practically
too she was not troubled by surprise ;

she recognised
none of the futile, none of the subtle sentiments. If

Owen had for an hour made a fool of himself she was

angry ;
disconcerted as she would have been on learn

ing that he had confessed to debts or fallen in love

with a low girl. But there remained in any annoy
ance the saving fact that no one could make a fool

of her.
"

I don't know when I've taken such an interest in

a young man I think I've never done it since I

began to handle them," Mr. Coyle said.
"

I like him,
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I believe in him. It's been a delight to see how he

was going."
" Oh I know how they go !

"
Miss Wingrave threw

back her head with an air as acquainted as if a head

long array of the generations had flashed before her

with a rattle of their scabbards and spurs. Spencer

Coyle recognised the intimation that she had nothing
to learn from anybody about the natural carriage of

a Wingrave, and he even felt convicted by her next

words of being, in her eyes, with the troubled story of

his check, his weak complaint of his pupil, rather a

poor creature.
"

If you like him," she exclaimed,
"
for

mercy's sake keep him quiet !

"

Mr. Coyle began to explain to her that this was less

easy than she appeared to imagine ; but it came home
to him that she really grasped little of what he said.

The more he insisted that the boy had a kind of intel

lectual independence, the more this struck her as a

conclusive proof that her nephew was a Wingrave and
a soldier. It was not till he mentioned to her that

Owen had spoken of the profession of arms as of

something that would be
"
beneath

"
him, it was not

till her attention was arrested by this intenser light
on the complexity of the problem, that she broke out

after a moment's stupefied reflexion :

"
Send him to

see me at once !

"

"
That's exactly what I wanted to ask your leave

to do. But I've wanted also to prepare you for the

worst, to make you understand that he strikes me as

really obstinate, and to suggest to you that the most

powerful arguments at your command especially
if you should be able to put your hand on some in

tensely practical one will be none too effective."
"

I think I've got a powerful argument
"

and
Miss Wingrave looked hard at her visitor. He didn't

know in the least what this engine might be, but he

begged her to drag it without delay into the field. He
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promised their young man should come to Baker
Street that evening, mentioning however that he had

already urged him to spend a couple of the very next

days at Eastbourne. This led Jane Wingrave to in

quire with surprise what virtue there might be in that

expensive remedy, and to reply with decision when
he had said

" The virtue of a little rest, a little change,
a little relief to overwrought nerves,"

" Ah don't

coddle him he's costing us a great deal of money !

I'll talk to him and I'll take him down to Paramore ;

he'll be dealt with there, and I'll send him back to

you straightened out."

Spencer Coyle hailed this pledge superficially with

satisfaction, but before he quitted the strenuous lady
he knew he had really taken on a new anxiety a

restlessness that made him say to himself, groaning

inwardly : "Oh she is a grenadier at bottom, and
she'll have no tact. I don't know what her powerful

argument is
;

I'm only afraid she'll be stupid and
make him worse. The old man's better he's capable
of tact, though he's not quite an extinct volcano.

Owen will probably put him in a rage. In short it's

a difficulty that the boy's the best of them."
He felt afresh that evening at dinner that the boy

was the best of them. Young Wingrave who, he

was pleased to observe, had not yet proceeded to the

seaside appeared at the repast as usual, looking in

evitably a little self-conscious, but not too original for

Bayswater. He talked very naturally to Mrs. Coyle,
who had thought him from the first the most beautiful

young man they had ever received ;
so that the person

most ill at ease was poor Lechmere, who took great

trouble, as if from the deepest delicacy, not to meet
the eye of his misguided mate. Spencer Coyle how
ever paid the price of his own profundity in feeling

more and more worried
;
he could so easily see that

there were all sorts of things in his young friend that
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the people of Paramore wouldn't understand. He
began even already to react against the notion of his

being harassed to reflect that after all he had a

right to his idea to remember that he was of a sub

stance too fine to be handled with blunt fingers. It

was in this way that the ardent little crammer, with his

whimsical perceptions and complicated sympathies,
was generally condemned not to settle down com

fortably either to -his displeasures or to his enthusi

asms. His love of the real truth never gave him a

chance to enjoy them. He mentioned to Wingrave
after dinner the propriety of an immediate visit to

Baker Street, and the young man, looking
"
queer," as

he thought that is smiling again with the perverse

high spirit in a wrong cause that he had shown in

their recent interview went off to face the ordeal.

Spencer Coyle was sure he was scared he was
afraid of his aunt

; but somehow this didn't strike

him as a sign of pusillanimity. He should have been

scared, he was well aware, in the poor boy's place, and
the sight of his pupil marching up to the battery in

spite of his terrors was a positive suggestion of the

temperament of a soldier. Many a plucky youth
would have funked this special exposure." He has got ideas !

"
young Lechmere broke out to

his instructor after his comrade had quitted the house.

He was bewildered and rather rueful he had an
emotion to work off. He had before dinner gone
straight at his friend, as Mr. Coyle had requested, and
had elicited from him that his scruples were founded
on an overwhelming conviction of the stupidity the
"
crass barbarism

"
he called it of war. His great

complaint was that people hadn't invented anything
cleverer, and he was determined to show, the only way
he could, that he wasn't so dull a brute.

" And he thinks all the great generals ought to have
been shot, and that Napoleon Bonaparte in particular,
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the greatest, was a scoundrel, a criminal, a monster
for whom language has no adequate name !

"
Mr.

Coyle rejoined, completing young Lechmere's picture." He favoured you, I see, with exactly the same pearls
of wisdom that he produced for me. But I want to

know what you said."
"

I said they were awful rot !

"
Young Lechmere

spoke with emphasis and was slightly surprised to

hear Mr. Coyle laugh, out of tune, at this just declara

tion, and then after a moment continue :

"
It's all very curious I daresay there's some

thing in it. But it's a pity !

"

" He told me when it was that the question began
to strike him in that light. Four or five years ago,
when he did a lot of reading about all the great swells

and their campaigns Hannibal and Julius Caesar,

Marlborough and Frederick and Bonaparte. He has

done a lot of reading, and he says it opened his eyes.
He says that a wave of disgust rolled over him. He
talked about the

'

immeasurable misery
'

of wars, and
asked me why nations don't tear to pieces the govern
ments, the rulers that go in for them. He hates poor
old Bonaparte worst of all."

"
Well, poor old Bonaparte was a scoundrel.

He was a frightful ruffian," Mr. Coyle unexpectedly
declared.

"
But I suppose you didn't admit

that."
" Oh I daresay he was objectionable, and I'm very

glad we laid him on his back. But the point I made to

Wingrave was that his own behaviour would excite no
end of remark." And young Lechmere hung back but

an instant before adding : "I told him he must be

prepared for the worst."
"
Of course he asked you what you meant by the

'

worst,'
"

said Spencer Coyle."
Yes, he asked me that, and do you know what I

said ? I said people would call his conscientious
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scruples and his wave of disgust a mere pretext. Then
he asked

' A pretext for what ?
'

" Ah he rather had you there !

"
Mr. Coyle re

turned with a small laugh that was mystifying to his

pupil." Not a bit for I told him."
" What did you tell him ?

"

Once more, for a few seconds, with his conscious

eyes in his instructor's, the young man delayed."
Why what we spoke of a few hours ago. The

appearance he'd present of not having
"

The
honest youth faltered afresh, but brought it out :

" The military temperament, don't you know ? But
do you know how he cheeked us on that ?

"
young

Lechmere went on.
" Damn the military temperament !

"
the crammer

promptly replied.

Young Lechmere stared. Mr. Coyle's tone left

him uncertain if he were attributing the phrase to

Wingrave or uttering his own opinion, but he ex
claimed :

"
Those were exactly his words !

"
:v: . h

" He doesn't care," said Mr. Coyle."
Perhaps not. But it isn't fair for him to abuse

us fellows. I told him it's the finest temperament in

the world, and that there's nothing so splendid as

pluck and heroism."
" Ah there you had him I

"

"
I told him it was unworthy of him to abuse a gal

lant, a magnificent profession. I told him there's no

type so fine as that of the soldier doing his duty.""
That's essentially your type, my dear boy."

Young Lechmere blushed
;
he couldn't make out

and the danger was naturally unexpected to him
whether at that moment he didn't exist mainly for the

recreation of his friend. But he was partly reassured

by the genial way this friend continued, laying a hand
on his shoulder :

"
Keep at him that way ! We may
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do something. I'm in any case extremely obliged to

you."
Another doubt however remained unassuaged a

doubt which led him to overflow yet again before

they dropped the painful subject : "He doesn't care !

But it's awfully odd he shouldn't !

"

"
So it is, but remember what you said this after

noon I mean about your not advising people to

make insinuations to you.""
I believe I should knock the beggar down !

"
said

young Lechmere. Mr. Coyle had got up ; the con
versation had taken place while they sat together
after Mrs. Coyle's withdrawal from the dinner-table,
and the head of the establishment administered to his

candid charge, on principles that were a part of his

thoroughness, a glass of excellent claret. The disciple
in question, also on his feet, lingered an instant, not

for another
"
go," as he would have called it, at the

decanter, but to wipe his microscopic moustache with

prolonged and unusual care. His companion saw he

had something to bring out which required a final

effort, and waited for him an instant with a hand on
the knob of the door. Then as young Lechmere drew
nearer Spencer Coyle grew conscious of an unwonted

intensity in the round and ingenuous face. The boy
was nervous, but tried to behave like a man of the

world.
"
Of course it's between ourselves," he stam

mered,
"
and I wouldn't breathe such a word to any

one who wasn't interested in poor Wingrave as you
are. But do you think he funks it ?

"

Mr. Coyle looked at him so hard an instant that he

was visibly frightened at what he had said.
"
Funks

it ! Funks what ?
"

"
Why what we're talking about the service."

Young Lechmere gave a little gulp and added with

a want of active wit almost pathetic to Spencer Coyle :

"
The dangers, you know !

"
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" Do you mean he's thinking of his skin ?

"

Young Lechmere's eyes expanded appealingly, and
what his instructor saw in his pink face even think

ing he saw a tear was the dread of a disappoint
ment shocking in the degree in which the loyalty of

admiration had been great.
"

Is he is he beastly afraid ?
"
repeated the honest

lad with a quaver of suspense.
" Dear no !

"
said Spencer Coyle, turning his back.

On which young Lechmere felt a little snubbed and
even a little ashamed. But still more he felt relieved.
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LESS than a week after this the elder man received

a note from Miss Wingrave, who had immediately
quitted London with her nephew. She proposed he
should come down to Paramore for the following

Sunday Owen was really so tiresome. On the spot,
in that house of examples and memories and in

combination with her poor dear father, who was
"
dreadfully annoyed," it might be worth their while

to make a last stand. Mr. Coyle read between the

lines of this letter that the party at Paramore had got
over a good deal of ground since Miss Wingrave, in

Baker Street, had treated his despair as superficial.

She wasn't an insinuating woman, but she went so

far as to put the question on the ground of his con

ferring a particular favour on an afflicted family ; and
she expressed the pleasure it would give them should

he be accompanied by Mrs. Coyle, for whom she

enclosed a separate invitation. She mentioned that

she was also writing, subject to Mr. Coyle's approval,
to young Lechmere. She thought such a nice manly
boy might do her wretched nephew some good. The
celebrated crammer decided to embrace this occasion

;

and now it was the case not so much that he was

angry as that he was anxious. As he directed his

answer to Miss Wingrave's letter he caught himself

smiling at the thought that at bottom he was

going to defend his ex-pupil rather than to give him
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away. He said to his wife, who was a fair fresh slow

woman a person of much more presence than himself

that she had better take Miss Wingrave at her word :

it was such an extraordinary, such a fascinating

specimen of an old English home. This last allusion

was softly sarcastic he had accused the good lady
more than once of being in love with Owen Wingrave.
She admitted that she was, she even gloried in her

passion ;
which shows that the subject, between them,

was treated in a liberal spirit. She carried out the joke

by accepting the invitation with eagerness. Young
Lechmere was delighted to do the same

;
his instructor

had good-naturedly taken the view that the little break

would freshen him up for his last spurt.
It was the fact that the occupants of Paramore did

indeed take their trouble hard that struck our friend

after he had been an hour or two in that fine old

house. This very short second visit, beginning on the

Saturday evening, was to constitute the strangest

episode of his life. As soon as he found himself in

private with his wife they had retired to dress for

dinner they called each other's attention with effusion

and almost with alarm to the sinister gloom diffused

through the place. The house was admirable from
its old grey front, which came forward in wings so as

to form three sides of a square, but Mrs. Coyle made
no scruple to declare that if she had known in advance
the sort of impression she was going to receive she

would never have put her foot in it. She character

ised it as
"
uncanny

"
and as looking wicked and

weird, and she accused her husband of not having
warned her properly. He had named to her in advance
some of the appearances she was to expect, but while

she almost feverishly dressed she had innumerable

questions to ask. He hadn't told her about the girl,

the extraordinary girl, Miss Julian that is, he hadn't

told her that this young lady, who in plain terms
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was a mere dependent, would be in effect, and as a

consequence of the way she carried herself, the most

important person in the house. Mrs. Coyle was

already prepared to announce that she hated Miss

Julian's affectations. Her husband above all hadn't

told her that they should find their young charge

looking five years older.
"

I couldn't imagine that," Spencer said,
"
nor that

the character of the crisis here would be quite so per

ceptible. But I suggested to Miss Wingrave the other

day that they should press her nephew in real earnest,

and she has taken me at my word. They've cut off

his supplies' they're trying to starve him out. That's

not what I meant but indeed I don't quite know

to-day what I meant. Owen feels the pressure, but

he won't yield." The strange thing was that, now
he was there, the brooding little coach knew still

better, even while half-closing his eyes to it, that his

own spirit had been caught up by a wave of reaction.

If he was there it was because he was on poor Owen's

side. His whole impression, his whole apprehension,
had on the spot become much deeper. There was

something in the young fanatic's very resistance that

began to charm him. When his wife, in the intimacy
of the conference I have mentioned, threw off the

mask and commended even with extravagance the

stand his pupil had taken (he was too good to be a
horrid soldier and it was noble of him to suffer for

his convictions wasn't he as upright as a young
hero, even though as pale as a Christian martyr ?) the

good lady only expressed the sympathy which, under

cover of regarding his late inmate as a rare exception,
he had already recognised in his own soul.

For, half an hour ago, after they had had super
ficial tea in the brown old hall of the house, that

searcher into the reasons of things had proposed to

him, before going to dress, a short turn outside, and
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had even, on the terrace, as they walked together to

one of the far ends, passed his hand entreatingly
into his companion's arm, permitting himself thus a

familiarity unusual between pupil and master and
calculated to show he had guessed whom he could

most depend on to be kind to him. Spencer Coyle had
on his own side guessed something, so that he wasn't

surprised at the boy's having a particular confidence

to make. He had felt on arriving that each member
of the party would want to get hold of him first, and
he knew that at that moment Jane Wingrave was

peering through the ancient blur of one of the windows
the house had been modernised so little that the

thick dim panes were three centuries old to see

whether her nephew looked as if he were poisoning
the visitor's mind. Mr. Coyle lost no time therefore

in reminding the youth though careful to turn it to

a laugh as he did so that he hadn't come down
to Paramore to be corrupted. He had come down to

make, face to face, a last appeal, which he hoped
wouldn't be utterly vain. Owen smiled sadly as they
went, asking him if he thought he had the general
air of a feUow who was going to knock under.

"
I think you look odd I think you look ill,"

Spencer Coyle said very honestly. They had paused
at the end of the terrace.

"
I've had to exercise a great power of resistance,

and it rather takes it out of one."
" Ah my dear boy, I wish your great power for

you evidently possess it were exerted in a better

cause !

"

Owen Wingrave smiled down at his small but erect

instructor.
"

I don't believe that !

" Then he added,
to explain why :

"
Isn't what you want (if you're so

good as to think well of my character) to see me
exert most power, in whatever direction ? Well, this

is the way I exert most." He allowed he had had
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some terrible hours with his grandfather, who had
denounced him in a way to make his hair stand up on
his head. He had expected them not to like it, not a

bit, but had had no idea they would make such a row.

His aunt was different, but she was equally insulting.
Oh they had made him feel they were ashamed of

him ; they accused him of putting a public dishonour

on their name. He was the only one who had ever

backed out he was the first for three hundred years.

Every one had known he was to go up, and now every
one would know him for a young hypocrite who

suddenly pretended to have scruples. They talked

of his scruples as you wouldn't talk of a cannibal's

god. His grandfather had called him outrageous
names.

" He called me he called me '

Here
Owen faltered and his voice failed him. He looked

as haggard as was possible to a young man in such

splendid health.
"

I probably know !

"
said Spencer Coyle with a

nervous laugh.
His companion's clouded eyes, as if following the

last strange consequences of things, rested for an
instant on a distant object. Then they met his own
and for another moment sounded them deeply. "It
isn't true. No, it isn't. It's not that !

"

"
I don't suppose it is ! But what do you propose

instead of it ?
"

"
Instead of what ?

"

"
Instead of the stupid solution of war. If you take

that away you should suggest at least a substitute."
"
That's for the people in charge, for governments

and cabinets," said Owen.
"

They'll arrive soon

enough at a substitute, in the particular case, if

they're made to understand that they'll be hanged
and also drawn and quartered if they don't find

one. Make it a capital crime ; that will quicken the

wits of ministers !

"
His eyes brightened as he spoke,
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and he looked assured and exalted. Mr. Coyle gave
a sigh of sad surrender it was really a stiff obsession.

He saw the moment after this when Owen was on
the point of asking if he too thought him a coward ;

but he was relieved to be able to judge that he either

didn't suspect him of it or shrank uncomfortably
from putting the question to the test. Spencer Coyle
wished to show confidence, but somehow a direct

assurance that he didn't doubt of his courage was
too gross a compliment it would be like saying he

didn't doubt of his honesty. The difficulty was pre

sently averted by Owen's continuing :

"
My grand

father can't break the entail, but I shall have nothing
but this place, which, as you know, is small and, with

the Way rents are going, has quite ceased to yield an

income. He has some money not much, but such

as it is he cuts me off. My aunt does the same she

has let me know her intentions. She was to have left

me her six hundred a year. It was all settled, but now
what's definite is that I don't get a penny of it if I

give up the army. I must add in fairness that I have
from my mother three hundred a year of my own.
And I tell you the simple truth when 1 say I don't care

a rap for the loss of the money." The young man
drew the long slow breath of a creature in pain ;

then

he added :

"
That's not what worries me !

"

" What are you going to do instead then ?
"

his

friend asked without other comment.
"

I don't know perhaps nothing. Nothing great
at all events. Only something peaceful !

"

Owen gave a weary smile, as if, worried as he was,
he could yet appreciate the humorous effect of such a

declaration from a Wingrave ;
but what it suggested

to his guest, who looked up at him with a sense that

he was after all not a Wingrave for nothing and had
a military steadiness under fire, was the exaspera
tion that such a profession, made in such a way and
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striking them as the last word of the inglorious, might
well have produced on the part of his grandfather and
his aunt.

"
Perhaps nothing

" when he might carry
on the great tradition ! Yes, he wasn't weak, and he
was interesting ; but there was clearly a point of view
from which he was provoking.

" What is it then that

worries you ?
"
Mr. Coyle demanded.

" Oh the house the very air and feeling of it.

There are strange voices in it that seem to mutter at

me to say dreadful things as I pass. I mean the

general consciousness and responsibility of what I'm

doing. Of course it hasn't been easy for me any
thing rather ! I assure you I don't enjoy it." With a

light in them that was like a longing for justice Owen
again bent his eyes on those of the little coach ;

then

he pursued :

"
I've started up all the old ghosts. The

very portraits glower at me on the walls. There's one

of my great-great-grandfather (the one the extra

ordinary story you know is about the old fellow who

hangs on the second landing of the big staircase)
that fairly stirs on the canvas, just heaves a little,

when I come near it. I have to go up and down stairs

it's rather awkward ! It's what my aunt calls the

family circle, and they sit, ever so grimly, in judge
ment. The circle's all constituted here, it's a kind of

awful encompassing presence, it stretches away into

the past, and when I came back with her the other

day Miss Wingrave told me I wouldn't have the im

pudence to stand in the midst of it and say such

things. I had to say them to my grandfather ;
but

now that I've said them it seems to me the question's
ended. I want to go away I don't care if I never

come back again."
" Oh you are a soldier ; you must fight it out !

"

Mr. Coyle laughed.
The young man seemed discouraged at his levity,

but as they turned round, strolling back in the direc-
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tion from which they had come, he himself smiled

faintly after an instant and replied :

" Ah we're

tainted all !

"

They walked in silence part of the way to the old

portico ; then the elder of the pair, stopping short after

having assured himself he was at a sufficient distance

from the house not to be heard, suddenly put the

question :

" What does Miss Julian say ?
"

"
Miss Julian ?

" Owen had perceptibly coloured.
"
I'm sure she hasn't concealed her opinion."

" Oh it's the opinion of the family-circle, for she's

a member of it of course. And then she has her own
as well."

" Her own opinion ?
"

" Her own family-circle."" Do you mean her mother that patient lady ?
"

"
I mean more particularly her father, who fell in

battle. And her grandfather, and his father, and her

uncles and great-uncles they all fell in battle."

Mr. Coyle, his face now rather oddly set, took it in.
"
Hasn't the sacrifice of so many lives been sufficient ?

Why should she sacrifice you ?
"

" Oh she hates me !

" Owen declared as they re

sumed- their walk.
" Ah the hatred of pretty girls for fine young men !

"

cried Spencer Coyle.
He didn't believe in it, but his wife did, it appeared

perfectly, when he mentioned this conversation while,

in the fashion that has been described, the visitors

dressed for dinner. Mrs. Coyle had already discovered

that nothing could have been nastier than Miss

Julian's manner to the disgraced youth during the

half-hour the party had spent in the hall ; and it was
this lady's judgement that one must have had no eyes
in one's head not to see that she was already trying

outrageously to flirt with young Lechmere. It was a

pity they had brought that silly boy : he was down in
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the hall with the creature at that moment. Spencer
Coyle's version was different he believed finer

elements involved. The girl's footing in the house was

inexplicable on any ground save that of her being

predestined to Miss Wingrave's nephew. As the

niece of Miss Wingrave's own unhappy intended she

had been devoted early by this lady to the office of

healing by a union with the hope of the race the tragic
breach that had separated their elders ; and if in reply
to this it was to be said that a girl of spirit couldn't

enjoy in such a matter having her duty cut out for her,

Owen's enlightened friend was ready with the argu
ment that a young person in Miss Julian's position
would never be such a fool as really to quarrel with a

capital chance. She was familiar at Paramore and
she felt safe ; therefore she might treat herself to the

amusement of pretending she had her option. It was
all innocent tricks and airs. She had a curious charm,
and it was vain to pretend that the heir of that house

wouldn't seem good enough to a girl, clever as she

might be, of eighteen. Mrs. Coyle reminded her

husband that their late charge was precisely now not of

that house : this question was among the articles that

exercised their wits after the two men had taken the

turn on the terrace. Spencer then mentioned to his

wife that Owen was afraid of the portrait of his great-

great-grandfather. He would show it to her, since she

hadn't noticed it, on their way downstairs.
"
Why of his great-great-grandfather more than of

any of the others ?
"

" Oh because he's the most formidable. He's the

one who's sometimes seen."
"
Seen where ?

"
Mrs. Coyle had turned round with

a jerk."
In the room he was found dead in the White

Room they've always called it."
" Do you mean to say the house has a proved
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ghost ?
"

Mrs. Coyle almost shrieked.
" You brought

me here without telling me ?
"

"
Didn't I mention it after my other visit ?

"

" Not a word. You only talked about Miss Win-

grave."
" Oh I was full of the story you've simply for

gotten."
" Then you should have reminded me !

"

"
If I had thought of it I'd have held my peace

for you wouldn't have come."
"

I wish indeed I hadn't !

"
cried Mrs. Coyle.

" But what," she immediately asked,
"

is the

story ?
"

" Oh a deed of violence that took place here ages

ago. I think it was in George the Second's time that

Colonel Wingrave, one of their ancestors, struck in a

fit of passion one of his children, a lad just growing

up, a blow on the head of which the unhappy child

died. The matter was hushed up for the hour and
some other explanation put about. The poor boy was
laid out in one of those rooms on the other side of the

house, and amid strange smothered rumours the

funeral was hurried on. The next morning, when the

household assembled, Colonel Wingrave was missing ;

he was looked for vainly, and at last it occurred to

some one that he might perhaps be in the room from

which his child had been carried to burial. The
seeker knocked without an answer then opened
the door. The poor man lay dead on the floor, in his

clothes, as if he had reeled and fallen back, without

a wound, without a mark, without anything in his

appearance to indicate that he had either struggled
or suffered. He was a strong sound man there was

nothing to account for such a stroke. He's supposed
to have gone to the room during the night, just before

going to bed, in some fit of compunction or some
fascination of dread. It was only after this that the
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truth about the boy came out. But no one ever sleeps
in the room."

Mrs. Coyle had fairly turned pale.
"

I hope not

indeed ! Thank heaven they haven't put us there !

"

"
We're at a comfortable distance I know the

scene of the event."
" Do you mean you've been in ?

"

"
For a few moments. They're rather proud of

the place and my young friend showed it me when
I was here before."

Mrs. Coyle stared.
" And what is it like ?

"

"
Simply an empty dull old-fashioned bedroom,

rather big and furnished with the things of the
'

period.' It's panelled from floor to ceiling, and the

panels evidently, years and years ago, were painted
white. But the paint has darkened with time and
there are three or four quaint little ancient

'

samplers,'
framed and glazed, hung on the walls."

Mrs. Coyle looked round with a shudder.
"
I'm

glad there are no samplers here ! I never heard any
thing so jumpy ! Come down to dinner."

On the staircase as they went her husband showed
her the portrait of Colonel Wingrave a representa
tion, with some force and style, for the place and

period, of a gentleman with a hard handsome face, in

a red coat and a peruke. Mrs. Coyle pronounced his

descendant old Sir Philip wonderfully like him ; and
her husband could fancy, though he kept it to him

self, that if one should have the courage to walk the

old corridors of Paramore at night one might meet a

figure that resembled him roaming, with the restless

ness of a ghost, hand in hand with the figure of a tall

boy. As he proceeded to the drawing-room with his

wife he found himself suddenly wishing he had made
more of a point of his pupil's going to Eastbourne.

The evening however seemed to have taken upon
itself to dissipate any such whimsical forebodings, for
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the grimness of the family-circle, as he had precon
ceived its composition, was mitigated by an infusion

of the
"
neighbourhood." The company at dinner

was recruited by two cheerful couples, one of them
the vicar and his wife, and by a silent young man who
had come down to fish. This was a relief to Mr.

Coyle, who had begun to wonder what was after all

expected of him and why he had been such a fool as to

come, and who now felt that for the first hours at least

the situation wouldn't have directly to be dealt with.

Indeed he found, as he had found before, sufficient

occupation for his ingenuity in reading the various

symptoms of which the social scene that spread about
him was an expression. He should probably have a

trying day on the morrow : he foresaw the difficulty
of the long decorous Sunday and how dry Jane Win-

grave's ideas, elicited in strenuous conference, would
taste. She and her father would make him feel they
depended upon him for the impossible, and if they
should try to associate him with too tactless a policy
he might end by telling them what he thought of it

an accident not required to make his visit a depressed
mistake. The old man's actual design was evidently
to let their friends see in it a positive mark of their

being all right. The presence of the great London
coach was tantamount to a profession of faith in the

results of the impending examination. It had clearly
been obtained from Owen, rather to the principal
visitor's surprise, that he would do nothing to inter

fere with the apparent concord. He let the allusions

to his hard work pass and, holding his tongue about
his affairs, talked to the ladies as amicably as if he
hadn't been

"
cut off." When Mr. Coyle looked at

him once or twice across the table, catching his eye,
which showed an indefinable passion, he found a

puzzling pathos in his laughing face : one couldn't

resist a pang for a young lamb so visibly marked for
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sacrifice.
"
Hang him, what a pity he's such a

fighter !

"
he privately sighed and with a want of

logic that was only superficial.

This idea however would have absorbed him more
if so much of .his attention hadn't been for Kate

Julian, who now that he had her well before him
struck him as a remarkable and even as a possibly

interesting young woman. The interest resided not in

any extraordinary prettiness, for if she was handsome,
with her long Eastern eyes, her magnificent hair and

her general unabashed originality, he had seen com

plexions rosier and features that pleased him more :

it dwelt in a strange impression that she gave of being

exactly the sort of person whom, in her position, com
mon considerations, those of prudence and perhaps
even a little those of decorum, would have enjoined on

her not to be. She was what was vulgarly termed

a dependent penniless patronised tolerated ;
but

something in all her air conveyed that if her situation

was inferior her spirit, to make up for it, was above

precautions or submissions. It wasn't in the least

that she was aggressive she was too indifferent for

that ; it was only as if, having nothing either to gain or

to lose, she could afford to do as she liked. It occurred

to Spencer Coyle that she might really have had more
at stake than her imagination appeared to take account

of ;
whatever this quantity might be, at any rate, he

had never seen a young woman at less pains to keep
the safe side. He wondered inevitably what terms pre
vailed between Jane Wingrave and such an inmate as

this ;
but those questions of course were unfathomable

deeps. Perhaps keen Kate lorded it even over her

protectress. The other time he was at Paramore he

had received an impression that, with Sir Philip beside

her, the girl could fight with her back to the wall.

She amused Sir Philip, she charmed him, and he

liked people who weren't afraid ; between him and
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his daughter moreover there was no doubt which was
the higher in command. Miss Wingrave took many
things for granted, and most of all the rigour of dis

cipline and the fate of the vanquished and the captive.
But between their clever boy and so original a com

panion of his childhood what odd relation would have

grown up ? It couldn't be indifference, and yet on

the part of happy handsome youthful creatures it

was still less likely to be aversion. They weren't

Paul and Virginia, but they must have had their

common summer and their idyll : no nice girl could

have disliked such a nice fellow for anything but not

liking her, and no nice fellow could have resisted such

propinquity. Mr. Coyle remembered indeed that Mrs.

Julian had spoken to him as if the propinquity had
been by no means constant, owing to her daughter's
absences at school, to say nothing of Owen's

;
her

visits to a few friends who were so kind as to
"
take

"

her from time to time ;
her sojourns in London so

difficult to manage, but still managed by God's help
for

"
advantages," for drawing and singing, especially

drawing, or rather painting in oils, for which she had

gained high credit. But the good lady had also

mentioned that the young people were quite brother

and sister, which was a little, after all, like Paul and

Virginia. Mrs. Coyle had been right, and it was

apparent that Virginia was doing her best to make
the time pass agreeably for young Lechmere. There
was no such whirl of conversation as to render it an
effort for our critic to reflect on these things : the

tone of the occasion, thanks principally to the other

guests, was not disposed to stray it tended to the

repetition of anecdote and the discussion of rents,

topics that huddled together like uneasy animals.

He could judge how intensely his hosts wished the

evening to pass off as if nothing had happened ;
and

this gave him the measure of their private resentment.
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Before dinner was over he found himself fidgety about
his second pupil. Young Lechmere, since he began to

cram, had done all that might have been expected
of him

;
but this couldn't blind his instructor to a

present perception of his being in moments of relaxa

tion as innocent as a babe. Mr. Coyle had considered

that the amusements of Paramore would probably

give him a fillip, and the poor youth's manner testified

to the soundness of the forecast. The fillip had been

unmistakably administered ; it. had come in the

form of a revelation. The light on young Lechmere's

brow announced with a candour that was almost an

appeal for compassion, or at least a deprecation of

ridicule, that he had never seen anything like Miss

Julian.
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IN the drawing-room after dinner the girl found a

chance to approach Owen's late preceptor. She stood

before him a moment, smiling while she opened and
shut her fan, and then said abruptly, raising her

strange eyes : "I know what you've come for, but

it isn't any use."
"

I've come to look after you a little. Isn't that

any use ?
"

"
It's very kind. But I'm not the question of the

hour. You won't do anything with Owen."

Spencer Coyle hesitated a moment. " What will

you do with his young friend ?
"

She stared, looked round her.
"
Mr. Lechmere ?

Oh poor little lad ! We've been talking about Owen.
He admires him so."

"
So do I. I should teU you that."

"
So do we all. That's why we're in such despair."

"
Personally then you'd like him to be a soldier ?

"

the visitor asked.
"

I've quite set my heart on it. I adore the army
and I'm awfully fond of my old playmate," said Miss

Julian.

Spencer recalled the young man's own different

version of her attitude ; but he judged it loyal not to

challenge her.
"

It's not conceivable that your old

playmate shouldn't be fond of you. He must there

fore wish to please you ; and I don't see why between
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you, such clever young people as you are ! you don't

set the matter right."" Wish to please me !

"
Miss Julian echoed.

"
I'm

sorry to say he shows no such desire. He thinks me
an impudent wretch. I've told him what I think of

him, and he simply hates me."
" But you think so highly ! You just told me you

admire him."
"
His talents, his possibilities, yes ;

even his personal

appearance, if I may allude to such a matter. But I

don't admire his present behaviour."
" Have you had the question out with him ?

"

Spencer asked.
" Oh yes, I've ventured to be frank the occasion

seemed to excuse it. He couldn't like what I said."
" What did you say ?

"

The girl, thinking a moment, opened and shut her

fan again.
"
Why as we're such good old friends

that such conduct doesn't begin to be that of a

gentleman !

"

After she had spoken her eyes met Mr. Coyle's,
who looked into their ambiguous depths.

" What
then would you have said without that tie ?

"

.

" How odd for you to ask that in such a way !

"

she returned with a laugh.
"

I don't understand your

position : I thought your line was to make soldiers !

"

" You should take my little joke. But, as regards
Owen Wingrave, there's no

'

making
'

needed," he

declared.
" To my sense

"
and the little crammer

paused as with a consciousness of responsibility for

his paradox
"
to my sense he is, in a high sense of

the term, a fighting man."
" Ah let him prove it !

"
she cried with impatience

and turning short off.

Spencer Coyle let her go ; something in her tone

annoyed and even not a little shocked him. There had

evidently been a violent passage between these young
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persons, and the reflexion that such a matter was after

all none of his business but troubled him the more.

It was indeed a military house, and she was at any
rate a damsel who placed her ideal of manhood
damsels doubtless always had their ideals of manhood

in the type of the belted warrior. It was a taste

like another
; but even a quarter of an hour later,

finding himself near young Lechmere, in whom this

type was embodied, Spencer Coyle was still so ruffled

that he addressed the innocent lad with a certain

magisterial dryness.
"
You're under no pressure to

sit up late, you know. That's not what I brought you
down for." The dinner-guests were taking leave and
the bedroom candles twinkled in a monitory row.

Young Lechmere however was too agreeably agitated
to be accessible to a snub : he had a happy preoccupa
tion which almost engendered a grin."

I'm only too eager for bedtime. Do you know
there's an awfully jolly room ?

"

Coyle debated a moment as to whether he should

take the allusion then spoke from his general tension.
"
Surely they haven't put you there ?

"

" No indeed : no one has passed a night in it for

ages. But that's exactly what I want to do it

would be tremendous fun."
" And have you been trying to get Miss Julian's

leave ?
"

" Oh she can't give it she says. But she believes in

it, and she maintains that no man has ever dared."
" No man shall ever !

"
said Spencer with decision.

" A fellow in your critical position in particular must
have a quiet night."

Young Lechmere gave a disappointed but reason

able sigh.
" Oh all right. But mayn't I sit up for a

little go at Wingrave ? I haven't had any yet."
Mr. Coyle looked at his watch.

" You may smoke
one cigarette."
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He felt a hand on his shoulder and turned round to

see his wife tilting candle-grease upon his coat. The
ladies were going to bed and it was Sir Philip's
inveterate hour ; but Mrs. Coyle confided to her

husband that after the dreadful things he had told

her she positively declined to be left alone, for no
matter how short an interval, in any part of the house.

He promised to follow her within three minutes, and
after the orthodox handshakes the ladies rustled away.
The forms were kept up at Paramore as bravely as if

the old house had no present intensity of heartache.

The only one of which Coyle noticed the drop was some
salutation to himself from Kate Julian. She gave him
neither a word nor a glance, but he saw her look hard
at Owen. Her mother, timid and pitying, was ap
parently the only person from whom this young man
caught an inclination of the head. Miss Wingrave
marshalled the three ladies her little procession of

twinkling tapers up the wide oaken stairs and past
the watching portrait of her ill-fated ancestor. Sir

Philip's servant appeared and offered his arm to the

old man, who turned a perpendicular back on poor
Owen when the boy made a vague movement to

anticipate this office. Mr. Coyle learned later that

before Owen had forfeited favour it had always, when
he was at home, been his privilege at bedtime to

conduct his grandfather ceremoniously to rest. Sir

Philip's habits were contemptuously different now.

His apartments were on the lower floor and he shuffled

stiffly off to them with his valet's help, after fixing
for a moment significantly on the most responsible of

his visitors the thick red ray, like the glow of stirred

embers, that always made his eyes conflict oddly with

his mild manners. They seemed to say to poor Spencer
"
We'll let the young scoundrel have it to-morrow !

"

One might have gathered from them that the young
scoundrel, who had now strolled to the other end of
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the hall, had at least forged a cheque. His friend

watched him an instant, saw him drop nervously into

a chair and then with a restless movement get up.
The same movement brought him back to where Mr.

Coyle stood addressing a last injunction to young
Lechmere.

"I'm going to bed and I should like you particu

larly to conform to what I said to you a short time

ago. Smoke a single cigarette with our host here and
then go to your room. You'll have me down on

you if I hear of your having, during the night, tried

any preposterous games." Young Lechmere, looking
down with his hands in his pockets, said nothing
he only poked at the corner of a rug with his toe ;

so that his fellow visitor, dissatisfied with so tacit

a pledge, presently went on to Owen : "I must

request you, Wingrave, not to keep so sensitive

a subject sitting up and indeed to put him to

bed and turn his key in the door." As Owen
stared an instant, apparently not understanding
the motive of so much solicitude, he added :

"
Lechmere has a morbid curiosity about one of

your legends of your historic rooms. Nip it in

the bud."
" Oh the legend's rather good, but I'm afraid the

room's an awful sell !

" Owen laughed.
" You know you don't believe that, my boy !

"

young Lechmere returned.

"I don't think he does" Mr. Coyle noticed

Owen's mottled flush.
" He wouldn't try a night there himself !

"
their

companion pursued.
"I know who told you that," said Owen, lighting

a cigarette in an embarrassed way at the candle, with
out offering one to either of his friends.

"
Well, what if she did ?

"
asked the younger of

these gentlemen, rather red.
" Do you want them all
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yourself ?
"
he continued facetiously, fumbling in the

cigarette-box.
Owen Wingrave only smoked quietly ;

then he

brought out :

" Yes what if she did ? But she

doesn't know," he added.
"
She doesn't know what ?

"

"
She doesn't know anything ! I'll tuck him in !

"

Owen went on gaily to Mr. Coyle, who saw that his

presence, now a certain note had been struck, made
the young men uncomfortable. He was curious, but
there were discretions and delicacies, with his pupils,
that he had always pretended to practise ; scruples
which however didn't prevent, as he took his way
upstairs, his recommending them not to be donkeys.

At the top of the staircase, to his surprise, he met
Miss Julian, who was apparently going down again.
She hadn't begun to undress, nor was she perceptibly
disconcerted at seeing him. She nevertheless, in a

manner slightly at variance with the rigour with which
she had overlooked him ten minutes before, dropped
the words : "I'm going down to look for something.
I've lost a jewel."

" A jewel ?
"

" A rather good turquoise, out of my locket. As it's

the only realornament I've the honour to possess !

"

And she began to descend.
"
Shall I go with you and help you ?

"
asked Spencer

Coyle.
She paused a few steps below him, looking back

with her Oriental eyes.
"
Don't I hear our friends'

voices in the hall ?
"

"
Those remarkable young men are there."

"
They'll help me." And Kate Julian passed down.

Spencer Coyle was tempted to follow her, but

remembering his standard of tact he rejoined his wife

in their apartment. He delayed nevertheless to go
to bed and, though he looked into his dressing-room,
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couldn't bring himself even to take off his coat.

He pretended for half an hour to read a novel ; after

which, quietly, or perhaps I should say agitatedly, he

stepped from the dressing-room into the corridor.

He followed this passage to the door of the room he

knew to have been assigned to young Lechmere and
was comforted to see it closed. Half an hour earlier

he had noticed it stand open ;
therefore he could take

for granted the bewildered boy had come to bed. It

was of this he had wished to assure himself, and

having done so he was on the point of retreating. But
at the same instant he heard a sound in the room the

occupant was doing, at the window, something that

showed him he might knock without the reproach of

waking his pupil up. Young Lechmere came in fact

to the door in his shirt and trousers. He admitted
his visitor in some surprise, and when the door was
closed again the latter said : "I don't want to make

your life a burden, but I had it on my conscience to

see for myself that you're not exposed to undue
excitement."

" Oh there's plenty of that !

"
said the ingenuous

youth.
"
Miss Julian came down again."

" To look for a turquoise ?
"

"
So she said."

" Did she find it ?
"

"
I don't know. I came up. I left her with poor

Owen."
"
Quite the right thing," said Spencer Coyle."
I don't know," young Lechmere repeated un

easily.
"

I left them quarrelling."" What about ?
"

"
I don't understand. They're a quaint pair !

"

Spencer turned it over. He had, fundamentally,
principles and high decencies, but what he had in par
ticular just now was a curiosity, or rather, to recognise
it for what it was, a sympathy, which brushed them
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away.
"
Does it strike you that she's down on him ?

"

he permitted himself to inquire."
Rather ! when she tells him he lies !

"

" What do you mean ?
"

"
Why before me. It made me leave them ; it was

getting too hot. I stupidly brought up the question of

that bad room again, and said how sorry I was I had
had to promise you not to try my luck with it."

" You can't pry about in that gross way in other

people's houses you can't take such liberties, you
know !

"
Mr. Coyle interjected.

"
I'm all right see how good I am. I don't want

to go near the place !

"
said young Lechmere confid

ingly.
"
Miss Julian said to me ' Oh I daresay you'd

risk it, but
'

and she turned and laughed at poor
Owen '

that's more than we can expect of a gentle
man who has taken his extraordinary line.' I could

see that something had already passed between them
on the subject some teasing or challenging of hers.

It may have been only chaff, but his chucking the

profession had evidently brought up the question of

the white feather I mean of his pluck."
" And what did Owen say ?

"

"
Nothing at first ; but presently he brought out

very quietly :

'

I spent all last night in the confounded

place.' We both stared and cried out at this and I

asked him what he had seen there. He said he had
seen nothing, and Miss Julian replied that he ought to

tell his story better than that' he ought to make

something good of it.
'

It's not a story it's a simple

fact,' said he ; on which she jeered at him and wanted
to know why, if he had done it, he hadn't told her in

the morning, since he knew what she thought of him.
'

I know, my dear, but I don't care,' the poor devil

said. This made her angry, and she asked him quite

seriously whether he'd care if he should know she

believed him to be trying to deceive us."
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" Ah what a brute !

"
cried Spencer Coyle.

"
She's a most extraordinary girl I don't know

what she's up to," young Lechmere quite panted.
"
Extraordinary indeed to be romping and bandy

ing words at that hour of the night with fast young
men !

"

But young Lechmere made his distinction.
"

I

mean because I think she likes him."
Mr. Coyle was so struck with this unwonted

symptom of subtlety that he flashed out :

" And do

you think he likes her ?
"

It produced on his pupil's part a drop and a

plaintive sigh.
"

I don't know I give it up ! But
I'm sure he did see something or hear something,"
the youth added.

"
In that ridiculous place ? What makes you sure ?

"
Well, because he looks as if he had. I've an idea

you can tell in such a case. He behaves as if he

had."
"
Why then shouldn't he name it ?

"

Young Lechmere wondered and found.
"
Perhaps

it's too bad to mention."

Spencer Coyle gave a laugh.
"
Aren't you glad

then you're not in it ?
"

"
Uncommonly !

"

" Go to bed, you goose," Spencer said with renewed
nervous derision.

" But before you go tell me how he
met her charge that he was trying to deceive you."

'

Take me there yourself then and lock me in !

'

" And did she take him ?
"

"
I don't know I came up."

He exchanged a long look with his pupil.
"

I don't

think they're in the hall now. Where's Owen's own
room ?

"

"
I haven't the least idea."

Mr. Coyle was at a loss ; he was in equal ignorance
and he couldn't go about trying doors. He bade
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young Lechmere sink to slumber ; after which he

came out into the passage. He asked himself if he

should be able to find his way to the room Owen had

formerly shown him, remembering that in common
with many of the others it had its ancient name

painted on it. But the corridors of Paramore were
intricate

;
moreover some of the servants would still

be up, and he didn't wish to appear unduly to prowl.
He went back to his own quarters, where Mrs. Coyle
soon noted the continuance of his inability to rest. As
she confessed for her own part, in the dreadful place,
to an increased sense of

"
creepiness," they spent the

early part of the night in conversation, so that a

portion of their vigil was inevitably beguiled by
her husband's account of his colloquy with little

Lechmere and by their exchange of opinions upon it.

Toward two o'clock Mrs. Coyle became so nervous

about their persecuted young friend, and so possessed

by the fear that that wicked girl had availed herself

of his invitation to put him to an abominable test,

that she begged her husband to go and look into the

matter at whatever cost to his own tranquillity.
But Spencer, perversely, had ended, as the perfect
stillness of the night settled upon them, by charming
himself into a pale acceptance of Owen's readiness to

face God knew what unholy strain an exposure the

more trying to excited sensibilities as the poor boy
had now learned by the ordeal of the previous night
how resolute an effort he should have to make.

"
I

hope he is there," he said to his wife : "it puts them
all so hideously in the wrong !

" At any rate he

couldn't take on himself to explore a house he knew
so little. He was inconsequent he didn't prepare
for bed. He sat in the dressing-room with his light
and his novel he waited to find himself nod. At
last however Mrs. Coyle turned over and ceased to

talk, and at last too he fell asleep in his chair. How
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long he slept he only knew afterwards by computa
tion ; what he knew to begin with was that he had
started up in confusion and under the shock of an

appalling sound. His consciousness cleared itself fast,

helped doubtless by a confirmatory cry of horror from
his wife's room. But he gave no heed to his wife ;

he had already bounded into the passage. There the

sound was repeated it was the
"
Help ! help !

"
of a

woman in agonised terror. It came from a distant

quarter of the house, but the quarter was sufficiently

indicated. He rushed straight before him, the sound
of opening doors and alarmed voices in his ears and
the faintness of the early dawn in his eyes. At a

turn of one of the passages he came upon the white

figure of a girl in a swoon on a bench, and in the vivid

ness of the revelation he read as he went that Kate

Julian, stricken in her pride too late with a chill of

compunction for what she had mockingly done, had,
after coming to release the victim of her derision,

reeled away, overwhelmed, from the catastrophe that

was her work the catastrophe that the next
moment he found himself aghast at on the threshold

of an open door. Owen Wingrave, dressed as he
had last seen him, lay dead on the spot on which his

ancestor had been found. He was all the young
soldier on the gained field.
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I FIND, as you prophesied, much that's interesting,
but little that helps the delicate question the pos

sibility of publication. Her diaries are less systematic
than I hoped ;

she only had a blessed habit of noting
and narrating. She summarised, she saved ; she

appears seldom indeed to have let a good story pass
without catching it on the wing. I allude of course

not so much to things she heard as to things she saw
and felt. She writes sometimes of herself, sometimes
of others, sometimes of the combination. It's under
this last rubric that she's usually most vivid. But it's

not, you'll understand, when she's most vivid that

she's always most publishable. To tell the truth she's

fearfully indiscreet, or has at least all the material for

making me so. Take as an instance the fragment I

send you after dividing it for your convenience into

several small chapters. It's the contents of a thin

blank-book which I've had copied out and which
has the merit of being nearly enough a rounded thing,
an intelligible whole. These pages evidently date

from years ago. I've read with the liveliest wonder
the statement they so circumstantially make and done

my best to swallow the prodigy they leave to be in

ferred. These things would be striking, wouldn't

they ? to any reader
; but can you imagine for a

moment my placing such a document before the

world, even though, as if she herself had desired the

world should have the benefit of it, she has given her

friends neither name nor initials ? Have you any
sort of clue to their identity ? I leave her the floor.
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I KNOW perfectly of course that I brought it upon
myself ; but that doesn't make it any better. I was
the first to speak of her to him he had never even
heard her mentioned. Even if I had happened not to

speak some one else would have made up for it : I

tried afterwards to find comfort in that reflexion.

But the comfort of reflexions is thin : the only comfort

that counts in life is not to have been a fool. That's

a beatitude I shall doubtless never enjoy.
"
Why you

ought to meet her and talk it over
"

is what I im

mediately said.
"
Birds of a feather flock together."

I told him who she was and that they were birds of

a feather because if he had had in youth a strange
adventure she had had about the same time just such

another. It was well known to her friends an
incident she was constantly called on to describe. She

was charming clever pretty unhappy ; but it was
none the less the thing to which she had originally
owed her reputation.

Being at the age of eighteen somewhere abroad

with an aunt she had had a vision of one of her parents
at the moment of death. The parent was in England
hundreds of miles away and so far as she knew neither

dying nor dead. It was by day, in the museum of

some great foreign town. She had passed alone, in

advance of her companions, into a small room con

taining some famous work of art and occupied at that
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moment by two other persons. One of these was an

old custodian ; the second, before observing him, she

took for a stranger, a tourist. She was merely con

scious that he was bareheaded and seated on a bench.

The instant her eyes rested on him however she be

held to her amazement her father, who, as if he had

long waited for her, looked at her in singular distress

and an impatience that was akin to reproach. She

rushed to him with a bewildered cry,
"
Papa, what is

it ?
"

but this was followed by an exhibition of still

livelier feeling when on her movement he simply van

ished, leaving the custodian and her relations, who
were by that time at her heels, to gather round her in

dismay. These persons, the official, the aunt, the

cousins, were therefore in a manner witnesses of the

fact the fact at least of the impression made on

her ; and there was the further testimony of a doctor

who was attending one of the party and to whom
it was immediately afterwards communicated. He

gave her a remedy for hysterics, but said to the

aunt privately :

" Wait and see if something doesn't

happen at home." Something had happened the poor
father, suddenly and violently seized, had died that

morning. The aunt, the mother's sister, received

before the day was out a telegram announcing the

event and requesting her to prepare her niece for it.

Her niece was already prepared, and the girl's sense of

this visitation remained of course indelible. We had

all, as her friends, had it conveyed to us and had con

veyed it creepily to each other. Twelve years had

elapsed, and as a woman who had made an un

happy marriage and lived apart from her husband
she had become interesting from other sources ;

but since the name she now bore was a name

frequently borne, and since moreover her judicial

separation, as things were going, could hardly
count as a distinction, it was usual to qualify
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her as
"
the one, you know, who saw her father's

ghost."
As for him, dear man, he had seen his mother's

so there you are ! I had never heard of that till

this occasion on which our closer, our pleasanter ac

quaintance led him, through some turn of the subject
of our talk, to mention it and to inspire me in so doing
with the impulse to let him know that he had a rival

in the field a person with whom he could compare
notes. Later on his story became for him, perhaps
because of my unduly repeating it, likewise a con

venient worldly label
; but it hadn't a year before

been the ground on which he was introduced to me.

He had other merits, just as she, poor thing, had
others. I can honestly say that I was quite aware of

them from the first I discovered them sooner than

he discovered mine. I remember how it struck me
even at the time that his sense of mine was quickened

by my having been able to match, though not indeed

straight from my own experience, his curious anec

dote. It dated, this anecdote, as hers did, from some
dozen years before a year in which, at Oxford, he

had for some reason of his own been staying on into

the
"
Long." He had been in the August afternoon

on the river. Coming back into his room while it was
still distinct daylight he found his mother standing
there as if her eyes had been fixed on the door. He
had had a letter from her that morning out of Wales,
where she was staying with her father. At the sight

of him she smiled with extraordinary radiance and
extended her arms to him, and then as he sprang for

ward and joyfully opened his own she vanished from

the place. He wrote to her that night, telling her what
had happened ; the letter had been carefully preserved.
The next morning he heard of her death: He was

through this chance of our talk extremely struck with

the little prodigy I was able to produce for him. He
2QO
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had never encountered another case. Certainly they

ought to meet, my friend and he
; certainly they

would have something in common. I would arrange
this, wouldn't I ? if she didn't mind

;
for himself

he didn't mind in the least. I had promised to speak
to her of the matter as soon as possible, and within

the week I was able to do so. She
" minded

"
as little

as he ; she was perfectly willing to see him. And yet
no meeting was to occur as meetings are commonly
understood.
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THAT'S just half my tale the extraordinary way it

was hindered. This was the fault of a series of acci

dents ; but the accidents, persisting for years, became,
to me and to others, a subject of mirth with either

party. They were droll enough at first, then they grew
rather a bore. The odd thing was that both parties
were amenable : it wasn't a case of their being in

different, much less of their being indisposed. It was
one of the caprices of chance, aided I suppose by some
rather settled opposition of their interests and habits.

His were centred in his office, his eternal inspector

ship, which left him small leisure, constantly calling
him away and making him break engagements. He
liked society, but he found it everywhere and took it

at a run. I never knew at a given moment where he

was, and there were times when for months together
I never saw him. She was on her side practically
suburban : she lived at Richmond and never went
"
out." She was a woman of distinction, but not of

fashion, and felt, as people said, her situation. De

cidedly proud and rather whimsical, she lived her life

as she had planned it. There were things one could

do with her, but one couldn't make her come to one's

parties. One went indeed a little more than seemed

quite convenient to hers, which consisted of her

cousin, a cup of tea and the view. The tea was good ;

but the view was familiar, though perhaps not, like
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the cousin -a disagreeable old maid who had been

of the group at the museum and with whom she now
lived offensively so. This connexion with an in

ferior relative, which had partly an economic motive
she proclaimed her companion a marvellous man

ager was one of the little perversities we had to forgive
her. Another was her estimate of the proprieties
created by her rupture with her husband. That
was extreme many persons called it even morbid.

She made no advances ; she cultivated scruples ; she

suspected, or I should perhaps rather say she remem
bered, slights : she was one of the few women I've

known whom that particular predicament had ren

dered modest rather than bold. Dear thing, she had
some delicacy ! Especially marked were the limits she

had set to possible attentions from men : it was always
her thought that her husband only waited to pounce
on her. She discouraged if she didn't forbid the

visits of male persons not senile : she said she could

never be too careful.

When I first mentioned to her that I had a friend

whom fate had distinguished in the same weird way
as herself I put her quite at liberty to say

" Oh bring
him out to see me !

"
I should probably have been

able to bring him, and a situation perfectly innocent

or at any rate comparatively simple would have been
created. But she uttered no such word ; she only said :

"
I must meet him certainly ; yes, I shall look out for

him !

"
That caused the first delay, and meanwhile

various things happened. One of them was that as

time went on she made, charming as she was, more
and more friends, and that it regularly befell that

these friends wer.e sufficiently also friends of his to

bring him up in conversation. It was odd that

without belonging, as it were, to the same world or,

according to the horrid term, the same set, my
baffled pair should have happened in so many cases
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to fall in with the same people and make them join
in the droll chorus. She had friends who didn't know
each other but who inevitably and punctually recom
mended him. She had also the sort of originality, the

intrinsic interest, that led her to be kept by each of

us as a private resource, cultivated jealously, more or

less in secret, as a person whom one didn't meet in

society, whom it was not for every one whom it

was not for the vulgar to approach, and with

whom therefore acquaintance was particularly diffi

cult and particularly precious. We saw her separately,
with appointments and conditions, and found it made
on the whole for harmony not to tell each other.

Somebody had always had a note from her still later

than somebody else. There was some silly woman
who for a long time, among the unprivileged, owed
to three simple visits to Richmond a reputation for

being intimate with
"

lots of awfully clever out-of-

the-way people."

Every one has had friends it has seemed a happy
thought to bring together, and every one remembers
that his happiest thoughts have not been his greatest
successes ; but I doubt if there was ever a case in which

the failure was in such direct proportion to the quan
tity of influence set in motion. It's really perhaps here

the quantity of influence that was most remarkable.

My lady and my gentleman each pronounced it to me
and others quite a subject for a roaring farce. The
reason first given had with time dropped out of sight
and fifty better ones flourished on top of it. They
were so awfully alike : they had the same ideas and
tricks and tastes, the same prejudices and supersti
tions and heresies

; they said the .same things and
sometimes did them

; they liked and disliked the same

persons and places, the same books, authors and

styles ;
there were touches of resemblance even in

their looks and features. It established much of a
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propriety that they were in common parlance equally
"
nice

"
and almost equally handsome. But the great

sameness, for wonder and chatter, was their rare per

versity in regard to being photographed. They were

the only persons ever heard of who had never been
"
taken

"
and who had a passionate objection to it.

They just wouldn't be no, not for anything any one

could say. I had loudly complained of this ;
him in

particular I had so vainly desired to be able to show
on my drawing-room chimney-piece in a Bond Street

frame. It was at any rate the very liveliest of all the

reasons why they ought to know each other- -all the

lively reasons reduced to naught by the strange law
that had made them bang so many doors in each

other's face, made them the buckets in the well, the

two ends of the see-saw, the two parties in the State,

so that when one was up the other was down, when
one was out the other was in ; neither by any possibility

entering a house till the other had left it or leaving
it all unawares till the other was at hand. They only
arrived when they had been given up, which was pre

cisely also when they departed. They were in a word
alternate and incompatible ; they missed each other

with an inveteracy that could be explained only by its

being preconcerted. It was however so far from pre
concerted that it had ended literally after several

years by disappointing and annoying them. I

don't think their curiosity was lively till it had been

proved utterly vain. A great deal was of course done
to help them, but it merely laid wires for them to trip.

To give examples I should have to have taken notes
;

but I happen to remember that neither had ever been
able to dine on the right occasion. The right occasion

for each was the occasion that would be wrong for the

other. On the wrong one they were most punctual,
and there were never any but wrong ones. The

very elements conspired and the constitution of man
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re-enforced them. A cold, a headache, a bereavement,
a storm, a fog, an earthquake, a cataclysm, infallibly
intervened. The whole business was beyond a joke.

Yet as a joke it had still to "be taken, though one
couldn't help feeling that the joke had made the

situation serious, had produced on the part of each a

consciousness, an awkwardness, a positive dread of the

last accident of all, the only one with any freshness

left, the accident that would bring them together.
The final effect of its predecessors had been to kindle

this instinct. They were quite ashamed perhaps
even a little of each other. So much preparation, so

much frustration : what indeed could be good enough
for it all to lead up to ? A mere meeting would be

mere flatness. Did I see them at the end of years, they
often asked, just stupidly confronted ? If they were

bored by the joke they might be worse bored by some

thing else. They made exactly the same reflexions,

and each in some manner was sure to hear of the

other's. I really think it was this peculiar diffidence

that finally controlled the situation. I mean that if

they had failed for the first year or two because they
couldn't help it, they kept up the habit because they
had what shall I call it ? grown nervous. It really
took some lurking volition to account for anything
both so regular and so ridiculous.
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WHEN to crown our long acquaintance I accepted his

renewed offer of marriage it was humorously said, I

know, that I had made the gift of his photograph a

condition. This was so far true that I had refused to

give him mine without it. At any rate I had him at

last, in his high distinction, on the chimney-piece,
where the day she called to congratulate me she came
nearer than she had ever done to seeing him. He had
in being taken set her an example that I invited her

to follow
;
he had sacrificed his perversity wouldn't

she sacrifice hers ? She too must give me something
on my engagement wouldn't she give me the com

panion-piece ? She laughed and shook her head ;
she

had headshakes whose impulse seemed to come from
as far away as the breeze that stirs a flower. The

companion-piece to the portrait of my future husband
was the portrait of his future wife. She had taken her

stand she could depart from it as little as she could

explain it. It was a prejudice, an entetement, a vow
she would live and die unphotographed. Now too she

was alone in that state : this was what she liked
;

it

made her so much more original. She rejoiced in the

fall of her late associate and looked a long time at his

picture, about which she made no memorable remark,

though she even turned it over to see the back. About
our engagement she was charming full of cordiality
and sympathy.

"
You've known him even longer
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than I've not," she said,
"
and that seems a very long

time." She understood how we had jogged together
over hill and dale and how 'inevitable it was that we
should now rest together. I'm definite about all this

because what followed is so strange that it's a kind of

relief to me to mark the point up to which our relations

were as natural as ever. It was I myself who in a

sudden madness altered and destroyed them. I see

now that she gave me no pretext and that I only found

one in the way she looked at the fine face in the Bond
Street frame. How then would I have had her look at

it ? What I had wanted from the first was to make her

care for him. Well, that was what I still wanted up
to the moment of her having promised me she would
on this occasion really aid me to break the silly spell

that had kept them asunder. I had arranged with him
to do his part if she would as triumphantly do hers. I

was on a different footing now I was on a footing to

answer for him. I would positively engage that at five

on the following Saturday he should be on that spot.
He was out of town on pressing business, but, pledged
to keep his promise to the letter, would return on

purpose and in abundant time.
"
Are you perfectly

sure ?
"

I remember she asked, looking grave and

considering : I thought she had turned a little pale.
She was tired, she was indisposed : it was a pity he

was to see her after all at so poor a moment. If he

only could have seen her five years before ! However,
I replied that this time I was sure and that success

therefore depended simply on herself. At five o'clock

on the Saturday she would find him in a particular
chair I pointed out, the one in which he usually sat

and in which though this I didn't mention he

had been sitting when, the week before, he put the

question of our future to me in the way that had

brought me round. She looked at it in silence, just as

she had looked at the photograph, while I repeated
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for the twentieth time that it was too preposterous
one shouldn't somehow succeed in introducing to

one's dearest friend one's second self. "Am I your
dearest friend ?

"
she asked with a smile that for a

moment brought back her beauty. I replied by press

ing her to my bosom
;

after which she said :

"
Well,

I'll come. I'm extraordinarily afraid, but you may
count on me."
When she had left me I began to wonder what she

was afraid of, for she had spoken as if she fully meant
it. The next day, late in the afternoon, I had three

lines from her : she had found on getting home the

announcement of her husband's death. She hadn't

seen him for seven years, but she wished me to know
it in this way before I should hear of it in another. It

made however in her life, strange and sad to say,
so little difference that she would scrupulously keep
her appointment. I rejoiced for her I supposed it

would make at least the difference of her having more

money ; but even in this diversion, far from forgetting

,she had said she was afraid, I seemed to catch sight
of a reason for her being so. Her fear, as the evening
went on, became contagious, and the contagion took
in my breast the form of a sudden panic. It wasn't

jealousy it just was the dread of jealousy. I called

myself a fool for not having been quiet till we were
man and wife. After that I should somehow feel

secure. It was only a question of waiting another
month a trifle surely for people who had waited so

long. It had been plain enough she was nervous, and
now she was free her nervousness wouldn't be less.

What was it therefore but a sharp foreboding ? She
had been .hitherto the victim of interference, but it

was quite possible she would henceforth be the

source of it. The victim in that case would be my
simple self. What had the interference been but the

finger of Providence pointing out a danger ? The
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danger was of course for poor me. It had been kept
at bay by a series of accidents unexampled in their

frequency ; but the reign of accident was now visibly
at an end. I had an intimate conviction that both

parties would keep the tryst. It was more and more

impressed on me that they were approaching, con

verging. They were like the seekers for the hidden

object in the game of blindfold ; they had one and
the other begun to

"
burn." We had talked about

breaking the spell ; well, it would be effectually
broken unless indeed it should merely take another

form and overdo their encounters as it had overdone

their escapes. This was something I couldn't sit still

for thinking of
; it kept me awake at midnight I

was full of unrest. At last I felt there was only one

way of laying the ghost. If the reign of accident was
over I must just take up the succession. I sat down
and wrote a hurried note which would meet him on
his return and which as the servants had gone to

bed I sallied forth bareheaded into the empty gusty
street to drop into the nearest pillar-box. It was to

tell him that I shouldn't be able to be at home in the

afternoon as I had hoped and that he must postpone
his visit till dinner-time. This was an implication
that he would find me alone.
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WHEN accordingly at five she presented herself I

naturally felt false and base. My act had been a

momentary madness, but I had at least, as they say,
to live up to it. She remained an hour ;

he of course

never came
;
and I could only persist in my perfidy. I

had thought it best to let her come ; singular as this

now seems to me I held it diminished my guilt. Yet
as she sat there so visibly white and weary, stricken

with a sense of everything her husband's death had

opened up, I felt a really piercing pang of pity and
remorse. If I didn't tell her on the spot what I had
done it was because I was too ashamed. I feigned
astonishment I feigned it to the end

;
I protested

that if ever I had had confidence I had had it that day.
I blush as I tell my story I take it as my penance.
There was nothing indignant I didn't say about him

;

I invented suppositions, attenuations ;
I admitted in

stupefaction, as the hands of the clock travelled, that

their luck hadn't turned. She smiled at this vision of

their
"
luck," but she looked anxious she looked

unusual : the only thing that kept me up was the fact

that, oddly enough, she wore mourning no great

depths of crape, but simple and scrupulous black.

She had in her bonnet three small black feathers. She
carried a little muff of astrachan. This put me, by the

aid of some acute reflexion, a little in the right. She
had written to me that the sudden event made no
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difference for her, but apparently it made as much
difference as that. If she was inclined to the usual

forms why didn't she observe that of not going the

first day or two out to tea ? There was some one she

wanted so much to see that she couldn't wait till her

husband was buried. Such a betrayal of eagerness
made me hard and cruel enough to practise my odious

deceit, though at the same time, as the hour waxed
and waned, I suspected in her something deeper still

than disappointment and somewhat less successfully
concealed. I mean a strange underlying relief, the

soft low emission of the breath that comes when a

danger is past. What happened as she spent her

barren hour with me was that at last she gave him up.
She let him go for ever. She made the most graceful

joke of it that I've ever seen made of anything ; but it

was for all that a great date in her life. She spoke with

her mild gaiety of all the other vain times, the long

game of hide-and-seek, the unprecedented queerness
of such a relation. For it was, or had been, a relation,

wasn't it, hadn't it ? That was just the absurd part
of it. When she got up to go I said to her that it

was more a relation than ever, but that I hadn't the

face after what had occurred to propose to her for

the present another opportunity. It was plain that

the only valid opportunity would be my accomplished

marriage. Of course she would be at my wedding ?

It was even to be hoped that he would.
"

If I am, he won't be !

"
I remember the high

quaver and the little break of her laugh. I admitted

there might be something in that. The thing was
therefore to get us safely married first.

"
That won't

help us. Nothing will help us !

"
she said as she kissed

me farewell.
"

I shall never, never see him !

"
It was

with those words she left me.

I could bear her disappointment as I've called it ;

but when a couple of hours later I received him at
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dinner I discovered I couldn't bear his. The way
my manoeuvre might have affected him hadn't been

particularly present to me ; but the result of it was
the first word of reproach that had ever yet dropped
from him. I say

"
reproach

"
because that expression

is scarcely too strong for the terms in which he con

veyed to me his surprise that under the extraordinary
circumstances I shouldn't have found some means
not to deprive him of such an occasion. I might really
have managed either not to be obliged to go out or to

let their meeting take place all the same. They would

probably have got on, in my drawing-room, well

enough without me. At this I quite broke down
I confessed my iniquity and the miserable reason of it.

I hadn't put her off and I hadn't gone out ; she had
been there and, after waiting for him an hour, had

departed in the belief that he had been absent by his

own fault.
"
She must think me a precious brute !

"
he ex

claimed.
"
Did she say of me "

and I remember
the just perceptible catch of breath in his pause"
what she had a right to say ?

"

"
I assure you she said nothing that showed the

least feeling. She looked at your photograph, she

even turned round the back of it, on which your
address happens to be inscribed. Yet it provoked
her to no demonstration. She doesn't care so much
as all that."

' Then why are you afraid of her ?
"

"
It wasn't of her I was afraid. It was of you.""
Did you think I'd be so sure to fall in love with

her ? You never alluded to such a possibility before,"
he went on as I remained silent.

"
Admirable person

as you pronounced her, that wasn't the light in which

you showed her to me."
" Do you mean that if it had been you'd have

managed by this time to catch a glimpse of her ? I
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didn't fear things then," I added.
"

I hadn't the same
reason."

He kissed me at this, and when I remembered that

she had done so an hour or two before I felt for an

instant as if he were taking from my lips the very

pressure of hers. In spite of kisses the incident had
shed a certain chill, and I suffered horribly from the

sense that he had seen me guilty of a fraud. He had
seen it only through my frank avowal, but I was as

unhappy as if I had a stain to efface. I couldn't get
over the manner of his looking at me when I spoke
of her apparent indifference to his not having come.

For the first time since I had known him he seemed
to have expressed a doubt of my word. Before we

parted I told him that I'd undeceive her start the

first thing in the morning for Richmond and there

let her know he had been blameless. At this he kissed

me again. I'd expiate my sin, I said ; I'd humble

myself in the dust ;
I'd confess and ask to be forgiven.

At this he kissed me once more.
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IN the train the next day this struck me as a good
deal for him to have consented to

;
but my purpose

was firm enough to carry me on. I mounted the long
hill to where the view begins, and then I knocked at

her door. I was a trifle mystified by the fact that her

blinds were still drawn, reflecting that if in the stress

of my compunction I had come early I had certainly

yet allowed people time to get up.
"
At home, mum ? She has left home for ever."

I was extraordinarily startled by this announcement
of the elderly parlour-maid.

"
She has gone away ?

"

"
She's dead, mum, please." Then as I gasped at

the horrible word :

"
She died last night."

The loud cry that escaped me sounded even in my
own ears like some harsh violation of the hour. I felt

for the moment as if I had killed her
;

I turned faint

and saw through a vagueness the woman hold out

her arms to me. Of what next happened I've no

recollection, nor of anything but my friend's poor

stupid cousin, in a darkened room, after an interval

that I suppose very brief, sobbing at me in a smothered

accusatory way. I can't say how long it took me
to understand, to believe and then to press back
with an immense effort that pang of responsibility

which, superstitiously, insanely, had been at first

almost all I was conscious of. The doctor, after the

fact, had been superlatively wise and clear : he was
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satisfied of a long-latent weakness of the heart, deter

mined probably years before by the agitations and
terrors to which her marriage had introduced her.

She had had in those days cruel scenes with her

husband, she had been in fear of her life. All emotion,

everything in the nature of anxiety and suspense had
been after that to be strongly deprecated, as in her

marked cultivation of a quiet life she was evidently
well aware ; but who could say that any one, especially
a

"
real lady," might be successfully protected from

every little rub ? She had had one a day or two before

in the news of her husband's death since there were
shocks of all kinds, not only those of grief and sur

prise. For that matter she had never dreamed of so

near a release : it had looked uncommonly as if he

would live as long as herself. Then in the evening,
in town, she had manifestly had some misadventure :

something must have happened there that it would
be imperative to clear up. She had come back very
late it was past eleven o'clock, and on being met
in the hall by her cousin, who was extremely anxious,
had allowed she was tired and must rest a moment
before mounting the stairs. They had passed together
into the dining-room, her companion proposing a

glass of wine and bustling to the sideboard to pour
it out. This took but a moment, and when my in

formant turned round our poor friend had not had
time to seat herself. Suddenly, with a small moan
that was barely audible, she dropped upon the sofa.

She was dead. What unknown "
little rub

"
had

dealt her the blow ? What concussion, in the name
of wonder, had awaited her in town ? I mentioned

immediately the one thinkable ground of disturbance

her having failed to meet at my house, to which by
invitation for the purpose she had come at five o'clock,

the gentleman I was to be married to, who had been

accidentally kept away and with whom she had no
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acquaintance whatever. This obviously counted for

little ; but something else might easily have occurred :

nothing in the London streets was more possible than

an accident, especially an accident in those desperate
cabs. What had she done, where had she gone on

leaving my house ? I had taken for granted she had

gone straight home. We both presently remembered
that in her excursions to town she sometimes, for

convenience, for refreshment, spent an hour or two
at the

"
Gentlewomen," the quiet little ladies' club,

and I promised that it should be my first care to make
at that establishment an earnest appeal. Then we
entered the dim and dreadful chamber where she lay
locked up in death and where, asking after a little

to be left alone with her, I remained for half an hour.

Death had made her, had kept her beautiful ; but I

felt above all, as I kneeled at her bed, that it had made
her, had kept her silent. It had turned the key on

something I was concerned to know.
On my return from Richmond and after another

duty had been performed I drove to his chambers.

It was the first time, but I had often wanted to see

them. On the staircase, which, as the house contained

twenty sets of rooms, was unrestrictedly public, I

met his servant, who went back with me and ushered

me in. At the sound of my entrance he appeared in

the doorway of a further room, and the instant we
were alone I produced my news :

"
She's dead !

"

" Dead ?
" He was tremendously struck, and I

noticed he had no need to ask whom, in this abrupt
ness, I meant.

"
She died last evening just after leaving me."

He stared with the strangest expression, his eyes

searching mine as for a trap.
"
Last evening after

leaving you ?
" He repeated my words in stupefaction.

Then he brought out, so that it was in stupefaction I

heard,
"
Impossible ! I saw her."
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" You '

saw
'

her ?
"

" On that spot where you stand."

This called back to me after an instant, as if to help
me to take it in, the great wonder of the warning of

his youth.
"
In the hour of death I understand :

as you so beautifully saw your mother."
" Ah not as I saw my mother not that way, not

that way !

" He was deeply moved by my news
far more moved, it was plain, than he would have
been the day before : it gave me a vivid sense that,

as I had then said to myself, there, was indeed a
relation between them and that he had actually been
face to face with her. Such an idea, by its reassertion

of his extraordinary privilege, would have suddenly

presented him as painfully abnormal hadn't he vehe

mently insisted on the difference.
"

I saw her living.
I saw her to speak to her. I saw her as I see you now."

It's remarkable that for a moment, though only
for a moment, I found relief in the more personal, as

it were, but also the more natural, of the two odd
facts. The next, as I embraced this image of her

having come to him on leaving me and of just what
it accounted for in the disposal of her time, I de

manded with a shade of harshness of which I was
aware :

" What on earth did she come for ?
"

He had now had a minute to think to recover

himself and judge of effects, so that if it was still with

excited eyes he spoke he showed a conscious redness

and made an inconsequent attempt to smile away the

gravity of his words.
"
She came just to see me. She

came after what had passed at your house so that

we should, nevertheless, at last meet. The impulse
seemed to me exquisite, and that was the way I

took it."

I looked round the room where she had been

where she had been and I never had till now.
" And

was the way you took it the way she expressed it ?
"
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"
She only expressed it by being here and by letting

me look at her. That was enough !

"
he cried with an

extraordinary laugh.
I wondered more and more.

" You mean she didn't

speak to you ?
"

"
She said nothing. She only looked at me as I

looked at her."
" And you didn't speak either ?

"

He gave me again his painful smile.
"

I thought
of you. The situation was every way delicate. I used

the finest tact. But she saw she had pleased me."
He even repeated his dissonant laugh.

"
She evidently

'

pleased
'

you !

"
Then I thought

a moment.
" How long did she stay ?

"

" How can I say ? It seemed twenty minutes, but
it was probably a good deal less."

"
Twenty minutes of silence !

"
I began to have

my definite view, and .now in fact quite to clutch at it.
" Do you know you're telling me a thing positively
monstrous ?

"

He had been standing with his back to the fire
; at

this, with a pleading look, he came to me.
"

I beseech

you, dearest, to take it kindly."
I could take it kindly, and I signified as much ; but

I couldn't somehow, as he rather awkwardly opened
his arms, let him draw me to him. So there fell

between us for an appreciable time the discomfort of

a great silence.
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HE broke it by presently saying :

"
There's absolutely

no doubt of her death ?
"

"
Unfortunately none. I've just risen from my

knees by the bed where they've laid her out."

He fixed his eyes hard on the floor ; then he raised

them to mine.
" How does she look ?

"

"
She looks at peace."

He turned away again while I watched him ; but

after a moment he began : "At what hour then ?
"

"
It must have been near midnight. She dropped

as she reached her house from an affection of the

heart which she knew herself and her physician knew
her to have, but of which, patiently, bravely, she had
never spoken to me."

He listened intently and for a minute was unable

to speak. At last he broke out with an accent of

which the almost boyish confidence, the really sublime

simplicity, rings in my ears as I write :

"
Wasn't

she wonderful \

" Even at the time I was able to do
it justice enough to answer that I had always told him
so

;
but the next minute, as if after speaking he had

caught a glimpse of what he might have made me feel,

he went on quickly :

" You can easily understand that

if she didn't get home till midnight
"

I instantly took him up.
"
There was plenty of

time for you to have seen her ? How so," I asked,
" when you didn't leave my house till late ? I don't
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remember the very moment I was preoccupied.
But you know that though you said you had lots to

do you sat for some time after dinner. She, on her

side, was all the evening at the
'

Gentlewomen.' I've

just come from there I've ascertained. She had
tea there ; she remained a long long time."

" What was she doing all the long long time ?
"

I saw him eager to challenge at every step my
account of the matter

;
and the more he showed this

the more I was moved to emphasise that version, to

prefer with apparent perversity an explanation which

only deepened the marvel and the mystery, but which,
of the two prodigies it had to choose from, my reviv

ing jealousy found easiest to accept. He stood there

pleading with a candour that now seems to me
beautiful for the privilege of having in spite of supreme
defeat known the living woman

;
while I, with a

passion I wonder at to-day, though it still smoulders in

a manner in its ashes, could only reply that, through
a strange gift shared by her with his mother and on
her own side likewise hereditary, the miracle of his

youth had been renewed for him, the miracle of hers

for her. She had been to him yes, and by an

impulse as charming as he liked
;
but oh she hadn't

been in the body ! It was a simple question of evi

dence. I had had, I maintained, a definite statement
of what she had done most of the time at the

little club. The place was almost empty, but the

servants had noticed her. She had sat motionless

in a deep chair by the drawing-room fire
;

she had
leaned back her head, she had closed her eyes, she

had seemed softly to sleep."
I see. But till what o'clock ?

"

"
There," I was obliged to answer,

"
the servants

fail me a little. The portress in particular is unfor

tunately a fool, even though she too is supposed to be
a Gentlewoman. She was evidently at that period of
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the evening, without a substitute and against regula
tions, absent for some little time from the cage in

which it's her business to watch the comings and

goings. She's muddled, she palpably prevaricates ;

so I can't positively, from her observation, give you
an hour. But it was remarked toward half-past ten

that our poor friend was no longer in the club."

It suited him down to the ground.
"
She came

straight here, and from here she went straight to the

train."
"
She couldn't have run it so close," I declared.

"
That was a thing she particularly never did."
"
There was no need of running it close, my dear

she had plenty of time. Your memory's at fault

about my having left you late : I left you, as it happens,

unusually early. I'm sorry my stay with you seemed

long, for I was back here by ten."
" To put yourself into your slippers," I retorted,

" and fall asleep in your chair. You slept till morn

ing you saw her in a dream !

" He looked at me in

silence and with sombre eyes eyes that showed me
he had some irritation to repress. Presently I went
on :

" You had a visit, at an extraordinary hour, from

a lady soit : nothing in the world's more probable.
But there are ladies and ladies. How in the name of

goodness, if she was unannounced and dumb and

you had into the bargain never seen the least portrait
of her how could you identify the person we're

talking of ?
"

"
Haven't I to absolute satiety heard her described ?

I'll describe her for you in every particular."
"
Don't !

"
I cried with a promptness that made

him laugh once more. I coloured at this, but I con

tinued :

"
Did your servant introduce her ?

"

" He wasn't here he's always away when he's

wanted. One of the features of this big house is that

from the street-door the different floojs are accessible
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practically without challenge. My servant makes
love to a young person employed in the rooms above

these, and he had a long bout of it last evening. When
he's out on that job he leaves my outer door, on
the staircase, so much ajar as to enable him to slip

back without a sound. The door then only requires
a push. She pushed it that simply took a little

courage."" A little ? It took tons ! And it took all sorts

of impossible calculations."

"Well, she had them she made them. Mind

you, I don't deny for a moment," he added,
"
that it

was very very wonderful !

"

Something in his tone kept me a time from trusting

myself to speak. At last I said :

" How did she come
to know where you live ?

"
By remembering the address on the little label

the shop-people happily left sticking to the frame I

had had made for my photograph."" And how was she dressed ?
"

"
In mourning, my own dear. No great depths of

crape, but simple and scrupulous black. She had in

her bonnet three small black feathers. She carried

a little muff of astrachan. She has near the left eye,"
he continued,

"
a tiny vertical scar

I stopped him short.
" The mark of a caress from

her husband." Then I added :

" How close you must
have been to her !

" He made no answer to this, and I

thought he blushed, observing which I broke straight
off.

"
Well, good-bye."" You won't stay a little ?

" He came to me again

tenderly, and this time I suffered him.
" Her visit had

its beauty," he murmured as he held me,
"
but yours

has a greater one."

I let him kiss me, but I remembered, as I had re

membered the day before, that the last kiss she had

given, as I supposed, in this world had been for the
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lips he touched.
"
I'm life, you see," I answered.

" What you saw last night was death."
"

It was life it was life !

"

He spoke with a soft stubbornness I disengaged

myself. We stood looking at each other hard.
" You

describe the scene so far as you describe it at all-

in terms that are incomprehensible. She was in the

room before you knew it ?
"

"I looked up from my letter-writing at that

table under the lamp I had been wholly absorbed in

it and she stood before me."
" Then what did you do ?

"

"
I sprang up with an ejaculation, and she, with a

smile, laid her finger, ever so warningly, yet with a

sort of delicate dignity, to her lips. I knew it meant

silence, but the strange thing was that it seemed im

mediately to explain and to justify her. We at any
rate stood for a time that, as I've told you, I can't

calculate, face to face. It was just as you and I stand

now."
"
Simply staring ?

"

He shook an impatient head.
" Ah ! we're not

staring !

"

"
Yes, but we're talking."

"
Well, we were after a fashion." He lost him

self in the memory of it.
"

It was as friendly as this."

I had on my tongue's end to ask if that was saying
much for it, but I made the point instead that what

they had evidently done was to gaze in mutual ad

miration. Then I asked if his recognition of her had
been immediate.

" Not quite," he replied,
"

for of

course I didn't expect her ; but it came to me long
before she went who she was who only she could

be."

I thought a little.
" And how did she at last go ?

"

'

Just as she arrived. The door was open behind

her and she passed out."
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" Was she rapid slow ?
"

"
Rather quick. But looking behind her," he

smiled to add.
"

I let her go, for I perfectly knew I

was to take it as she wished."

I was conscious of exhaling a long vague sigh.
"
Well, you must take it now as / wish you must

let me go."
At this he drew near me again, detaining and per

suading me, declaring with all due gallantry that I

was a very different matter. I'd have given anything
to have been able to ask him if he had touched her,

but the words refused to form themselves : I knew to

the last tenth of a tone how horrid and vulgar they'd
sound. I said something else I forget exactly
what ; it was feebly tortuous and intended, meanly
enough, to make him tell me without my putting the

question. But he didn't tell me ;
he only repeated,

as from a glimpse of the propriety of soothing and

consoling me, the sense of his declaration of some
minutes before the assurance

.
that she was indeed

exquisite, as I had always insisted, but that I was his
"

real
"
friend and his very own for ever. This led me

to reassert, in the spirit of my previous rejoinder, that

I had at least the merit of being alive ; which in turn

drew from him again the flash of contradiction I

dreaded.
" Oh she was alive ! She was, she was !

"

"
She was dead, she was dead !

"
I asseverated with

an energy, a determination it should be so, which
comes back to me now almost as grotesque. But the

sound of the word as it rang out filled me suddenly
with horror, and all the natural emotion the meaning
of it might have evoked in other conditions gathered
and broke in a flood. It rolled over me that here was
a great affection quenched, and how much I had loved
and trusted her. I had a vision at the same time of

the lonely beauty of her end.
"
She's gone she's

lost to us for ever !

"
I burst into sobs.
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"
That's exactly what I feel," he exclaimed, speak

ing with extreme kindness and pressing me to him for

comfort.
"
She's gone ;

she's lost to us for ever : so

what does it matter now ?
" He bent over me, and

when his face had touched mine I scarcely knew if it

were wet with my tears or with his own.
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IT was my theory, my conviction, it became, as I may
say, my attitude, that they had still never

" met
"

;

and it was just on this ground I felt it generous to ask

him to stand with me at her grave. He did so very

modestly and tenderly, and I assumed, though he

himself clearly cared nothing for the danger, that the

solemnity of the occasion, largely made up of persons
who had known them both and had a sense of the

long joke, would sufficiently deprive his presence of

all light association. On the question of what had

happened the evening of her death little more passed
between us

;
I had been taken by a horror of the

element of evidence. Oh either hypothesis it was gross
and prying. He on his side lacked producible cor-

roboration everything, that is, but a statement of

his house-porter, on his own admission a most casual

and intermittent personage that between the hours

of ten o'clock and midnight no less than three ladies

in deep black had flitted in and out of the place. This

proved far too much
; we had neither of us any use

for three. He knew I considered I had accounted for

every fragment of her time, and we dropped the mat
ter as settled ;

we abstained from further discussion.

What / knew however was that he abstained to please
me rather than because he yielded to my reasons. He
didn't yield he was only indulgent ;

he clung to his

interpretation because he liked it better. He liked it
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bettor, I held, because it had more to say to his vanity.
That, in a similar position, wouldn't have been its

effect on me, though I had doubtless quite as much ;

but these are things of individual humour and as to

which no person can judge for another. I should have

supposed it more gratifying to be the subject of one
of those inexplicable occurrences that are chronicled

in thrilling books and disputed about at learned meet

ings ;
I could conceive, on the part of a being just

engulfed in the infinite and still vibrating with human
emotion, of nothing more fine and pure, more high
and august, than such an impulse of reparation, of

admonition, or even of curiosity. That was beautiful,

if one would, and I should in his place have thought
more of myself for being so distinguished and so

selected. It was public that he had already, that he

had long figured in that light, and what was such a
fact in itself but almost a proof ? Each of the strange
visitations contributed to establish the other. He had
a different feeling ; but he had also, I hasten to add,
an unmistakable desire not to make a stand or, as

they say, a fuss about it. I might believe what I liked

the more so that the whole' thing was in a manner
a mystery of my producing. It was an event of my
history, a puzzle of my consciousness, not of his

;

therefore he would take about it any tone that struck

me as convenient. We had both at all events other

business on hand ;
we were pressed with preparations

for our marriage.
Mine were assuredly urgent, but I found as the

days went on that to believe what I
"
liked

"
was to

believe what I was more and more intimately con

vinced of. I found also that I didn't like it so much
as that came to, or that the pleasure at all events was
far from being the cause of my conviction. My ob

session, as I may really call it and as I began to per

ceive, refused to be elbowed away, as I had hoped, by
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my sense of paramount duties. If I had a great deal

to do I had still more to think of, and the moment
came when my occupations were gravely menaced by
my thoughts. I see it all now, I feel it, I live it over.

It's terribly void of joy, it's full indeed to overflowing
of bitterness ; and yet I must do myself justice -I

couldn't have been other than I was. The same

strange impressions, had I to meet them again, would

produce the same deep anguish, the same sharp
doubts, the same still sharper certainties. Oh it's all

easier to remember than to write, but even could I

retrace the business hour by hour, could I find terms

for the inexpressible, the ugliness and the pain would

quickly stay my hand. Let me then note very simply
and briefly that a week before our wedding-day, three

weeks after her death, I knew in. all my fibres that I

had something very serious to look in the face and
that if I was to make this effort I must make it on
the spot and before another hour should elapse. My
unextinguished jealousy that was the Medusa-
mask. It hadn't died with her death, it had lividly

survived, and it was fed by suspicions unspeakable.

They would be unspeakable to-day, that is, if I

hadn't felt the sharp need of uttering them at the time.

This need took possession of me to save me, as it

seemed, from my fate. When once it had done so I

saw in the urgency of the case, the diminishing
hours and shrinking interval only one issue, that

of absolute promptness and frankness. I could at

least not do him the wrong of delaying another day ;

I could at least treat my difficulty as too fine for a

subterfuge. Therefore very quietly, but none the

less abruptly and hideously, I put it before him on a

certain evening that we must reconsider our situation

and recognise that it had completely altered.

He stared bravely.
" How in the world altered ?

"

"
Another person has come between us."
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He took but an instant to think.
"

I won't pretend
'not to know whom you mean." He smiled in pity for

my aberration, but he meant to be kind.
" A woman

dead and buried !

"

"
She's buried, but she's not dead. She's dead for

the world she's dead for me. But she's not dead
for you."

" You hark back to the different construction we

put on her appearance that evening ?
"

"
No," I answered,

"
I hark back to nothing. I've

no need of it. I've more than enough with what's

before me."
" And pray, darling, what may that be ?

"

"
You're completely changed."

"
By that absurdity ?

"
he laughed.

" Not so much by that one as by other absurdities

that have followed it."
" And what may they have been ?

"

We had faced each other fairly, with eyes that

didn't flinch ; but his had a dim strange light, and my
certitude triumphed in his perceptible paleness.

" Do
you really pretend," I asked,

"
not to know what they

are ?
"

"My dear child," he replied,
"
you describe them

too sketchily !

"

I considered a moment.
" One may well be em

barrassed to finish the picture ! But from that point
of view and from the beginning what was ever

more embarrassing than your idiosyncrasy ?
"

He invoked his vagueness a thing he always did

beautifully.
"
My idiosyncrasy ?

"

" Your notorious, your peculiar power."
He gave a great shrug of impatience, a groan of

overdone disdain.
" Oh my peculiar power !

"

" Your accessibility to forms of life," 1 coldly went

on,
"
your command of impressions, appearances,

contacts, closed -for our gain or our loss to the
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rest of us. That was originally a part of the deep
interest with which you inspired me one of the

reasons I was amused I was indeed positively proud,
to know you. It was a magnificent distinction

;
it's

a magnificent distinction still. But of course I had no

prevision then of the way it would operate now ; and
even had that been the case I should have had none of

the extraordinary way in which its action would affect

me."
" To what in the name of goodness/' he pleadingly

inquired,
"
are you fantastically alluding ?

" Then as

I remained silent, gathering a tone for my charge,
" How in the world does it operate ?

"
he went on ;

"
and how in the world are you affected ?

"

"
She missed you for five years," I said,

"
but she

never misses you now. You're making it up !

"

"
Making it up ?

" He had begun to turn from
white to red.

' You see her you see her : you see her every

night !

" He gave a loud sound of derision, but I felt

it ring false.
"
She comes to you as she came that

evening," I declared ;

"
having tried it she found she

liked it !

"
I was able, with God's help, to speak with

out blind passion or vulgar violence ; but those were
the exact words and far from

"
sketchy

"
they then

appeared to me that I uttered. He had turned

away in his laughter, clapping his hands at my folly,

but in an instant he faced me again with a change
of expression that struck me.

" Do you dare to

deny," I then asked,
"
that you habitually see

her?
"

He had taken the line of indulgence, of meeting me
half-way and kindly humouring me. At all events he
to my astonishment suddenly said :

"
Well, my dear,

what if I do ?
"

"
It's your natural right : it belongs to your con

stitution and to your wonderful if not perhaps quite
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enviable fortune. But you'll easily understand that

it separates us. I unconditionally release you.""
Release me ?

"

" You must choose between me and her."

He looked at me hard.
"

I see." Then he walked

away a little, as if grasping what I had said and

thinking how he had best treat it. At last he turned

on me afresh.
" How on earth do you know such an

awfully private thing ?
"

" You mean because you've tried so hard to hide

it ? It is awfully private, and you may believe I shall

never betray you. You've done your best, you've
acted your part, you've behaved, poor dear ! loyally
and admirably. Therefore I've watched you in

silence, playing my part too ; I've noted every drop
in your voice, every absence in your eyes, every effort

in your indifferent hand : I've waited till I was utterly
sure and miserably unhappy. How can you hide it

when you're abjectly in love with her, when you're
sick almost to death with the joy of what she gives

you ?
"

I checked his quick protest with a quicker

gesture.
" You love her as you've never loved, and,

passion for passion, she gives it straight back ! She
rules you, she holds you, she has you all ! A woman,
in such a case as mine, divines and feels and sees ;

she's not a dull dunce who has to be
'

credibly in

formed.' You come to me mechanically, compunc-
tiously, with the dregs of your tenderness and the

remnant of your life. I can renounce you, but I can't

share you : the best of you is hers, I know what it is

and freely give you up to her for ever !

"

He made a gallant fight, but it couldn't be patched

up ; he repeated his denial, he retracted his admission,
he ridiculed my charge, of which I freely granted him
moreover the indefensible extravagance. I didn't

pretend for a moment that we were talking of com
mon things ;

I didn't pretend for a moment that he
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and she were common people. Pray, if they had been,
how should I ever have cared for them ? They had

enjoyed a rare extension of being and they had caught
me up in their flight ; only I couldn't breathe in such

air and I promptly asked to be set down. Every
thing in the facts was monstrous, and most of all my
lucid perception of them ; the only thing allied to

nature and truth was my having to act on that percep
tion. I felt after I had spoken in this sense that my
assurance was complete ; nothing had been wanting
to it but the sight of my effect on him. He disguised
indeed the effect in a cloud of chaff, a diversion that

gained him time and covered his retreat. He chal

lenged my sincerity, my sanity, almost my humanity,
and that of course widened our breach and confirmed

our rupture. He did everything in short but convince

me either that I was wrong or that he was unhappy :

we separated, and I left him to his inconceivable

communion.
He never married, any more than I've done. When

six years later, in solitude and silence, I heard of his

death I hailed it as a direct contribution to my theory.
It was sudden, it was never properly accounted for,

it was surrounded by circumstances in which for

oh I took them to pieces ! I distinctly read an in

tention, the mark of his own hidden hand. It was the

result of a long necessity, of an unquenchable desire.

To say exactly what I mean, it was a response to "an

irresistible call.
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THE statement appears to have been written, though
the fragment is undated, long after the death of his

wife, whom I take to have been one of the persons
referred to. There is however nothing in the strange

story to establish this point, now perhaps not of im

portance. When I took possession of his effects I

found these pages, in a locked drawer, among papers

relating to the unfortunate lady's too brief career

she died in childbirth a year after her marriage : let

ters, memoranda, accounts, faded photographs, cards

of invitation. That's the only connexion I can point

to, and you may easily, and will probably, think it

too extravagant to have had a palpable basis. I can't,

I allow, vouch for his having intended it as a report of

real occurrence I can only vouch for his general

veracity. In any case it was written for himself, not

for others. I offer it to others having full option

precisely because of its oddity. Let them, in respect
to the form of the thing, bear in mind that it was
written quite for himself. I've altered nothing but

the names.

If there's a story in the matter I recognise the exact

moment at which it began. This was on a soft still

Sunday noon in November, just after church, on the

sunny Parade. Brighton was full of people ;
it was

the height of the season and the day was even more

respectable than lovely which helped to account for
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the multitude of walkers. The blue sea itself was
decorous ; it seemed to doze with a gentle snore if

that be decorum while nature preached a sermon.

After writing letters all the morning I had come out

to take a look at it before luncheon. I leaned over the

rail dividing the King's Road from the beach, and I

think I had smoked a cigarette, when I became
conscious of an intended joke in the shape of a light

walking-stick laid across my shoulders. The idea, I

found, had been thrown off by Teddy Bostwick of the

Rifles and was intended as a contribution to talk. Our
talk came off as we strolled together he always took

your arm to show you he forgave your obtuseness

about his humour and looked at the people, and
bowed to some of them, and wondered who others

were, and differed in opinion as to the prettiness of

girls. About Charlotte Harden we agreed, however,
as we saw her come toward us with her mother ; and
there surely could have been no one who wouldn't

have concurred. The Brighton air used of old to

make plain girls pretty and pretty girls prettier still

I don't know whether it works the spell now. The

place was at any rate rare for complexions, and
Miss Marden's was one that made people turn

round. It made us stop, heaven knows at least it

was one of. the things, for we already knew the ladies.

We turned with them, we joined them, we went
where they were going. They were only going to the

end and back they had just come out of church. It

was another manifestation of Teddy's humour that

he got immediate possession of Charlotte, leaving me
to walk with her mother. However, I wasn't un

happy ;
the girl was before me and I had her to talk

about. We prolonged our walk ;
Mrs. Marden kept

me and presently said she was tired and must rest.

We found a place on a sheltered bench we gossiped
as the people passed. It had already struck me, in
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this pair, that the resemblance between mother and

daughter was wonderful even among such resem

blances, all the more that it took so little account

of a difference of nature. One often hears mature
mothers spoken of as warnings sign-posts, more
or less discouraging, of the way daughters may go.
But there was nothing deterrent in the idea that

Charlotte should at fifty-five be as beautiful, even

though it were conditioned on her being as pale and

preoccupied, as Mrs. Harden. At twenty-two she had
a rosy blankness and was admirably handsome.
Her head had the charming shape of her mother's

and her features the same fine order. Then there

were looks and movements and tones moments
when you could scarce say if it were aspect or sound

which, between the two appearances, referred and
reminded.

These ladies had a small fortune and a cheerful

little house at Brighton, full of portraits and tokens

and trophies stuffed animals on the top of book
cases and sallow varnished fish under glass to

which Mrs. Marden professed herself attached by
pious memories. Her husband had been

"
ordered

"

there in ill health, to spend the last years of his life,

and she had already mentioned to me that it was a

place in which she felt herself still under the protec
tion of his goodness. His goodness appeared to have
been great, and she sometimes seemed to defend it

from vague innuendo. Some sense of protection, of

an influence invoked and cherished, was evidently

necessary to her
; she had a dim wistfulness, a longing

for security. She wanted friends and had a good
many. She was kind to me on our first meeting,
and I never suspected her of the vulgar purpose of
"
making up

"
to me a suspicion of course unduly

frequent in conceited young men. It never struck

me that she wanted me for her daughter, nor yet, like
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some unnatural mammas, for herself. It was as if

they had had a common deep shy need and had been

ready to say :

" Oh be friendly to us and be trustful !

Don't be afraid you won't be expected to marry
us." "Of course there's something about mamma :

that's really what makes her such a dear !

"
Charlotte

said to me, confidentially, at an early stage of our

acquaintance. She worshipped her mother's appear
ance. It was the only thing she was vain of

; she

accepted the raised eyebrows as a charming ultimate

fact.
"
She looks as if she were waiting for the doctor,

dear mamma," she said on another occasion.
"
Per

haps you're the doctor
;
do you think you are ?

"
It

appeared in the event that I had some healing power.
At any rate when I learned, for she once dropped the

remark, that Mrs. Marden also held there was some

thing
"
awfully strange

"
about Charlotte, the relation

of the two ladies couldn't but be interesting. It was

happy enough, at bottom
; each had the other so on

her mind.

On the Parade the stream of strollers held its

course, and Charlotte presently went by with Teddy
Bostwick. She smiled and nodded and continued,
but when she came back she stopped and spoke to us.

Captain Bostwick positively declined to go in he

pronounced the occasion too jolly : might they there

fore take another turn ? Her mother dropped a
" Do

as you like," and the girl gave me an impertinent
smile over her shoulder as they quitted us. Teddy
looked at me with his glass in one eye, but I didn't

mind that : it was only of Miss Marden I was thinking
as I laughed to my companion.

"
She's a bit of a

coquette, you know."
"
Don't say that don't say that !

"
Mrs. Marden

murmured.
" The nicest girls always are -just a little," I was

magnanimous enough to plead.
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" Then why are they always punished ?

The intensity of the question startled me it had
come out in a vivid flash. Therefore I had to think

a moment .before I put to her :

" What do you know
of their punishment ?

"

"
Well I was a bad girl myself."

" And were you punished ?
"

"
I carry it through life," she said as she looked

away from me.
" Ah !

"
she suddenly panted in the

next breath, rising to her feet and staring at her

daughter, who had reappeared again with Captain
Bostwick. She stood a few seconds, the queerest

expression in her face ;
then she sank on the seat again

and I saw she had blushed crimson. Charlotte, who
had noticed it all, came straight up to her and, taking
her hand with quick tenderness, seated herself at

her other side. The girl had turned pale she gave
her mother a fixed scared look. Mrs. Harden, who
had had some shock that escaped our detection,

recovered herself
;
that is she sat quiet and inexpres

sive, gazing at the indifferent crowd, the sunny air, the

slumbering sea. My eye happened to fall neverthe

less on the interlocked hands of the two ladies, and
I quickly guessed the grasp of the elder to be violent.

Bostwick stood before them, wondering what was the

matter and asking me from his little vacant disk if /

knew
;

which led Charlotte to say to him after a

moment and with a certain irritation :

"
Don't stand

there that way, Captain Bostwick. Go awa}^ please

go away."
I got up at this, hoping Mrs. Marden wasn't ill ;

but she at once begged we wouldn't leave them, that

we would particularly stay and that we would pre

sently come home to luncheon. She drew me down
beside her and for a moment I felt her hand press my
arm in a way that might have been an involuntary

betrayal of distress and might have been a private
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signal. What she should have wished to point out to

me I couldn't divine : perhaps she had seen in the

crowd somebody or something abnormal. She ex

plained to us in a few minutes that she was all right,
that she was only liable to palpitations : they came as

quickly as they went. It was time to move a truth

on which we acted. The incident was felt to be
closed. Bostwick and I lunched with our sociable

friends, and when I walked away with him he pro
fessed he had never seen creatures more completely
to his taste.

Mrs. Marden had made us promise to come back
the next day to tea, and had exhorted us in general
to come as often as we could. Yet the next day when,
at five o'clock, I knocked at the door of the pretty
house it was but to learn that the ladies had gone up
to town. They had left a message for us with the

butler : he was to say they had suddenly been called

and much regretted it. They would be absent a few

days. This was all I could extract from the dumb
domestic. I went again three days later, but they
were still away ; and it was not till the end of a week
that I got a note from Mrs. Marden.

"
We're back,"

she wrote :

"
do come and forgive us." It was on this

occasion, I remember the occasion of my going

just after getting the note that she told me she had
distinct intuitions. I don't know how many people
there were in England at that time in that predica

ment, but there were very few who would have

mentioned it ; so that the announcement struck me as

original, especially as her point was that some of these

uncanny promptings were connected with myself.
There were other people present idle Brighton
folk, old women with frightened eyes and irrelevant

interjections and I had too few minutes' talk with

Charlotte ; but the day after this I met them both

at dinner and had the satisfaction of sitting next to
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Miss Marden. I recall this passage as the hour of its

first fully coming over me that she was a beautiful

liberal creature. I had seen her personality in glimpses
and gleams, like a song sung in snatches, v but now it

was before me in a large rosy glow, as if it had been a

full volume of sound. I heard the whole of the air,

and it was sweet fresh music, which I was often to

hum over.

After dinner I had a few words with Mrs. Marden ;

it was at the time, late in the evening, when tea was
handed about. A servant passed near us with a tray,

I asked her if she would have a cup and, on her

assenting, took one and offered it to her. She put out

her hand for it and I gave it her, safely as I supposed ;

but as her fingers were about to secure it she started

and faltered, so that both my frail vessel and its fine

recipient dropped with a crash of porcelain and with

out, on the part of my companion, the usual woman's
motion to save her dress. I stooped to pick up the

fragments and when I raised myself Mrs. Marden
was looking across the room at her daughter, who
returned it with lips of cheer but anxious eyes.

"
Dear

mamma, what on earth is the matter with you ?
"
the

silent question seemed to say. Mrs. Marden coloured

just as she had done after her strange movement on
the Parade the other week, and I was therefore

surprised when she said to me with unexpected assur

ance :

" You should really have a steadier hand !

"

I had begun to stammer a defence of my hand when I

noticed her eyes fixed on me with an intense appeal.
It was ambiguous at first and only added to my con
fusion ; then suddenly I understood as plainly as if

she had murmured " Make believe it was you make
believe it was you." The servant came back to take

the morsels of the cup and wipe up the spilt tea,

and while I was in the midst. of making believe Mrs.

Marden abruptly brushed away from me and from
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her daughter's attention and went into another room.
She gave no heed to the state of her dress.

I saw nothing more of either that evening, but the

next morning, in the King's Road, I met the younger
lady with a roll of music in her muff. She told me
she had been a little way alone, to practise duets

with a friend, and I asked her if she would go a little

way further in company. She gave me leave to

attend her to her door, and as we stood before it I

inquired if I might go in.
"
No, not to-day I don't

want you," she said very straight, though not un-

amiably ; while the words caused me to direct a

wistful disconcerted gaze at one of the windows of

the house. It fell on the white face of Mrs. Harden,
turned out at us from the drawing-room. She stood

long enough to show it was she and not the apparition
I had come near taking it for, and then she vanished

before her daughter had observed her. The girl,

during our walk, had said nothing about her. As I

had been told they didn't want me I left them alone

a little, after which certain hazards kept us still

longer apart. I finally went up to London, and while

there received a pressing invitation to come immedi

ately down to Tranton, a pretty old place in Sussex

belonging to a couple whose acquaintance I had

lately made.
I went to Tranton from town, and on arriving found

the Hardens, with a dozen other people, in the house.

The first thing Hrs. Harden said was
"
Will you

forgive me ?
"
and when I asked what I had to for

give she answered
"
Hy thiowing my tea over you."

I replied that it had gone over herself ; whereupon
she said

" At any rate I was very rude but some
time I think you'll understand, and then you'll-make
allowances for me." The first day I was there she

dropped two or three of these references she had

already indulged in more than one to the mystic
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initiation in store for me ;
so that I began, as the phrase

is, to chaff her about it, to say I'd rather it were less

wonderful and take it out at once. She answered that

when it should come to me I'd have indeed to take

it out there would be little enough option. That
it would come was privately clear to her, a deep pre
sentiment, which was the only reason she had ever

mentioned the matter. Didn't I remember she had

spoken to me of intuitions ? From the first of her see

ing me she had been sure there were things I shouldn't

escape knowing. Meanwhile there was nothing to

do but wait and keep cool, not to be precipitate.
She particularly wished not to become extravagantly
nervous. And I was above all not to be nervous

myself one got used to everything. I returned that

though I couldn't make out what she was talking
of I was terribly frightened ;

the absence of a clue

gave such a range to one's imagination. I exaggerated
on purpose ; for if Mrs. Marden was mystifying I can

scarcely say she was alarming. I couldn't imagine
what she meant, but I wondered more than I shud
dered. I might have said to myself that she was
a little wrong in the upper storey ; but that

never occurred to me. She struck me as hopelessly

right.

There were other girls in the house, but Charlotte

the most charming ;
which was so generally allowed

that she almost interfered with the slaughter of ground
game. There were two or three men, and I was of

the number, who actually preferred her to the society
of the beaters. In short she was recognised as a

form of sport superior and exquisite. She was kind

to all of us she made us go out late and come in

early. I don't know whether she flirted, but several

other members of the party thought they did. Indeed

as regards himself Teddy Bostwick, who had come
over from Brighton, was visibly sure.
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The third of these days was a Sunday, which deter

mined a pretty walk to morning service over the fields.

It was grey windless weather, and the bell of the little

old church that nestled in the hollow of the Sussex

down sounded near and domestic. We were a strag

gling procession in the mild damp air which, as

always at that season, gave one the feeling that after

the trees were bare there was more of it, a larger sky
and I managed to fall a good way behind with Miss

Marden. I remember entertaining, as we moved

together over the turf, a strong impulse to say some

thing intensely personal, something violent and im

portant, important for me such as that I had never

seen her so lovely or that that particular moment was
the sweetest of my life. But always, in youth, such

words have been on the lips many times before they're

spoken to any effect ; and I had the sense, not that

I didn't know her well enough I cared little for

that but that she didn't sufficiently know me. In

the church, a museum of old Tranton tombs and

brasses, the big Tranton pew was full. Several of us

were scattered, and I found a seat for Miss Marden,
and another for myself beside it, at a distance from
her mother and from most of our friends. There were

two or three decent rustics on the bench, who moved
in further to make room for us, and I took my place

first, to cut off my companion from our neighbours.
After she was seated there was still a space left, which

remained empty till service was about half over.

This at least was the moment of my noting that

another person had entered and had taken the seat.

When I remarked him he had apparently been for

some minutes in the pew had settled himself and

put down his hat beside him and, with his hands
crossed on the knob of his cane, was gazing before him
at the altar. He was a pale young man in black and
with the air of a gentleman. His presence slightly
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startled me, for Miss Harden hadn't attracted my
attention to it by moving to make room for him. After

a few minutes, observing that he had no prayer-book,
I reached across my neighbour and placed mine before

him, on the ledge of the pew ; a manoeuvre the motive

of which was not unconnected with the possibility

that, in my own destitution, Miss Marden would give
me one side of her velvet volume to hold. The pretext
however was destined to fail, for at the moment I

offered him the book the intruder whose intrusion

I had so condoned rose from his place without

thanking me, stepped noiselessly out of the pew,
which had no door, and, so discreetly as to attract no

attention, passed down the centre of the church. A
few minutes had sufficed for his devotions. His

behaviour was unbecoming, his early departure even

more than his late arrival
;
but he managed so quietly

that we were not incommoded, and I found, on turn

ing a little to look after him, that nobody was dis

turbed by his withdrawal. I only noticed, and with

surprise, that Mrs. Marden had been so affected bj
r it

as to rise, all involuntarily, in her place. She stared at

him as he passed, but he passed very quickly, and she

as quickly dropped down again, though not too soon

to catch my eye across the church. Five minutes later

I asked her daughter, in a low voice, if she would

kindly pass me back my prayer-book I had waited
to see if she would spontaneously perform the act.

The girl restored this aid to devotion, but had been so

far from troubling herself about it that she could say
to me as she did so :

"
Why on earth did you put it

there ?
"

I was on the point of answering her when
she dropped on her knees, and at this I held my
tongue. I had only been going to say :

" To be

decently civil."

After the benediction, as we were leaving our

places, I was slightly surprised again to see that Mrs.
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Marden, instead of going out with her companions,
had come up the aisle to join us, having apparently

something to say to her daughter. She said it, but in

an instant I saw it had been a pretext her real

business was with me. She pushed Charlotte forward

and suddenly breathed to me :

"
Did you see

him ?
"

" The gentleman who sat down here ? How could

I help seeing him ?
"

" Hush !

"
she said with the intensest excitement ;

"
don't speak to her don't tell her !

"
She slipped her

hand into my arm, to keep me near her to keep me,
it seemed, away from her daughter. The precaution
was unnecessary, for Teddy Bostwick had already
taken possession of Miss Marden, and as they passed
out of church in front of me I saw one of the other

men close up on her other hand. It appeared to be
felt that I had had my turn. Mrs. Marden released

me as soon as we got out, but not before I saw she

had needed my support.
"
Don't speak to any one

don't tell any one !

"
she went on.

"
I don't understand. Tell any one what ?

"

"
Why that you saw him."

"
Surely they saw him for themselves."

" Not one of them, not one of them." She spoke
with such passionate decision that I glanced at her

she was staring straight before her. But she felt the

challenge of my eyes and stopped short, in the old

brown timber porch of the church, with the others

well in advance of us ; where, looking at me now and
in quite an extraordinary manner,

"
You're the only

person," she said ;

"
the only person in the world."

" But you, dear madam ?
"

" Oh me of course. That's my curse !

" And
with this she moved rapidly off to join the rest of our

group. I hovered at its outskirts on the way home
I had such food for rumination. Whom had I seen
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and why was the apparition it rose before my
mind's eye all clear again invisible to the others ?

If an exception had been made for Mrs. Harden why
did it constitute a curse, and why was I to share so

questionable a boon ? This appeal, carried on in my
own locked breast, kept me doubtless quiet enough
at luncheon. After that repast I went out on the old

terrace to smoke a cigarette, but had only taken a
turn or two when I caught Mrs. Marden's moulded
mask at the window of one of the rooms open to the

crooked flags. It reminded me of the same flitting

presence behind the pane at Brighton the day I met
Charlotte and walked home with her. But this time

my ambiguous friend didn't vanish ; she tapped on
the pane and motioned me to come in. She was in a

queer little apartment, one of the many reception-
rooms of which the ground-floor at Tranton consisted

;

it was known as the Indian room and had a style
denominated Eastern -bamboo lounges, lacquered
screens, lanterns with long fringes and strange idols

in cabinets, objects not held to conduce to sociability.
The place was little used, and when I went round to

her we had it to ourselves. As soon as I appeared
she said to me :

"
Please tell me this are you in

love with my daughter ?
"

I really had a little to take my time.
"
Before I

answer your question will you kindly tell me what

gives you the idea ? I don't consider I've been very
forward."

Mrs. Marden, contradicting me with her beautiful

anxious eyes, gave me no satisfaction on the point I

mentioned ; she only went on strenuously :

"
Did you

say nothing to her on the way to church ?
"

" What makes you think I said anything ?
"

"
Why the fact that you saw him."

" Saw whom, dear Mrs. Marden ?
"

" Oh you know," she answered gravely, even a
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little reproachfully, as if I were trying to humiliate

her by making her name the unnameable.
" Do you mean the gentleman who formed the

subject of your strange statement in church the

one who came into the pew ?
"

" You saw him, you saw him !

'' she panted with a

strange mixture of dismay and relief.
"
Of course I saw him, and so did you."

"
It didn't follow. Did you feel it to be inevitable ?

"

I was puzzled again.
"
Inevitable ?

"

"
That you should see him ?

"

"
Certainly, since I'm not blind."

''' You might have been. Every one else is." I was

wonderfully at sea and I frankly confessed it to my
questioner, but the case wasn't improved by her

presently exclaiming : "I knew you would, from the

moment you should be really in love with her ! I

knew it would be the test what do I mean ? the

proof.""
Are there such strange bewilderments attached

to that high state ?
"

I smiled to ask.
" You can judge for yourself. You see him, you see

him !

"
she quite exulted in it.

"
You'll see him

again.""
I've no objection, but I shall take more interest

in him if you'll kindly tell me who he is."

She avoided my eyes then consciously met them.
"

I'll tell you if you'll tell me first what you said to her

on the way to church."
" Has she told you I said anything ?

"

" Do I need that ?
"
she asked with expression.

" Oh yes, I remember your intuitions ! But I'm

sorry to see they're at fault this time ; because I really
said nothing to your daughter that was the least out

of the way.""
Are you very very sure ?

"

" On my honour, Mrs. Harden."
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" Then you consider you're not in love with her ?

"

"
That's another affair !

"
I laughed.

" You are you are \ You wouldn't have seen

him if you hadn't been."
" Then who the deuce is he, madam ? "I pressed

it with some irritation.

Yet she would still only question me back.
"
Didn't

you at least want to say something to her didn't

you come very near it ?
"

Well, this was more to the point ;
it justified the

famous intuitions.
" Ah '

near
'

it as much as you like

call.it the turn of a hair. I don't know what kept
me quiet."

"
That was quite enough," said Mrs. Harden.

"
It

isn't what you say that makes the difference ;
it's

what you feel. That's what he goes by."
I was annoyed at last by her reiterated reference to

an identity yet to be established, and I clasped my
hands with an air of supplication which covered much
real impatience, a sharper curiosity and even the first

short throbs of a certain sacred dread.
"

I entreat you
to tell me whom you're talking about."

She threw up her arms, looking away from me, as

if to shake off both reserve and responsibility.
"

Sir

Edmund Orme."
" And who may Sir Edmund Orme be ?

"

At the moment I spoke she gave a start.
" Hush

here they come." Then as, following the direction

of her eyes, I saw Charlotte, out on the terrace, by our

own window, she added, with an intensity of warning :

"
Don't notice him never \

"

The girl, who now had had her hands beside her

eyes, peering into the room and smiling, signed to us

through the glass to admit her ;
on which I went and

opened the long window. Her mother turned away
and she came in with a laughing challenge :

" What

plot in the world are you two hatching here ?
" Some
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plan I forget what was in prospect for the after

noon, as to which Mrs. Marden's participation or

consent was solicited, my own adhesion being taken

for granted ; and she had been half over the place in

her quest. I was flurried, seeing the elder woman was
when she turned round to meet her daughter she

disguised it to extravagance, throwing herself on the

girl's neck and embracing her so that, to pass it off,

I overdid my gallantry.
"

I've been asking your mother for your hand."
" Oh indeed, and has she given it ?

"
Miss Marden

gaily returned.
"
She was just going to when you appeared

there."
"
Well, it's only for a moment I'll leave you

free."
" Do you like him, Charlotte ?

"
Mrs. Marden asked

with a candour I scarcely expected.
"

It's difficult to say before him, isn't it ?
"

the

charming creature went on, entering into the humour
of the thing, but looking at me as if she scarce liked

me at all.

She would have had to say it before another

person as well, for at that moment there stepped into

the room from the terrace the window had been

left open a gentleman who had come into sight,

at least into mine, only within the instant. Mrs.

Marden had said
"
Here they come," but he appeared

to have followed her daughter at a certain distance. I

recognised him at once as the personage who had sat

beside us in church. This time I saw him better, saw
his face and his carriage were strange. I speak of

him as a personage, because one felt, indescribably,
as if a reigning prince had come into the room. He
held himself with something of the grand air and as if

he were different from his company. Yet he looked

fixedly and gravely at me, till I wondered what he
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expected. Did he consider that I should bend my knee
or kiss his hand ? He turned his eyes in the same way
on Mrs. Harden, but she knew what to do. After the

first agitation produced by his approach she took no
notice of him whatever ; it made me remember her

passionate adjuration to me. I had to achieve a great
effort to imitate her, for though I knew nothing about
him but that he was Sir Edmund Orme his presence
acted as a strong appeal, almost as an oppression. He
stood there without speaking young pale handsome
clean-shaven decorous, with extraordinary light blue

eyes and something old-fashioned, like a portrait of

years ago, in his head and in his manner of wearing
his hair. He was in complete mourning one im

mediately took him for very well dressed and he
carried his hat in his hand. He looked again

strangely hard at me, harder than any one in the

world had ever looked before
; and I remember feeling

rather cold and wishing he would say something.
No silence had ever seemed to me so soundless. All

this was of course an impression intensely rapid ;

but that it had consumed some instants was proved
to me suddenly by the expression of countenance of

Charlotte Harden, who stared from one of us to the

other he never looked at her, and she had no ap
pearance of looking at him and then broke out
with :

" What on earth is the matter with you ?

You've such odd faces !

"
I felt the colour come

back to mine, and when she went on in the same
tone,

" One would think you had seen a ghost !

"
I

was conscious I had turned very red. Sir Edmund
Orme never blushed, and I was sure no embarrassment
touched him. One had met people of that sort, but
never any one with so high an indifference.

"
Don't be impertinent, and go and tell them all

that I'll join them," said Mrs. Harden with much
dignity but with a tremor of voice that I caught.
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" And will you come you ?

"
the girl asked, turn

ing away. I made no answer, taking the question
somehow as meant for her companion. But he was
more silent than I, and when she reached the door

she was going out that way she stopped, her hand
on the knob, and looked at me, repeating it. I

assented, springing forward to open the door for her,

and as she passed out she exclaimed to me mock

ingly :

" You haven't got your wits about you you
shan't have my hand !

"

I closed the door and turned round to find that Sir

Edmund Orme had during the moment my back was

presented to him retired by the window. Mrs. Harden
stood there and we looked at each other long. It had

only then as the girl flitted away come home to

me that her daughter was unconscious of what had

happened. It was that, oddly enough, that gave me a

sudden sharp shake not my own perception of our

visitor, which felt quite natural. It made the fact

vivid to me that she had been equally unaware of

him in church, and the two facts together now that

they were over set my heart more sensibly beating.
I wiped my forehead, and Mrs. Marden broke out

with a low distressful wail :

" Now you know my life

now you know my life !

"

"
In God's name who is he what is he ?

"

"
He's a man I wronged."

" How did you wrong him ?
"

" Oh awfully years ago."
"
Years ago ? Why, he's very young."

"
Young young ?

"
cried Mrs. Marden.

" He was
born before 7 was !

"

" Then why does he look so ?
"

She came nearer to me, she laid her hand on my
arm, and there was something in her face that made
me shrink a little.

"
Don't you understand don't

you feel ?
"
she intensely put to me.
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"

I feel very queer !

"
I laughed ; and I was con

scious that my note betrayed it.
"
He's dead !

"
said Mrs. Harden from her white

face.
" Dead ?

"
I panted.

" Then that gentleman
was ?

"
I couldn't even say a word.

"
Call him what you like there are twenty vulgar

names. He's a perfect presence."
"
He's a splendid presence !

"
I cried.

" The place
is haunted, haunted \

"
I exulted in the word as if it

stood for all I had ever dreamt of.
"

It isn't the place more's the pity !

"
she in

stantly returned.
"
That has nothing to do with it !

"

" Then it's you, dear lady ?
"

I said as if this were

still better.
"
No, nor me either I wish it were !

"

"
Perhaps it's me," I suggested with a sickly smile.

"
It's nobody but my child my innocent, innocent

child !

" And with this Mrs. Marden broke down
she dropped into a chair and burst into tears. I

stammered some question I pressed on her some
bewildered appeal, but she waved me off, unexpectedly
and passionately. I persisted couldn't I help her,

couldn't I intervene ?
' You have intervened," she

sobbed ;

"
you're in it, you're in it."

"
I'm very glad to be in anything so extraordinary,"

I boldly declared.
"
Glad or not, you can't get out of it."

"
I don't want to get out of it it's too interesting.""
I'm glad you like it !

"
She had turned from

me, making haste to dry her eyes.
" And now go

away."" But I want to know more about it."
'

You'll see all you want. Go away !

"

" But I want to understand what I see."

"How can you- when I don't understand my
self ?

"
she helplessly cried.
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"
We'll do so together we'll make it out."

At this she got up, doing what more she could to

obliterate her tears.
"
Yes, it will be better together

that's why I've liked you."" Oh we'll see it through !

"
I returned.

" Then you must control yourself better."
"

I will, I will with practice."
"
You'll get used to it," said my friend in a tone

I never forgot.
" But go and join them I'll come

in a moment."
I passed out to the terrace and felt I had a part to

play. So far from dreading another encounter with

the
"
perfect presence," as she had called it, I was

affected altogether in the sense of pleasure. I desired

a renewal of my luck : I opened myself wide to the

impression ;
I went round the house as quickly as if

I expected to overtake Sir Edmund Orme. I didn't

overtake him just then, but the day wasn't to close

without my recognising that, as Mrs. Harden had

said, I should see all I wanted of him.

We took, or most of us took, the collective sociable

walk which, in the English country-house, is or

was at that time the consecrated pastime of

Sunday afternoons. We were restricted to such a

regulated ramble as the ladies were good for
; the

afternoons moreover were short, and by five o'clock we
were restored to the fireside in the hall with a sense,

on my part at least, that we might have done a little

more for our tea. Mrs. Marden had said she would

join us, but she hadn't appeared ;
her daughter, who

had seen her again before we went out, only explained
that she was tired. She remained invisible all the

afternoon, but this was a detail to which I gave as

little heed as I had given to the circumstance of my
not having Charlotte to myself, even for five minutes,

during all our walk. I was too much taken up with

another interest to care ;
I felt beneath my feet the
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threshold of the strange door, in my life, which had

suddenly been thrown open and out of which came
an air of keenness I had never breathed and of a

taste stronger than wine. I had heard all my days of

apparitions, but it was a different thing to have seen

one and to know that I should in all likelihood see it

familiarly, as I might say, again. I was on the look

out for it as a pilot for the flash of a revolving light,

and ready to generalise on the sinister subject, to

answer for it to all and sundry that ghosts were much
less alarming and much more amusing than was com

monly supposed. There's no doubt that I was much

uplifted. I couldn't get over the distinction con

ferred on me, the exception in the way of mystic

enlargement of vision made in my favour. At the

same time I think I did justice to Mrs. Marden's

absence- a commentary, when I came to think, on

what she had said to me :

" Now you know my life."

She had probably been exposed to our hoverer for

years, and, not having my firm fibre, had broken down
under it. Her nerve was gone, though she had also

been able to attest that, in a degree, one got used to

it. She had got used to breaking down.
Afternoon tea, when the dusk fell early, was a

friendly hour at Tranton ;
the firelight played into

the wide white last-century hall ; sympathies almost

confessed themselves, lingering together, before dress

ing, on deep sofas, in muddy boots, for last words
after walks

;
and even solitary absorption in the third

volume of a novel that was wanted by some one else

seemed a form of geniality. I watched my moment
and went over to Charlotte when I saw her about to

withdraw. The ladies had left the place one by one,

and after I. had addressed myself to her particularly
the three men who had been near gradually dispersed.
We had a little vague talk she might have been a

good deal preoccupied, and heaven knows / was
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after which she said she must go : she should be late

for dinner. I proved to her by book that she had

plenty of time, and she objected that she must at any
rate go up to see her mother, who, she feared, was
unwell.

" On the contrary, she's better than she has been
for a long time I'll guarantee that," I said.

"
She

has found out she can have confidence in me, and that

has done her good." Miss Harden had dropped into

her chair again, I was standing before her, and she

looked up at me without a smile, with a dim distress

in her beautiful eyes : not exactly as if I were hurting
her, but as if she were no longer disposed to treat as

a joke what had passed whatever it was, it would

give -at the same time no ground for the extreme of

solemnity between her mother and myself. But I

could answer her inquiry in all kindness and candour,
for I was really conscious that the poor lady had

put off a part of her burden on me and was pro

portionately relieved and eased.
"
I'm sure she has

slept all the afternoon as she hasn't slept for years,"
I went on.

"
You've only to ask her."

Charlotte got up again.
" You make yourself out

very useful."
"
You've a good quarter of an hour," I said.

"
Haven't I a right to talk to you a little this way,

alone, when your mother has given me your
hand ?

"

" And is it your mother who has given me yours ?

I'm much obliged to her, but I don't want it. I think

our hands are not our mothers' they happen to be

our own !

"
laughed the girl.

"
Sit down, sit down and let me tell you !

"
I

pleaded.
I still stood there urgently, to see if she wouldn't

oblige me. She cast about, looking vaguely this way
and that, as if under a compulsion that was slightly
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painful. The empty hall was .quiet we heard the

loud ticking of the great clock. Then she slowly sank

down and I drew a chair close to her. This made me
face round to the fire again, and with the movement
I saw disconcertedly that we weren't alone. The
next instant, more strangely than I can say, my dis

composure, instead of increasing, dropped, for the

person before the fire was Sir Edmund Orme. He
stood there as I had seen him in the Indian room,

looking at me with the expressionless attention that

borrowed gravity from his sombre distinction. I knew
so much more about him now that I had to check a

movement of recognition, an acknowledgement of his

presence. When once I was aware of it, and that it

lasted, the sense that we had company, Charlotte and

I, quitted me : it was impressed on me on the contrary
that we were but the more markedly thrown together.
No influence from our companion reached her, and
I made a tremendous and very nearly successful effort

to hide from her that my own sensibility was other

and my nerves as tense as harp-strings. I say
"
very

nearly," because she watched me an instant while

my words were arrested in a way that made me
fear she was going to say again, as she had said in the

Indian room :

" What on earth is the matter with

you ?
"

What the matter with me was I quickly told her,
for the full knowledge of it rolled over me with the

touching sight of her unconsciousness. It was touch

ing that she became in the presence of this extraordin

ary portent. What was portended, danger or sorrow,
bliss or bane, was a minor question ; all I saw, as she

sat there, was that, innocent and charming, she was
close to a horror, as she might have thought it, that

happened to be veiled from her but that might at any
moment be disclosed. I didn't mind it now, as I

found at least more than I could bear ; but nothing
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was more possible than she should, and if it wasn't

curious and interesting it might easily be appalling.
If I didn't mind it for myself, I afterwards made out,

this was largely because I was so taken up with the

idea of protecting her. My heart, all at once, beat

high with this view ;
I determined to do everything I

could to keep her sense sealed. What I could do might
have been all obscure to me if I hadn't, as the minutes

lapsed, become more aware than of anything else that

I loved her. The way to save her was to love her, and
the way to love her was to tell her, now and here,

that I did so. Sir Edmund Orme didn't prevent me,

especially as after a moment he turned his back to us

and stood looking discreetly at the fire. At the end

of another moment he leaned his head on his arm,

against the chimney-piece, with an air of gradual

dejection, like a spirit still more weary than discreet.

Charlotte Harden rose with a start at what I said to

her she jumped up to escape it ; but she took no
offence : the feeling I expressed was too real. She only
moved about the room with a deprecating murmur,
and I was so busy following up any little advantage
I might have obtained that I didn't notice in what
manner Sir Edmund Orme disappeared. I only
found his place presently vacant. This made no dif

ference he had been so small a hindrance ;
I only

remember being suddenly struck with something
inexorable in the sweet sad headshake Charlotte

gave me.
"

I don't ask for an answer now," I said ;
"I only

want you to be sure to know how much depends
on it."

" Oh I don't want to give it to you now or ever !

"

she replied.
"

I hate the subject, please I wish one

could be let alone." And then, since I might have

found something harsh in this irrepressible artless cry
of beauty beset, she added, quickly vaguely kindly, as
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she left the room :

" Thank you, thank you thank

you so very much !

"

At dinner I was generous enough to be glad for

her that, on the same side of the table with me, she

hadn't me in range. Her mother was nearly opposite

me, and just after we had sat down Mrs. Harden

gave me a long deep look that expressed, and to the

utmost, our strange communion. It meant of course
"
She has told me," but it meant other things beside.

At any rate I know what my mute response to her

conveyed :

"
I've seen him again I've seen him

again !

"
This didn't prevent Mrs. Marden from

treating her neighbours with her usual scrupulous
blandness. After dinner, when, in the drawing-room,
the men joined the ladies and I went straight up to her

to tell her how I wished we might have some quiet

words, she said at once, in a low tone, looking down
at her fan while she opened and shut it :

"
He's

here he's here."
"
Here ?

"
I looked round the room, but was dis

appointed.
" Look where she is," said Mrs. Marden just with

the faintest asperity. Charlotte was in fact not in the

main saloon, but in a smaller into which it opened
and which was known as the morning-room. I took

a few steps and saw her, through a doorway, upright
in the middle of the room, talking with three gentle
men whose backs were practically turned to me.
For a moment my quest seemed vain

;
then I knew

one of the gentlemen the middle one- could but
be Sir Edmund Orme. This time it was surprising
that the others didn't see him. Charlotte might have
seemed absolutely to have her eyes on him and to be

addressing him straight. She saw me after an instant,

however, and immediately averted herself. I returned

to her mother with a sharpened fear the girl might
think I was watching her, which would be unjust.
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Mrs. Marden had found a small sofa a little apart
and I sat down beside her. There were some questions
I had so wanted to go into that I wished we were

once more in the Indian room. I presently gathered
however that our privacy quite sufficed. We com
municated so closely and completely now, and with

such silent reciprocities, that it would in every circum

stance be adequate." Oh yes, he's there," I said ;

"
and at about a

quarter-past seven he was in the hall."
"

I knew it at the time and I was so glad !

"
she

answered straight."
So glad ?

"

"
That it was your affair this time and not mine.

It's a rest for me."
"
Did you sleep all the afternoon ?

"
I then

asked.
" As I haven't done for months. But how did you

know that ?
"

" As you knew, I take it, that Sir Edmund was in

the hall. We shall evidently each of us know things
now where the other's concerned."

" Where he's concerned," Mrs. Marden amended.
"

It's a blessing, the way you take it," she added with

a long mild sigh."
I take it," I at once returned,

"
as a man who's

in love with your daughter.""
Of course of course." Intense as I now felt my

desire for the girl to be I couldn't help laughing a

little at the tone of these words
;
and it led my com

panion immediately to say :

"
Otherwise you wouldn't

have seen him."

Well, I esteemed my privilege, but I saw an ob

jection to this.
"
Does every one see him who's in

love with her ? If so there would be dozens."
"
They're not in love with her as you are."

I took this in and couldn't but accept it.
"

I can
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of course only speak for myself and I found a

moment before dinner to do so."
"
She told me as soon as she saw me," Mrs. Harden

replied.
" And have I any hope any chance ?

"

"
That you may have is what I long for, what I

pray for."

The sore sincerity of this touched me.
" Ah how

can I thank you enough ?
"

I murmured.
"

I believe it will all pass if she only loves you,"
the poor woman pursued.

"
It will all pass ?

"
I was a little at a loss.

"
I mean we shall then be rid of him shall never

see him again."
"Oh if she loves me I don't care how often I see

him !

"
I roundly returned.

" Ah you take it better than 7 could," said my
companion.

"
You've the happiness not to know

not to understand."
"

I don't indeed. What on earth does he want ?
"

" He wants to make me suffer." She turned her

wan face upon me with it, and I saw now for the first

time, and saw well, how perfectly, if this had been
our visitant's design, he had done his work.

"
For

what I did to him," she explained." And what did you do to him ?
"

She gave me an unforgettable look.
"

I killed him."
As I had seen him fifty yards off only five minutes

before, the words gave me a start.
'

Yes, I make you
jump ; be careful. He's there still, but he killed him
self. I broke his heart he thought me awfully bad.
We were to have been married, but I broke it off

just at the last. I saw some one I liked better
;

I had
no reason but that. It wasn't for interest or money
or position or any of that baseness. All the good
things were his. It was simply that I fell in love with

Major Marden. When I saw him I felt I couldn't
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marry any one else. I wasn't in love with Edmund
Orme ; my mother and my elder, my married, sister

had brought it about. But he did love me and I knew
that is almost knew ! how much ! But I told him

I didn't care that I couldn't, that I wouldn't ever.

I threw him over, and he took something, some
abominable drug or draught that proved fatal. It

was dreadful, it was horrible, he was found that way
he died in agony. I married Major Marden, but

not for five years. I was happy, perfectly happy
time obliterates. But when my husband died I began
to see him."

I had listened intently, wondering.
" To see your

husband ?
"

"
Never, never that way, thank God ! To see

him and with Chartie, always with Chartie. The
first time it nearly killed me about seven years ago,
when she first came out. Never when I'm by myself

only with her. Sometimes not for months, then

every day for a week. I've tried everything to break

the spell doctors and regimes and climates ; I've

prayed to God on my knees. That day at Brighton,
on the Parade with you, when you thought I was ill,

that was the first for an age. And then in the evening,
when I knocked my tea over you, and the day you
were at the door with her and I saw you from the

window each time he was there."
"

I see, I see." I was more thrilled than I could

say.
"

It's an apparition like another."
"
Like another ? Have you ever seen another ?

"

she cried.
"
No, I mean the sort of thing one has heard

of. It's tremendously interesting to encounter a

case."
" Do you call me a

'

case
'

?
"
my friend cried with

exquisite resentment.
"

I was thinking of myself."
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" Oh you're the right one !

"
she went on.

"
I was

right when I trusted you."
"I'm devoutly grateful you did ; but what made

you do it ?
"

I asked.
"

I had thought the whole thing out. I had had
time to in those dreadful years while he was punishing
me in my daughter.""

Hardly that," I objected,
"

if Miss Harden never

knew."

.

"
That has been my terror, that she will, from one

occasion to another. I've an unspeakable dread of

the effect on her."
"
She shan't, she shan't !

"
I engaged in such a tone

that several people looked round. Mrs. Marden made
me rise, and our talk dropped for that evening. The
next day I told her I must leave Tranton it was
neither comfortable nor considerate to remain as a

rejected suitor. She was disconcerted, but accepted
my reasons, only appealing to me with mournful eyes :

'

You'll leave me alone then with my burden ?
"

It

was of course understood between us that for many
weeks to come there would be no discretion in

"
worry

ing poor Charlotte
"

: such were the terms in which,
with odd feminine and maternal inconsistency, she
alluded to an attitude on my part that she favoured.

I was prepared to be heroically considerate, but I

held that even this delicacy permitted me to say a
word to Miss Marden before I went. I begged her

after breakfast to take a turn with me on the terrace,
and as she hesitated, looking at me distantly, I let her
know it was only to ask her a question and to say
good-bye I was going away for her.

She came out with me and we passed slowly round
the house three or four times. Nothing is finer than
this great airy platform, from which every glance is a

sweep of the country with the sea on the furthest edge.
It might have been that as we passed the windows
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we were conspicuous to our friends in the house,
who would make out sarcastically why I was so signi

ficantly bolting. But I didn't care ; I only wondered
if they mightn't really this time receive the impression
of Sir^Edmund Orme, who joined us on one of our
turns and strolled slowly on the other side of Char
lotte. Of what odd essence he was made I know not

;

I've no theory about him leaving that to others

any more than about such or such another of my fellow

mortals (and his law of being) as I have elbowed in

life. He was as positive, as individual and ultimate

a fact as any of these. Above all he was, by every

seeming, of as fine and as sensitive, of as thoroughly
honourable, a mixture ;

so that I should no more
have thought of taking a liberty, of practising an

experiment, with him, of touching him, for instance,

or of addressing him, since he set the example of

silence, than I should have thought of committing
any other social grossness. He had always, as I

saw more fully later, the perfect propriety of his

position looked always arrayed and anointed, and
carried himself ever, in each particular, exactly as the

occasion demanded. He struck me as strange, incon-

testably, but somehow always struck me as right. I

very soon came to attach an idea of beauty to his

unrecognised presence, the beauty of an old story, of

love and pain and death. What I ended by feeling
was that he was on my side, watching over my interest,

looking to it that no trick should be played me and
that my heart at least shouldn't be broken. Oh he

had taken them seriously, his own wound and his own
loss he had certainly proved this in his day. If

poor Mrs. Marden, responsible for these things, had,
as she told me, thought the case out, I also treated

it to the finest analysis I could bring to bear. It was
a case of retributive justice, of the visiting on the

children of the sins of the mothers, since not of the
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fathers. This wretched mother was to pay, in suffer

ing, for the suffering she had inflicted, and as the dis

position to trifle with an honest man's just expecta
tions might crop up again, to my detriment, in the

child, the latter young person was to be studied and

watched, so that she might be made to suffer should

she do an equal wrong. She might emulate her parent

by some play of characteristic perversity not less than

she resembled her in charm
;

and if that impulse
should be determined in her, if she should be caught,
that is to say, in some breach of faith or some heart

less act, her eyes would on the spot, by an insidious

logic, be opened suddenly and unpitiedly to the
"
perfect presence," which she would then have to

work as she could into her conception of a young
lady's universe. I had no great fear for her, because

I hadn't felt her lead me on from vanity, and I knew
that if I was disconcerted it was because I had myself

gone too fast. We should have a good deal of ground
to get over at least before I should be in a position
to be sacrificed by her. She couldn't take back what
she had given before she had given rather more.

Whether I asked for more was indeed another matter,
and the question I put to her on the terrace that

morning was whether I might continue during the

winter to come to Mrs. Marden's house. I promised
not to come too often and not to speak to her for three

months of the issue I had raised the day before. She

replied that I might do as I liked, and on this we

parted.
I carried out the vow I had made her ;

I held my
tongue for my three months. Unexpectedly to myself
there were moments of this time when she did strike

me as capable of missing my homage even though she

might be indifferent to my happiness. I wanted so to

make her like me that I became subtle and ingenious,

wonderfully alert, patiently diplomatic. Sometimes
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I thought I had earned my reward, brought her to the

point of saying :

"
Well, well, you're the best of them

all you may speak to me now." Then there was
a greater blankness than ever in her beauty and on
certain days a mocking light in her eyes, a light of

which the meaning seemed to be : "If you don't take

care I will accept you, to have done with you the more

effectually." Mrs. Harden was a great help to me
simply by believing in me, and I valued her faith all

the more that it continued even through a sudden
intermission of the miracle that had been wrought for

me. After our visit to Tranton Sir Edmund Orme

gave us a holiday, and I confess it was at first a

disappointment to me. I felt myself by so much less

designated, less involved and connected all with

Charlotte I mean to say.
" Oh don't cry till you're

out of the wood," was her mother's comment ;

"
he

has let me off sometimes for six months. He'll break

out again when you least expect it he understands

his game." For her these weeks were happy, and
she was wise enough not to talk about me to the girl.

She was so good as to assure me I was taking the

right line, that I looked as if I felt secure and that

in the long run women give way to this. She had
known them do it even when the man was a fool for

that appearance, for that confidence a fool indeed

on any terms. For herself she felt it a good time,

almost her best, a Saint Martin's summer of the soul.

She was better than she had been for years, and had
me to thank for it. The sense of visitation was light
on her she wasn't in anguish every time she looked

round. Charlotte contradicted me repeatedly, but

contradicted herself stih
1

more. That winter by the

old Sussex sea was a wonder of mildness, and we
often sat out in the sun. I walked up and down with

my young woman, and Mrs. Marden, sometimes on
a bench, sometimes in a Bath-chair, waited for us and
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smiled at us as we passed. I always looked out for a

sign in her face
"
He's with you, he's with you

"

(she would see him before I should), but nothing
came

;
the season had brought us as well a sort of

spiritual softness. Toward the end of April the air

was so like June that, meeting my two friends one

night at some Brighton sociability an evening party
with amateur music I drew the younger unresistingly
out upon a balcony to which a window in one of the

rooms stood open. The night was close and thick,

the stars dim, and below us under the cliff we heard

the deep rumble of the tide. We listened to it a little

and there came to us, mixed with it from within the

house, the sound of a violin accompanied by a piano
a performance that had been our pretext for

escaping.
" Do you like me a little better ?

"
I broke out after

a minute.
"
Could you listen to me again ?

I had no sooner spoken than she laid her hand

quickly, with a certain force, on my arm.
" Hush !

isn't there some one there ?
"

She was looking into

the gloom of the far end of the balcony. This balcony
ran the whole width of the house, a width very great
in the best of the old houses at Brighton. We were to

some extent lighted by the open window behind us,

but the other windows, curtained within, left the

darkness undiminished, so that I made out but dimly
the figure of a gentleman standing there and looking
at us. He was in evening dress, like a guest I saw
the vague sheen of his white shirt and the pale oval

of his face and he might perfectly have been a

guest who had stepped out in advance of us to take

the air. Charlotte took him for one at first then

evidently, even in a few seconds, saw that the intensity
of his gaze was unconventional. What else she saw
I couldn't determine

;
I was too occupied with my

own impression to do more than feel the quick contact
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of her uneasiness. My own impression was in fact

the strongest of sensations, a sensation of horror
; for

what could the thing mean but that the girl at last

saw ? I heard her give a sudden, gasping "Ah !

"
and

move quickly into the house. It was only afterwards

I knew that I myself had had a totally new emotion

my horror passing into anger and my anger into a

stride along the balcony with a gesture of reproba
tion. The case was simplified to the vision of an
adorable girl menaced and terrified. I advanced to

vindicate her security, but I found nothing there to

meet me. It was either all a mistake or Sir Edmund
Orme had vanished.

I followed her at once, but there were symptoms of

confusion in the drawing-room when I passed in. A
lady had fainted, the music had stopped ; there was a

shuffling of chairs and a pressing forward. The lady
was not Charlotte, as I feared, but Mrs. Marden, who
had suddenly been taken ill. I remember the relief

with which I learned this, for to see Charlotte stricken

would have been anguish, and her mother's condition

gave a channel to her agitation. It was of course all a

matter for the people of the house and for the ladies,

and I could have no share in attending to my friends

or in conducting them to their carriage. Mrs. Marden
revived and insisted on going home, after which I

uneasily withdrew.

I called the next morning for better news and I

learnt she was more at ease, but on my asking if

Charlotte would see me the message sent down was an

excuse. There was nothing for me to do all day but

roam with a beating heart. Toward evening how
ever I received a line in pencil, brought by hand
"
Please come

;
mother wishes you." Five minutes

later I was at the door again and ushered into the

drawing-room. Mrs. Marden lay on the sofa, and as

soon as I looked at her I saw the shadow of death in
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her face. But the first thing she said was that she was

better, ever so much better ; her poor old fluttered

heart had misbehaved again, but now was decently

quiet. She gave me her hand and I bent over her, my
eyes on her eyes, and in this way was able to read what
she didn't speak

"
I'm really very ill, but appear

to take what I say exactly as I say it." Charlotte

stood there beside her, looking not frightened now,
but intensely grave, and meeting no look of my own.
"
She has told me she has told me !

"
her mother

went on.
"
She has told you ?

"
I stared from one of them to

the other, wondering if my friend meant that the girl

had named to her the unexplained appearance on the

balcon)'."
That you spoke to her again that you're ad

mirably faithful."

I felt a thrill of joy at this
;

it showed me that

memory uppermost, and also that her daughter had
wished to say the thing that would most soothe her,

not the thing that would alarm her. Yet I was

myself now sure, as sure as if Mrs. Harden had told me,
that she knew and had known at the moment what
her daughter had seen.

"
I spoke I spoke, but she

gave me no answer," I said.
"
She will now, won't you, Chartie ? I want it so,

I want it !

"
our companion murmured with ineffable

wistfulness.
'

You're very good to me "
Charlotte addressed

me, seriously and sweetly, but with her eyes fixed on
the carpet. There was something different in her,

different from all the past. She had recognised some

thing, she felt a coercion. I could see her uncontrol

lably tremble.
" Ah if you would let me show you how good I can

be !

"
I cried as I held out my hands to her. As I

uttered the words I was touched with the knowledge
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that something had happened. A form had consti

tuted itself on the other side of the couch, and the

form leaned over Mrs. Harden. My whole being went
forth into a mute prayer that Charlotte shouldn't see

it and that I should be able to betray nothing. The

impulse to glance toward her mother was even

stronger than the involuntary movement of taking in

Sir Edmund Orme
;
but I could resist even that, and

Mrs. Marden was perfectly still. Charlotte got up to

give me her hand, and then with the definite act

she dreadfully saw. She gave, with a shriek, one stare

of dismay, and another sound, the wail of one of the

lost, fell at the same instant on my ear. But I had

already sprung toward the creature I loved, to cover

her, to veil her face, and she had as passionately
thrown herself into my arms. I held her there a

moment pressing her close, given up to her, feeling
each of her throbs with my own and not knowing
which was which ; then all of a sudden, coldly, I was
sure we were alone. She released herself. The figure
beside the sofa had vanished, but Mrs. Marden lay in

her place with closed eyes, with something in her

stillness that gave us both a fresh terror. Charlotte

expressed it in the cry of
"
Mother, mother !

"
with

which she flung herself down. I fell on my knees

beside her Mrs. Marden had passed away.
Was the sound I heard when Chartie shrieked

the other and still more tragic sound I mean the

despairing cry of the poor lady's death-shock or the

articulate sob (it was like a waft from a great storm)
of the exorcised and pacified spirit ? Possibly the

latter, for that was mercifully the last of Sir Edmund
Orme.
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WHEN, after the death of Ashton Doyne but three

months after George Withermore was approached,
as the phrase is, on the subject of a

"
volume," the

communication came straight from his publishers,
who had been, and indeed much more, Doyne's own ;

but he was not surprised to learn, on the occurrence

of the interview they next suggested, that a certain

pressure as to the early issue of a Life had been applied
them by their late client's widow. Doyne's relations

with his wife had been to Withermore's knowledge
a special chapter which would present itself, by the

way, as a delicate one for the biographer ; but a

sense of what she had lost, and even of what she had

lacked, had betrayed itself, on the poor woman's part,
from the first days of her bereavement, sufficiently to

prepare an observer at all initiated for some attitude

of reparation, some espousal even exaggerated of the

interests of a distinguished name. George Wither-
more was, as he felt, initiated ; yet what he had not

expected was to hear that she had mentioned him as

the person in whose hands she would most promptly
place the materials for a book.

These materials diaries, letters, memoranda, notes,
documents of many sorts were her property and

wholly in her control, no conditions at all attaching
to any portion of her heritage ;

so that she was free

at present to do as she liked free in particular to do
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nothing. What Doyne would have arranged had he
had time to arrange could be but supposition and

guess. Death had taken him too soon and too sud

denly, and there was all the pity that the only wishes

he was known to have expressed were wishes leaving
it positively out. He had broken short off that was
the way of it ; and the end was ragged and needed

trimming. Withermore was conscious, abundantly, of

how close he had stood to him, but also was not less

aware of his comparative obscurity. He was young,
a journalist, a critic, a hand-to-mouth character, with

little, as yet, of any striking sort, to show. His writings
were few and small, his relations scant and vague.

Doyne, on the other hand, had lived long enough
above all had had talent enough to become great,
and among his many friends gilded also with great
ness were several to whom his wife would have
affected those who knew her as much more likely to

appeal.
The preference she had at all events uttered and

uttered in a roundabout considerate way that left him
a measure of freedom made our young man feel

that he must at least see her and that there would be

in any case a good deal to talk about. He immediately
wrote to her, she as promptly named an hour, and

they had it out. But he came away with his particular
idea immensely strengthened. She was a strange

woman, and he had never thought her an agreeable,

yet there was something that touched him now in her

bustling blundering zeal. She wanted the book to

make up, and the individual whom, of her husband's

set, she probably believed she might most manipulate
was in every way to help it to do so. She hadn't taken

Doyne seriously enough in life, but the biography
should be a full reply to every imputation on herself.

She had scantly known how such books were con

structed, but she had been looking and had learned
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something. It alarmed Withermore a little from the

first to see that she'd wish to go in for quantity. She
talked of

"
volumes," but he had his notion of that.

"
My thought went straight to you, as his own would

have done," she had said almost as soon as she rose

before him there in her large array of mourning
with her big black eyes, her big black wig, her big
black fan and gloves, her general gaunt ugly tragic,
but striking and, as might have been thought from a

certain point of view,
"
elegant

"
presence.

"
You're

the one he liked most
;
oh much \

"
and it had quite

sufficed to turn Withermore's head. It little mattered
that he could afterwards wonder if she had known
Doyne enough, when it came to that, to be sure. He
would have said for himself indeed that her testimony
on such a point could scarcely count. Still, there was
no smoke without fire

; she knew at least what she

meant, and he wasn't a person she could have an
interest in flattering. They went up together without

delay to the great man's vacant study at the back of

the house and looking over the large green garden
a beautiful and inspiring scene to poor Withermore's
view common to the expensive row.

' You can perfectly work here, you know," said

Mrs. Doyne :

"
you shall have the place quite to your

self I'll give it all up to you ; so that in the evenings
in particular, don't you see ? it will be perfection for

quiet and privacy."
Perfection indeed, the young man felt as he looked

about having explained that, as his actual occupa
tion was an evening paper and his earlier hours, for

a long time yet, regularly taken up, he should have
to come always at night. The place was full of their

lost friend ; everything in it had belonged to him ;

everything they touched had been part of his life. It

was all at once too much for Withermore too great
an honour and even too great a care ; memories still
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recent came back to him, so that, while his heart beat

faster and his eyes filled with tears, the pressure of his

loyalty seemed almost more than he could carry. At
the sight of his tears Mrs. Doyne's own rose to her

lids, and the two for a minute only looked at each
other. He half-expected her to break out

" Oh help
me to feel as I know you know I want to feel !

" And
after a little one of them said, with the other's deep
assent it didn't matter which :

"
It's here that

we're with him." But it was definitely the young man
who put it, before they left the room, that it was there

he was with themselves.

The young man began to come as soon as he could

arrange it, and then it was, on the spot, in the charmed

stillness, between the lamp and the fire and with the

curtains drawn, that a certain intenser consciousness

set in for him. He escaped from the black London
November ; he passed through the large hushed house
and up the red-carpeted staircase where he only found
in his path the whisk of a soundless trained maid or

the reach, out of an open room, of Mrs. Doyne's
queenly weeds and approving tragic face ; and then,

by a mere touch of the well-made door that gave so

sharp and pleasant a click, shut himself in for three or

four warm hours with the spirit as he had always

distinctly declared it of his master. He was not a

little frightened when, even the first night, it came
over him that he had really been most affected, in the

whole matter, by the prospect, the privilege and the

luxury, of this sensation. He hadn't, he could now
reflect, definitely considered the question of the book

as to which there was here even already much to

consider : he had simply let his affection and admira
tion to say nothing of his gratified pride meet to

the full the temptation Mrs. Doyne had offered them.

How did he know without more thought, he might

begin to ask himself, that the book was on the whole
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to be desired ? What warrant had he ever received

from Ashton Doyne himself for so direct and, as it

were, so familiar an approach ? Great was the art of

biography, but there were lives and lives, there were

subjects and subjects. He confusedly recalled, so far

as that went, old words dropped by Doyne over

contemporary compilations, suggestions of how he
himself discriminated as to other heroes and other

panoramas. He even remembered how his friend

would at moments have shown himself as holding
that the

"
literary

"
career might save in the case of

a Johnson and a Scott, with a Boswell and a Lockhart
to help best content itself to be represented., The
artist was what he did he was nothing else. Yet
how on the other hand wasn't he, George Withermore,

poor devil, to have jumped at the chance of spending
his winter in an intimacy so rich ? It had been simply
dazzling that was the fact. It hadn't been the
"
terms," from the publishers though these were,

as they said at the office, all right ; it had been Doyne
himself, his company and contact and presence, it

had been just what it was turning out, the possibility
of an intercourse closer than that of life. Strange
that death, of the two things, should have the fewer

mysteries and secrets ! The first night our young
man was alone in the room it struck him his master
and he were really for the first time together.
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MRS. DOYNE had for the most part let him express

ively alone, but she had on two or three occasions

looked in to see if his needs had been met, and he had
had the opportunity of thanking her on the spot for

the judgement and zeal with which she had smoothed
his way. She had to some extent herself been looking

things over and had been able already to muster
several groups of letters ; all the keys of drawers and
cabinets she had moreover from the first placed in his

hands, with helpful information as to the apparent
whereabouts of different matters. She had put him,
to be brief, in the fullest possible possession, and
whether or no her husband had trusted her she at

least, it was clear, trusted her husband's friend. There

grew upon Withermore nevertheless the impression
that in spite of all these offices she wasn't yet at peace
and that a certain unassuageable anxiety continued

even to keep step with her confidence. Though so

full of consideration she was at the same time per

ceptibly there : he felt her, through a supersubtle
sixth sense that the whole connexion had already

brought into play, hover, in the still hours, at the top
of landings and on the other side of doors ; he gathered
from the soundless brush of her skirts the hint of her

watchings and waitings. One evening when, at his

friend's table, he had lost himself in the depths of

correspondence, he was made to start and turn by the
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suggestion that some one was behind him. Mrs.

Doyne had come in without his hearing the door, and
she gave a strained smile as he sprang to his feet.

"
I

hope," she said,
"

I haven't frightened you."
"
Just a little I was so absorbed. It was as if, for

the instant," the young man explained,
"

it had been
himself."

The oddity of her face increased in her wonder.
"
Ashton ?

"

" He does seem so near," said Withermore.
" To you too ?

"

This naturally struck him.
" He does then to you ?

"

She waited, not moving from the spot where she

had first stood, but looking round the room as if to

penetrate its duskier angles. She had a way of raising
to the level of her nose the big black fan which she

apparently never laid aside and with which she thus

covered the lower half of her face, her rather hard

eyes, above it, becoming the more ambiguous.
"
Sometimes."
"
Here," Withermore went on,

"
it's as if he might

at any moment come in. That's why I jumped just
now. The time's so short since he really used to it

only was yesterday. I sit in his chair, I turn his books,
I use his pens, I stir his fire all exactly as if, learning
he would presently be back from a walk, I had come

up here contentedly to wait. It's delightful but it's

strange."
Mrs. Doyne, her fan still up, listened with interest.

"
Does it worry you ?

"

" No I like it."

Again she faltered.
" Do you ever feel as if he were

a quite a personally in the room ?'"
"
Well, as I said just now," her companion laughed,"

on hearing you behind me I seemed to take it so.

What do we want, after all," he asked,
"
but that he

shall be with us ?
"
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"
Yes, as you said he'd be that first time." She

gazed in full assent.
" He is with us."

She was rather portentous, but Withermore took it

smiling.
"' Then we must keep him. We must do only

what he'd like."
" Oh only that of course only. But if he is

here ?
" And her sombre eyes seemed to throw

it out in vague distress over her fan.
"

It proves he's pleased and wants only to help ?

Yes, surely ;
it must prove that."

She gave a light gasp and looked again round the

room.
"
Well," she said as she took leave of him,

" remember that I too want only to help." On which,
when she had gone, he felt sufficiently that she had
come in simply to see he was all right.

He was all right more and more, it struck him after

this, for as he began to get into his work he moved, as

it appeared to him, but the closer to the idea of

Doyne's personal presence. When once this fancy had

begun to hang about him he welcomed it, persuaded
it, encouraged it, quite cherished it, looking forward

all day to feeling it renew itself in the evening, and

waiting for the growth of dusk very much as one of a

pair of lovers might wait for the hour of their appoint
ment. The smallest accidents humoured and con

firmed it, and by the end of three or four weeks he had
come fully to regard it as the consecration of his

enterprise. Didn't it just settle the question of what

Doyne would have thought of what they were doing ?

What they were doing was what he wanted done, and

they could go on from step to step without scruple or

doubt. Withermore rejoiced indeed at moments to

feel this certitude : there were times of dipping deep
into some of Doyne's secrets when it was particularly

pleasant to be able to hold that Doyne desired him, as

it were, to know them. He was learning many things
he hadn't suspected drawing many curtains, forcing
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many doors, reading many riddles, going, in general,
as they said, behind almost everything. It was at

an occasional sharp turn of some of the duskier of

these wanderings
"
behind" that he really, of a sudden,

most felt himself, in the intimate sensible way, face

to face with his friend ; so that he could scarce have

told, for the instant, if their meeting occurred in the

narrow passage and tight squeeze of the past or at the

hour and in the place that actually held him. Was
it a matter of '67 ? or but of the other side of the

table ?

Happily, at any rate, even in the vulgarest light

publicity could ever shed, there would be the great
fact of the way Doyne was

"
coming out." He was

coming out too beautifully better yet than such a

partisan as Withermore could have supposed. All the

while as well, nevertheless, how would this partisan
have represented to any one else the special state

of his own consciousness ? It wasn't a thing to talk

about it was only a thing to feel. There were

moments for instance when, while he bent over his

papers, the light breath of his dead host was as dis

tinctly in his hair as his own elbows were on the table

before him. There were moments when, had he been
able to look up, the other side of the table would have
shown him this companion as vividly as the shaded

lamplight showed him his page. That he couldn't at

such a juncture look up was his own affair, for the

situation was ruled that was but natural by deep
delicacies and fine timidities, the dread of too sudden
or too rude an advance. What was intensely in the

air was that if Doyne was there it wasn't nearly so

much for himself as for the young priest of his altar.

He hovered and lingered, he came and went, he might
almost have been, among the books and the papers, a
hushed discreet librarian, doing the particular things,

rendering the quiet aid, liked by men of letters.
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Withermore himself meanwhile came and went,

changed his place, wandered on quests either definite.

or vague ;
and more than once when, taking a book

down from a shelf and finding in it marks of Doyne's
pencil, he got drawn on and lost he had heard docu
ments on the table behind him gently shifted and

stirred, had literally, on his return, found some letter

mislaid pushed again into view, some thicket cleared

by the opening of an old journal at the very date he
wanted. How should he have gone so, on occasion,
to the special box or drawer, out of fifty receptacles,
that would help him, had not his mystic assistant

happened, in fine prevision, to tilt its lid or pull it

half-open, just in the way that would catch his eye ?

in spite, after all, of the fact of lapses and intervals

in which, could one have really looked, one would
have seen somebody standing before the fire a trifle

detached and over-erect somebody fixing one the

least bit harder than in life.
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THAT this auspicious relation had in fact existed, had

continued, for two or three weeks, was sufficiently

shown by the dawn of the distress with which our

young man found himself aware of having, for some

reason, from the close of a certain day, begun to miss

it. The sign of that was an abrupt surprised sense

on the occasion of his mislaying a marvellous un

published page which, hunt where he would, remained

stupidly irrecoverably lost that his protected state

was, with all said, exposed to some confusion and
even to some depression. If, for the joy of the business,

Doyne and he had, from the start, been together, the

situation had within a few days of his first suspicion
of it suffered the odd change of their ceasing to be so.

That was what was the matter, he mused, from the

moment an impression of mere mass and quantity
struck him as taking, in his happy outlook at his

material, the place of the pleasant assumption of a

clear course and a quick pace. For five nights he

struggled ; then, never at his table, wandering about

the room, taking up his references only to lay them

down, looking out of the window, poking the fire,

thinking strange thoughts and listening for signs
and sounds not as he suspected or imagined, but

as he vainly desired and invoked them, he yielded
to the view that he was for the time at least

forsaken.
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The extraordinary thing thus became that it made
him not only sad but in a high degree uneasy not to

feel Doyne's presence. It was somehow stranger he

shouldn't be there than it had ever been he was
so strange indeed at last that Withermore's nerves

found themselves quite illogically touched. They had
taken kindly enough to what was of an order impos
sible to explain, perversely reserving their sharpest
state for the return to the normal, the supersession of

the false. They were remarkably beyond control

when finally one night after his resisting them an
hour or two, he simply edged out of the room. It had
now but for the first time become impossible to him
to stay. Without design, but panting a little and

positively as a man scared, he passed along his usual

corridor and reached the top of the staircase. From
this point he saw Mrs. Doyne look up at him from the

bottom quite as if she had known he would come ; and
the most singular thing of all was that, though he had
been conscious of no motion to resort to her, had only
been prompted to relieve himself by escape, the sight
of her position made him recognise it as just, quickly
feel it as a part of some monstrous oppression that

was closing over them both. It was wonderful how,
in the mere modern London hall, between the Totten
ham Court Road rugs and the electric light, it came

up to him from the tall black lady, and went again
from him down to her, that he knew what she meant

by looking as if he would know. He descended

straight, she turned into her own little lower room,
and there, the next thing, with the door shut, they
were, still in silence and with queer faces, confronted

over confessions that had taken sudden life from these

two or three movements. Withermore gasped as it

came to him why he had lost his friend.
" He has

been with you ?
"

With this it was all out out so far that neither
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had to explain and that, when
" What do you suppose

is the matter ?
"

quickly passed between them, one

appeared to have said it as much as the other. Wither-

more looked about at the small bright room in which,

night after night, she had been living her life as he had
been living his own upstairs. It was pretty, cosy,

rosy ; but she had by turns felt in it what he had felt

and heard in it what he had heard. Her effect there

fantastic black, plumed and extravagant, upon deep

pink was that of some "
decadent

"
coloured print,

some poster of the newest school.
' You understood

he had left me ?
"
he asked.

She markedly wished to make it clear.
"
This

evening yes. I've made things out."
' You knew -before -that he was with me ?

"

She hesitated again.
"

I felt he wasn't with me.

But on the stairs
"

"
Yes ?

"

"
Well he passed ;

more than once. He was in

the house. And at your door
"

"
Well ?

"
he went on as she once more faltered.

"
If I stopped I could sometimes tell. And from

your face," she added,
"
to-night, at any rate, I knew

your state."
" And that was why you came out ?

"

"
I thought you'd come to me."

He put out to her, on this, his hand, and they thus

for a minute of silence held each other clasped. There
was no peculiar presence for either now nothing
more peculiar than that of each for the other. But the

place had suddenly become as if consecrated, and
Withermore played over it again his anxiety.

" What
is then the matter ?

"

"
I only want to do the real right thing," she

returned after her pause." And aren't we doing it ?
"

"
I wonder. Aren't you ?

"
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He wondered too.
" To the best of my belief. But

we must think."
" We must think," she echoed. And they did think

thought with intensity the rest of that evening

together, and thought independently (Withermore at

least could answer for himself) during many days that

followed. He intermitted a little his visits and his

work, trying, all critically, to catch himself in the act

of some mistake that might have accounted for their

disturbance. Had he taken, on some important point
or looked as if he might take some wrong line or

wrong view ? had he somewhere benightedly falsified

or inadequately insisted ? He went back at last with

the idea of having guessed two or three questions he

might have been on the way to muddle ; after which
he had abovestairs, another period of agitation, pre

sently followed by another interview below with Mrs.

Doyne, who was still troubled and flushed.
"
He's there ?

"

"
He's there."

"
I knew it !

"
she returned in an odd gloom of

triumph. Then as to make it clear : "He hasn't

been again with me."
" Nor with me again to help," said Withermore.

She considered.
"
Not to help ?

"

"
I can't make it out I'm at sea. Do what I will

I feel I'm wrong."
She covered him a moment with her pompous pain.

" How do you feel it ?
"

"
Why by things that happen. The strangest

things. I can't describe them and you wouldn't

believe them."
" Oh yes I should !

"
Mrs. Doyne cried.

"
Well, he intervenes." Withermore tried to ex

plain.
" However I turn I find him."

She earnestly followed.
" '

Find
' him ?

"

"
I meet him. He seems to rise there before me."
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Staring, she waited a little.
" Do you mean you

see him ?
"

"
I feel as if at any moment I may. I'm baffled.

I'm checked." Then he added : "I'm afraid."
"
Of him ?

"
asked Mrs. Doyne.

He thought.
"
Well of what I'm doing."

" Then what, that's so awful, are you doing ?
"

" What you proposed to me. Going into his life."

She showed, in her present gravity, a new alarm.
" And don't you like that ?

"

"
Doesn't he ? That's the question. We lay him

bare. We serve him up. What is it called ? We give
him to the world." .r^.-j

Poor Mrs. Doyne, as if on a menace to her hard

atonement, glared at this for an instant in deeper

gloom.
" And why shouldn't we ?

"

"
Because we don't know. There are natures, there

are -lives, that shrink. He mayn't wish it," said

Withermore.
" We never asked him."

" How could we ?
"

He was silent a little.
"
Well, we ask him now.

That's after all what our start has so far represented.
We've put it to him."

"
Then if he has been with us we've had his

answer." {.,</

Withermore spoke now as if he knew what to

believe.
" He hasn't been

'

with
'

us he has been

against us."
" Then why did you think

"

" What I did think at first that what he wishes

to make us feel is his sympathy ? Because I was in my
original simplicity mistaken. I was I don't know
what to call it so excited and charmed that F didn't

understand. But I understand at last. He only
wanted to communicate. He strains forward out of

his darkness, he reaches toward us out of his mystery,
he makes us dim signs out of his horror."
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' '

Horror
'

?
"
Mrs. Doyne gasped with her fan up

to her mouth.
" At what we're doing." He could by this time

piece it all together.
"

I see now that at first
"

"
Well, what ?

"

" One had simply to feel he was there and therefore

not indifferent. And the beauty of that misled me.
But he's there as a protest.""

Against my Life ?
"
Mrs. Doyne wailed.

"
Against any Life. He's there to save his Life.

He's there to be let alone."
"
So you give up ?

"
she almost shrieked.

He could only meet her.
"
He's there as a warning."

For a moment, on this, they looked at each other

deep.
" You are afraid !

"
she at last brought out.

It affected him, but he insisted.
"
He's there as a

curse !

"

With that they parted, but only for two or three

days ; her last word to him continuing to sound so in

his ears that, between his need really to satisfy her

and another need presently to be noted, he felt he

mightn't yet take up his stake. He finally went back
at his usual hour and found her in her usual place.
"
Yes, I am afraid," he announced as if he had turned

that well over and knew now all it meant.
" But I

gather you're not."

She faltered, reserving her word.
" What is it you

fear ?
"

"
Well, that if I go on I shall see him."

" And then ?
"

" Oh then," said George Withermore,
"

I should

give up !

"

She weighed it with her proud but earnest air.
"

I

think, you know, we must have a clear sign."
" You wish me to try again ?

"

She debated.
" You see what it means for me

to give up."
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" Ah but you needn't," Withermore said.

She seemed to wonder, but in a moment went on.
"

It would mean that he won't take from me "

But she dropped for despair."
Well, what ?

"

"
Anything," said poor Mrs. Doyne.

He faced her a moment more.
"
I've thought

myself of the clear sign. I'll try again."
As he was leaving her however she remembered.

"I'm only afraid that to-night there's nothing ready
no lamp and no fire."
"
Never mind," he said from the foot of the stairs ;

"I'll find things."
To which she answered that the door of the room

would probably at any rate be open ; and retired again
as to wait for him. She hadn't long to wait ; though,
with her own door wide and her attention fixed, she

may not have taken the time quite as it appeared to

her visitor. She heard him, after an interval, on the

stair, and he presently stood at her entrance, where,
if he hadn't been precipitate, but rather, for step and

sound, backward and vague, he showed at least as

livid and blank.
"

I give up."" Then you've seen him ?
"

" On the threshold guarding it."
"
Guarding it ?

"
She glowed over her fan.

"
Dis

tinct ?
"

"
Immense. But dim. Dark. Dreadful," said

poor George Withermore.
She continued to wonder.

" You didn't go in ?
"

The young man turned away.
" He forbids !

"

' You say / needn't," she went on after a moment.
"
Well then need I ?

"

"
See him ?

"
George Withermore asked.

She waited an instant.
"
Give up."" You must decide." For himself he could at last
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but sink to the sofa with his bent face in his hands.

He wasn't quite to know afterwards how long he had
sat so ; it was enough that what he did next know was
that he was alone among her favourite objects. Just
as he gained his feet however, with this sense and that

of the door standing open to the hall, he found him
self afresh confronted, in the light, the warmth, the

rosy space, with her big black perfumed presence. He
saw at a glance, as she offered him a huger bleaker

stare over the mask of her fan, that she had been
above

; and so it was that they for the last time faced

together their strange question.
"
You've seen him ?

"

Withermore asked.

He was to infer later on from the extraordinary

way she closed her eyes and, as if to steady herself,

held them tight and long, in silence, that beside the

unutterable vision of Ashton Doyne's wife his own

might rank as an escape. He knew before she spoke
that all was over.

"
I give up."
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" EVERY one asks me what I
'

think
'

of everything,"
said Spencer Brydon ;

"
and I make answer as I can

begging or dodging the question, putting them off

with any nonsense. It wouldn't matter to any of

them really," he went on,
"

for, even were it possible
to meet in that stand-and-deliver way so silly a de

mand on so big a subject, my
'

thoughts
'

would still

be almost altogether about something that concerns

only myself." He was talking to Miss Staverton, with

whom for a couple of months now he had availed

himself of "every possible occasion to talk ; this dis

position and this resource, this comfort and support,
as the situation in fact presented itself, having

promptly enough taken the first place in the con

siderable array of rather unattenuated surprises

attending his so strangely belated return to America.

Everything was somehow a surprise ; and that might
be natural when one had so long and so consistently

neglected everything, taken pains to give surprises so

much margin for play. He had given them more
than thirty years thirty-three, to be exact

; and

they now seemed to him to have organised their per
formance quite on the scale of that licence. He had
been twenty-three on leaving New York he was

fifty-six to-day : unless indeed he were to reckon as

he had sometimes, since his repatriation, found him
self feeling ;

in which case he would have lived longer
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than is often allotted to man. It would have taken a

century, he repeatedly said to himself, and said also

to Alice Staverton, it would have taken a longer
absence and a more averted mind than those even of

which he had been guilty, to pile up the differences,

the newnesses, the queernesses, above all the big
nesses, for the better or the worse, that at present
assaulted his vision wherever he looked.

The great fact all the while however had been the

incalculability ;
since he had supposed himself, from

decade to decade, to be allowing, and in the most
liberal and intelligent manner, for brilliancy of change.
He actually saw that he had allowed for nothing ;

he

missed what he would have been sure of finding, he

found what he would never have imagined. Propor
tions and values were upside-down ; the ugly things
he had expected, the ugly things of his far-away

youth, when he had too promptly waked up to a

sense of the ugly these uncanny phenomena placed
him rather, as it happened, under the charm ; whereas

the
"
swagger

"
things, the modern, the monstrous,

the famous things, those he had more particularly,
like thousands of ingenuous inquirers every year,
come over to see, were exactly his sources of dismay.

They were as so many set traps for displeasure,
above all for reaction, of which his restless tread was

constantly pressing the spring. It was interesting,

doubtless, the whole show, but it would have been

too disconcerting hadn't a certain finer truth saved

the situation. He had distinctly not, in this steadier

light, come over all for the monstrosities ; he had

come, not only in the last analysis but quite on the

face of the act, under an impulse with which they
had nothing to do. He had come putting the thing

pompously to look at his "property," which he

had thus for a third of a century not been within

four thousand miles of ; or, expressing it less sordidly,
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he had yielded to the humour of seeing again his

house on the jolly corner, as he usually, and quite

fondly, described it the one in which he had first

seen the light, in which various members of his family
had lived and had died, in which the holidays of his

overschooled boyhood had been passed and the few
social flowers of his chilled adolescence gathered, and

which, alienated then for so long a period, had,

through the successive deaths of his two brothers and
the termination of old arrangements, come wholly into

his hands. He was the owner of another, not quite so

"good" the jolly corner having been, from far

back, superlatively extended and consecrated ; and
the value of the pair represented his main capital,
with an income consisting, in these later years, of their

respective rents which (thanks precisely to their

original excellent type) had never been depressingly
low. He could live in

"
Europe," as he had been in

the habit of living, on the product of these flourishing
New York leases, and all the better since, that of the

second structure, the mere number in its long row,

having within a twelvemonth fallen in, renovation at a

high advance had proved beautifully possible.
These were items of property indeed, but he had

found himself since his arrival distinguishing more
than ever between them. The house within the street,

two bristling blocks westward, was already in course

of reconstruction as a tall mass of flats ; he had

acceded, some time before, to overtures for this con
version in which, now that it was going forward, it

had been not the least of his astonishments to find

himself able, on the spot, and though without a pre
vious ounce of such experience, to participate with a

certain intelligence, almost with a certain authority.
He had lived his life with his back so turned to such
concerns and his face addressed to those of so different

an order that he scarce knew what to make of this
'
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lively stir, in a compartment of his mind never yet

penetrated, of a capacity for business and a sense for

construction. These virtues, so common all round
him now, had been dormant in his own organism
where it might be said of them perhaps that they had

slept the sleep of the just. At present, in the splendid
autumn weather the autumn at least was a pure
boon in the terrible place he loafed about his
" work

"
undeterred, secretly agitated ; not in the

least
"
minding

"
that the whole proposition, as they

said, was vulgar and sordid, and ready to climb

ladders, to walk the plank, to handle materials and
look wise about them, to ask questions, in fine,

and challenge explanations and really
"
go into

"

figures.

It amused, it verily quite charmed him
; and, by

the same stroke, it amused, and even more, Alice

Staverton, though perhaps charming her perceptibly
less. She wasn't however going to be better-off for

it, as he was and so astonishingly much : nothing
was now likely, he knew, ever to make her better-off

than she found herself, in the afternoon of life, as the

delicately frugal possessor and tenant of the small

house in Irving Place to which she had subtly man
aged to cling through her almost unbroken New York
career. If he knew the way to it now better than to

any other address among the dreadful multiplied

numberings which seemed to him to reduce the whole

place to some vast ledger-page, overgrown, fantastic,

of ruled and criss-crossed lines and figures if he

had formed, for his consolation, that habit, it was

really not a little because of the charm of his having
encountered and recognised, in the vast wilderness

of the wholesale, breaking through the mere gross

generalisation of wealth and force and success, a

small still scene where items and shades, all delicate

things, kept the sharpness of the notes of a high voice
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perfectly trained, and where economy hung about like

the scent of a garden. His old friend lived with one
maid and herself dusted her relics and trimmed her

lamps and polished her silver ;
she stood off, in the

awful modern crush, when she could, but she sallied

forth and did battle when the challenge was really to
"

spirit," the spirit she after all confessed to, proudly
and a little shyly, as to that of the better time, that of

their common, their quite far-away and antediluvian

social period and order. She made use of the street

cars when need be, the terrible things that people
scrambled for as the panic-stricken at sea scramble

for the boats ;
she affronted, inscrutably, under stress,

all the public concussions and ordeals
; and yet, with

that slim mystifying grace of her appearance, which
defied you to say if she were a fair young woman who
looked older through trouble, or a fine smooth older

one who looked young through successful indifference ;

with her precious reference, above all, to memories
and histories into which he could enter, she was as

exquisite for him as some pale pressed flower (a

rarity to begin with), and, failing other sweetnesses,
she was a sufficient reward of his effort. They had
communities of knowledge,

"
their

"
knowledge (this

discriminating possessive was always on her lips) of

presences of the other age, presences all overlaid, in

his case, by the experience of a man and the freedom
of a wanderer, overlaid by pleasure, by infidelity, by
passages of life that were strange and dim to her, just

by
"
Europe

"
in short, but still unobscured, still

exposed and cherished, under that pious visitation of

the spirit from which she had never been diverted.

She had come with him one day to see how his
"
apartment-house

"
was rising ; he had helped her

over gaps and explained to her plans, and while they
were there had happened to have, before her, a brief

but lively discussion with the man in charge, the repre-
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sentative of the building-firm that had undertaken his

work. He had found himself quite
"
standing-up

"

to this personage over a failure on the latter's part to

observe some detail of one of their noted conditions,

and had so lucidly argued his case that, besides ever

so prettily flushing, at the time, for sympathy in his

triumph, she had afterwards said to him (though to

a slightly greater effect of irony) that he had clearly
for too many years neglected a real gift. If he had
but stayed at home he would have anticipated the

inventor of the sky-scraper. If he had but stayed
at home he would have discovered his genius in time

really to start some new variety of awful architectural

hare and run it till it burrowed in a gold-mine. He
was to remember these words, while the weeks elapsed,
for the small silver ring they had sounded over the

queerest and deepest of his own lately most disguised
and most muffled vibrations.

It had begun to be present to him after the first

fortnight, it had broken out with the oddest abrupt
ness, this particular wanton wonderment : it met him
there and this was the image under which he him
self judged the matter, or at least, not a little, thrilled

and flushed with it very much as he might have
been met by some strange figure, some unexpected
occupant, at a turn of one of the dim passages of an

empty house. The quaint analogy quite hauntingly
remained with him, when he didn't indeed rather

improve it by a still intenser form : that of his opening
a door behind which he would have made sure of

finding nothing, a door into a room shuttered and

void, and yet so coming, with a great suppressed start,

on some quite erect confronting presence, something
planted in the middle of the place and facing him

through the dusk. After that visit to the house in con
struction he walked with his companion to see the

other and always so much the better one, which in
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the eastward direction formed one of the comers, the
"

jolly
"
one precisely, of the street now so generally

dishonoured and disfigured in its westward reaches,

and of the comparatively conservative Avenue. The
Avenue still had pretensions, as Miss Staverton said,

to decency ; the old people had mostly gone, the old

names were unknown, and here and there an old

association seemed to stray, all vaguely, like some

very aged person, out too late, whom you might meet
and feel the impulse to watch or follow, in kindness,
for safe restoration to shelter.

They went in together, our friends ;
he admitted

himself with his key, as he kept no one there, he ex

plained, preferring, for his reasons, to leave the place

empty, under a simple arrangement with a good
woman living in the neighbourhood and who came
for a daily hour to open windows and dust and sweep.

Spencer Brydon had his reasons and was growingly
aware of them

; they seemed to him better each time

he was there, though he didn't name them all to his

companion, any more than he told her as yet how
often, how quite absurdly often, he himself came. He
only let her see for the present, while they walked

through the great blank rooms, that absolute vacancy
reigned and that, from top to bottom, there was

nothing but Mrs. Muldoon's broomstick, in a corner,

to tempt the burglar. Mrs. Muldoon was then on the

premises, and she loquaciously attended the visitors,

preceding them from room to room and pushing
back shutters and throwing up sashes all to show

them, as she remarked, how little there was to see.

There was little indeed to see in the great gaunt
shell where the main dispositions and the general

apportionment of space, the style of an age of ampler
allowances, had nevertheless for its master their

honest pleading message, affecting him as some good
old servant's, some lifelong retainer's appeal for a
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character, or even for a retiring-pension ; yet it was
also a remark of Mrs. Muldoon's that, glad as. she

was to oblige him by her noonday round, there was a

request she greatly hoped he would never make of

her. If he should wish her for any reason to come in

after dark she would just tell him, if he
"
plased,"

that he must ask it of somebody else.

The fact that there was nothing to see didn't mili

tate for the worthy woman against what one might
see, and she put it frankly to Miss Staverton that no

lady could be expected to like, could she ?
"
craping

up to thim top storeys in the ayvil hours." The gas
and the electric light were off the house, and she fairly

evoked a gruesome vision of her march through the

great grey rooms so many of them as there were
too ! with her glimmering taper. Miss Staverton

met her honest glare with a smile and the profession
that she herself certainly would recoil from such an
adventure. Spencer Brydon meanwhile held his peace

for the moment ; the question of the
"

evil
"
hours

in his old home had already become too grave for

him. He had begun some time since to
"
crape," and

he knew just why a packet of candles addressed to

that pursuit had been stowed by his own hand, three

weeks before, at the back of a drawer of the fine old

sideboard that occupied, as a
"
fixture," the deep

recess in the dining-room. Just now he laughed
at his companions quickly however changing the

subject ;
for the reason that, in the first place, his

laugh struck him even at that moment as starting the

odd echo, the conscious human resonance (he scarce

knew how to qualify it) that sounds made while he

was there alone sent back to his ear or his fancy ; and

that, in the second, he imagined Alice Staverton for

the instant on the point of asking him, with a divina

tion, if he ever so prowled. There were divinations he

was unprepared for, and he had at all events averted
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inquiry by the time Mrs. Muldoon had left them,

passing on to other parts.
There was happily enough to say, on so consecrated

a spot, that could be said freely and fairly ; so that a

whole train of declarations was precipitated by his

friend's having herself broken out, after a yearning
look round :

"
But I hope you don't mean they want

you to pull this to pieces !

"
His answer came,

promptly, with his reawakened wrath : it was of

course exactly what they wanted, and what they were
"
at

" him for, daily, with the iteration of people who
couldn't for their life understand a man's liability to

decent feelings. He had found the place, just as it

stood and beyond what he could express, an interest

arid a joy. There were values other than the beastly

rent-values, and in short, in short ! But it was
thus Miss Staverton took him up.

"
In short you're to

make so good a thing of your sky-scraper that, living
in luxury on those ill-gotten gains, you can afford for a

while to be sentimental here !

" Her smile had for him,
with the words, the particular mild irony with which
he found half her talk suffused ; an irony without

bitterness and that came, exactly, from her having
so much imagination not, like the cheap sarcasms

with which one heard most people, about the world of
"
society," bid for the reputation of cleverness, from,

nobody's really having any. It was agreeable to him
at this very moment to be sure that when he had an

swered, after a brief demur,
"
Well yes : so, precisely,

you may put it !

"
her imagination would still do him

justice. He explained that even if never a dollar

were to come to him from the other house he would
nevertheless cherish this one

; and he dwelt, further,

while they lingered and wandered, on the fact of the

stupefaction he was already exciting, the positive

mystification he felt himself create.

He spoke of the value of all he read into it, into the
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mere sight of the walls, mere shapes of the rooms,
mere sound of the floors, mere feel, in his hand, of the

old silver-plated knobs of the several mahogany doors,
which suggested the pressure of the palms of the dead ;

the seventy years of the past in fine that these things

represented, the annals of nearly three generations,

counting his grandfather's, the one that had ended

there, and the impalpable ashes of his long-extinct

youth, afloat in the very air like microscopic motes.

She listened to everything ; she was a woman who
answered intimately but who utterly didn't chatter.

She scattered abroad therefore no cloud of words
;
she

could assent, she could agree, above all she could en

courage, without doing that. Only at the last she

went a little further than he had done himself.
" And

then how do you know ? You may still, after all, want
to live here." It rather indeed pulled him up, for it

wasn't what he had been thinking, at least in her

sense of the words.
" You mean I may decide to stay

on for the sake of it ?
"

"
Well, with such a home !

"
But, quite beauti

fully, she had too much tact to dot so monstrous an i,

and it was precisely an illustration of the way she

didn't rattle. How could any one of any wit insist

on any one else's
"
wanting

"
to live in New York ?

"
Oh," he said,

"
I might have lived here (since I

had my opportunity early in life) ;
I might have put

in here all these years. Then everything would have
been different enough and, I daresay,

'

funny
'

enough. But that's another matter. And then the

beauty of it I mean of my perversity, of my refusal

to agree to a
'

deal
'

is just in the total absence of a

reason. Don't you see that if I had a reason about the

matter at all it would have to be the other way, and
would then be inevitably a reason of dollars ? There
are no reasons here but of dollars. Let us therefore

have none whatever not the ghost of one."
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They were back in the hall then for departure, but

from where they stood the vista was large, through an

open door, into the great square main saloon, with its

almost antique felicity of brave spaces between win
dows. Her eyes came back from that reach and met
his own a moment. " Are you very sure the

'

ghost
'

of one doesn't, much rather, serve ?
"

He had a positive sense of turning pale. But it

was as near as they were then to come. For he made
answer, he believed, between a glare and a grin :

" Oh ghosts of course the place must swarm with

them ! I should be ashamed of it if it didn't. Poor
Mrs. Muldoon's right, and it's why I haven't asked

her to do more than look in."

Miss Staverton's gaze again lost itself, and things
she didn't utter, it was clear, came and went in her

mind. She might even for the minute, off there in

the fine room, have imagined some element dimly
gathering. Simplified like the death-mask of a hand
some face, it perhaps produced for her just then an
effect akin to the stir of an expression in the

"
set

"

commemorative plaster. Yet whatever her im

pression may have been she produced instead a

vague platitude.
"
Well, if it were only furnished

and lived in !

"

She appeared to imply that in case of its being still

furnished he might have been a little less opposed to

the idea of a return. But she passed straight into the

vestibule, as if to leave her words behind her, and the

next moment he had opened the house-door and was

standing with her on the steps. He closed the door

and, while he re-pocketed his key, looking up and

down, they took in the comparatively harsh actuality
of the Avenue, which reminded him of the assault of

the outer light of the Desert on the traveller emerging
from an Egyptian tomb. But he risked before they
stepped into the street his gathered answer to her
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speech.
" For me it is lived in. For me it is fur

nished." At which it was easy for her to sigh "Ah
yes !

"
all vaguely and discreetly ; since his parents

and his favourite sister, to say nothing of other kin, in

numbers, had run their course and met their end
there. That represented, within the walls, inefface

able life.

It was a few days after this that, during an hour

passed with her again, he had expressed his im

patience of the too flattering curiosity among the

people he met about his appreciation of New York.

He had arrived at none at all that was socially pro
ducible, and as for that matter of his

"
thinking

"

(thinking the better or the worse of anything there)
he has wholly taken up with one subject of thought.
It was mere vain egoism, and it was moreover, if she

liked, a morbid obsession. He found all things come
back to the question of what he personally might have

been, how he might have led his life and
"
turned

out," if he had not so, at the outset, given it up. And

confessing for the first time to the intensity within

him of his absurd speculation which but proved
also, no doubt, the habit of too selfishly thinking
he affirmed the impotence there of any other source of

interest, any other native appeal.
" What would it

have made of me, what would it have made of me ? I

keep for ever wondering, all idiotically ; as if I could

possibly know ! I see what it has made of dozens of

others, those I meet, and it positively aches within me,
to the point of exasperation, that it would have made

something of me as well. Only I can't make out what,

and the worry of it, the small rage of curiosity never

to be satisfied, brings back what I remember to have

felt, once or twice, after judging best, for reasons, to

burn some important letter unopened. I've been

sorry, I've hated it I've never known what was in

the letter. You may of course say it's a trifle
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"
I don't say it's a trifle," Miss Staverton gravely

interrupted.
She was seated by her fire, and before her, on his

feet and restless, he turned to and fro between this in

tensity of his idea and a fitful and unseeing inspection,

through his single eye-glass, of the dear little old

objects on her chimney-piece. Her interruption made
him for an instant look at her harder.

"
I shouldn't

care if you did !

"
he laughed, however ;

"
and it's only

a figure, at any rate, for the way I now feel. Not to

have followed my perverse young course and almost

in the teeth of my father's curse, as I may say ; not

to have kept it up, so,
'

over there,' from that day
to this, without a doubt or a pang ; not, above all, to

have liked it, to have loved it, so much, loved it, no

doubt, with such an abysmal conceit of my own pre
ference : some variation from that, I say, must have

produced some different effect for my life and for my
'

form.' I should have stuck here if it had been

possible ;
and I was too young, at twenty-three, to

judge, pour deux sous, whether it were possible. If I

had waited I might have seen it was, and then I might
have been, by staying here, something nearer to one

of these types who have been hammered so hard and
made so keen by their conditions. It isn't that I

admire them so much the question of any charm in

them, or of any charm, beyond that of the rank money-
passion, exerted by their conditions for them, has

nothing to do with the matter : it's only a question of

what fantastic, yet perfectly possible, development of

my own nature I mayn't have missed. It comes over

me that I had then a strange alter ego deep down
somewhere within me, as the full-blown flower is in

the small tight bud, and that I just took the course, I

just transferred him to the climate, that blighted him
for once and for ever."

" And you wonder about the flower," Miss Staverton
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said.
"
So do I, if you want to know ; and so I've

been wondering these several weeks. I believe in the

flower," she continued,
"

I feel it would have been

quite splendid, quite huge and monstrous."
"
Monstrous above all !

"
her visitor echoed ;

"
and

I imagine, by the same stroke, quite hideous and
offensive."

" You don't believe that," she returned ;

"
if you

did you wouldn't wonder. You'd know, and that

would be enough for you. What you feel and what
I feel for you is that you'd have had power."

"
You'd have liked me that way ?

"
he asked.

She barely hung fire.
" How should I not have

liked you ?
"

"
I see. You'd have liked me, have preferred me,

a billionaire !

"

" How should I not have liked you ?
"
she simply

again asked.

He stood before her still her question kept him
motionless. He took it in, so much there was of it ;

and indeed his not otherwise meeting it testified to

that.
"

I know at least what I am," he simply went
on ;

"
the other side of the medal's clear enough.

I've not been edifying I believe I'm thought in a

hundred quarters to have been barely decent. I've

followed strange paths and worshipped strange gods ;

it must have come to you again and again in fact

you've admitted to me as much that I was leading,
at any time these thirty years, a selfish frivolous

scandalous life. And you see what it has made
of me."

She just waited, smiling at him.
" You see what it

has made of me."
" Oh you're a person whom nothing can have

altered. You were born to be what you are, anywhere,

anyway : you've the perfection nothing else could have

blighted. And don't you see how, without my exile, I
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shouldn't have been waiting till now ?
" But he

pulled up for the strange pang.
" The great thing to see," she presently said,

"
seems

to me to be that it has spoiled nothing. It hasn't

spoiled your being here at last. It hasn't spoiled this.

It hasn't spoiled your speaking
"

She also how
ever faltered.

He wondered at everything her controlled emotion

might mean.
" Do you believe then too dreadfully !

that I am as good as I might ever have been ?
"

" Oh no ! Far from it !

" With which she got up
from her chair and was nearer to him.

" But I don't

care," she smiled.
" You mean I'm good enough ?

"

She considered a little.
"
Will you believe it if I say

so ? I mean will you let that settle your question for

you ?
" And then as if making out in his face that he

drew back from this, that .he had some idea which,
however absurd, he couldn't yet bargain away :

" Oh

you don't care either but very differently : you don't

care for anything but yourself."

Spencer Brydon recognised it it was in fact what
he had absolutely professed. Yet he importantly

qualified.
" He isn't myself. He's the just so totally

other person. But I do want to see him," he added.
" And I can. And I shall."

Their eyes met for a minute while he guessed from

something in hers that she divined his strange sense.

But neither of them otherwise expressed it, and her

apparent understanding, with no protesting shock, no

easy derision, touched him more deeply than any
thing yet, constituting for his stifled perversity, on the

spot, an element that was like breatheable air. What
she said however was unexpected.

"
Well, I've seen

him."
" You ?

"

"
I've seen him in a dream."
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" Oh a

' dream '- I" It let him down.
" But twice over," she continued.

"
I saw him as I

see you now."
"
You've dreamed the same dream- ?

"

"
Twice over," she repeated.

" The very same."

This did somehow a little speak to him, as it also

gratified him.
' You dream about me at that rate ?

"

"Ah about him !

"
she smiled.

His eyes again sounded her.
' Then you know all

about him." And as she said nothing more :

"
What's

the wretch like ?
"

She hesitated, and it was as if he were pressing her

so hard that, resisting for reasons of her own, she had
to turn away.

"
I'll tell you some other time !

"
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II

IT was after this that there was most of a virtue for

him, most of a cultivated charm, most of a preposterous
secret thrill, in the particular form of surrender to his

obsession and of address to what he more and more
believed to be his privilege. It was what in these

weeks he was living for since he really felt life to

begin but after Mrs. Muldoon had retired from the

scene and, visiting the ample house from attic to

cellar, making sure he was alone, he knew himself in

safe possession and, as he tacitly expressed it, let

himself go. He sometimes came twice in the twenty-
four hours ;

the moments he liked best were those of

gathering dusk, of the short autumn twilight ; this was
the time of which, again and again, he found himself

hoping most. Then he could, as seemed to him, most

intimately wander and wait, linger and listen, feel his

fine attention, never in his life before so fine, on the

pulse of the great vague place : he preferred the lamp-
less hour and only wished he might have prolonged
each day the deep crepuscular spell. Later rarely
much before midnight, but then for a considerable

vigil he watched with his glimmering light ; moving
slowly, holding it high, playing it far, rejoicing above

all, as much as he might, in open vistas, reaches of

communication between rooms and by passages ; the

long straight chance or show, as he would have called

it, for the revelation he pretended to invite. It was
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a practice he found he could perfectly
" work "

without exciting remark ;
no one was in the least

the wiser for it ; even Alice Staverton, who was more
over a well of discretion, didn't quite fully imagine.

He let himself in and let himself out with the

assurance of calm proprietorship ; and accident so

far favoured him that, if a fat Avenue
"

officer
"
had

happened on occasion to see him entering at eleven-

thirty, he had never yet, to the best of his belief, been
noticed as emerging at two. He walked there on the

crisp November nights, arrived regularly at the even

ing's end
; it was as easy to do this after dining out

as to take his way to a club or to his hotel. When he

left his club, if he hadn't been dining out, it was

ostensibly to go to his hotel ; and when he left his

hotel, if he had spent a part of the evening there, it

was ostensibly to go to his club. Everything was easy
in fine ; everything conspired and promoted : there

was truly even in the strain of his experience some

thing that glossed over, something that salved and

simplified, all the rest of consciousness. He circulated,

talked, renewed, loosely and pleasantly, old relations

met indeed, so far as he could, new expectations
and seemed to make out on the whole that in spite of

the career, of such different contacts, which he had

spoken of to Miss Staverton as ministering so little,

for those who might have watched it, to edification,

he was positively rather liked than not. He was a

dim secondary social success and all with people
who had truly not an idea of him. It was all mere
surface sound, this murmur of their welcome, this

popping of their corks just as his gestures of response
were the extravagant shadows, emphatic in proportion
as they meant little, of some game of ombres chinoises.

He projected himself all day, in thought, straight
over the bristling line of hard unconscious heads and
into the other, the real, the waiting life

; the life
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that, as soon as he had heard behind him the click

of his great house-door, began for him, on the jolly

corner, as beguilingly as the slow opening bars of

some rich music follows the tap of the conductor's

wand.
He always caught the first effect of the steel point

of his stick on the old marble of the hall pavement,
large black-and-white squares that he remembered as

the admiration of his childhood and that had then
made in him, as he now saw, for the growth of an

early conception of style. This effect was the dim

reverberating tinkle as of some far-off bell hung who
should say where ? in the depths of the house, of

the past, of that mystical other world that might
have flourished for him had he not, for weal or woe,
abandoned it. On this impression he did ever the

same thing ;
he put his stick noiselessly away in a

corner feeling the place once more in the likeness of

some great glass bowl, all precious concave crystal,
set delicately humming by the play of a moist finger
round its edge. The concave crystal held, as it were,
this mystical other world, and the indescribably fine

murmur of its rim was the sigh there, the scarce

audible pathetic wail to his strained ear, of all the

old baffled forsworn possibilities. What he did there

fore by this appeal of his hushed presence was to

wake them into such measure of ghostly life as they
might still enjoy. They were shy, all but unappeas-
ably shy, but they weren't really sinister

; at least they
weren't as he had hitherto felt them before they
had taken the Form he so yearned to make them take,

the Form he at moments saw himself in the light of

fairly hunting on tiptoe, the points of his evening-
shoes, from room to room and from storey to storey.

That was the essence of his vision -which was -all

rank folly, if one would, while he was out of the house
and otherwise occupied, but which took on the last
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verisimilitude as soon as he was placed and posted.
He knew what he meant and what he wanted

; it was
as clear as the figure on a cheque presented in demand
for cash. His alter ego

"
walked

"
that was the note

of his image of him, while his image of his motive for

his own odd pastime was the desire to waylay him and
meet him. He roamed, slowly, warily, but all rest

lessly, he himself did Mrs. Muldoon had been right,

absolutely, with her figure of their
"
craping

"
; and

the presence he watched for would roam restlessly
too. But it would be as cautious and as shifty ; the

conviction of its probable, in fact its already quite

sensible, quite audible evasion of pursuit grew for him
from night to night, laying on him finally a rigour to

which nothing in his life had been comparable. It

had been the theory of many superficially-judging

persons, he knew, that he was wasting that life in a

surrender to sensations, but he had tasted of no

pleasure so fine as his actual tension, had been intro

duced to no sport that demanded at once the patience
and the nerve of this stalking of a creature more subtle,

yet at bay perhaps more formidable, than any beast

of the forest. The terms, the comparisons, the very

practices of the chase positively came again into

play ; there were even moments when passages of his

occasional experience as a sportsman, stirred memories,
from his younger time, of moor and mountain and

desert, revived for him and to the increase of his

keenness by the tremendous force of analogy. He
found himself at moments once he had placed his

single light on some mantel-shelf or in some recess

stepping back into shelter or shade, effacing himself

behind a door or in an embrasure, as he had sought
of old the vantage of rock and tree ;

he found himself

holding his breath and living in the joy of the instant,

the supreme suspense created by big game alone.

He wasn't afraid (though putting himself the
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question as he believed gentlemen on Bengal tiger-

shoots or in close quarters with the great bear of the

Rockies had been known to confess to having put it) ;

and this indeed since here at least he might be frank !

because of the impression, so intimate and so strange,
that he himself produced as yet a dread, produced

certainly a strain, beyond the liveliest he was likely

to feel. They fell for him into categories, they fairly

became familiar, the signs, for his own perception, of

the alarm his presence and his vigilance created
;

though leaving him always to remark, portentously,
on his probably having formed a relation, his probably

enjoying a consciousness, unique in the experience of

man. People enough, first and last, had been in terror

of apparitions, but who had ever before so turned the

tables and become himself, in the apparitional world,

an incalculable terror ? He might have found this

sublime had he quite dared to think of it ;
but he

didn't too much insist, truly, on that side of his

privilege. With habit and repetition he gained to an

extraordinary degree the power to penetrate the dusk

of distances and the darkness of corners, to resolve

back into their innocence the treacheries of uncertain

light, the evil-looking forms taken in the gloom by
mere shadows, by accidents of the air, by shifting
effects of perspective ; putting down his dim luminary
he could still wander on without it, pass into other

rooms and, only knowing it was there behind him in

case of need, see his way about, visually project for

his purpose a comparative clearness. It made him

feel, this acquired faculty, like some monstrous

stealthy cat ;
he wondered if he would have glared

at these moments with large shining yellow eyes, and
what it mightn't verily be, for the poor hard-pressed
alter ego, to be confronted with such a type.

He liked however the open shutters ;
he opened

everywhere those Mrs. Muldoon had closed, closing
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them as carefully afterwards, so that she shouldn't

notice : he liked oh this he did like, and above all

in the upper rooms ! the sense of the hard silver

of the autumn stars through the window-panes, and

scarcely less the flare of the street-lamps below, the

white electric lustre which it would have taken curtains

to keep out. This was human actual social ; this was
of the world he had lived in, and he was more at his

ease certainly for the countenance, coldly general and

impersonal, that all the while and in spite of his

detachment it seemed to give him. He had support
of course mostly in the rooms at the wide front and
the prolonged side ; it failed him considerably in the

central shades and the parts at the back. But if he

sometimes, on his rounds, was glad of his optical

reach, so none the less often the rear of the house

affected him as the very jungle of his prey. The place
was there more subdivided

; a large
"
extension

"
in

particular, where small rooms for servants had been

multiplied, abounded in nooks and corners, in closets

and passages, in the ramifications especially of an

ample back staircase over which he leaned, many a

time, to look far down not deterred from his gravity
even while aware that he might, for a spectator, have

figured some solemn simpleton playing at hide-and-

seek. Outside in fact he might himself make that

ironic rapprochement ;
but within the walls, and in

spite of the clear windows, his consistency was proof

against the cynical light of New York.

It had belonged to that idea of the exasperated
consciousness of his victim to become a real test for

him
;

since he had quite put it to himself from the

first that, oh distinctly ! he could
"
cultivate

"
his

whole perception. He had felt it as above all open
to cultivation which indeed was but another name
for his manner of spending his time. He was bring

ing it on, bringing it to perfection, by practice ;
in
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consequence of which it had grown so fine that he was
now aware of impressions, attestations of his general

postulate, that couldn't have broken upon him at

once. This was the case more specifically with a

phenomenon at last quite frequent for him in the

upper rooms, the recognition absolutely unmistak

able, and by a turn dating from a particular hour,

his resumption of his campaign after a diplomatic

drop, a calculated absence of three nights of his

being definitely followed, tracked at a distance care

fully taken and to the express end that he should the

less confidently, less arrogantly, appear to himself

merely to pursue. It worried, it finally broke him

up, for it proved, of all the conceivable impressions,
the one least suited to his book. He was kept in

sight while remaining himself as regards the essence

of his position sightless, and his only recourse then

was in abrupt turns, rapid recoveries of ground. He
wheeled about, retracing his steps, as if he might so

catch in his face at least the stirred air of some other

quick revolution. It was indeed true that his fully

dislocalised thought of these manoeuvres recalled to

him Pantaloon, at the Christmas farce, buffeted and
tricked from behind by ubiquitous Harlequin ;

but it

left intact the influence of the conditions themselves

each time he was re-exposed to them, so that in fact

this association, had he suffered it to become con

stant, would on a certain side have but ministered

to his intenser gravity. He had made, as I have

said, to create on the premises the baseless sense of

a reprieve, his three absences ; and the result of the

third was to confirm the after-effect of the second.

On his return, that night the night succeeding
his last intermission he stood in the hall and looked

up the staircase with a certainty more intimate than

any he had yet known.
"
He's there, at the top,

and waiting not, as in general, falling back for
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disappearance. He's holding his ground, and it's

the first time which is a proof, isn't it ? that some

thing has happened for him." So Brydon argued with

his hand on the banister and his foot on the lowest

stair ; in which position he felt as never before the

air chilled by his logic. He himself turned cold in it,

for he seemed of a sudden to know what now was
involved.

"
Harder pressed ? yes, he takes it in, with

its thus making clear to him that I've come, as they

say,
'

to stay.' He finally doesn't like and can't bear

it, in the sense, I mean, that his wrath, his menaced

interest, now balances with his dread. I've hunted
him till he has

'

turned
'

: that, up there, is what has

happened he's the fanged or the antlered animal

brought at last to bay." There came to him, as I say
but determined by an influence beyond my nota

tion ! the acuteness of this certainty ; under which,

however, the next moment he had broken into a sweat

that he would as little have consented to attribute to

fear as he would have dared immediately to act upon
it for enterprise. It marked none the less a pro

digious thrill, a thrill that represented sudden dismay,
no doubt, but also represented, and with the selfsame

throb, the strangest, the most joyous, possibly the

next minute almost the proudest, duplication of con

sciousness.
" He has been dodging, retreating, hiding, but now,

worked up to anger, he'll fight !

"
this intense im

pression made a single mouthful, as it were, of terror

and applause. But what was wondrous was that the

applause, for the felt fact, was so eager, since, if it was
his -other self he was running to earth, this ineffable

identity was thus in the last resort not unworthy of

him. It bristled there somewhere near at hand,
however unseen still as the hunted thing, even as

the trodden worm of the adage must at last bristle ;

and Brydon at this instant tasted probably of a
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sensation more complex than had ever before found

itself consistent with sanity. It was as if it would
have shamed him that a character so associated with

his own should triumphantly succeed in just skulking,
should to the end not risk the open ;

so that the drop
of this danger was, on the spot, a great lift of the

whole situation. Yet with another rare shift of the

same subtlety he was already trying to measure by
how much more he himself might now be in peril of

fear ;
so rejoicing that he could, in another form,

actively inspire that fear, and simultaneously quaking
for the form in which he might passively know it.

The apprehension of knowing it must after a little

have grown in him, and the strangest moment of his

adventure perhaps, the most memorable or really
most interesting, afterwards, of his crisis, was the

lapse of certain instants of concentrated conscious

combat, the sense of a need to hold on to something,
even after the manner of a man slipping and slipping
on some awful incline

;
the vivid impulse, above all,

to move, to act, to charge, somehow and upon some

thing to show himself, in a word, that he wasn't

afraid. The state of
"
holding-on

"
was thus the state

to which he was momentarily reduced ;
if there had

been anything, in the great vacancy, to seize, he
would presently have been aware of having clutched

it as he might under a shock at home have clutched

the nearest chair-back. He had been surprised at

any rate of this he was aware into something un

precedented since his original appropriation of the

place ;
he had closed his eyes, held them tight, for a

long minute, as with that instinct of dismay and that

terror of vision. When he opened them the room,
the other contiguous rooms, extraordinarily, seemed

lighter so light, almost, that at first he took the

change for day. He stood firm, however that might
be, just where he had paused ;

his resistance had
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helped him it was as if there were something he
had tided over. He knew after a little what this was

it had been in the imminent danger of flight. He
had stiffened his will against going ; without this he

would have made for the stairs, and- it seemed to him

that, still with his eyes closed, he would have de
scended them, would have known how, straight and

swiftly, to the bottom.

Well, as he had held out, here he was still at the

top, among the more intricate upper rooms and with

the gauntlet of the others, of all the rest of the house,
still to run when it should be his time to go. He would

go at his time only at his time : didn't he go every

night very much at the same hour ? He took out his

watch there was light for that : it was scarcely a

quarter past one, and he had never withdrawn so soon.

He reached his lodgings for the most part at two
with his walk of a quarter of an hour. He would wait

for the last quarter he wouldn't stir till then
; and

he kept his watch there with his eyes on it, reflecting
while he held it that this deliberate wait, a wait with

an effort, which he recognised, would serve perfectly
for the attestation he desired to make. It would prove
his courage unless indeed the latter might most be

proved by his budging at last from his place. What he

mainly felt now was that, since he hadn't originally

scuttled, he had his dignities which had never in

his life seemed so many all to preserve and to carry
aloft. This was before him in truth as a physical

image, an image almost worthy of an age of greater
romance. That remark indeed glimmered for him

only to glow the next instant with a finer light ;
since

what age of romance, after all, could have matched
either the state of his mind or,

"
objectively," as they

said, the wonder of his situation ? The only difference

would have been that, brandishing his dignities over

his head as in a parchment scroll, he might then
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that is in the heroic time have proceeded down
stairs with a drawn sword in his other grasp.

At present, really, the light he had set down on the

mantel of the next room would have to figure his

sword ;
which utensil, in the course of a minute, he

had taken the requisite number of steps to possess
himself of. The door between the rooms was open,
and from the second another door opened to a third.

These rooms, as he remembered, gave all three upon
a common corridor as well, but there was a fourth,

beyond them, without issue save through the preced

ing. To have moved, to have heard his step again,
was appreciably a help ; though even in recognising
this he lingered once more a little by the chimney-
piece on which his light had rested. When he next

moved, just hesitating where to turn, he found him
self considering a circumstance that, after his first and

comparatively vague apprehension of it, produced in

him the start that often attends some pang of recol

lection, the violent shock of having ceased happily to

forget. He had come into sight of the door in which
the brief chain of communication ended and which he
now surveyed from the nearer threshold, the one not

directly facing it. Placed at some distance to the left

of this point, it would have admitted him to the last

room of the four, the room without other approach or

egress, had it not, to his intimate conviction, been
closed since his former visitation, the matter prob
ably of a quarter of an hour before. He stared with
all his eyes at the wonder of the fact, arrested again
where he stood and again holding his breath while he
sounded its sense. Surely it had been subsequently
closed that is it had been on his previous passage
indubitably open !

He took it full in the face that something had hap
pened between that he couldn't not have noticed

before (by which he meant on his original tour of all
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the rooms that evening) that such a barrier had ex

ceptionally presented itself. He had indeed since that

moment undergone an agitation so extraordinary that

it might have muddled for him any earlier view
;
and

he tried to convince himself that he might perhaps
then have gone into the room and, inadvertently,

automatically, on coming out, have drawn the door
after him. The difficulty was that this exactly was
what he never did

; it was against his whole policy, as

he might have said, the essence of which was to keep
vistas clear. He had them from the first, as he was
well aware, quite on the brain : the strange apparition,
at the far end of one of them, of his baffled

"
prey

"

(which had become by so sharp an irony so little

the term now to apply !)
was the form of success his

imagination had most cherished, projecting into it

always a refinement of beauty. He had known fifty

times the start of perception that had afterwards

dropped ; had fifty times gasped to himself
"
There !

"

under some fond brief hallucination. The house, as

the case stood, admirably lent itself ;
he might wonder

at the taste, the native architecture of the particular

time, which could rejoice so in the multiplication of

doors the opposite extreme to the modern, the

actual almost complete proscription of them ;
but it

had fairly contributed to provoke this obsession of the

presence encountered telescopically, as he might say,
focussed and studied in diminishing perspective and
as by a rest for the elbow.

It was with these considerations that his present
attention was charged they perfectly availed to

make what he saw portentous. He couldn't, by any
lapse, have blocked that aperture ; and if he hadn't, if

it was unthinkable, why what else was clear but that

there had been another agent ? Another agent ? he
had been catching, as he felt, a moment back, the very
breath of him

; but when he had been so close as in
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this simple, this logical, this completely personal act ?

It was so logical, that is, that one might have taken it

for personal; yet for what did Brydon take it, he asked

himself, while, softly panting, he felt his eyes almost

leave their sockets. Ah this time at last they were, the

two, the opposed projections of him, in presence ; and
this time, as much as one would, the question of danger
loomed. With it rose, as not before, the question
of courage for what he knew the blank face of the

door to say to him was " Show us how much you
have !

"
It stared, it glared back at him with that

challenge ; it put to him the two alternatives : should

he just push it open or not ? Oh to have this con
sciousness was to think and to think, Brydon knew,
as he stood there, was, with the lapsing moments, not

to have acted ! Not to have acted that was the

misery and the pang was even still not to act ; was
in fact all to feel the thing in another, in a new and
terrible way. How long did he pause and how long
did he debate ? There was presently nothing to

measure it ; for his vibration had already changed
as just by the effect of its intensity. Shut up there,

at bay, defiant, and with the prodigy of the thing

palpably, provably done, thus giving notice like some
stark signboard under that accession of accent the

situation itself had turned ; and Brydon at last re

markably made up his mind on what it had turned to.

It had turned altogether to a different admonition
;

to a supreme hint, for him, of the value of Discretion !

This slowly dawned, no doubt for it could take its

time ; so perfectly, on his threshold, had he been

stayed, so little as yet had he either advanced or re

treated. It was the strangest of all things that now
when, by his taking ten steps and applying his hand
to a latch, or even his shoulder and his knee, if neces

sary, to a panel, all the hunger of his prime need might
have been met, his high curiosity crowned, his unrest
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assuaged it was amazing, but it was also exquisite
and rare, that insistence should have, at a touch, quite

dropped from him. Discretion he jumped at that ;

and yet not, verily, at such a pitch, because it saved

his nerves or his skin, but because, much more valu

ably, it saved the situation. When I say he
"
jumped"

at it I feel the consonance of this term with the fact

that at the end indeed of I know not how long-
he did move again, he crossed straight to the door.

He wouldn't touch it it seemed now that he might
if he would : he would only just wait there a little,

to show, to prove, that he wouldn't. He had thus

another station, close to the thin partition by which

revelation was denied him ; but with his eyes bent

and his hands held off in a mere intensity of stillness.

He listened as if there had been something to hear, but

this attitude, while it lasted, was his own communica
tion.

"
If you won't then good : I spare you and I

give up. You affect me as by the appeal positively
for pity : you convince me that for reasons rigid and
sublime what do I know ? we both of us should

have suffered. I respect them then, and, though
moved and privileged as, I believe, it has never been

given to man, I retire, I renounce never, on my
honour, to try again. So rest for ever and let me \

"

That, for Brydon was the deep sense of this last

demonstration solemn, measured, directed, as he

felt it to be. He brought it to a close, he turned away ;

and now verily he knew how deeply he had been

stirred. He retraced his steps, taking up his candle,

burnt, he observed, well-nigh to the socket, and mark

ing again, lighten it as he would, the distinctness of

his footfall ; after which, in a moment, he knew him
self at the other side of the house. He did here what
he had not yet done at these hours he opened half

a casement, one of those in the front, and let in the air

of the night ; a thing he would have taken at any time
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previous for a sharp rupture of his spell. His spell was
broken now, and it didn't matter broken by his

concession and his surrender, which made it idle

henceforth that he should ever come back. The empty
street- its other life so marked even by the great

lamplit vacancy was within call, within touch ;
he

stayed there as to be in it again, high above it though
he was still perched ;

he watched as for some com

forting common fact, some vulgar human note, the

passage of a scavenger or a thief, some night-bird
however base. He would have blessed that sign of life ;

he would have welcomed positively the slow approach
of his friend the policeman, whom he had hitherto

only sought to avoid, and was not sure that if the

patrol had come into sight he mightn't have felt the

impulse to get into relation with it, to hail it, on some

pretext, from his fourth floor.

The pretext that wouldn't have been too silly or too

compromising, the explanation that would have saved

his dignity and kept his name, in such a case, out of

the papers, was not definite to him : he was so occupied
with the thought of recording his Discretion as an
effect of the vow he had just uttered to his intimate

adversary that the importance of this loomed large
and something had overtaken all ironically his sense

of proportion. If there had been a ladder applied to

the front of the house, even one of the vertiginous

perpendiculars employed by painters and roofers and
sometimes left standing overnight, he would have

managed somehow, astride of the window-sill, to

compass by outstretched leg and arm that mode of

descent. If there had been some such uncanny thing
as he had found in his room at hotels, a workable fire-

escape in the form of notched cable or a canvas shoot,

he would have availed himself of it as a proof well,

of his present delicacy. He nursed that sentiment, as

the question stood, a little in vain, and even at the
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end of he scarce knew, once more, how long found

it, as by the action on his mind of the failure of

response of the outer world, sinking back to vague
anguish. It seemed to him he had waited an age for

some stir of the great grim hush ; the life of the town
was itself under a spell so unnaturally, up and
down the whole prospect of known and rather ugly

objects, the blankness and the silence lasted. Had
they ever, he asked himself, the hard-faced houses,
which had begun to look livid in the dim dawn, had

they ever spoken so little to any need of his spirit ?

Great builded voids, great crowded stillnesses put on,

often, in the heart of cities, for the small hours, a sort

of sinister mask, and it was of this large collective

negation that Brydon presently became conscious

all the more that the break of day was, almost incred

ibly, now at hand, proving to him what a night he
had made of it.

He looked again at his watch, saw what had become
of his time-values (he had taken hours for minutes

not, as in other tense situations, minutes for hours)
and the strange air of the streets was but the weak,
the sullen flush of a dawn in which everything was
still locked up. His choked appeal from his own open
window had been the sole note of life, and he could

but break off at last as for a worse despair. Yet while

so deeply demoralised he was capable again of an

impulse denoting at least by his present measure

extraordinary resolution ; of retracing his steps to

the spot where he had turned cold with the extinction

of his last pulse of doubt as to there being in the place
another presence than his own. This required an
effort strong enough to sicken him

; but he had his

reason, which overmastered for the moment every

thing else. There was the whole of the rest of the

house to traverse, and how should he screw himself to

that if the door he had seen closed were at present
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open ? He could hold to the idea that the closing had

practically been for him an act of mercy, a chance

offered him to descend, depart, get off the ground and
never again profane it. This conception held together,
it worked ;

but what it meant for him depended now

clearly on the amount of forbearance his recent action,

or rather his recent inaction, had engendered. The

image of the
"
presence," whatever it was, waiting

there for him to go this image had not yet been so

concrete for his nerves as when he stopped short of

the point at which certainty would have come to him.

For, with all his resolution, or more exactly with all

his dread, he did stop short he hung back from

really seeing. The risk was too great and his fear too

definite : it took at this moment an awful specific

form.

He knew yes, as he had never known anything
that, should he see the door open, it would all too

abjectly be the end of him. It would mean that the

agent of his shame for his shame was the deep
abjection was once more at large and in general

possession ; and what glared him thus in the face was
the act that this would determine for him. It would
send him straight about to the window he had left

open, and by that window, be long ladder and dangling

rope as absent as they would, he saw himself un

controllably insanely fatally take his way to the street.

The hideous chance of this he at least could avert
;

but he could only avert it by recoiling in time from
assurance. He had the whole house to deal with, this

fact was still there; only he now knew that uncertainty
alone could start him. He stole back from where he
had checked himself merely to do so was suddenly
like safety and, making blindly for the greater

staircase, left gaping rooms and sounding passages
behind. Here was the top of the stairs, with a fine

large dim descent and three spacious landings to mark
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off. His instinct was all for mildness, but his feet

were harsh on the floors, and, strangely, when he had
in a couple of minutes become aware of this, it counted
somehow for help. He couldn't have spoken, the tone

of his voice would have scared him, and the common
conceit or resource of

"
whistling in the dark

"

(whether literally or figuratively) have appeared
basely vulgar ; yet he liked none the less to hear

himself go, and when he had reached his first landing

taking it all with no rush, but quite steadily that

stage of success drew from him a gasp of relief.

The house, withal, seemed immense, the scale of

space again inordinate ; the open rooms, to no one
of which his eyes deflected, gloomed in their shuttered

state like mouths of caverns ; only the high skylight
that formed the crown of the deep weh1

created for

him a medium in which he could advance, but which

might have been, for queerness of colour, some watery
under-world. He tried to think of something noble,

as that his property was really grand, a splendid pos
session ; but this nobleness took the form too of the

clear delight with which he was finally to sacrifice it.

They might come in now, the builders, the destroyers

they might come as soon as they would. At the

end of two flights he had dropped to another zone, and
from the middle of the third, with only one more left,

he recognised the influence of the lower windows, of

half-drawn blinds, of the occasional gleam of street-

lamps, of the glazed spaces of the vestibule. This was
the bottom of the sea, which showed an illumination

of its own and which he even saw paved when at a

given moment he drew up to sink a long look over the

banisters with the marble squares of his childhood.

By that time indubitably he felt, as he might have
said in a commoner cause, better ; it had allowed him
to stop and draw breath, and the ease increased with

the sight of the old black-and-white slabs. But what
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he most felt was that now surely, with the element of

impunity pulling him as by hard firm hands, the case

was settled for what he might have seen above had he
dared that last look. The closed door, blessedly re

mote now, was still closed and he had only in short

to reach that of the house.

He came down further, he crossed the passage

forming the access to the last flight ; and if here again
he stopped an instant it was almost for the sharpness
of the thrill of assured escape. It made him shut his

eyes which opened again to the straight slope of

the remainder of the stairs. Here was impunity still,

but impunity almost excessive ; inasmuch as the side

lights and the high fan-tracery of the entrance were

glimmering straight into the hall ; an appearance pro
duced, he the next instant saw, by the fact that the

vestibule gaped wide, that the hinged halves of the

inner door had been thrown far back. Out of that

again the question sprang at him, making his eyes, as

he felt, half-start from his head, as they had done, at

the top of the house, before the sign of the other door.

If he had left that one open, hadn't he left this one

closed, and wasn't he now in most immediate pre
sence of some inconceivable occult activity ? It was
as sharp, the question, as a knife in his side, but the

answer hung fire still and seemed to lose itself in the

vague darkness to which the thin admitted dawn,

glimmering archwise over the whole outer door, made
a semicircular margin, a cold silvery nimbus that

seemed to play a little as he looked to shift and

expand and contract.

It was as if there had been something within it,

protected by indistinctness and corresponding in ex

tent with the opaque surface behind, the painted

panels of the last barrier to his escape, of which the

key was in his popket. The indistinctness mocked
him even while he stared, affected him as somehow
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shrouding or challenging certitude, so that after fal

tering an instant on his step he let himself go with

the sense that here was at last something to meet, to

touch, to take, to know something all unnatural

and dreadful, but to advance upon which was the

condition for him either of liberation or of supreme
defeat. The penumbra, dense and dark, was the

virtual screen of a figure which stood in it as still as

some image erect in a niche or as some black-vizored

sentinel guarding a treasure. Brydon was to know
afterwards, was to recall and make out, the particular

thing he had believed during the rest of his descent.

He saw, in its great grey glimmering margin, the

central vagueness diminish, and he felt it to be taking
the very form toward which, for so many days, the

passion of his curiosity had yearned. It gloomed, it

loomed, it was something, it was somebody, the

prodigy of a personal presence.

Rigid and conscious, spectral yet human, a man
of his own substance and stature waited there to

measure himself with his power to dismay. This

only could it be this only till he recognised, with his

advance, that what made the face dim was the pair of

raised hands that covered it and in which, so far from

being offered in defiance, it was buried as for dark

deprecation. So Brydon, before him, took him in
;

with every fact of him now, in the higher light, hard
and acute his planted stillness, his vivid truth, his

grizzled bent head and white masking hands, his

queer actuality of evening-dress, of dangling double

eye-glass, of gleaming silk lappet and white linen, of

pearl button and gold watch-guard and polished shoe.

No portrait by a great modern master could have pre
sented him with more intensity, thrust him out of his

frame with more art, as if there had been
"
treatment,"

of the consummate sort, in his every shade and sali

ence. The revulsion, for our friend, had become,
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before he- knew it, immense this drop, in the act

of apprehension, to the sense of his adversary's in

scrutable manoeuvre. That meaning at least, while

he gaped, it offered him
; for he could but gape at

his other self in this other anguish, gape as a proof that

he, standing there for the achieved, the enjoyed, the

triumphant life, couldn't be faced in his triumph.
Wasn't the proof in the splendid covering hands,

strong and completely spread ? so spread and so

intentional that, in spite of a special verity that sur

passed every other, the fact that one of these hands
had lost two fingers, which were reduced to stumps,
as if accidentally shot away, the face was effectually

guarded and saved.
"
Saved," though, would it be ? Brydon breathed

his wonder till the very impunity of his attitude and
the very insistence of his eyes produced, as he felt, a

sudden stir which showed the next instant as a deeper

portent, while the head raised itself, the betrayal of a
braver purpose. The hands, as he looked, began to

move, to open ; then, as if deciding in a flash, dropped
from the face and left it uncovered and presented.
Horror, with the sight, had leaped into Brydon 's

throat, gasping there in a sound he couldn't utter
;
for

the bared identity was too hideous as his, and his

glare was the passion of his protest. The face, that

face, Spencer Brydon's ? he searched it still, but

looking away from it in dismay and denial, falling

straight from his height of sublimity. It was unknown,
inconceivable, awful, disconnected from any possibil

ity ! He had been "sold," he inwardly moaned,
stalking such game as this : the presence before him
was a presence, the horror within him a horror, but
the waste of his nights had been only grotesque
and the success of his adventure an irony. Such an

identity fitted his at no point, made its alternative

monstrous. A thousand times yes, as it came upon
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him nearer now the face was the face of a stranger.
It came upon him nearer now, quite as one of those

expanding fantastic images projected by the magic
lantern of childhood ;

for the stranger, whoever he

might be, evil, odious, blatant, vulgar, had advanced
as for aggression, and he knew himself give ground.
Then harder pressed still, sick with the force of his

shock, and falling back as under the hot breath and
the roused passion of a life larger than his own, a rage
of personality before which his own collapsed, he felt

the whole vision turn to darkness and his very feet

give way. His head went round ; he was going ;
he

had gone.



Ill

WHAT had next brought him back, clearly though
after how long ? was Mrs. Muldoon's voice, coming
to him from quite near, from so near that he seemed

presently to see her as kneeling on the ground before

him while he lay looking up at her ; himself not wholly
on the ground, but half-raised and upheld conscious,

yes, of tenderness of support and, more particularly, of

a head pillowed in extraordinary softness and fainly

refreshing fragrance. He considered, he wondered,
his wit but half at his service ; then another face

intervened, bending more directly over him, and he

finally knew that Alice Staverton had made her lap
an ample and perfect cushion to him, and that she

had to this end seated herself on the lowest degree of

the staircase, the rest of his long person remaining
stretched on his old black-and-white slabs. They
were cold, these marble squares of his youth ; but
he somehow was not, in this rich return of con
sciousness the most wonderful hour, little by little,

that he had ever known, leaving him, as it did, so

gratefully, so abysmally passive, and yet as with a

treasure of intelligence waiting all round him for

quiet appropriation ; dissolved, he might call it, in the

air of the place and producing the golden glow of a

late autumn afternoon. He had come back, yes
come back from further away than any man but him
self had ever travelled ; but it was strange how with
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this sense what he had come back to seemed really
the great thing, and as if his prodigious journey had
been all for the sake of it. Slowly but surely his

consciousness grew, his vision of his state thus com

pleting itself : he had been miraculously carried back
lifted and carefully borne as from where he had

been picked up, the uttermost end of an interminable

grey passage. Even with this he was suffered to rest,

and what had now brought him to knowledge was
the break in the long mild motion.

It had brought him to knowledge, to knowledge
yes, this was the beauty of his state ; which came to

resemble more and more that of a man who has gone
to sleep on some news of a great inheritance, and

then, after dreaming it away, after profaning it with

matters strange to it, has waked up again to serenity
of certitude and has only to lie and watch it grow. This

was the drift of his patience that he had only to let

it shine on him. He must moreover, with intermis

sions, still have been lifted and borne ;
since why and

how else should he have known himself, later on, with

the afternoon glow intenser, no longer at the foot of

his stairs situated as these now seemed at that dark

other end of his tunnel but on a deep window-
bench of his high saloon, over which had been spread,

couch-fashion, a mantle of soft stuff lined with grey
fur that was familiar to his eyes and that one of his

hands kept fondly feeling as for its pledge of truth.

Mrs. Muldoon's face had gone, but the other, the

second .he had recognised, hung over him in a way
that showed how he was still propped and pillowed.
He took it all in, and the more he took it the more it

seemed to suffice : he was as much at peace as if he
had had food and drink. It was the two women who
had found him, on Mrs. Muldoon's having plied, at

her usual hour, her latch-key and on her having
above all arrived while Miss Staverton still lingered
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near the house. She had been turning away, all

anxiety, from worrying the vain bell-handle her

calculation having been of the hour of the good
woman's visit

; but the latter, blessedly, had come up
while she was still there, and they had entered to

gether. He had then lain, beyond the vestibule, very
much as he was lying now quite, that is, as he ap
peared to have fallen, but all so wondrously without

bruise or gash ; only in a depth of stupor. What
he most took in, however, at present, with the

steadier clearance, was that Alice Staverton had
for a long unspeakable moment not doubted he was
dead.

"It must have been that I was." He made it out

as she held him.
"
Yes I can' only have died. You

brought me literally to life. Only," he wondered,
his eyes rising to her,

"
only, in the name of all the

benedictions, how ?
"

It took her but an instant to bend her face and kiss

him, and something in the manner of it, and in the

way her hands clasped and locked his head while he

felt the cool charity and virtue of her lips, something
in all this beatitude somehow answered everything." And now I keep you," she said.

" Oh keep me, keep me !

"
he pleaded while her

face still hung over him : in response to which it'

dropped again and stayed close, clingingly close. It

was the seal of their situation of which he tasted

the impress for a long blissful moment in silence. But
he came back.

"
Yet how did you know ?

"

"
I was uneasy. You were to have come, you

remember and you had sent no word."
'

Yes, I remember I was to have gone to you at

one to-day." It caught on to their
"
old

"
life and

relation which were so near and so far.
"

I was
still out there, in my strange darkness where was it,

what was it ? I must have stayed there so long."
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He could but wonder at the depth and the duration

of his swoon.
"
Since last night ?

"
she asked with a shade of fear

for her possible indiscretion.
"
Since this morning it must have been : the cold

dim dawn of to-day. Where have I been," he vaguely
wailed,

"
where have I been ?

" He felt her hold him

close, and it was as if this helped him now to make
in all security his mild moan.

" What a long dark

day !

"

All in her tenderness she had waited a moment.
"
In the cold dim dawn ?

"
she quavered.

But he had already gone on piecing together the

parts of the whole prodigy.
" As I didn't turn up

you came straight ?
"

She barely cast about.
"

I went first to your hotel

where they told me of your absence. You had dined

out last evening and hadn't been back since. But

they appeared to know you had been at your club."
"
So you had the idea of this ?

"

" Of what ?
"
she asked in a moment.

"
Well of what has happened.""
I believed at least you'd have been here. I've

known, all along," she said,
"
that you've been

coming."
" ' Known '

it ?
"

"
Well, I've believed it. I said nothing to you after

that talk we had a month ago but I felt sure. I

knew you would," she declared.
"
That I'd persist, you mean ?

"

"
That you'd see him."

" Ah but I didn't !

"
cried Brydon with his long

wail.
"
There's somebody an awful beast ;

whom
I brought, too horribly, to bay. But it's not me."

At this she bent over him again, and her eyes were

in his eyes.
" No it's not you." And it was as if,

while her face hovered, he might have made out in it,
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hadn't it been so near, some particular meaning
blurred by a smile.

"
No, thank heaven," she

repeated
"

it's not you ! Of course it wasn't to

have been."
" Ah but it was," he gently insisted. And he stared

before him now as he had been staring for so many
weeks.

"
I was to have known myself."" You couldn't !

"
she returned consolingly. And

then reverting, and as if to account further for what
she had herself done,

" But it wasn't only that, that

you hadn't been at home," she went on.
"

I waited

till the hour at which we had found Mrs. Muldoon
that day of my going with you ; and she arrived, as

I've told you, while, failing to bring any one to the

door, I lingered in my despair on the steps. After a

little, if she hadn't come, by such a mercy, I should

have found means to hunt her up. But it wasn't,"

said Alice Staverton, as if once more with her fine

intention
"

it wasn't only that."

His eyes, as he lay, turned back to her.
" What

more then ?
"

She met it, the wonder she had stirred.
"
In the

cold dim dawn, you say ? Well, in the cold dim dawn
of this morning I too saw you."

" Saw me ?
"

" Saw him," said Alice Staverton.
"

It must have
been at the same moment."

He lay an instant taking it in as if he wished to

be quite reasonable.
" At the same moment ?

"

"
Yes in my dream again, the same one I've

named to you. He came back to me. Then I knew
it for a sign. He had come to you."

At this Brydon raised himself ; he had to see her

better. She helped him when she understood his

movement, and he sat up, steadying himself beside

her there on the window-bench and with his right
hand grasping her left.

" He didn't come to me."
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" You came to yourself," she beautifully smiled.
" Ah I've come to myself now thanks to you,

dearest. But this brute, with his awful face this

brute's a black stranger. He's none of me, even as I

might have been," Brydon sturdily declared.

But she kept the clearness that was like the breath

of infallibility.
"

Isn't the whole point that you'd
have been different ?

"

He almost scowled for it. "As different as

that ?
"

Her look again was more beautiful to him than the

things of this world.
"
Haven't you exactly wanted

to know how different ? So this morning," she said,
"
you appeared to me."
"
Like him ?

"

" A black stranger !

"

" Then how did you know it was I ?
"

"
Because, as I told you weeks ago, my mind, my

imagination, had worked so over what you might,
what you mightn't have been to show you, you see,

how I've thought of you. In the midst of that you
came to me that my wonder might be answered.

So I knew," she went on
;

"
and believed that, since

the question held you too so fast, as you told me that

day, you too would see for yourself. And when this

morning I again saw I knew it would be because you
had and also then, from the first moment, because

you somehow wanted me. He seemed to tell me of

that. So why," she strangely smiled,
"
shouldn't I

like him ?
"

It brought Spencer Brydon to his feet.
" You

'

like
'

that horror ?
"

"
I could have liked him. And to me," she said,

"
he was no horror. I had accepted him."

'

Accepted
'- - ?

"
Brydon oddly sounded.

"
Before, for the interest of his difference yes.

And as / didn't disown him, as 7 knew him which
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you at last, confronted with him in his difference, so

cruelly didn't, my dear well, he must have been,

you see, less dreadful to me. And it may have pleased
him that I pitied him."

She was beside him on her feet, but still holding
his hand stih

1

with her arm supporting him. But

though it all brought for him thus a dim light,
" You

'

pitied
' him ?

"
he grudgingly, resentfully asked.

" He has been unhappy, he has been ravaged," she

said.
" And haven't I been unhappy ? Am not I

you've only to look at me ! ravaged ?
"

" Ah I don't say I like him better," she granted after

a thought.
" But he's grim, he's worn and things

have happened to him. He doesn't make shift, for

sight, with your charming monocle."
" No "

it struck Brydon :

"
I couldn't have

sported mine
'

downtown.' They'd have guyed me
there."

"
His great convex pince-nez I saw it, I recog

nised the kind is for his poor ruined sight. And
his poor right hand !

"

" Ah !

"
Brydon winced whether for his proved

identity or for his lost fingers. Then,
" He has a

million a year," he lucidly added.
"
But he hasn't

you."" And he isn't no, he isn't you \

"
she mur

mured as he drew her to his breast.
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SHE had walked with her friend to the top of the wide

steps of the Museum, those that descend from the

galleries of painting, and then, after the young man
had left her, smiling, looking back, waving all gaily
and expressively his hat and stick, had watched him,

smiling too, but with a different intensity had kept
him in sight till he passed out of the great door. She

might have been waiting to see if he would turn there

foe.a last demonstration ;
which was exactly what he

did, renewing his cordial gesture and with his look of

glad devotion, the radiance of his young face, reaching
her across the great space, as she felt, in undiminished

truth. Yes, so she could feel, and she remained a

minute even after he was gone ;
she gazed at the

empty air as if he had filled it still, asking herself

what more she wanted and what, if it didn't signify

glad devotion, his whole air could have represented.
She was at present so anxious that she could wonder

if he stepped and smiled like that for mere relief at

separation ; yet if he wanted in such a degree to break
the spell and escape the danger why did he keep
coming back to her, and why, for that matter, had she

felt safe a moment before in letting him go ? She felt

safe, felt almost reckless that was the proof so

long as he was with her ; but the chill came as soon as

he had gone, when she instantly took the measure of

all she yet missed. She might now have been taking
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it afresh, by the testimony of her charming clouded

eyes and of the rigour that had already replaced her

beautiful play of expression. Her radiance, for the

minute, had "
carried

"
as far as his, travelling on

the light wings of her brilliant prettiness he on his

side not being facially handsome, but only sensitive

clean and eager. Then with its extinction the sustain

ing wings dropped and hung.
She wheeled about, however, full of a purpose ;

she

passed back through the pictured rooms, for it pleased

her, this idea of a talk with Mr. Pitman as much,
that is, as anything could please a young person so

troubled. It had happened indeed that when she saw
him rise at sight of her from the settee where he had
told her five minutes before that she would find him,
it was just with her nervousness that his presence
seemed, as through an odd suggestion of help, to con

nect itself. Nothing truly would be quite so odd for

her case as aid proceeding from Mr. Pitman ; unless

perhaps the oddity would be even greater for himself

the oddity of her having taken into her head an

appeal to him.

She had had to feel alone with a vengeance

inwardly alone and miserably alarmed to be ready
to

"
meet," that way, at the first sign from him, the

successor to her dim father in her dim father's lifetime,

the second of her mother's two divorced husbands.

It made a queer relation for her ; a relation that

struck her at this moment as less edifying, less natural

and graceful, than it would have been even for her

remarkable mother and still in spite of this parent's
third marriage, her union with Mr. Connery, from

whom she was informally separated. It was at the

back of Julia's head as she approached Mr. Pitman,
or it was at least somewhere deep within her soul,

that if this last of Mrs. Connery's withdrawals from

the matrimonial yoke had received the sanction of
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the Court (Julia had always heard, from far back,
so much about the

"
Court ") she herself, as after a

fashion, in that event, a party to it, wouldn't have
had the cheek to make up which was how she

inwardly phrased what she was doing to the long
lean loose slightly cadaverous gentleman who was
a memory, for her, of the period from her twelfth to

her seventeenth year. She had got on with him,

perversely, much better than her mother had, and the

bulging misfit of his duck waistcoat, with his trick of

swinging his eye-glass, at the end of an extraordinarily

long string, far over the scene, came back to her as

positive features of the image of her remoter youth.
Her present age for her later time had seen so many
things happen gave her a perspective.

Fifty things came up as she stood there before him,
some of them floating in from the past, others hover

ing with freshness : how she used to dodge the rotary
movement made by his pince-nez while he always

awkwardly, and kindly, and often funnily, talked

it had once hit her rather badly in the eye ; how she

used to pull down and straighten his waistcoat, making
it set a little better, a thing of a sort her mother
never did

;
how friendly and familiar she must have

been with him for that, or else a forward little minx ;

how she felt almost capable of doing it again now,

just to sound the right note, and how sure she was of

the way he would take it if she did
;
how much nicer

he had clearly been, all the while, poor dear man, than
his wife and the Court had made it possible for him

publicly to appear ; how much younger too he now
looked, in spite of his rather melancholy, his mildly-

jaundiced, humorously - determined sallowness and
his careless assumption, everywhere, from his fore

head to his exposed and relaxed blue socks, almost

sky-blue, as in past days, of creases and folds

and furrows that would have been perhaps tragic
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if they hadn't seemed rather to show, like his

whimsical black eyebrows, the vague interrogative
arch.

Of course he wasn't wretched if he wasn't more
sure of his wretchedness than that ! Julia Bride

would have been sure had she been through what
she supposed he had ! With his thick loose black hair,

in any case, untouched by a thread of grey, and his

kept gift of a certain big-boyish awkwardness that

of his taking their encounter, for instance, so amusedly,
so crudely, though, as she was not unaware, so eagerly
too he could by no means have been so little his

wife's junior as it had been that lady's habit, after

the divorce, to represent him. Julia had remembered
him as old, since she had so constantly thought of her

mother as old
;
which Mrs. Connery was indeed now,

for her daughter, with her dozen years of actual

seniority to Mr. Pitman and her exquisite hair, the

densest, the finest tangle of arranged silver tendrils

that had ever enhanced the effect of a preserved

complexion.

Something in the girl's vision of her quondam step
father as still comparatively young with the con

fusion, the immense element of rectification, not to

say of rank disproof, that it introduced into Mrs.

Connery's favourite picture of her own injured past
all this worked, even at the moment, to quicken once

more the clearness and harshness of judgement, the

retrospective disgust, as she might have called it, that

had of late grown up in her, the sense of all the folly

and vanity and vulgarity, the lies, the perversities, the

falsification of all life in the interest of who could say
what wretched frivolity, what preposterous policy,
amid which she had been condemned so ignorantly, so

pitifully to sit, to walk, to grope, to flounder, from the

very dawn of her consciousness. Didn't poor Mr.

Pitman just touch the sensitive nerve of it when,
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taking her in with his facetious cautious eyes, he

spoke to her, right out, of the old, old story, the

everlasting little wonder of her beauty ?

"
Why, you know, you've grown up so lovely

you're the prettiest girl I've ever .seen !

"
Of course

she was the prettiest girl he had ever seen
;

she was
the prettiest girl people much more privileged than
he had ever seen

; since when hadn't she been pass

ing for the prettiest girl any one had ever seen ?

She had lived in that, from far back, from year to

year, from day to day and from hour to hour she

had lived for it and literally by it, as who should say ;

but Mr. Pitman was somehow more illuminating than
he knew, with the present lurid light that he cast upon
old dates, old pleas, old values and old mysteries, not

to call them old abysses : it had rolled over her in a
swift wave, with the very sight of him, that her mother
couldn't possibly have been right about him as

about what in the world had she ever been right ?

so that in fact he was simply offered her there as one
more of Mrs. Connery's lies. She might have thought
she knew them all by this time

; but he represented
for her, coming in just as he did, a fresh discovery, and
it was this contribution of freshness that made her
somehow feel she liked him. It was she herself who,
for so long, with her retained impression, had been

right about him
; and the rectification he represented

had all shone out of him, ten minutes before, on his

catching her eye while she moved through the room
with Mr. French. She had never doubted of his

probable faults which her mother had vividly de

picted as the basest of vices
; since some of them, and

the most obvious (not the vices, but the faults) were
written on him as he stood there : notably, for instance,
the exasperating

"
business slackness

"
of which Mrs.

Connery had, before the tribunal, made so pathetically
much. It might have been, for that matter, the very
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business slackness that affected Julia as presenting its

friendly breast, in the form of a cool loose sociability,
to her own actual tension ; though it was also true

for her, after they had exchanged fifty words, that he
had as well his inward fever and that, if he was perhaps

wondering what was so particularly the matter with

her, she could make out not less that something was
the matter with him. It had been vague, yet it had
been intense, the mute reflexion,

"
Yes, I'm going to

like him, and he's going somehow to help me !

"
that

had directed her steps so straight to him; She was
sure even then of this, that he wouldn't put to her

a query about his former wife, that he took to-day
no grain of interest in Mrs. Connery ; that his interest,

such as it was and he couldn't look quite like that,

to Julia Bride's expert perception, without something
in the nature of a new one would be a thousand
times different.

It was as a value of disproof that his worth mean
while so rapidly grew : the good sight of him, the good
sound and sense of him, such as they were, demolished

at a stroke so blessedly much of the horrid incon

venience of the past that she thought of him, she

clutched at him, for a general saving use, an applica
tion as sanative, as redemptive, as some universal

healing wash, precious even to the point of perjury if

perjury should be required. That was the terrible

thing, that had been the inward pang with which she

watched Basil French recede : perjury would have to

come in somehow and somewhere oh so quite

certainly ! before the so strange, so rare young man,

truly smitten though she believed him, could be made
to rise to the occasion, before her measureless prize
could be assured. It was present to her, it had been

present a hundred times, that if there had only been

some one to (as it were)
"
deny everything

"
the situa

tion might yet be saved. She so needed some one to
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lie for her ah she so needed some one to lie ! Her
mother's version of everything, her mother's version

of anything, had been at the best, as they said, dis

counted ;
and she herself could but show of course for

an interested party, however much she might claim to

be none the less a decent girl to whatever point,

that is, after all that had both remotely and recently

happened, presumptions of anything to be called

decency could come in.

After what had recently happened the two or

three indirect but so worrying questions Mr. French

had put to her it would only be some thoroughly
detached friend or witness who might effectively

testify. An odd form of detachment certainly would

reside, for Mr. Pitman's evidential character, in her

mother's having so publicly and so brilliantly

though, thank the powers, all off in North Dakota !

severed their connexion with him ;
and yet mightn't

it do her some good, even if the harm it might do

her mother were so little ambiguous ? The more her

mother had got divorced with her dreadful cheap-

and-easy second performance in that line and her

present extremity of alienation from Mr. Connery,
which enfolded beyond doubt the germ of a third

petition on one side or the other the more her

mother had distinguished herself in the field of folly

the worse for her own prospect with the Frenches,
whose minds she had guessed to be accessible, and
with such an effect of dissimulated suddenness, to

some insidious poison.
It was all unmistakable, in other words, that the

more dismissed and detached Mr. Pitman should have
come to appear, the more as divorced, or at least as

divorcing, his before-time wife would by the same
stroke figure so that it was here poor Julia could

but lose herself. The crazy divorces only, or the half-

dozer; successive and still crazier engagements only
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gathered fruit, bitter fruit, of her own incredibly
allowed, her own insanely fostered frivolity either

of these two groups of skeletons at the banquet might
singly be dealt with

; but the combination, the fact of

each party's having been so mixed-up with whatever
was least presentable for the other, the fact of their

having so shockingly amused themselves together,
made all present steering resemble the classic middle
course between Scylla and Charybdis.

It was not, however, that she felt wholly a fool in

having obeyed this impulse to pick up again her kind

old friend. She at least had never divorced him, and
her horrid little filial evidence in Court had been but

the chatter of a parrakeet, of precocious plumage and

croak, repeating words earnestly taught her and that

she could scarce even pronounce. Therefore, as far

as steering went, he must for the hour take a hand.

She might actually have wished in fact that he
shouldn't now have seemed so tremendously struck

with her ; since it was an extraordinary situation for

a girl, this crisis of her fortune, this positive wrong
that the flagrancy, what she would have been ready
to call the very vulgarity, of her good looks might do
her at a moment when it was vital she should hang
as straight as a picture on the wall. Had it ever yet
befallen any young woman in the world to wish with

secret intensity that she might have been, for her con

venience, a shade less inordinately pretty ? She had
come to that, to this view of the bane, the primal
curse, of their lavishly physical outfit, which had in

cluded everything and as to which she lumped herself

resentfully with her mother. The only thing was
that her mother was, thank goodness, still so much

prettier, still so assertively, so publicly, so trashily, so

ruinously pretty. Wonderful the small grimness with

which Julia Bride put off on this parent the middle-

aged maximum of their case and the responsibility of
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their defect. It cost her so little to recognise in

Mrs. Connery at forty-seven, and in spite, or perhaps
indeed just by reason, of the arranged silver tendrils

which were so like some rare bird's-nest in a morning
frost, a facile supremacy for the dazzling effect it

cost her so little that her view even rather exaggerated
the lustre of the different maternal items. She would
have put it all off if possible, all off on other shoulders

and on other graces and other morals than her own,
the burden of physical charm that had made so easy a

ground, such a native favouring air, for the aberrations

which, apparently inevitable and without far conse

quences at the time, had yet at this juncture so much
better not have been.

She could have worked it out at her leisure, to the

last link of the chain, the way their prettiness had set

them trap after trap, all along had foredoomed
them to awful ineptitude. When you were as pretty
as that you could, by the whole idiotic consensus, be

nothing but pretty ; and when you were nothing"
but

"
pretty you could get into nothing but tight

places, out of which you could then scramble by
nothing but masses of fibs. And there was no one, all

the while, who wasn't eager to egg you on, eager to

make you pay to the last cent the price of your beauty.
What creature would ever for a moment help you
to behave as if something that dragged in its wake
a bit less of a lumbering train would, on the whole,
have been better for you ? The consequences of

being plain were only negative you failed of this

and that
;
but the consequences of being as they were,

what were these but endless ? though indeed, as far

as failing went, your beauty too could let you in for

enough of it. Who, at all events, would ever for a
moment credit you, in the luxuriance of that beauty,
with the study, on your own side, of such truths as

these? Julia Bride could, at the point she had reached,
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positively ask herself this even while lucidly conscious

of the inimitable, the triumphant and attested pro

jection, all round her, of her exquisite image. It was

only Basil French who had at last, in his doubtless

dry but all distinguished way the way surely, as

it was borne in upon her, of all the blood of all the

Frenches stepped out of the vulgar rank. It was

only he who, by the trouble she discerned in him, had
made her see certain things. It was only for him
and not a bit ridiculously, but just beautifully, almost

sublimely that their being
"
nice," her mother and

she between them, had not seemed to profit by their

being so furiously handsome.
This had, ever so grossly and ever so tiresomely,

satisfied every one else ; since every one had thrust

upon them, had imposed upon them as by a great
cruel conspiracy, their silliest possibilities ; fencing
them in to these, and so not only shutting them out

from others, but mounting guard at the fence, walk

ing round and round outside it to see they didn't

escape, and admiring them, talking to them, through
the rails, in mere terms of chaff, terms of chucked

cakes and apples as if they had been antelopes or

zebras, or even some superior sort of performing,
of dancing, bear. It had been reserved for Basil

French to strike her as willing to let go, so to speak,
a pound or two of this fatal treasure if he might only
have got in exchange for it an ounce or so more of

their so much less obvious and less published per
sonal history. Yes, it described him to say that, in

addition to all the rest of him, and of his personal his

tory, and of his family, and of theirs, in addition to

their social posture, as that of a serried phalanx, and
to their notoriously enormous wealth and crushing

respectability, she might have been ever so much less

lovely for him if she had been only well, a little

prepared to answer questions. And it wasn't as if,
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quiet, cultivated, earnest, public-spirited, brought

up in Germany, infinitely travelled, awfully like a

high-caste Englishman, and all the other pleasant

things, it wasn't as if he didn't love to be with her,

to look at her, just as she was ; for he loved it exactly
as much, so far as that footing simply went, as any free

and foolish youth who had ever made the last demon
stration of it. It was that marriage was for him
and for them all, the serried Frenches a great

matter, a goal to which a man of intelligence, a real

shy beautiful man of the world, didn't hop on one

foot, didn't skip and jump, as if he were playing
an urchins' game, but toward which he proceeded
with a deep and anxious, a noble and highly just
deliberation.

For it was one thing to stare at a girl till she was
bored at it, it was one thing to take her to the Horse
Show and the Opera, and to send her flowers by the

stack, and chocolates by the ton, and
"
great

"
novels,

the very latest and greatest, by the dozen ; but

something quite other to hold open for her, with eyes
attached to eyes, the gate, moving on such stiff silver

hinges, of the grand square forecourt of the palace
of wedlock. The state of being

"
engaged

"
repre

sented to him the introduction to this precinct of some

young woman with whom his outside parley would
have had the duration, distinctly, of his own con
venience. That might be cold-blooded if one chose

to think so
;
but nothing of another sort would equal

the high ceremony and dignity and decency, above all

the grand gallantry and finality, of their then passing
in. Poor Julia could have blushed red, before that

view, with the memory of the way the forecourt, as she

now imagined it, had been dishonoured by her younger
romps. She had tumbled over the wall with this, that

and the other raw playmate, and had played
"
tag

"

and leap-frog, as she might say, from corner to corner.
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That would be the
"
history

"
with which, in case of

definite demand, she should be able to supply Mr.

French : that she had already, again and again, any
occasion offering, chattered and scuffled over ground
provided, according to his idea, for walking the gravest
of minuets. If that then had been all their kind of

history, hers and her mother's, at least there was plenty
of it : it was the superstructure raised on the other

group of facts, those of the order of their having been

always so perfectly pink and white, so perfectly pos
sessed of clothes, so perfectly splendid, so perfectly
idiotic. These things had been the

"
points

"
of ante

lope and zebra ; putting Mrs. Connery for the zebra,

as the more remarkably striped or spotted. Such
were the data Basil French's inquiry would elicit : her

own six engagements and her mother's three nullified

marriages nine nice distinct little horrors in all.

What on earth was to be done about them ?
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IT was notable, she was afterwards to recognise, that

there had been nothing of the famous business slack

ness in the positive pounce with which Mr. Pitman

put it to her that, as soon as he had made her out
"
for sure," identified her there as old Julia grown-up

and gallivanting with a new admirer, a smarter young
fellow than ever yet, he had had the inspiration of

her being exactly the good girl to help him. She

certainly found him strike the hour again with these

vulgarities of tone forms of speech that her mother
had anciently described as by themselves, once he had

opened the whole battery, sufficient ground for putting
him away. Full, however, of the use she should have
for him, she wasn't going to mind trifles. What she

really gasped at was that, so oddly, he was ahead of

her at the start.
"
Yes, I want something of you,

Julia, and I want it right now : you can do me a turn,

and I'm blest if my luck which has once or twice

been pretty good, you know hasn't sent you to me."
She knew the luck he meant that of her mother's

having so enabled him to get rid of her ; but it was the

nearest allusion of the merely invidious kind that he
would make. It had thus come to our young woman
on the spot and by divination : the service he desired

of her matched with remarkable closeness what she

had so promptly taken into her head to name to him
self to name in her own interest, though deterred
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as yet from having brought it right out. She had
been prevented by his speaking, the first thing, in

that way, as if he had known Mr. French which

surprised her till he explained that every one in New
York knew by appearance a young man of his so

quoted wealth (" What did she take them all in New
York then for ? ") and of whose marked attention to

her he had moreover, for himself, round at clubs and

places, lately heard. This had accompanied the in

evitable free question "Was she engaged to him now ?"

which she had in fact almost welcomed as holding
out to her the perch of opportunity. She was waiting
to deal with it properly, but meanwhile he had gone
on, and to such effect that it took them but three

minutes to turn out, on either side, like a pair of pick

pockets comparing, under shelter, their day's booty,
the treasures of design concealed about their persons."

I want you to tell the truth for me as you only
can. I want you to say that I was really all right
as right as you know ; and that I simply acted like

an angel in a story-book, gave myself away to have
it over."

"
Why my dear man," Julia cried,

"
you take the

wind straight out of my sails ! What I'm here to ask

of you is that you'll confess to having been even a

worse fiend than you were shown up for ; to having
made it impossible mother should not take proceed

ings." There ! she had brought it out, and with

the sense of their situation turning to high excitement

for her in the teeth of his droll stare, his strange grin,
his characteristic "Lordy, lordy! What good will that

do you ?
"

She was prepared with her clear statement

of reasons for her appeal, and feared so he might
have better ones for his own that all her story came
in a flash.

"
Well, Mr. Pitman, I want to get married

this time, by way of a change ; but you see we've been

such fools that, when something really good at last
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comes up, it's too dreadfully awkward. The fools

we were capable of being well, you know better

than any one
; unless perhaps not quite so well as

Mr. Connery. It has got to be denied," said Julia

ardently
"

it has got to be denied flat. But I can't

get hold of Mr. Connery Mr. Connery has gone
to China. Besides/if he were here," she had ruefully
to confess,

"
he'd be no good on the contrary. He

wouldn't deny anything he'd only tell more. So
thank heaven he's away there's that amount of

good ! I'm not engaged yet," she went on but he
had already taken her up.

:<

You're not engaged to Mr. French ?
"

It was all,

clearly, a wondrous show for him, but his immediate

surprise, oddly, might have been greatest for that.
"
No, not to any one for the seventh time !

"

She spoke as with her head held well up both over
the shame and the pride.

"
Yes, the next time I'm

engaged I want something to happen. But he's

afraid ; he's afraid of what may be told him. He's

dying to find out, and yet he'd die if he did ! He wants
to be talked to, but he has got to be talked to right.
You could talk to him right, Mr. Pitman if you only
would \ He can't get over mother -that I feel : he
loathes and scorns divorces, and we've had first and
last too many. So if he could hear from you that you
just made her life a hell- why," Julia concluded,
"

it would be too lovely. If she had to go in for

another- after having already, when I was little,

divorced father it would '

sort of
'

make, don't you
see ? one less. You'd do the high-toned thing by her :

you'd say what a wretch you then were, and that she

had had to save her life. In that way he mayn't
mind it. Don't you see, you sweet man ?

"
poor Julia

pleaded.
"
Oh," she wound up as if his fancy lagged

or his scruple looked out,
"

of course I want you to

lie for me !

"
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It did indeed sufficiently stagger him.
"

It's a

lovely idea for the moment when I was just saying to

myself as soon as I saw you that you'd speak the

truth for me \

"

" Ah what's the matter with
'

you
'

?
"

Julia sighed
with an impatience not sensibly less sharp for her

having so quickly scented some Ifon in her path.
"
Why, do you think there's no one in the world

but you who has seen the cup of promised affection,

of something really to be depended on, only, at the

last moment, by the horrid jostle of your elbow,

spilled all over you ? I want to provide for my future

too as it happens ; and my good friend who's to help
me to that the most charming of women this time

disapproves of divorce quite as much as Mr.

French. Don't you see," Mr. Pitman candidly asked,
" what that by itself must have done toward attaching
me to her ? She has got to be talked to to be told

how little I could help it."
" Oh lordy, lordy !

"
the girl emulously groaned.

It was such a relieving cry.
"
Well, / won't talk to

her !

"
she declared.

" You won't, Julia ?
"

he pitifully echoed.
" And

yet you ask of me !

"

His pang, she felt, was sincere, and even more
than she had guessed, for the previous quarter of an

hour, he had been building up his hope, building it

with her aid for a foundation. Yet was he going to

see how their testimony, on each side, would, if

offered, have to conflict ? If he was to prove himself

for her sake or, more queerly still, for that of

Basil French's high conservatism a person whom
there had been but that one way of handling, how
could she prove him, in this other and so different

interest, a mere gentle sacrifice to his wife's pervers

ity ? She had, before him there, on the instant, all

acutely, a sense of rising sickness a wan glimmer
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of foresight as to the end of the fond dream. Every
thing else was against her, everything in her dreadful

past just as if she had been a person represented

by some
"
emotional actress," some desperate erring

lady
"
hunted down "

in a play ; but was that going
to be the case too with her own very decency, the

fierce little residuum deep within her, for which she

was counting, when she came to think, on so little

glory or even credit ? Was this also going to turn

against her and trip her up just to show she was

really, under the touch and the test, as decent as

any one
;
and with no one but herself the wiser for

it meanwhile, and no proof to show but that, as a con

sequence, she should be unmarried to the end ? She

put it to Mr. Pitman quite with resentment :

" Do
you mean to say you're going to be married ?

"

"
Oh, my dear, I too must get engaged first !

"

he spoke with his inimitable grin.
" But that, you

see, is where you come in. I've told her about you.
She wants awfully to meet you. The way it happens
is too lovely that I find you just in this place.
She's coming," said Mr. Pitman and as in all the

good faith of his eagerness now
;

"
she's coming in

about three minutes."
"
Coming here ?

"

"
Yes, Julia right here. It's where we usually

meet ;

" and he was wreathed again, this time as if

for life, in his large slow smile.
"
She loves this place

she's awfully keen on art. Like you, Julia, if you
haven't changed I remember how you did love

art." He looked at her quite tenderly, as to keep her

up to it.
" You must still of course from the way

you're here. Just let her feel that," the poor man
fantastically urged. And then with his kind eyes on
her and his good ugly mouth stretched as for delicate

emphasis from ear to ear :

"
Every little helps !

"

He made her wonder for him, ask herself, and with
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a certain intensity, questions she yet hated the trouble

of
; as whether he were still as moneyless as in the

other time which was certain indeed, for any fortune

he ever would have made. His slackness on that

ground stuck out of him almost as much as if he had
been of rusty or

"
seedy

"
aspect which, luckily for

him, he wasn't at ah
1

: he looked, in his way, like some

pleasant eccentric ridiculous but real gentleman,
whose taste might be of the queerest, but his credit

with his tailor none the less of the best. She wouldn't

have been the least ashamed, had their connexion

lasted, of going about with him : so that what a fool,

again, her mother had been since Mr. Connery,

sorry as one might be for him, was irrepressibly vulgar.

Julia's quickness was, for the minute, charged with

all this ;
but she had none the less her feeling of

the right thing to say and the right way to say it.

If he was after a future financially assured, even as

she herself so frantically was, she wouldn't cast the

stone. But if he had talked about her to strange
women she couldn't be less than a little majestic.
" Who then is the person in question for you ?

"

"
Why, such a dear thing, Julia Mrs. David E.

Brack. Have you heard of her ?
"

he almost fluted.

New York was vast, and she hadn't had that

advantage.
"
She's a widow ?

"

" Oh yes : she's not !

" He caught himself

up in time.
"
She's a real one." It was as near

as he came. But it was as if he had been looking
at her now so pathetically hard.

"
Julia, she has

millions."

Hard, at any rate whether pathetic or not

was the look she gave him back.
"
Well, so has or

so will have Basil French. And more of them than

Mrs. Drack, I guess," Julia quavered.
" Oh I know what they've got !

" He took it from

her with the effect of a vague stir, in his long
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person, of unwelcome embarrassment. But was she

going to give up because he was embarrassed ? He
should know at least what he was costing her. It came
home to her own spirit more than ever

;
but mean

while he had found his footing.
"

I don't see how

your mother matters. It isn't a question of his

marrying her."
" No

; but, constantly together as we've always
been, it's a question of there being so disgustingly
much to get over. If we had, for people like them,
but the one ugly spot and the one weak side ;

if we
had made, between us, but the one vulgar kind of

mistake : well, I don't say !

"
She reflected with a wist-

fulness of note that was in itself a touching eloquence.
" To have our reward in this world we've had too

sweet a time. We've had it all right down here !

"
said

Julia Bride.
"

I should have taken the precaution to

have about a dozen fewer lovers."
"
Ah, my dear,

'

lovers
'

!

" He ever so comic

ally attenuated.
"
Well they were \

"
She quite fjared up.

" When
you've had a ring from each (three diamonds, two

pearls and a rather bad sapphire : I've kept them all,

and they tell my story !)
what are you to call them ?

"

" Oh rings !

"
Mr. Pitman didn't call rings

anything.
"

I've given Mrs. Brack a ring."

Julia stared.
" Then aren't you her lover ?

"

"
That, dear child," he humorously wailed,

"
is

what I want you to find out ! But I'll handle your

rings all right," he more lucidly added.
"
You'll

'

handle
'

them ?
"

"
I'll fix your lovers. I'll lie about them, if that's

all you want."
" Oh about

' them '

!

"
She turned away with

a sombre drop, seeing so little in it.
"
That wouldn't

count from you \

"
She saw the great shining room,

with its mockery of art and
"
style

"
and security, all
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the things she was vainly after, and its few scattered

visitors who had left them, Mr. Pitman and herself,

in their ample corner, so conveniently at ease. There

was 6nly a lady in one of the far doorways, of whom
she took vague note and who seemed to be looking
at them.

"
They'd have to lie for themselves !

"

" Do you mean he's capable of putting it to

them ?
"

Mr. Pitman's tone threw discredit on that possi

bility, but she knew perfectly well what she meant.
" Not of getting at them directly, not, as mother says,
of nosing round himself

;
but of listening and small

blame to him ! to the horrible things other people

say of me."
" But what other people ?

"

"
Why, Mrs. George Maule, to begin with who

intensely loathes us, and who talks to his sisters, so

that they may talk tohim: which they do, all the while,

I'm morally sure (hating me as they also must).
But it's she who's the real reason I mean of his

holding off. She poisons the air he breathes."
" Oh well," said Mr. Pitman with easy optimism,

"
if Mrs. George Maule's a cat !

"

"
If she's a cat she has kittens four little spot

lessly white ones, among whom she'd give her head
that Mr. French should made his pick. He could do
it with his eyes shut you can't tell them apart. But
she has every name, every date, as you may say, for

my dark
'

record
'

as of course they all call it : she'll

be able to give him, if he brings himself to ask her,

every fact in its order. And all the while, don't you
see? there's no one to speak for me."

It would have touched a harder heart than her loose

friend's to note the final flush of clairvoyance witness

ing this assertion and under which her eyes shone as

with the rush of quick tears. He stared at her, and
what this did for the deep charm of her prettiness,
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as in almost witless admiration.
" But can't you

lovely as you are, you beautiful thing ! speak for

yourself ?
"

" Do you mean can't I tell the lies ? No then, I

can't and I wouldn't if I could. I don't lie myself

you know as it happens ; and it could represent to

him then about the only thing, the only bad one, I

don't do. I did
'

lovely as I am '

!. have my
regular time ;

I wasn't so hideous that I couldn't !

Besides, do you imagine he'd come and ask me ?
"

"
Gad, I wish he would, Julia !

"
said Mr. Pitman

with his kind eyes on her.
"
Well then I'd tell him !

" And she held her head

again high.
" But he won't."

It fairly distressed her companion.
"
Doesn't he

want then to know ?
"

" He wants not to know. He wants to be told with

out asking told, I mean, that each of the stories,

those that have come to him, is a fraud and a libel.

Qui s'excuse s'accuse, don't they say ? so that do

you see me breaking out to him, unprovoked, with

four or five what-do-you-call-'ems, the things mother
used to have to prove in Court, a set of neat little
'

alibis
'

in a row ? How can I get hold of so many
precious gentlemen, to turn them on ? How can they
want everything fished up ?

"

She had paused for her climax, in the intensity
of these considerations

;
which gave Mr. Pitman a

chance to express his honest faith.
"
Why, my sweet

child, they'd be just glad
-

!

"

It determined in her loveliness almost a sudden

glare.
"
Glad to swear they never had anything to do

with such a creature ? Then I'd be glad to swear they
had lots !

"

His persuasive smile, though confessing to be

wilderment, insisted.
"
Why, my love, they've got

to swear either one thing or the other."
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"
They've got to keep out of the way that's their

view of it, I guess," said Julia.
" Where are they,

please now that they may be wanted ? If you'd
like to hunt them up for me you're very welcome."
With which, for the moment, over the difficult case,

they faced each other helplessly enough. And she

added to it now the sharpest ache of her despair.
" He

knows about Murray Brush. The others
"

and her

pretty white-gloved hands and charming pink shoulders

gave them up
"
may go hang !

"

"
Murray Brush ?

"
It had opened Mr. Pit

man's eyes.
"
Yes yes ;

I do mind him."
"
Then what's the matter with his at least rally

ing ?
"

" The matter is that, being ashamed of himself,

as he well might, he left the country as soon as he
could and has stayed away. The matter is that he's in

Paris or somewhere, and that if you expect him to

come home for me !

"
She had already dropped,

however, as at Mr. Pitman's look.
"
Why, you foolish thing, Murray Brush is in New

York !

"
It had quite brightened him up.

" He has come back ?
"

"
Why sure ! I saw him when was it ? Tuesday !

on the Jersey boat." Mr. Pitman rejoiced in his

news.
"
He's your man !

"

Julia too had been affected by it ; it had brought
in a rich wave her hot colour back. But she gave the

strangest dim smile.
" He was \

"

" Then get hold of him, and if he's a gentleman
he'll prove for you, to the hilt, that he wasn't."

It lighted in her face, the kindled train of this

particular sudden suggestion, a glow, a sharpness of

interest, that had deepened the next moment, while

she gave a slow and sad headshake, to a greater

strangeness yet.
" He isn't a gentleman."
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" Ah lordy, lordy !

"
Mr. Pitman again sighed.

He struggled out of it but only into the vague.
" Oh

then if he's a pig !

"

" You see there are only a few gentlemen not

enough to go round and that makes them count

so !

"
It had thrust the girl herself, for that matter,

into depths ; but whether most of memory or of roused

purpose he had no time to judge aware as he sud

denly was of a shadow (since he mightn't perhaps
too quickly call it a light) across the heaving surface

of their question. It fell upon Julia's face, fell with

the sound of the voice he so well knew, but which
could only be odd to her for all it immediately as

sumed.
"
There are indeed very few and one mustn't

try them too much !

"
Mrs. Brack, who had super

vened while they talked, stood, in monstrous magni
tude at least to Julia's reimpressed eyes between
them : she was the lady our young woman had descried

across the room, and she had drawn near while the

interest of their issue so held them. We have seen

the act of observation and that of reflexion alike swift

in Julia once her subject was within range and
she had now, with all her perceptions at the acutest,

taken in, by a single stare, the strange presence to a

happy connexion with which Mr. Pitman aspired and
which had thus sailed, with placid majesty, into their

troubled waters. She was clearly not shy, Mrs. David
E. Drack, yet neither was she ominously bold

;
she

was bland and "
good," Julia made sure at a glance,

and of a large complacency, as the good and the bland
are apt to be a large complacency, a large senti

mentality, a large innocent elephantine archness : she

fairly rioted in that dimension of size. Habited in

an extraordinary quantity of stiff and lustrous black

brocade, with enhancements, of every description,
that twinkled and tinkled, that rustled and rumbled
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with her least movement, she presented a huge
hideous pleasant face, a featureless desert in a re

mote quarter of which the disproportionately small

eyes might have figured a pair of rash adventurers

all but buried in the sand. They reduced themselves

when she smiled to barely discernible points a

couple of mere tiny emergent heads though the

foreground of the scene, as if to make up for it, gaped
with a vast benevolence. In a word Julia saw and
as if she had needed nothing more ; saw Mr. Pitman's

opportunity, saw her own, saw the exact nature both

of Mrs. Drack's circumspection and of Mrs. Brack's

sensibility, saw even, glittering there in letters of gold
and as a part of the whole metallic coruscation, the

large figure of her income, largest of all her attributes,

and (though perhaps a little more as a luminous blur

beside all this) the mingled ecstasy and agony of Mr.

Pitman's hope and Mr. Pitman's fear.

He was introducing them, with his pathetic belief

in the virtue for every occasion, in the solvent for

every trouble, of an extravagant genial professional
humour ;

he was naming her to Mrs. Brack as the

charming young friend he had told her so much about

and who had been as an angel to him in a weary time
;

he was saying that the loveliest chance in the world,

this accident of a meeting in those promiscuous halls,

had placed within his reach the pleasure of bringing
them together. It didn't indeed matter, Julia felt,

what he was saying : he conveyed everything, as far

as she was concerned, by a moral pressure as unmistak

able as if, for a symbol of it, he had thrown himself on

her neck. Above all, meanwhile, this high conscious

ness prevailed that the good lady herself, however

huge she loomed, had entered, by the end of a minute,
into a condition as pf suspended weight and arrested

mass, stilled to artless awe by the effect of her vision.

Julia had practised almost to lassitude the art of
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tracing in the people who looked at her the impression

promptly sequent ;
but it was a singular fact that if,

in irritation, in depression, she felt that the lighted

eyes of men, stupid at their clearest, had given her

pretty well all she should ever care for, she could

still gather a freshness from the tribute of her own

sex, still care to see her reflexion in the faces of women.

Never, probably, never would that sweet be taste

less with such a straight grim spoon was it mostly
administered, and so flavoured and strengthened by
the competence of their eyes. Women knew so much
best how a woman surpassed how and where and

why, with no touch or torment of it lost on them
;
so

that as it produced mainly and primarily the instinct

of aversion, the sense of extracting the recognition,
of gouging out the homage, was on the whole the

highest crown one's felicity could wear. Once in a

way, however, the grimness beautifully dropped, the

jealousy failed : the admiration was all there and the

poor plain sister handsomely paid it. It had never

been so paid, she was presently certain, as by this

great generous object of Mr. Pitman's flame, who
without optical aid, it well might have seemed, never

theless entirely grasped her might in fact, all bene

volently, have been groping her over as by some

huge mild proboscis. She gave Mrs. Brack pleasure
in short

;
and who could say of what other pleasures

the poor lady hadn't been cheated ?

It was somehow a muddled world in which one of

her conceivable joys, at this time of day, would be to

marry Mr. Pitman to say nothing of a state of

things in which this gentleman's own fancy could

invest such a union with rapture. That, however, was
their own mystery, and Julia, with each instant, was
more and more clear about hers : so remarkably primed
in fact, at the end of three minutes, that though her

friend, and though his friend, were both saying things,
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many things and perhaps quite wonderful things, she

had no free attention for them and was only rising
and soaring. She was rising to her value, she was

soaring with it the value Mr. Pitman almost convul

sively imputed to her, the value that consisted for her

of being so unmistakably the most dazzling image
Mrs. Brack had ever beheld. These were the uses,

for Julia, in fine, of adversity ;
the range of Mrs.

Brack's experience might have been as small as the

measure of her presence was large : Julia was at any
rate herself in face of the occasion of her life, and,
after all her late repudiations and reactions, had per

haps never yet known the quality of this moment's
success. She hadn't an idea of what, on either side,

had been uttered beyond Mr. Pitman's allusion to

her having befriended him of old : she simply held his

companion with her radiance and knew she might be,

for her effect, as irrelevant as she chose. It was
relevant to do what he wanted it was relevant to

dish herself. She did it now with a kind of passion,, to

say nothing of her knowing, with it, that every word of

it added to her beauty. She gave him away in short,

up to the hilt, for any use of her own, and should have

nothing to clutch at now but the possibility of Murray
Brush.

" He says I was good to him, Mrs. Brack ;
and I'm

sure I hope I was, since I should be ashamed to be

anything else. If I could be good to him now I should

be glad that's just what, a while ago, I rushed up
to him here, after so long, to give myself the pleasure
of saying. I saw him years ago very particularly, very

miserably tried and I saw the way he took it. I

did see it, you dear man," she sublimely went on
"

I saw it for all you may protest, for all you may hate

me to talk about you ! I saw you behave like a gentle
man since Mrs. Brack agrees with me so charm

ingly that there are not many to be met. I don't know
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whether you care, Mrs. Drack
"

she abounded, she

revelled in the name "
but I've always remembered

it of him : that under the most extraordinary pro
vocation he was decent and patient and brave. No

appearance of anything different matters, for I speak
of what I know. Of course I'm nothing and nobody ;

I'm only a poor frivolous girl, but I was very close

to him at the time. That's all my little story if

it should interest you at all." She measured every
beat of.her wing, she knew how high she was going
and paused only when it was quite vertiginous. Here
she hung a moment as in the glare of the upper blue ;

which was but the glare what else could it be ?

of the vast and magnificent attention of both her

auditors, hushed, on their side, in the splendour she

emitted. She had at last to steady herself, and she

scarce knew afterwards at what rate or in what way
she had still inimitably come down her own eyes
fixed all the while on the very figure of her achieve

ment. She had sacrificed her mother on the altar

proclaimed her false and cruel ; and if that didn't
"

fix
"

Mr. Pitman, as he would have said -well, it

was all she could do. But the cost of her action

already somehow came back to her with increase ; the

dear gaunt man fairly wavered, to her sight, in the

glory of it, as if signalling at her, with wild gleeful

arms, from some mount of safety, while the massive

lady just spread and spread like a rich fluid a bit

helplessly spilt. It was really the outflow of the poor
woman's honest response, into which she seemed to

melt, and Julia scarce distinguished the two apart
even for her taking gracious leave of each.

" Good

bye, Mrs. Drack
;

I'm awfully happy to have met

you
"

like as not it was for this she had grasped
Mr. Pitman's hand. And then to him or to her, it

didn't matter which,
"
Good-bye, dear good Mr.

Pitman hasn't it been nice after so long ?
"
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JULIA floated even to her own sense swanlike away
she left in her wake their fairly stupefied submis

sion : it was as if she had, by an exquisite authority,
now placed them, each for each, and they would have

nothing to do but be happy together. Never had she

so exulted as on this ridiculous occasion in the noted
items of her beauty. Le compte y etait, as they used

to say in Paris every one of them, for her immediate

employment, was there ; and there was something in

it after all. It didn't necessarily, this sum of thump
ing little figures, imply charm especially for

"
re

fined
"

people : nobody knew better than Julia that

inexpressible charm and quoteable
"
charms

"
(quote-

able like prices, rates, shares, or whatever, the things

they dealt in downtown) are two distinct categories ;

the safest thing for the latter being, on the whole, that

it might include the former, and the great strength of

the former being that it might perfectly dispense with

the latter. Mrs. Drack wasn't refined, not the least

little bit ; but what would be the case with Murray
Brush now after his three years of Europe ? He
had done so what he liked with her which had
seemed so then just the meaning, hadn't it ? of their

being
"
engaged "that he had made her not see,

while the absurdity lasted (the absurdity of their pre

tending to believe they could marry without a cent)
how little he was of metal without alloy : this had come
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up for her, remarkably, but afterwards come up
for her as she looked back. Then she had drawn her

conclusion, which was one of the many that Basil

French had made her draw. It was a queer service

Basil was going to have rendered her, this having
made everything she had ever done impossible, if

he wasn't going to give her a new chance. If he was
it was doubtless right enough. On the other hand

Murray might have improved, if such a quantity of

alloy, as she called it, were, in any man, reducible, and
if Paris were the place all happily to reduce it. She
had her doubts anxious and aching on the spot,
and had expressed them to Mr. Pitman : certainly, of

old, he had been more open to the quoteable than to the

inexpressible, to charms than to charm. If she could

try the quoteable, however, and with such a grand
result, on Mrs. Drack, she couldn't now on Murray
in respect to whom everything had changed. So that

if he hadn't a sense for the subtler appeal, the appeal

appreciable by people not vulgar, on which alone she

could depend, what on earth would become of her ?

She could but yearningly hope, at any rate, as she

made up her mind to write to him immediately at

his club. It was a question of the right sensibility
in him. Perhaps he would have acquired it in

Europe.
Two days later indeed for he had promptly and

charmingly replied, keeping with alacrity the appoint
ment she had judged best to propose, a morning
hour in a sequestered alley of the Park two days
later she was to be struck well-nigh to alarm by every
thing he had acquired : so much it seemed to make
that it threatened somehow a complication, and her

plan, so far as she had arrived at one, dwelt in the

desire above all to simplify. She wanted no grain
more of extravagance or excess in anything risking
as she had done, none the less, a recall of ancient
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licence in proposing to Murray such a place of meet

ing. She had her reasons she wished intensely to

discriminate : Basil French had several times waited

on her at her mother's habitation, their horrible flat

which was so much too far up and too near the East
Side ; he had dined there and lunched there and gone
with her thence to other places, notably to see pictures,
and had in particular adjourned with her twice to the

Metropolitan Museum, in which he took a great

interest, in which she professed a delight, and their

second visit to which had wound up in her encounter

with Mr. Pitman, after her companion had yielded, at

her urgent instance, to an exceptional need of keeping
a business engagement. She mightn't in delicacy, in

decency, entertain Murray Brush where she had enter

tained Mr. French she was given over now to these

exquisite perceptions and proprieties and bent on

devoutly observing them ; and Mr. French, by good
luck, had never been with her in the Park : partly
because he had never pressed it, and partly because she

would have held off if he had, so haunted were those

devious paths and favouring shades by the general
echo of her untrammelled past. If he had never sug

gested their taking a turn there this was because, quite

divineably, he held it would commit him further than

he had yet gone ; and if she on her side had practised
a like reserve it was because the place reeked for her,

as she inwardly said, with old associations. It reeked

with nothing so much perhaps as with the memories
evoked by the young man who now awaited her in the

nook she had been so competent to indicate ; but in

what corner of the town, should she look for them,
wouldn't those footsteps creak back into muffled life,

and to what expedient would she be reduced should

she attempt to avoid all such tracks ? The Museum
was full of tracks, tracks by the hundred the way
really she had knocked about ! but she had to see
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people somewhere, and she couldn't pretend to dodge
every ghost.

All she could do was not to make confusion, make
mixtures, of the living ; though she asked herself

enough what mixture she mightn't find herself to

have prepared if Mr. French should, _
not so very im

possibly for a restless roaming man her effect on
him ! happen to pass while she sat there with the

moustachioed personage round whose name Mrs.

Maule would probably have caused detrimental anec

dote most thickly to cluster. There existed, she was

sure, a mass of luxuriant legend about the
"
lengths

"

her engagement with Murray Brush had gone ; she

could herself fairly feel them in the air, these streamers

of evil, black flags flown as in warning, the vast re

dundancy of so cheap and so dingy social bunting, in

fine, that flapped over the stations she had successively
moved away from and which were empty now, for

such an ado, even to grotesqueness. The vivacity of

that conviction was what had at present determined

her, while it was the way he listened after she had

quickly broken ground, while it was the special char

acter of the interested look in his handsome face,

handsomer than ever yet, that represented for her the

civilisation he had somehow taken on. Just so it was
the quantity of that gain, in its turn, that had at the

end of ten minutes begun to affect her as holding up a

light to the wide reach of her step.
"
There was never

anything the least serious between us, not a sign or a

scrap, do you mind ? of anything beyond the merest

pleasant friendly acquaintance ; and if you're not

ready to go to the stake on it for me you may as well

know in time what it is you'll probably cost me."
She had immediately plunged, measuring her effect

and having thought it well over ; and what corre

sponded to her question of his having become a better

person to appeal to was the appearance of interest she
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had so easily created in him. She felt on the spot the

difference that made it was indeed his form of being
more civilised : it was the sense in which Europe in

general and Paris in particular had made him develop.

By every calculation and her calculations, based on
the intimacy of her knowledge, had been many and

deep he would help her the better the more intelli

gent he should have become ; yet she was to recognise
later on that the first chill of foreseen disaster had
been caught by her as, at a given moment, this greater
refinement of his attention seemed to exhale it. It was

just what she had wanted
"

if I can only get him
interested !

"
so that, this proving quite vividly

possible, why did the light it lifted strike her as lurid ?

Was it partly by reason of his inordinate romantic

good looks, those of a gallant genial conqueror, but

which, involving so glossy a brownness of eye, so

manly a crispness of curl, so red-lipped a radiance of

smile, so natural a bravery of port, prescribed to any
response he might facially, might expressively make a

sort of florid disproportionate amplitude ? The ex

planation, in any case, didn't matter ; he was going to

mean well that she could feel, and also that he had
meant better in the past, presumably, than he had

managed to convince her of his doing at the time : the

oddity she hadn't now reckoned with was this fact

that from the moment he did advertise an interest it

should show almost as what she would have called

weird. It made a change in him that didn't go with

the rest as if he had broken his nose or put on spec

tacles, lost his handsome hair or sacrificed his splendid
moustache : her conception, her necessity, as she saw,
had been that something should be added to him for

her use, but nothing for his own alteration.

He had affirmed himself, and his character, and his

temper, and his health, and his appetite, and his

ignorance, and his obstinacy, and his whole charming
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coarse heartless personality, during their engagement,

by twenty forms of natural emphasis, but never by
emphasis of interest. How in fact could you feel

interest unless you should know, within you, some dim
stir of imagination ? There was nothing in the world

of which Murray Brush was less capable than of such a

dim stir, because you only began to imagine when you
felt some approach to a need to understand. He had
never felt it ;

for hadn't he been born, to his personal

vision, with that perfect intuition of everything which
reduces all the suggested preliminaries of judgement
to the impertinence when it's a question of your

entering your house of a dumpage of bricks at your
door ? He had had, in short, neither to imagine nor to

perceive, because he had, from the first pulse of his in

telligence, simply and supremely known : so that, at

this hour, face to face with him, it came over her that

she had in their old relation dispensed with any such

convenience of comprehension on his part even to a

degree she had not measured at the time. What
therefore must he not have seemed to her as a form of

life, a form of avidity and activity, blatantly successful

in its own conceit, that he could have dazzled her so

against the interest of her faculties and functions ?

Strangely and richly historic all that backward mys
tery, and only leaving for her mind the wonder of such

a mixture of possession and detachment as they would

clearly to-day both know. For each to be so little at

last to the other when, during months together, the

idea of all abundance, all quantity, had been, for each,

drawn from the other and addressed to the other

what was it monstrously like but some fantastic act

of getting rid of a person by going to lock yourself

up in the sanctum sanctorum of that person's house,
amid every evidence of that person's habits and
nature ? What was going to happen, at any rate, was
that Murray would show himself as beautifully and
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consciouslyunderstanding and it would be prodigious
that Europe should have inoculated him with that

delicacy. Yes, he wouldn't claim to know now till she

had told him an aid to performance he had surely
never before waited for or been indebted to from any
one ; and then, so knowing, he would charmingly en
deavour to "meet," to oblige and to gratify. He would
find it, her case, ever so worthy of his benevolence,
and would be literally inspired to reflect that he must
hear about it first.

She let him hear then everything, in spite of feeling
herself slip, while she did so, to some doom as yet in

calculable ; she went on very much as she had done for

Mr. Pitman and Mrs. Drack, with the rage of despera
tion and, as she was afterwards to call it to herself, the

fascination of the abyss. She didn't know, couldn't

have said at the time, why his projected benevolence

should have had most so the virtue to scare her : he

would patronise her, as an effect of her vividness, if

not of her charm, and would do this with all high
intention, finding her case, or rather their case, their

funny old case, taking on of a sudden such refreshing
and edifying life, to the last degree curious and even

important ; but there were gaps of connexion between
this and the intensity of the perception here overtak

ing her that she shouldn't be able to move in any
direction without dishing herself. That she couldn't

afford it where she had got to--couldn't afford the

deplorable vulgarity of having been so many times

informally affianced and contracted (putting it only at

that, at its being by the new lights and fashions so

unpardonably vulgar) : he took this from her without

turning, as she might have said, a hair ; except just to

indicate, with his new superiority, that he felt the dis

tinguished appeal and notably the pathos of it. He
still took it from her that she hoped nothing, as it

were, from any other alibi the people to drag into
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court being too many and too scattered ;
but that, as

it was with him, Murray Brush, she had been most

vulgar, most everything she had better not have been,
so she depended on him for the innocence it was

actually vital she should establish. He blushed or

frowned or winced no more at that than he did when
she once more fairly emptied her satchel and, quite as

if they had been Nancy and the Artful Dodger, or

some nefarious pair of that sort, talking things over in

the manner of
"
Oliver Twist," revealed to him the

fondness of her view that, could she but have pro
duced a cleaner slate, she might by this time have

pulled it off with Mr. French. Yes, he let her in that

way sacrifice her honourable connexion with him
all the more honourable for being so completely at an
end to the crudity of her plan for not missing another

connexion, so much more brilliant than what he

offered, and for bringing another man, with whom
she so invidiously and unflatteringly compared him,
into her greedy life.

There was only a moment during which, by a

particular lustrous look she had never had from him
before, he just made her wonder which turn he was

going to take
;
she felt, however, as safe as was con

sistent with her sense of having probably but added
to her danger, when he brought out, the next instant :

"
Don't you seem to take the ground that we were

guilty that you were ever guilty of something we
shouldn't have been ? What did we ever do that was

secret, or underhand, or any way not to be acknow

ledged ? What did we do but exchange our young
vows with the best faith in the world publicly, re

joicingly, with the full assent of every one connected
with us ? I mean of course," he said with his grave
kind smile,

"
till we broke off so completely because

we found that practically, financially, on the hard

worldly basis we couldn't work it. What harm, in
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the sight of God or man, Julia," he asked in his fine

rich way,
"
did we ever do ?

"

She gave him back his look, turning pale.
" Am I

talking of that ? Am I talking of what we know ? I'm

talking of what others feel of what they have to

feel ; of what it's just enough for them to know not
to be able to get over it, once they do really know it.

How do they know what didn't pass between us, with
all the opportunities we had ? That's none of their

business if we were idiots enough, on the top of

everything ! What you may or mayn't have done
doesn't count, for you ; but there are people for

whom it's loathsome that a girl should have gone on
like that from one person to another and still pretend
to be well, all that a nice girl is supposed to be. It's

as if we had but just waked up, mother and I, to such

a remarkable prejudice ; and now we have it when
we could do so well without it ! staring us in the

face. That mother should have insanely let me,
should so vulgarly have taken it for my natural, my
social career that's the disgusting humiliating thing :

with the lovely account it gives of both of us ! But
mother's view of a delicacy in things !

"
she went

on with scathing grimness ;

"
mother's measure of

anything, with her grand
'

gained cases
'

(there'll be

another yet, she finds them so easy !)
of which she's so

publicly proud ! You see I've no margin," said Julia ;

letting him take it from her flushed face as much as he
would that her mother hadn't left her an inch. It

was that he should make use of the spade with her for

the restoration of a bit of a margin just wide enough
to perch on till the tide of peril should have ebbed a

little, it was that he should give her that lift !

Well, it was all there from him after these last

words ; it was before her that he really took hold.
"
Oh, my dear child, I can see ! Of course there are

people ideas change in our society so fast ! who
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are not in sympathy with the old American freedom
and who read, I dare say, all sorts of uncanny things
into it. Naturally you must take them as they are

from the moment," said Murray Brush, who had

lighted, by her leave, a cigarette,
"
your life-path does,

for weal or for woe, cross with theirs." He had every
now and then such an elegant phrase.

"
Awfully

interesting, certainly, your case. It's enough for me
that it is yours I make it my own. I put myself

absolutely in your place ; you'll understand from me,
without professions, won't you ? that I do. Command
me in every way ! What I do like is the sympathy
with which you've inspired him. I don't, I'm sorry
to say, happen to know him personally

"
he smoked

away, looking off
;

"
but of course one knows all

about him generally, and I'm sure he's right for you,
I'm sure it would be charming, if you yourself think

so. Therefore trust me and even what shall I say ?

leave it to me a little, won't you ?
" He had been

watching, as in his fumes, the fine growth of his

possibilities ; and with this he turned on her the large
warmth of his charity. It was like a subscription of a

half a million.
"

I'll take care of you."
She found herself for a moment looking up at him

from as far below as the point from which the school-

child, with round eyes raised to the wall, gazes at the

particoloured map of the world. Yes, it was a warmth,
it was a special benignity, that had never yet dropped
on her from any one

; and she wouldn't for the first

few moments have known how to describe it or even

quite what to do with it. Then as it still rested, his

fine improved expression aiding, the sense of what
had happened came over her with a rush. She was

being, yes, patronised ; and that was really as new to

her the freeborn American girl who might, if she

had wished, have got engaged and disengaged not six

times but sixty as it would have been to be crowned
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or crucified. The Frenches themselves didn't do it

the Frenches themselves didn't dare it. It was as

strange as one would : she recognised it when it came,
but anything might have come rather and it was

coming by (of all people in the world) Murray Brush !

It overwhelmed her ; still she could speak, with how
ever faint a quaver and however sick a smile.

"
You'll

lie for me like a gentleman ?
"

" As far as that goes till I'm black in the face !

"

And then while he glowed at her and she wondered if

he would pointedly look his lies that way, and if, in

fine, his florid gallant knowing, almost winking in

telligence, common as she had never seen the common
vivified, would represent his notion of

"
blackness

"
:

"
See here, Julia ;

I'll do more."
" '

More
'

?
"

"
Everything. I'll take it right in hand. I'll fling

over you
"

"
Fling over me ?

"
she continued to echo as

he fascinatingly fixed her.
"
Well, the biggest kind of rose-coloured mantle !

"

And this time, oh, he did wink : it would be the way he

was going to wink (and in the grandest good faith in

the world) when indignantly denying, under inquisi

tion, that there had been
"
a sign or a scrap

"
between

them. But there was more to come
;
he decided she

should have it all.
"

Julia, you've got to know now."

He hung fire but an instant more.
"

Julia, I'm going
to be married." His

"
Julias

"
were somehow death

to her ; she could feel that even through all the rest.
"

Julia, I announce my engagement."
" Oh lordy, lordy !

"
she wailed : it might have

been addressed to Mr. Pitman.

The force qf it had brought her to her feet, but he

sat there smiling up as at the natural tribute of her

interest.
"

I tell you before any one else ; it's not to

be
'

out
'

for a day or two yet. But we want )
TOU l;>
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know ;
she said that as soon as I mentioned to her that

I had heard from you. I mention to her everything,

you see !

" and he almost simpered while, still in his

seat, he held the end of his cigarette, all delicately and

as for a form of gentle emphasis, with the tips of his

fine fingers.
"
You've not met her, Mary Lindeck, I

think : she tells me she hasn't the pleasure of knowing

you, but she desires it so much particularly longs
for it. She'll take an interest too," he went on ;

"
you

must let me immediately bring her to you. She has

heard so much about you and she really wants to see

you."" Oh mercy me\" poor Julia gasped again so

strangely did history repeat itself and so did this

appear the echo, on Murray Brush's lips, and quite to

drollery, of that sympathetic curiosity of Mrs. Brack's

which Mr. Pitman, as they said, voiced. Well, there

had played before her the vision of a ledge of safety in

face of a rising tide ; but this deepened quickly to a

sense more forlorn, the cold swish of waters already

up to her waist and that would soon be up to her chin.

It came really but from the air of her friend, from the

perfect benevolence and high unconsciousness with

which he kept his posture as if to show he could

patronise her from below upward quite as well as

from above down. And as she took it all in, as it

spread to a flood, with the great lumps and masses of

truth it was floating, she knew inevitable submission,

not to say submersion, as she had never known it in

her life; going down and down before it, not even

putting out her hands to resist or cling by the way, only

reading into the young man's very face an immense

fatality and, for all his bright nobleness, his absence

of rancour or of protesting pride, the great grey
blankness of her doom. It was as if the earnest Miss

Lindeck, tall and mild, high and lean, with eye-glasses
and a big nose, but

" marked
"

in a noticeable way,
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elegant and distinguished and refined, as you could
see from a mile off, and as graceful, for common
despair of imitation, as the curves of the

"
copy

"
set

of old by one's writing-master it was as if this stately

well-wisher, whom indeed she had never exchanged a

word with, but whom she had recognised and placed
and winced at as soon as he spoke of her, figured
there beside him now as also in portentous charge of

her case.

He had ushered her into it in that way, as if his

mere right word sufficed ; and Julia could see them
throned together, beautifully at one in all the interests

they now shared, and regard her as an object of

almost tender solicitude. It was positively as if they
had become engaged for her good in such a happy
light as it shed. That was the way people you had

known, known a bit intimately, looked at you as soon

as they took on the high matrimonial propriety that

sponged over the more or less wild past to which you
belonged and of which, all of a sudden, they were
aware only through some suggestion it made them for

reminding you definitely that you still had a place. On
her having had a day or two before to meet Mrs.

Drack and to rise to her expectation she had seen and
felt herself act, had above all admired herself, and
had at any rate known what she said, even though
losing, at her altitude, any distinctness in the others.

She could have repeated afterwards the detail of her

performance if she hadn't preferred to keep it with

her as a mere locked-up, a mere unhandled treasure.

At present, however, as everything was for her at

first deadened and vague, true to the general effect

of sounds and motions in water, she couldn't have
said afterwards what words she spoke, what face she

showed, what impression she made at least till she

had pulled herself round to precautions. She only
knew she had turned away, and that this movement
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must have sooner or later determined his rising to join

her, his deciding to accept it, gracefully and condon-

ingly condoningly in respect to her natural emotion,
her inevitable little pang for an intimation that they
would be better on their feet.

They trod then afresh their ancient paths ; and

though it pressed upon her hatefully that he must
have taken her abruptness for a smothered shock, the

flare-up of her old feeling at the breath of his' news,
she had still to see herself condemned to allow him

this, condemned really to encourage him in the mis

take of believing her suspicious of feminine spite and
doubtful of Miss Lindeck's zeal. She was so far from
doubtful that she was but too appalled at it and at the

officious mass in which it loomed, and this instinct of

dread, before, their walk was over, before she had

guided him round to one of the smaller gates, there to

slip off again by herself, was positively to find on the

bosom of her flood a plank under aid of which she

kept in a manner and for the time afloat. She took ten

minutes to pant, to blow gently, to paddle disguisedly,
to accommodate herself, in a word, to the elements she

had let loose ; but as a reward of her effort at least

she then saw how her determined vision accounted for

everything. Beside her friend on the bench she had

truly felt all his cables cut, truly swallowed down the

fact that if he still perceived she was pretty and
how pretty ! it had ceased appreciably to matter to

him. It had lighted the folly of her preliminary fear,

the fear of his even yet, to some effect of confusion or

other inconvenience for her, proving more alive to the

quoteable in her, as she had called it, than to the in

expressible. She had reckoned with the awkwardness
of that possible lapse of his measure of her charm, by
which his renewed apprehension of her grosser orna

ments, those with which he had most affinity, might
too much profit ;

but she need have concerned herself
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as little for his sensibility on one head as on the other.

She had ceased personally, ceased materially in

respect, as who should say, to any optical or tactile

advantage to exist for him, and the whole office of

his manner had been the more piously and gallantly
to dress the dead presence with flowers. This was all

to his credit and his honour, but what it clearly certi

fied was that their case was at last not even one of

spirit reaching out to spirit. He had plenty of spirit

had all the spirit required for his having engaged
himself to Miss Lindeck ; into which result, once she

had got her head well up again, she read, as they pro
ceeded, one sharp meaning after another. It was
therefore toward the subtler essence of that mature

young woman alone that he was occupied in stretch

ing ;
what was definite to him about Julia Bride being

merely, being entirely which was indeed thereby

quite enough that she might end by scaling her

worldly height. They would push, they would shove,

they would
"
boost," they would arch both their

straight backs as .pedestals for her tiptoe ; and at the

same time, by some sweet prodigy of mechanics, she

would pull them up and up with her.

Wondrous things hovered before her in the course

of this walk ; her consciousness had become, by an

extraordinary turn, a music-box in which, its lid well

down, the most remarkable tunes were sounding. It

played for her ear alone, and the lid, as she might
have figured, was her firm plan of holding out till she

got home, of not betraying to her companion at

least the extent to which she was demoralised. To
see him think her demoralised by mistrust of the

sincerity of the service to be meddlesomely rendered

her by his future wife she would have hurled herself

publicly into the lake there at their side, would have

splashed, in her beautiful clothes, among the frightened,

swans, rather than invite him to that ineptitude. 01
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her sincerity, Mary Lindeck's she would be drenched
with her sincerity, and she would be drenched, yes,

with his
;

so that, from inward convulsion to con

vulsion, she had, before they reached their gate,

pulled up in the path. There was something her

head had been full of these three or four minutes, the

intensest little tune of the music-box, and it had made
its way to her lips now ; belonging for all the good it

could do her ! to the two or three sorts of solicitude

she might properly express."
I hope she has a fortune, if you don't mind my

speaking of it : I mean some of the money we didn't

in our time have and that we missed, after all, in

our poor way and for what we then wanted of it, so

quite dreadfully."
She had been able to wreathe it in a grace quite

equal to any he himself had employed ; and it was to

be said for him also that he kept up, on this, the

standard.
" Oh she's not, thank goodness, at all

badly off, poor dear. We shall do very well. How
sweet of you to have thought of it ! May I tell her

that too ?
"
he splendidly glared. Yes, he glared

how couldn't, he, with what his mind was really full

of ? But, all the same, he came just here, by her

vision, nearer than at any other point to being a

gentleman. He came quite within an ace of it with

his taking from her thus the prescription of humility
of service, his consenting to act in the interest of her

avidity, his letting her mount that way, on his bowed

shoulders, to the success in which he could suppose
she still believed. He couldn't know, he would never

know, that she had then and there ceased to believe

in it that she saw as clear as the sun in the sky the

exact manner in which, between them, before they
had done, the Murray Brushes, all zeal and sincerity
all interest in her interesting case, would dish, would

ruin, would utterly destroy her. He wouldn't have
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needed to go on, for the force and truth of this ; but
he did go on he was as crashingly consistent as a

motor-car without a brake. He was visibly in love

with the idea of what they might do for her and of

the rare
"

social
"

opportunity that they would, by
the same stroke, embrace. How he had been offhand

with it, how he had made it parenthetic, that he didn't

happen
"
personally

"
to know Basil French as if

it would have been at all likely he should know him,
even impersonally, and as if he could conceal from
her the fact that, since she had made him her over

ture, this gentleman's name supremely baited her

hook ! Oh they would help Julia Bride if they could

they would do their remarkable best ; but they
would at any rate have made his acquaintance over

it, and she might indeed leave the rest to their

thoroughness. He would already have known, he
would already have heard ;

her appeal, she was more
and more sure, wouldn't have come to him as a

revelation. He had already talked it over with her,

with Miss Lindeck, to whom the Frenches, in their

fortress, had never been accessible, and his whole

attitude bristled, to Julia's eyes, with the betrayal of

her hand, her voice, her pressure, her calculation. His

tone in fact, as he talked, fairly thrust these things
into her face.

" But you must see her for yourself.
You'll judge her. You'll love her. My dear child

"

he brought it all out, and if he spoke of children

he might, in his candour, have been himself infantine
"
my dear child, she's the person to do it for you.

Make it over to her ; but," he laughed,
"
of course

see her first ! Couldn't you," he wound up for they
were now near their gate, where she was to leave him

"
couldn't you just simply make us meet him, at tea,

say, informally; just us alone, as pleasant old friends

of whom you'd have so naturally and frankly spoken
to him ;

and then see what we'd make of that ?
"
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It was all in his expression ; he couldn't keep it

undetected, and his shining good looks couldn't : ah,
he was so fatally much too handsome for her ! So the

gap showed just there, in his admirable mask and his

admirable eagerness ; the yawning little chasm showed
where the gentleman fell short. But she took this in,

she took everything in, she felt herself do it, she heard
herself say, while they paused before separation, that

she quite saw the point of the meeting, as he suggested,
at her tea. She would propose it to Mr. French and
would let them know ; and he must assuredly bring
Miss Lindeck, bring her

"
right away," bring her soon,

bring them, his fiancee and her, together somehow,
and as quickly as possible so that they should be
old friends before the tea. She would propose it to

Mr. French, propose it to Mr. French : that hummed
in her ears as she went after she had really got

away ; hummed as if she were repeating it over, giving
it out to the passers, to the pavement, to the sky, and
all as in wild discord with the intense little concert of

her music-box. The extraordinary thing too was that

she quite believed she should do it, and fully meant to ;

desperately, fantastically passive since she almost
reeled with it as she proceeded she was capable of

proposing anything to any one : capable too of think

ing it likely Mr. French would come, for he had never
on her previous proposals declined anything. Yes, she

would keep it up to the end, this pretence of owing
them salvation, and might even live to take comfort in

having done for them what they wanted. What they
wanted couldn't but be to get at the Frenches, and
what Miss Lindeck above all wanted, baffled of it

otherwise, with so many others of the baffled, was to

get at Mr. French for all Mr. French would want
of either of them ! still more than Murray did. It

wasn't till after she had got home, got straight into

her own room and flung herself on her face, that she
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yielded to the full taste of the bitterness of missing
a connexion, missing the man himself, with power to

create such a social appetite, such a grab at what

might be gained by them. He could make people,
even people like these two and whom there were still

other people to envy, he could make them push and
snatch and scramble like that and then remain as

incapable of taking her from the hands of such patrons
as of receiving her straight, say, from those of Mrs.

Brack. It was a high note, too, of Julia's wonderful

composition that, even in the long lonely moan of

her conviction of her now certain ruin, all this grim

lucidity, the perfect clearance of passion, but made
her supremely proud of him.

THE END
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